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Abstract

This study describes and analyses the treatment of male characters in the work 

of the East German author, Irmtraud Morgner. The main focus of the thesis is on 

Morgner’s handling of masculinity in relation to her treatment of the fantastic. 

Given that the majority of scholarship on Morgner concentrates on feminist 

aspects of her work, the aim of this thesis is to redress this imbalance by 

concentrating on the importance to her fictional narratives of male figures. The 

ways in which Morgner portrays her male characters shed significant new light on 

the function of the fantastic in her work. A detailed analysis of her texts shows 

that Morgner excludes all but a few of her male characters from the fantastic. By 

investigating the reasons for this, the thesis seeks to contribute to a better 

understanding of Morgner’s complex views on gender issues. The argument is 

advanced that Morgner’s treatment of her male characters and their interaction, 

or lack of interaction with the fantastic, reveals a more nuanced disillusionment 

with society than emerges from examinations of her female characters alone. 

Such a reading therefore permits a deeper and more differentiated understanding 

of her work.
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Introduction

This study describes and analyses the treatment of male characters in the 

fictional narratives of Irmtraud Morgner. Within this framework, particular 

attention is paid to Morgner’s handling of masculinity in relation to her treatment 

of the fantastic. The thesis advanced is that the feminist 'bias' in scholarship on 

Morgner's work needs to be redressed. As will be shown below, men play an 

important role in Morgner's literary universe and she initially pins her hopes on 

men helping women to achieve her proposed utopian society. Ultimately, 

however, Morgner's hopes are dashed by the unwillingness of men to contribute 

to this society and she has to admit that her envisaged society cannot be 

achieved.

The way in which Morgner portrays her male characters sheds important new 

light on the function of the fantastic in her oeuvre. A close reading of the texts will 

show that Morgner excludes the majority of the male characters from the 

fantastic and this study will seek to explore the reasons why Morgner does this. 

Answering this question will contribute to a better understanding of Morgner's 

complex views of male-female relationships.

'Die Feministin der DDR' was the title of a review in the Frankfurter Rundschau of 

Morgner’s novel Leben und Abenteuer der Trobadora Beatriz nach Zeugnissen 

ihrer Spielfrau Laura (1974).^ The label ‘feminist’ has figured prominently in 

subsequent critical discussion of Morgner and her texts. The majority of studies 

have concentrated on Morgner's female characters and on perceived feminist 

positions in her works. These include studies by Kristine von Soden, whose

 ̂ Nikolaus Markgraf, ‘Die Feministin der DDR’, Frankfurter Rundschau, 24 May 1975.



anthology examines the montage novel as a vehicle for feminist writing, Beth 

Linklater, who addresses the sexual aspects in Morgner's books and Alison 

Lewis, whose work on Morgner is a comprehensive study of the feminist aspects 

of her work.^

Although it is not difficult to see why Morgner's novels should have attracted a 

great deal of attention from feminist critics, there has been a corresponding lack 

of attention paid to Morgner's male characters. This study aims to go some way 

towards redressing this critical imbalance. As its point of departure it takes 

Morgner's own statement that she was not a feminist; in an interview with Karin 

Huffzky, Morgner emphasises that:

Das Wort Feministin gefallt mir nicht, weil es einen modischen, 
unpolitischen Zug hat fur mich, weil es die Vermutung provoziert, daR die 
Menschwerdung der Frau eine Frauensache sein konnte. Da wird aber ein 
Menschheitsproblem aufgeworfen. Emanzipation der Frauen 1st ohne 
Emanzipation der Manner unerreichbar und undenkbar.^

In another interview Morgner states that feminism is 'eine Reaktion auf 

eine frauenfeindliche Umgebung' and that her country is 'frauenfreundlich'.'^ 

According to Morgner, Communism precludes any form of feminism because its 

equality renders feminism redundant and unnecessary. Throughout her life, 

Morgner maintained her belief in socialist revolution and the relevance this had 

for women, although she did admit that there was still a great deal of work to be

 ̂ Kristine von Soden (ed.), Irmtraud Morgners hexische Weltfahrt. Eine Zeitmontage (Berlin: 
Elefanten Press, 1991); Beth Linklater, Vnd immer zügelloser wird die Lust’: Constructions of 
Sexuality in East German Literatures (Berne: Lang, 1998); Alison Lewis, Subverting Patriarchy: 
Feminism and Fantasy in the Works of Irmtraud Morgner (Oxford: Berg, 1995).

 ̂ Karin Huffzky, 'Produktivkraft Sexualitat souverân nutzen: Ein Gesprach mit der DDR- 
Schriftstellerin Irmtraud Morgner', Frankfurter Rundschau, 16 August 1975.
Ursula Krechel, 'Die taglichen Zerstüokelungen. Gesprach mit Ursula Krechel' in Marlise 
Gerhardt, ed., Irmtraud Morgner. Texte, Daten, Bf/der (Frankfurt am Main: Luchterhand, 1990), 
p. 24.



done. In the same interview with Krechel, she states:

Ich bin eine Kommunistin, die die speziellen Forderungen der Frau 
auRerordentlich bewegen. Ich glaube, es 1st wichtig fOr die Frauen zu 
erkennen, daR man zuallererst mal die Gesellschaft okonomisch 
verândern muR in dem Sinn, daR man die hierarchischen Strukturen, die 
ausbeuterischen Strukturen beseitigt, die ja immer wieder Unterdruckung 
und Hiérarchie hecken.®

Ridding (GDR) society of these hierarchical structures is a recurrent 

theme in Morgner's work and involves more than fighting for women’s rights. 

Morgner believes in the humanisation of (wo)man ('Vermenschlichung des 

Menschen') and apportions blame equally to men and women for the injustices of 

the world. She nevertheless recognises that these hierarchical structures are in 

the main patriarchal structures and that, in order to break these down, men have 

to be 're-educated' so that a society may be created where men and women are 

genuinely equal. This study will demonstrate that these views have a significant 

impact on Morgner's portrayal of her male characters. It will, however, be argued 

that Morgner became increasingly doubtful that an equal society of this kind 

could ever be achieved, and in the 1980s she became so depressed by the state 

of the world that she was unable to write for many years. It was only shortly 

before her death in 1990 that she felt able to write creatively again, but on this 

occasion she ran out of time and was unable to finish her last novel.

Morgner's approach to men and the portrayal of her male characters cannot be 

uncoupled from her position as a GDR writer, and when reviewing Morgner's 

œuvre as a whole, it becomes clear how much she was influenced by 

circumstances in the GDR. Consequently, her individual novels are to a large

® Ibid., p. 25.
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extent both a reaction to, and a commentary on the cultural policies in force at 

the time. Although clearly critical of the various East German governments, 

Morgner refrained from openly attacking the 'Sozialistische Einheitspartei 

Deutschlands' (SED), the ruling party of the GDR. This is one of the reasons why 

reception of Morgner's work has been so mixed. As Geoffrey Westgate states in 

his important recent study:

She did not write politically less ambiguous work, untrammelled by a 
consciousness of the censor, with a view to exclusive publication in the 
West. She addressed only one ("closed") letter of protest to the 
authorities. She did not sign open letters of protest to Erich Honecker, but 
accepted the GDR National Prize for Literature in 1977, the year after the 
singer Wolf Biermann was expatriated.®

Moreover, she was also elected to the governing council ('Prasidium') of 

the GDR Writers’ Union ('Schriftstellerverband der DDR') in 1977 and two years 

before winning the National Prize for Literature, was awarded the 'Heinrich- 

Mann-Preis der Akademie der Kunste der DDR' (1975). It would therefore appear 

that Morgner was the model GDR writer who never fell foul of the censors. 

However, as will be seen below, Morgner had a difficult and complex relationship 

with the censors, and her writings were often subjected to publication delays, 

which had a profound effect not only on her life in general, but also on her artistic 

output.

Irmtraud Elfriede Morgner was born on 22 August 1933 in Chemnitz into a 

working class family; her mother was a dressmaker and her father an engine 

driver. The latter would have an immense influence on her life, and trains and 

engine drivers were to feature very prominently in many of her novels. In her own

® Geoffrey Westgate, Strategies under Surveillance: Reading Irmtraud Morgner as a GDR Writer 
(Amsterdam and New York; Rodopi, 2002), p. 6.



words, she grew up in a 'Haushalt ohne Bûcher’ and her parents initially wanted 

her to become a secretary/ Despite this background, and with the help of the 

GDR’s support for talented working-class students, Morgner studied 

'Germanistik' at the University of Leipzig from 1952 to 1956 and counted Hans 

Mayer and Ernst Bloch, among others, as her teachers.

After graduating from Leipzig, Morgner worked in East Berlin as an assistant 

editor for Neue Deutsche Literatur, a journal published by the 

‘Schriftstellerverband der DDR'. It was while working here that she began to write 

herself. Her first novel. Das Signal steht auf Fahrt, was published in 1959 by 

Aufbau Verlag and this was followed in 1962 by a second novel, Ein Haus am 

Rand der Stadt. During this period Morgner's writing largely conformed to the 

politico-aesthetic requirements of socialist realism and, later, the ‘Bitterfelder 

Weg’, the programme laid down at the Bitterfeld Conference in 1959.®

Morgner first clashed with the GDR censors in 1966, when her novel Rumba auf 

einen Herbst was refused publication. The book deals, in part, with Morgner's 

despair at the proposed stationing of Soviet nuclear missiles in Cuba in 1962, 

and was viewed as subversive by the authorities. Their refusal to publish the 

book and Morgner's subsequent struggle to get paid for her efforts affected her 

deeply and resulted in a change of writing style to encompass criticism of the 

system, carefully concealed behind grotesque humour and fantasy. This new 

style was clearly in evidence in her next novel, Hochzeit in Konstantinopei 

(1968), in which Morgner addressed gender issues for the first time and laid the

irmtraud Morgner, ‘Apropos Eisenbahn’ in Erôffnungen. Schriftsteller aber ihr Erstlingswerk (Berlin: 
Aufbau, 1974) pp. 204-10; reprinted in Irmtraud Morgner. Texte, Daten, Bllder (Frankfurt am Main: 
Luchterhand, 1990), p. 18.

® For a more detailed discussion of socialist realism and the ‘Bitterfelder Weg', see chapter 2.



foundation for more extended treatments in her subsequent novels of the great 

divide between men and women. This approach was continued in 

Gauklerlegende which appeared in 1970 and Die Wundersamen Reisen Gustavs 

des Weltfahrers which was published in 1972.

Although these novels were critically acclaimed, Morgner’s literary breakthrough 

came with the publication of the first instalment of her Salman trilogy, Leben und 

Abenteuer der Trobadora Beatriz nach Zeugnissen ihrer Spielfrau Laura, in 1974. 

In this novel, Morgner for the first time highlighted the issue of women's position 

in society and the double-bind they were still in, despite the professions of 

equality enshrined in the ideology and constitution of the GDR.

During the late 1970s and early 1980s, Morgner became increasingly 

disillusioned with the rigid cultural policies enforced by the SED, and her next 

novel, Amanda (1983), which forms the second part of the Salman trilogy, 

provides clear evidence of this disillusionment. If, in Trobadora Beatriz, Morgner 

had still been fairly optimistic and positive about the treatment of women by the 

SED, by the time she wrote Amanda, she had come to the realisation that a 

government based on patriarchal values could not promote the emancipation of 

women.

In 1984, Morgner toured the USA together with fellow author Helga Schütz and 

gave a series of lectures at a number of universities. This was followed in 1987 

by her acceptance of a lectureship at the University of Zurich. However, shortly 

after accepting this post, she became desperately ill and had to undergo the first 

of a number of operations in East Berlin. The events of 1989 were viewed by 

Morgner with both happiness and sadness: happiness because it spelled the end



of the isolation which had gripped a nation for so long and offered, or at least this 

was Morgner's hope, new opportunities for women both at home and at work. 

The fall of the Wall, however, also saddened Morgner because it meant both the 

end of an era and of a country which, despite its many shortcomings, she had 

supported for forty years. Morgner died on 6 May 1990 of cancer before 

completing her novel Das heroische Testament This novel was eventually 

published posthumously in 1998 by Rudolf Bussmann, who was not only a close 

friend, but also the administrator of her unpublished literary material ('Nachlass').

In a recent interview in Der Spiegel Christa Wolf commented: 'die bedeutende 

Autorin Irmtraud Morgner 1st fast vergessen. Ihre Bûcher, die dem Zeitgeist strikt 

zuwiderlaufen, werden nicht mehr verlegt.'® Morgner's work is nevertheless still 

discussed by academics specialising in GDR literature, especially in the USA, 

since the political and cultural content of her narratives is not only a reflection of 

GDR society, but also an important critique of this society, especially in relation 

to the treatment of women. The majority of studies written on Morgner's work, 

including those referred to earlier in connection with feminism, concentrate 

mainly on Trobadora Beatriz and Amanda. Petra Reuffer's study, for example, 

concentrates on the fantastical and mythical aspects of Trobadora Beatriz, while 

Synnove Clason focuses her attention on the influence of Goethe on this novel, 

calling it a 'Faustroman'.^® Helga Druxes also refers to this aspect of Morgner's 

novel in her study.'’'*

® Volker Hage and Mathias Schreiber, 'Jeder Tag 1st eine Erzahlung’, Der Spiegel, 13 September 
2003.

^^Petra Reuffer, Die unwahrscheinlichen Gewander der anderen Wahrheit Zur 
Wiederentdeckung des Wunderbaren bei G. Grass und I. Morgner {Essen: Blaue Eule, 1988); 
Synnove Clason, Der Faustroman ’Trobadora Beatriz. Zur Goethe-Rezeption Irmtraud 
Morgners (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1994).
Helga Druxes, The Feminization of Dr. Faustus: Female Identity Quests from Stendhal to 
Morgner (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1993).



Relatively few studies to date have focused on Morgner's career as a whole. In 

her study, Martina Eidecker considers the act of writing in Morgner's work and 

how this develops between the early socialist realist novels up to the fragment 

'Das Schone und das Tier', which was eventually incorporated into Das 

heroische Testament"^^ Eva Kaufmann is one of the few commentators who have 

situated Morgner's literary development in the context of broader developments 

in GDR culture, and despite its brevity her study also provides illuminating insight 

into Morgner's aesthetics.^® One of the most recent, and also most 

comprehensive studies in English, is Geoffrey Westgate’s, referred to earlier in 

this chapter.Westgate's study traces the influence of state surveillance on 

Morgner's work and charts the political context in which she was writing, 'both in 

terms of the expectations of the socialist writer as overtly proclaimed by 

politicians, and the covert mechanisms by which these expectations were 

enforced by the apparatus of control'.'*® Westgate examines how the SED's 

'Autorenpolitik' operated in Morgner's case by producing evidence from relevant 

documents stored in the archives of the censor ('Hauptverwaltung fur Verlage 

und Buchhandel im Ministerium für Kultur'), the 'Büro Kurt Hager im 

Zentralkomitee der SED', the 'Ministerium für Staatssicherheit' and the 

'Schriftstellerverband der DDR'. Westgate’s focus is less upon myth and 

feminism than upon the associative textual strategies adopted by Morgner. He 

defines these as follows:

Martina Eidecker, Sinnsuche und Trauerarbeit. Funktlonen von Schreiben in Irmtraud Morgners 
Wer/c (Hildesheim: Olms-Weidmann, 1998).
Eva Kaufmann, ‘Der Nolle die Zunge rausstrecken... Der Weg der Erzahlerin Irmtraud 

Morgner’ in Irmtraud Morgner. Texte, Daten, Bilder, ed. by M. Gerhardt, (Frankfurt am Main: 
Luchterhand, 1984), pp. 172-95.
See above n. 6.
Westgate, p. 14.



Primarily it was an aesthetic born of Morgner's desire for a prose which 
would be "dicht", by which she meant densely allusive, but it was also a 
reaction to the programmatic ideology of socialist realism in general and to 
the problems encountered by the too-overt social commentary of Rumba 
in particular/®

It was largely because of the 'densely allusive' nature of her writing that Morgner 

succeeded in getting nearly all of her books published (with the exception of 

Rumba auf einen Herbst, 1966), though rarely without a struggle, in an 

environment that saw many books rejected.

Studies of Morgner’s writings have also tended to concentrate on her female 

characters, primarily Beatriz, Laura and Amanda. The present study not only 

covers the full scope of Morgner's work, but also focuses on the many male 

characters who constitute such an important part of all Morgner's novels, if not as 

principal players, then as vehicles for social criticism or as bearers of hope for 

what may be possible in the future. From the interviews given by Morgner, it 

becomes clear that she believes firmly that an ideal society can only be achieved 

through the joint efforts of men and women. At the same time, she is of the 

opinion that the majority of men are unwilling, or unable, to change their 

behaviour because they are wedded to traditional, patriarchal ways of thinking. 

Men, Morgner maintains, are fundamentally rational beings who feel obliged to 

explain their behaviour in rational, scientific terms. They are unable to move 

beyond the safe and predictable world of empirically tested certainties, and this, 

Morgner believes, is part of the reason for their unwillingness to change. In an 

interview with Eva Kaufmann, Morgner states that the 'Vermenschlichung des 

Menschen' or 'Homo humanus' cannot be achieved 'ohne die Freisetzung und

Ibid., p. 15.
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harmonlsche Verbindung der kreativen Potenzen beider Geschlechter'/^ 

Although women are able to set their creative potential free, men are, on the 

whole, unable to do this. Morgner illustrates this aspect throughout her novels. 

Almost all of her female characters are, in one way or another, involved In 

activities or in realms of experience that defy rational explanation, while the 

majority of her male characters are unable to embrace the fantastic because it 

lies beyond logic, reason and science. In the interview with Kaufmann, Morgner 

says: 'Die phantastischen Seiten von Personen in meinen Büchern deuten 

Aktionsfâhigkeit, Bewegungswillen und andere jetzt noch brachiiegende, aber für 

eine klassenlose Zukunft kostbare Elgenschaften an'.'*® By excluding the majority 

of her male characters from the fantastic, Morgner implies that they are Incapable 

of freeing their imaginations and tend to resist change. Morgner none the less 

tries repeatedly to create male characters who are able to accept the fantastic 

and thereby contribute to the creation of a utopian society. Towards the end of 

her writing career, however, Morgner came to the realisation that a utopian 

society was not possible, at least not in her lifetime. The experimental male 

characters, like Benno, Tenner, Fakal and Wesselin, all have major flaws in their 

characters which they are unable to overcome. Change of the kind Morgner 

desires remains beyond their grasp.

This thesis traces the development of the male characters across the span of 

Morgner's literary career, from the early socialist realist novels through to the 

unfinished novel. Das heroische Testament. Because the fantastic plays such an 

important role in her books, Chapter 1 gives a brief overview of the fantastic as a 

literary strategy. This overview includes an examination of how the fantastic was

Eva Kaufmann. 'Der weibliche Ketzer heiftt Hexe', in Irmtraud Morgner. Texte, Daten, Bilder, 
ed. by M. Gerhardt, (Frankfurt am Main: Luchterhand, 1984), p. 54.
Ibid., p. 49.
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used by East German authors in general and Morgner in particular. The 

subsequent chapters include detailed discussions of the individual novels, in 

chronological order insofar as this is possible.^® The main focus of each of these 

discussions is on the male characters. The chapters also chart Morgner's literary 

development. Chapter 2 deals with Morgner's two socialist realist novels, namely 

Das Signal steht auf Fahrt and Ein Haus am Rand der Stadt, the third chapter 

examines the novels written in the 1960s, in which Morgner changed her 

approach to literature and writing after realising that socialist realism was an 

inappropriate vehicle for discussing issues relating to society, gender and 

relationships. She saw her first two books as merely repeating 'bekannte, 

gesicherte, wichtige, auBer Zweifel stehende sozialistische Grundsatze' which 

dealt with no themes 'mit dem [sie] irgendwie fertigwerden muRte'.®® As a result 

she looked for other means of voicing her criticisms, while still staying within the 

bounds of what was permitted in publishing terms. The narratives discussed in 

this third chapter therefore centre around the fantastical text Hochzeit in 

Konstantinopei, Gauklerlegende and Die wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des 

Weltfahrers. Chapter 4 analyses Trobadora Beatriz and Rumba aufeinen Herbst, 

while Chapter 5 deals exclusively with Amanda. The final chapter assesses the 

importance of Morgner's incomplete novel Das heroische Testament. Each 

chapter opens with a discussion of the historical background to the novel in 

question and an overview of the cultural policies in force prior to and at the time 

of publication. These sections serve to situate Morgner within a particular cultural 

environment. In turn, the subsequent detailed discussion of the novels will 

highlight to what extent Morgner remained within the boundaries of these cultural

Because Morgner's publication record is so complex, it is not always possible to look at the 
books in strict chronological order. As will be explained in the following chapters, there often 
was a great gap between Morgner’s writing a novel and her obtaining permission to have it 
published.
'Apropos Eisenbahn', p. 22.
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policies.

This study will show that in her narratives, Morgner experiments with various 

types of male characters, ranging from traditional, conservative characters like 

Hans Hübner in Das Signal steht aufFahrt and Kurt Mayer in Ein Haus am Rand 

der Stadt to alpha-male scientists Lutz and Morolf in Trobadora Beatriz through 

to feminised men like Benno and Wesselin in Amanda and Das heroische 

Testament respectively. The thesis will investigate why some of these male 

characters are more successful than others, taking particular account of their 

relationship with the fantastic. This investigation will show that only when men 

learn to accept the fantastic as a natural part of their lives will they be freed from 

the constraints imposed upon them by their patriarchal backgrounds. Only when 

this freedom has been achieved can men and women work together at building 

an equal society.

This study will demonstrate that by looking at Morgner's male characters it is 

possible to track her disillusionment with society in a way not possible by 

concentrating on her female characters alone. An analysis of the male characters 

in Morgner's narratives therefore makes it possible to gain a deeper and more 

differentiated understanding of her work.
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Chapter 1

Defining the Fantastic 

Introduction

Any more than cursory study of 'the fantastic' quickly reveals just what a 

problematic notion it is. As will be outlined below, there has been no shortage of 

scholarly attempts to define 'the fantastic', yet critics and theoreticians seem 

unable to agree on a definition. In fact, the only thing on which critics appear to 

agree is their inability to agree on a single definition. More striking still is the fact 

that even the application of the term 'the fantastic' is controversial. A brief survey 

of the literature dealing with the question reveals the inconsistencies in use: 

some commentators use the term 'the fantastic', while others prefer to use 

'fantasy' and 'fantastic' only as an adjective. Others use all three terms 

interchangeably. For the purposes of this study, however, the term 'the fantastic' 

as a noun will be used throughout. It will be demonstrated that a clear distinction 

can be made between the fantastic, at least in the sense that Morgner uses it, 

and fantasy literature.

It is, however, not only the concept itself that is a bone of contention; critics are 

also unable to agree on where to situate the fantastic within literature as a whole. 

Some critics, notably Tzvetan Todorov, argue that the fantastic should be 

regarded as a genre on its own, while others, for example Rosemary Jackson, 

believe that the fantastic is more a mode than a genre. A detailed discussion of 

this topic falls outside the scope of this study; nevertheless, the issue of genre 

will be investigated as it forms a crucial part of Todorov's argument.
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The first part of this chapter will provide a brief overview of the various theories of 

and discussions surrounding the fantastic and, in common with the vast majority 

of the literature dealing with the fantastic, will take Todorov's seminal text The 

Fantastic: A structural approach to a literary genre as a starting point, after which 

some of the main criticisms of his text will be reviewed. The second part of the 

chapter will look specifically at Morgner's use of the fantastic. An attempt will be 

made to show to what extent she adheres to the general 'rules' of the fantastic 

and, more importantly, how far she deviates from these.

The fantastic -  a definition?

The opening paragraph of this chapter briefly alludes to the question of 'fantasy' 

versus 'the fantastic'. We should now examine these terms in more detail in order 

to clarify how they will be used in what follows. For the purposes of this study, 

fantasy literature is equated with fairytales in which monsters, witches and the 

like take centre stage. The world in which the action takes place is utterly 

removed from our conventional world and as such only one level of reality exists, 

namely the supernatural. The supernatural therefore becomes the natural or the 

norm. In fantasy literature, the reader or characters are not surprised by any of 

the events taking place around them, because fantastic occurrences are 

regarded as the norm. Fantasy authors create worlds so different from our own 

that any link to or connection with our world is severed; there is no resemblance 

between the two worlds, so no comparison is possible.

In fantastic literature, in contrast, characters living in our everyday world 

encounter supernatural phenomena or meet supernatural beings. These 

supernatural events intrude into our world and threaten to disrupt the logical
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order of things. Fantastic elements therefore create chaos in a world governed by 

the principles of reason, space, time and causality. Morgner's novels fall into this 

category. Although her work includes fantasy characters like unicorns and 

witches, they interact with characters firmly rooted in reality, in this case the 

reality of life in the GDR. Morgner creates a realistic framework and then 

introduces fantastic elements in order to disrupt the perceived harmony or 

normality of this framework. Her motives for doing this will be explored later in 

this chapter. Since 'fantasy literature', as defined above, falls outside the scope 

of the work below, the emphasis of the ensuing discussion in this chapter will 

therefore be on 'the fantastic'.

In broad terms, it is possible to define the fantastic as any narrative that 

represents the impossible as real without recourse to credible natural 

explanations. The fantastic has a rich literary tradition, but was particularly 

popular in the Gothic literature of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, and include texts like Jacques Gazette's novel Le Diable amoureux, 

Friedrich Schiller's Der Geisterseher and Pushkin's Pikovaia dama. The fantastic 

also featured prominently in Romantic writing, with E.T.A. Hoffmann, Prosper 

Mérimée and Edgar Allan Poe as its principal exponents. The twentieth century 

saw many new variations of the fantastic, especially as part of postmodern 

writing and the emergence of magical realism.'* Examples include work by, 

among others, Günter Grass {Die Blechtrommel), Salman Rushdie (Midnight's 

Children) and Toni Morrison (Beloved).

 ̂ Magical realism, like the fantastic, is also a very controversial term. Broadly speaking, it refers 
to a mixture of fantasy with the traditional social realism of the text. The term was first used by 
Franz Roh in 1925 in connection with a group of painters that included George Grosz, Otto Dix 
and Max Beckmann. Nowadays the term is used mainly in connection with South American 
literature, Including works by Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Jorge Luis Borges and Alejo Carpentier. 
The latter author's term 'lo real maravilloso americano' encapsulates this move from Europe to 
South America.
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It is generally accepted that the fantastic does not as yet constitute a separate 

object of literary theory, although there has been a great deal of critical 

discussion on the subject, especially since Todorov's study. These discussions 

suggest that the fantastic forms part of many different branches of literary and 

genre theory. As Neil Cornwell argues, valuable insights into the nature of the 

fantastic can be drawn from narrative theory, psychoanalytical theory, discourse 

theory and other branches of post-structuralism.^

The fantastic is closely tied to the supernatural or supernatural events. This view 

was expressed as early as 1883 by Guy de Maupassant:

when men believed without hesitation, fantastic writers took no 
precautions in spinning their astonishing tales. [...] But, when doubt finally 
penetrated men's minds, the art of storytelling became more subtle. The 
writer looked for nuances, prowled around the boundary of the 
supernatural rather than crossing it. He discovered terrible effects by 
hovering at the limit of the possible, by throwing men into hesitation, into 
bewilderment.®

This view coincides closely with Todorov's theory of the fantastic. According to 

him, a fantastic text exists if an event takes place in our world which cannot be 

explained by the laws of this same familiar world:

The person who experiences the event must opt for one of two possible 
solutions: either he is the victim of an illusion of the senses, of a product of 
the imagination - and laws of the world then remain what they are; or else 
the event has indeed taken place, it is an integral part of reality - but then 
this reality is controlled by laws unknown to us. [...] The fantastic occupies 
the duration of this uncertainty. Once we choose one answer or the other, 
we leave the fantastic for a neighbouring genre, the uncanny or the

2 Nell Cornwell, The Literary Fantastic. From Gothic to Postmodernism (Kernel Hempstead: 
Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1990) p. 3.

 ̂ Cited in Cornwell, p. 6.
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marvellous. [...] The possibility of hesitation between the two creates the 
fantastic effect.

He goes on to explain;

The fantastic requires the fulfilment of three conditions. First, the text must 
oblige the reader to consider the world of the characters as a world of 
living persons and to hesitate between a natural and a supernatural 
explanation of the events described. Second, this hesitation may also be 
experienced by a character; thus the reader's role is so to speak entrusted 
to a character, and at the same time the hesitation is represented, it 
becomes one of the themes of the work - in the case of naïve reading, the 
actual reader identifies himself with the character. Third, the reader must 
adopt a certain attitude with regard to the text: he will reject allegorical as 
well as "poetic" interpretations. These three requirements do not have an 
equal value. The first and the third actually constitute the genre; the 
second may not be fulfilled. Nonetheless, most examples satisfy all three 
conditions.

Todorov regards the fantastic in a very specific way. Central to his 

argument, and therefore a prerequisite for the fantastic, is that the author must 

create and maintain a sense of hesitation about whether the events created are 

natural or supernatural. This hesitation Is produced by the ambiguity of the text 

and Todorov argues that this textual ambiguity is therefore an essential 

ingredient of all fantastic narratives. Todorov outlines two further requirements, 

namely, that the hesitation may also be shared by the protagonist, which then 

becomes one of the themes of the story, and also the reader must take a specific 

stance toward the text. This stance entails rejecting both a poetic and an 

allegorical reading since both of these destroy what he calls the 'pure fantastic'. 

Although all three requirements are important, they do not have equal value. 

According to Todorov, the first and third requirements form the genre, while the 

second requirement need not necessarily be fulfilled, although he does add that 

the majority of examples he cites do satisfy all three requirements. ,

 ̂ Tzvetan Todorov, The Fantastic: A structural approach to a literary genre (London: Case 
Western Reserve, 1973) pp. 25-6.

® Ibid., p. 33.
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Todorov insists that fantastic narratives should not be understood in terms of 

their relationship to realism, but rather that an understanding should be derived 

from an analysis of the text in its own right. His approach is theoretical rather 

than historical. Proceeding from the generally held belief that fantastic texts result 

in the reader experiencing some form of anxiety, Todorov sets out to explain how 

these texts create this anxiety and concludes that it is not just a thematic feature 

of the text, but that it forms part of the very structure of the text.

The idea of hesitation experienced by the reader is treated in different ways, 

depending on the type of text. If the hesitation is resolved, for example by 

explaining the fantastic as a dream or a drug-induced episode, the text can no 

longer be designated as belonging to the 'pure fantastic', but is then rather an 

example of the uncanny. Yet other texts force the reader to accept the 

supernatural in the form of magical powers etc. from the outset. These texts, too, 

cannot be said to belong to the pure fantastic since the initial hesitation, if this is 

present, is eliminated by the supernatural explanation. These texts constitute 

what Todorov calls 'marvellous texts'. This produces various realms or degrees 

of the fantastic, depending on how long the hesitation lasts. Todorov represents 

this as follows:

uncanny fantastic- fantastic- marvellous
uncanny marvellous

In this diagram, the 'pure fantastic' is represented by the median line separating 

the fantastic-uncanny and the fantastic-marvellous. For Todorov, this line 

represents a frontier between two adjacent realms. This idea of a frontier is
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succinctly explained by Brooke-Rose:

The 'pure' fantastic is represented by the central line - a frontier between 
two adjacent realms. If the supernatural eventually receives a natural 
explanation, we are in the fantastic-uncanny; if the events are not 
supernatural but strange, horrific, incredible, we are in the uncanny (with 
the accent on the reader's fear, not on his hesitation). On the other side of 
the line, if the supernatural has to be eventually accepted as supernatural, 
we are in the fantastic-marvellous; if it is accepted as supernatural at 
once, we are in the marvellous (with the accent on wonder). Presumably, 
then, on the left of the line, in the fantastic-uncanny, not only is the 
reader's hesitation resolved but his fear is purged; whereas on the right of 
the line, in the fantastic-marvellous, this fear is turned into wonder.®

Although this theory seems to work well on paper, it is rather more difficult 

to apply in practice, which is evidenced by the fact that Todorov himself provides 

very few examples of texts which can be designated as 'pure fantastic' 

narratives. The two examples provided by him, namely James's The Turn of the 

Screw and Mérimée's La Vénus d'llle, although appropriate, would not seem to 

provide sufficient empirical evidence for the existence of a genre, even if it is a 

theoretical genre. More problematic, however, is his discussion of Kafka's Die 

Verwandlung which he seems unable to place on the above diagram. This is 

significant for the present study, in particular in view of the fact that Morgner's 

style has often been compared by critics to Kafka’s. As Todorov explains, the text 

does offer a few indications of a possible hesitation. For example, Gregor initially 

thinks he is dreaming, but he is quickly convinced of the contrary. Todorov 

explains: '[Tjhese succinct indications of hesitation are drowned in the genera! 

movement of the narrative, in which the most surprising thing is precisely the 

absence of surprise with regard to the unheard-of event that has befallen Gregor 

[...]'.^ Todorov goes on to explain that, in his opinion, this narrative is clearly

® Christine Brooke-Rose, A Rhetoric of the Unreal. Studies in narrative and structure, especially 
of the fantastic (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1981), pp. 64-5.

 ̂ Todorov, p. 169.
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different from traditional fantastic narratives, because the uncanny event fails to 

appear following the few indirect indications:

The Metamorphosis' starts from a supernatural event, and during the 
course of the narrative gives it an increasingly natural atmosphere -  until 
at the end, the story has gone as far as possible from the supernatural. 
Thereby all hesitation becomes useless: its function had been to prepare 
the way for the perception of the unheard-of event, and to characterize the 
transition from natural to supernatural. Here, it is a contrary movement 
which is described: that of adaptation, which follows the inexplicable event 
and which characterizes the transition from the supernatural to the natural. 
Hesitation and adaptation designate two symmetrical and converse 
processes.®

Moreover, this narrative cannot be said to belong to the marvellous 

because this realm implies a world with laws completely different to our own. On 

the other hand, however, 'in "The Metamorphosis", it is indeed a shocking, 

impossible event which concerns us, but it is an event which ends by becoming 

possible, paradoxically enough'.® Ultimately he has to concede that Kafka's text 

relates to both the marvellous and the uncanny; the text constitutes a hybrid of 

two apparently incompatible genres. In Kafka's text, the supernatural event does 

not provoke any hesitation because, as Todorov explains, the world described by 

Kafka is entirely bizarre:

He treats the irrational as though it were part of the game: his entire world 
obeys an oneiric logic, if not indeed a nightmare one, which no longer has 
anything to do with the real. Even if a certain hesitation persists in the 
reader, it ceases to affect the character; and identification, as we have 
previously noted it, is no longer possible.^®

According to Todorov, when reading Kafka, the reader is confronted with a

° Ibid., p. 171. 
® Ibid., p. 172. 
^®lbid.. p. 173.
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generalised fantastic which tends to dominate and take over the entire world of 

the book as well as the reader. As will be shown below, these generalised 

fantastic elements are to a large extent also characteristic of Morgner's 

narratives.

Although Todorov himself gives few examples of the pure fantastic, other critics 

have suggested a number of texts which could easily be regarded as pure 

fantastic narratives. These include Hoffmann's Der Sandmann, Poe's The Black 

Cat and Hogg's Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner to name 

but a few. The difficulty with Todorov's diagram, as explained by Cornwell, is that 

no space is provided for the pure fantastic; a median line is not sufficient. He 

therefore proceeds to alter Todorov's diagram as follows:

1
non-fiction faction realism uncanny fantastic- PF

realism uncanny

2 .
PF fantastic- marvellous mythology

marvellous etc.

In his model, the pure fantastic appears on both divisions, namely on the far right 

of the first set and on the far left of the second set. On the one hand, the first set 

includes texts that are more mimetic in nature, but obviously becomes less so 

towards the right while, on the other hand, the second set is more fantasy based. 

Cornwell affords the marvellous a larger space than the other categories in the 

second set and divides it into three sub-categories, namely 'What if?', 'Fairy story' 

and 'Romance/Fantasy'. The 'What if?' sub-category is of particular interest for 

this study given Cornwell's explanation thereof: 'This would include works set in 

what seems to pass for 'our' world, but with a single (or at least a small number
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of) element(s) of the manifestly impossible.’ According to him, Kafka's Die 

Verwandlung, and by definition also Morgner's texts, could be placed in this sub

category as it makes allowance for fantastic-realist texts. Using Todorov's 

diagram as a basis, Cornwell is able to expand the original, thereby making it 

more workable and easier to apply in practice.

Apart from the problem of how to apply it as discussed above, Todorov's theory 

has also been criticised for failing to consider the social and political implications 

of literary forms, in particular by Rosemary Jackson^^ who adds an ideological 

dimension to Todorov's structural approach. In essence, Jackson agrees with his 

theory, but also has difficulty in accepting his diagram. As she explains:

This scheme is useful for distinguishing certain kinds of the fantastic, but 
its polarization of the marvellous and the uncanny leads to some 
confusion. For to see the fantastic as a literary form, it needs to be made 
distinct in literary terms, and the uncanny, or l'étrange, is not one of these 
-  it is not a literary category, whereas the marvellous is. It is perhaps more 
helpful to define the fantastic as a literary mode rather than a genre, and 
to place it between the opposite modes of the marvellous and the mimetic. 
The ways in which it operates can then be understood by its combination 
of elements of these two different modes

According to Jackson the fantastic therefore combines elements of both 

the marvellous and the mimetic; fantastic texts assert or imply that their 

narratives are real and that these narratives are based on conventions 

characteristic of realistic texts. These assumptions of realism are then destroyed 

by the introduction of unreal events. Neither narrator nor protagonist can explain 

these events. As Jackson says, what is seen and recorded as real is constantly 

being questioned. 'This instability of narrative is at the centre of the fantastic as a

”  Cornwell, p. 40.
Rosemary Jackson, Fantasy: The Literature of Subversion (New York: Methuen, 1981). 

^^Ibid., p. 32.
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mode.' '̂  ̂Jackson's model of the three categories is the following:

mimetic ^  fantastic ^  marvellous.

This model can be compared to Lewis Carroll's Idea of three mental states, 

namely 'ordinary', 'eerie' and 'trance-like', as outlined in his preface to Sylvie and 

Bruno. Jackson explains these as follows: 'In an ordinary state of mind, man sees 

a 'real' world, in an eerie state he sees a 'transitional' world and in a trance-like 

state he sees an 'imaginary' world.*''® The fantastic, therefore, exists between 

what is 'real' and what is 'imaginary' and because it is so indeterminate, the 

relations between the 'real' and the 'Imaginary' become blurred.

Jackson deviates radically from Todorov when she postulates a psychoanalytical 

reading of fantastic narratives. To her, it is impossible not to read literature, which 

is so steeped in the unconscious, in a psychoanalytical manner, especially since 

these narratives represent relations between ideology^® and the human subject. 

Such a reading seems to be rejected by Todorov when he says: 'Psychosis and 

neurosis are not the explication of the themes of fantastic literature'. This 

stance is criticised by Jackson when she says:

The fantastic is a literature which attempts to create a space for a 
discourse other than a conscious one and it is this which leads to its 
problematization of language, of the word, in its utterance of desire. The 
formal and thematic features of fantastic literature are similarly determined 
by this (impossible) attempt to find a language for desire. By focussing so 
extensively on the structural effects of the text, Todorov elides these

Ibid., p. 34.
Ibid., p. 35.
Ideology as used by Jackson in this case refers to 'the imaginary ways in which men 

experience the real world, those ways in which men's relation to the world is lived through 
various systems of meaning such as religion, family, law, moral codes, education, culture, etc.', 
ibid. p. 61.
Todorov, p. 154.
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issues. It is only by turning to psychoanalysis, considering some of the 
theoretical accounts of the structures of unconscious desire, that those 
narrative effects and forms can be seen as manifestations of deeper 
cultural Issues, to do with the placing of the subject in a social context, in 
language. By working through Freud's theories of the uncanny towards his 
theories of the constitution of the human subject, it is possible to see the 
modern fantastic as a literature preoccupied with unconscious desire and 
to relate this desire to cultural order, thereby correcting Todorov's neglect 
of ideological issues.^®

Jackson bases her discussion on Freud's 1919 essay 'Das Unheimliche'. 

As Cornwell suggests, Freud offers the beginnings of a theory on the fantastic in 

this essay, when he discusses how supernatural events are presented in 

literature:

Der Dichter hat dann noch ein Mittel zur Verfügung, durch welches er sich 
dieser unserer Auflehnung entziehen und gleichzeitig die Bedingungen fur 
das Erreichen seiner Absichten verbessern kann. Es besteht darin, daR er 
uns lange Zeit über nichts erraten laRt, welche Voraussetzungen er 
eigentlich fur die von ihm angenommene Welt gewahlt hat, oder daR er 
kunstvoll und arglistig einer solchen entscheidenden Aufklarung bis zum 
Ende ausweicht.

The essay provides an introduction to a psychological reading of the 

fantastic as it is used in literature. He uses the term 'Unheimlich' (translated as 

'uncanny') and defines it as follows: 'das Unheimliche sei jene Art des 

Schreckhaften, welche auf das Altbekannte, Langstvertraute zurückgeht'.^® He 

also emphasises the two different meanings of the term 'das Unheimliche', for 

both meanings are important to an understanding of the fantastic. Its opposite, 

'Das Heimliche', first of all refers to that which is familiar and comfortable and 

therefore creates a sense of being 'at home' in the world. When negated, the 

word conjures up feelings of unfamiliarity and strangeness. This therefore results

Jackson, pp. 62-3.
Sigmund Freud, 'Das Unheimliche' in Sigmund Freud Gesammelte Werke (London: Imago. 
1947), Vol. 12, p. 266.

^°lbid., p. 231.
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in a sense of not being 'at home' in the world.^^ 'Das Heimliche' also refers to that 

which is hidden or secret and, as Jackson points out, when negated it 'functions 

to dis-cover, reveal, expose areas normally kept out of sight.'^^ The uncanny, 

which is a combination of both meanings, therefore uncovers what is hidden and 

'effects a disturbing transformation of the familiar into the unfamiliar.'^® The 

fantastic can therefore be construed as something negative. Freud discusses 

how a writer can evoke an uncanny response on the part of the reader by 

straddling the line between reality and unreality within the fiction itself. He 

illustrates his idea of the uncanny by means of an analysis of Hoffmann's Der 

Sandmann}^ In the course of this analysis, Freud makes pertinent comments 

both on the role of the author and on the way the reader is deceived by the 

author. He comments as follows:

Zu den vielen Freiheiten des Dichters gehort auch die, seine 
Darstellungswelt nach Belieben so zu wahlen, daB sie mit der uns 
vertrauten Realitat zusammenfallt, oder sich irgendwie von ihr entfernt. 
Wir folgen ihm in jedem Falle. [...] Anders nun, wenn der Dichter sich dem 
Anscheine nach auf den Boden der gemeinen Realitat gestellt hat. Dann 
übernimmt er auch alle Bedingungen, die im Erleben fur die Entstehung 
des unheimiichen Gefühis gelten, und allés was im Leben unheimlich 
wirkt, wirkt auch so in der Dichtung. [...] Wir reagieren auf seine Fiktionen 
so, wie wir auf eigene Erlebnisse reagiert hatten; wenn wir den Betrug 
merken, ist es zu spat, der Dichter hat seine Absicht bereits erreicht, aber 
ich muR behaupten, er hat keine reine Wirkung erzielt. Bei uns bleibt ein 
Gefühl von Unbefriedigung, eine Art von Groll über die versuchte 
Tauschung [...].^®

Freud describes this aspect of the words as follows; 'Das deutsche Wort "unheimlich" ist 
offenbar der Gegensatz zu Heimlich, heimisch, vertraut und der SchluR liegt nahe, es sei etwas 
eben darum schreckhaft, weil es nicht bekannt und vertraut 1st. Natürlich ist aber nicht allés 
schreckhaft, was neu und nicht vertraut ist; die Beziehung ist nicht umkehrbar. Man kann nur 
sagen, was neuartig ist, wird leicht schreckhaft und unheimlich; einiges Neuartige 1st 
schreckhaft, durchaus nicht allés. Zum Neuen und Nichtvertrauten muR erst etwas 
hinzukommen, was es zum Unheimiichen macht.' (ibid.).
Jackson, p. 65.
Ibid.
For a discussion of this analysis, see Jackson, pp. 66-8.
Freud, pp. 264-66.
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Since the publication of Jackson's study, a number of commentators have 

criticised her emphasis on the psychoanalytical. One of the most outspoken of 

these is T. E. Apter who warns that it is all too easy to analyse fantastic 

narratives in an exclusively 'vulgar Freudian' manner, as if the principles of 

psychoanalysis were beyond dispute. In this vein, Apter comments:

Psychoanalytic interpretation tends to constrict language within the sphere 
of unconscious personal or human history, forcing its references back to 
repressed desires and discarded beliefs despite its desperate attempts to 
delineate human reality.^®

Similar criticism has been voiced by Gilles Deleuze:

Bad psychoanalysis has two ways of deceiving itself: it can believe that it 
has discovered identical subject matters, which necessarily can be found 
everywhere, or it can believe that it has found analogous forms which 
create false differences. In doing either, psychoanalysis fails on both 
grounds: those of clinical psychiatry and literary criticism.

As these words of warning suggest, applying psychoanalysis to fantastic 

literature, is an obvious and potentially fruitful approach, but one that should be 

tackled with caution. Since a psychoanalytical reading of Morgner's writing is not 

the concern of the present study, there is no scope here to go into this in greater 

detail. However, Lucie Armitt, in her book Theorising the Fantastic, provides a 

useful discussion of psychoanalysis and how it is applied to fantastic literature 

which may facilitate a psychoanalytical reading of Morgner's novels.^®

At this point, it is necessary to return briefly to Todorov’s concept of hesitation. As 

discussed above, this hesitation is caused when the reader cannot interpret

^®T.E. Apter, Fantasy Literature: An approach to reality (London: Macmillan, 1982), p. 6.
Quoted In Cornwell, p. 213.

^®See Lucie Armitt, Theorising the Fantastic (London: Arnold, 1996), pp. 39-64.
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certain unusual events in a narrative because a rational explanation is lacking. A 

prerequisite for this hesitation is the presence of ambiguity in the text since 

ambiguity creates a rupture which forces the reader to decide whether or not he 

is willing to accept the supernatural events portrayed. Roger Gallois was one of 

the first theorists to refer to this ambiguity when he defined the fantastic as: 'la 

rupture de la coherence universelle' or 'l'irruption de l’insolite dans le banal'.^® 

According to Chanady, however, the question of whether or not to accept the 

supernatural is irrelevant, since fantastic texts comprise two codes of reality, 

neither of which can be ignored.®® The author creates a realistic world, while 

simultaneously providing indications of the supernatural. This forces the reader to 

interpret the text according to two codes of perception. As such, the reader does 

not hesitate when interpreting a text. As Chanady points out, there are many 

fantastic narratives in which the supernatural is unambiguously presented and 

trying to find a rational explanation for this occurrence would hence be futile. 

Since there is no justification in such a case to hesitate between the natural and 

supernatural events, Todorov's theory is too restrictive to include these texts. 

Ghanady's solution to this problem is to replace the term hesitation with antinomy 

or 'the simultaneous presence of two conflicting codes in the text.'®̂  She explains 

her choice of term as follows:

Since neither can be accepted in the presence of the other, the apparently 
supernatural phenomenon remains inexplicable. Contrary to the 
marvellous, where every event can be integrated in a certain code of 
reality (or irreality), or the uncanny, where unusual occurrences can be 
understood within a realistic framework, the fantastic creates a world 
which cannot be explained by any coherent code.®^

29 Quoted in Amaryll Chanady, Magical Realism and the Fantastic. Resolved Versus Unresolved 
Antinomy {Hew York: Garland Publishing, 1985), p. 5.
Ibid., p. 11. 
Ibid., p. 12. 
Ibid.
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For Chanady, it is this antinomy which creates the ambiguity of the 

fictional world and, by implication, the disorientation experienced by the reader. 

However, for this disorientation to be effective, the antinomy must be sustained 

throughout the text and this cannot be achieved by the introduction of a single 

inexplicable event. The structure of the narrative as a whole is therefore 

important for the fantastic to exist. Introducing a ghost at the end of the narrative, 

for example, without hinting at the possibility of such an event earlier in the text is 

therefore not enough for the text to be labelled fantastic.

A further prerequisite for the fantastic according to Chanady is authorial reticence 

which she says makes the inexplicable and mysterious even more disturbing:

The narrator gives us only enough information to create suspense, but 
leaves the rest to our imagination. A logical antinomy loses its 
disconcerting effect, and is in fact destroyed, if it is explained. The 
fantastic is characterized precisely by the fact that the circumstances that 
are described cannot be integrated within a logical framework. If they 
could, the antinomious world would be transformed into one that could be 
defined by a new set of norms. The third criterion of the fantastic is 
therefore authorial reticence, or the deliberate withholding of information 
and explanations about the disconcerting fictitious world.®®

In the discussion of Morgner’s work, it will be shown that this idea of 

authorial reticence applies to the majority of her narratives in the sense that she 

offers no or very little explanation for any of the inexplicable events occurring 

within them.

As is now clear, the term 'the fantastic' throws up numerous problems when it 

comes to formulating a definition and, given the vast body of literature on the 

subject, it can be said with a fair degree of certainty that a clear-cut definition has
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proved impossible. Be that as it may, it is clear that the fantastic cannot be 

divorced from the real and this may well explain the increased use of the 

fantastic in literature over the past hundred years or so. Because of the 

interdependent relationship between the real and the unreal, many writers use 

the fantastic as a means of expressing their views about the contemporary world 

around them and the values intrinsic in this world. As such, fantastic narratives 

cannot simply be regarded as escapist literature, but should rather be seen as a 

means of evaluating our 'real' world. It can therefore be argued that fantastic 

narratives are just as much about reality as realist narratives because they all 

deal with the human condition. As Ann Swinfen explains:

All serious fantasy is deeply rooted in human experience and is relevant to 
human living. Its major difference from the realist novel is that it takes 
account of areas of experience -  imaginative, subconscious, visionary -  
which free the human spirit to range beyond the limits of empirical primary 
world reality. In a sense, then, fantasy provides the writer with greater 
scope to construct his own scheme of morality, his own time structure, his 
own political and social order. But at no time does this apparent freedom 
permit the author to escape from contemporary reality. Indeed the 
fundamental purpose of serious fantasy is to comment upon the real world 
and to explore moral, philosophical and other dilemmas posed by it. This 
process may be described less as didacticism, although this is sometimes 
present, than as a form of creative questioning; and, it may be argued, 
without such questioning in any intellectual field, there can be no 
advance/*

What the fantastic mode affords the writer, therefore, is the freedom to 

deviate from the empirical reality of the primary world, yet still to be 

fundamentally concerned with the reality of this world. For Morgner, this reality Is 

life in the GDR or, rather, the reality imposed by the GDR authorities on its 

citizens. The next section of this chapter will look at how the fantastic was used 

in the GDR and what it meant to Morgner.

'̂*Ann Swinfen, In Defence of Fantasy. A study of the Genre in English and American Literature 
since 1945 (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984), p. 231.
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Fantastic narratives in the GDR

Our discussion of the fantastic has been concerned hitherto with the formulation 

of a definition, and although it was argued that a single definition of the fantastic 

is impossible, some characteristics of the fantastic have nevertheless been 

highlighted. Given the proliferation of fantastic texts during the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries, it should come as no surprise that there have been almost as 

many types of fantastic narratives as there have been narrators of the fantastic. 

Over the years various types of fantastic narratives, specific to a certain age, 

culture or country, have developed and authors have written these texts with 

various agendas in mind; GDR authors are no exception.

The use and acceptance of fantastic prose, including fantasy and science fiction, 

in the GDR has a long and complicated history and is closely linked to the 

political developments of that state. Although these developments will be 

discussed in greater detail in the ensuing chapters, a brief discussion of the four 

main stages in the development of the GDR will serve to show how fantastic 

prose was perceived by the authorities. The first stage, namely the period during 

which the GDR was founded (1945-49), is not that significant in this respect 

because the idea of a permanently divided Germany was not yet an established 

fact and it was therefore not necessary to concentrate efforts on creating cultural, 

political and ideological structures peculiar to the GDR. The second stage starts 

around 1950 and runs for approximately a decade and includes the Bitterfeld 

Conference in 1959. During this stage, fantastic prose was generally viewed 

under the umbrella of entertainment literature ('Unterhaltungsliteratur') and as 

such was regarded with a certain amount of suspicion, especially since this type
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of literature was traditionally rooted in commercialism. The third stage dates from 

circa 1961, which was also the year in which the Berlin Wall was built. This 

period was characterised by strict censorship laws and a general clampdown on 

creative thought. The replacement of Ulbricht by Honecker in 1971 marks the 

beginning of a fourth, and slightly more liberal phase. It is during this phase, that 

many GDR authors began to doubt their ability to portray modern reality as it 

really was and, moreover, to question the nature of that reality. As a 

consequence, they started using the fantastic as a means of conveying how they 

felt about the world in which they lived since there was a feeling that non-realistic 

literary devices could enrich the artistic representation of reality. This view is 

shared by Maja Stankowa Rasboinikowa-Fratewa when she writes:

In den letzten zwei Jahrzehnten zieht die dichterische Phantasie die 
Aufmerksamkeit der Literaturwissenschaftler wieder auf sich. Das gilt in 
vollem AusmaR fur die in der DDR geschriebene Literatur der siebziger 
und achtziger Jahre. [...] Die Phantasie als allgemeinmenschliche 
Fahigkeit, die jede, sogar die alltaglichste Tatigkeit charakterisiert, wird 
immer mehr in der Rolle eines Gegengewichts zu der alizu rationalisierten, 
programmierten, technokratischen Welt, die dem einzelnen immer weniger 
Freiraum laRt, gesehen.®®

Romantic authors like E.T.A. Hoffmann were role models for many GDR 

writers at this time, and Romantic style and strategies were therefore often 

imitated, for example the use of Greek myths.®® As Beverley Hardy points out:

Christa Wolfs intention, first and foremost, in appropriating the Hoffmann

Maja Stankowa Rasboinikowa-Fratewa, 'Strukturbildende Funktion des Verhaltnisses von 
Wirkiichkeit und dichterischer Phantasie -  vorgeführt am Werk von Irmtraud Morgner', 
NeophHologus, 76 (1992), p. 101.

^®ln her article 'The Rediscovery of Romanticism: Revision and Réévaluations' published in 
Studies in GDR Culture and Society 2 (Washington, DC: University Press of America, 1982), 
Patricia Herminghouse notes: 'If the GDR celebrated its birth as a state in the sign of the 
Goethe bicentennial of 1949, it ended the 1970s with a decided switch in emphasis, discovering 
in German Romanticism much more that seemed to speak to contemporary needs than in 
Goethe, who is viewed much more critically, not only for his readiness to adapt to the values of 
the Weimar court, but also for his quickness to condemn many of his contemporaries', p. 3.
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style consisting in the contiguity of two worlds, the real and the fantastic, 
was to attain a means of describing the contemporary reality and the 
individual psyche from a new perspective. A distancing effect is achieved 
when the fantastic dimension of the individual's inner world [...] is 
juxtaposed with the familiar experiences and norms of the everyday.

Wolf comments on this use of the fantastic in her 1973 interview with Hans 

Kaufman n:

Ich hoffe, die 'Unwahrscheinlichkeit' dieser Geschichten®®, ihre Verlegung 
in Traum, Utopie, Groteske kann einen Verfremdungseffekt In Bezug auf 
Vorgange, Zustande und Denkweisen erzeugen, an die wir uns schon zu 
sehr gewohnt haben, als daR sie uns noch auffallen und storen würden. 
Sie sollten uns aber storen -  wiederum in der Zuversicht gesagt, daR wir 
andern konnen, was uns stort.®®

Wolf, like Morgner, therefore wants to force her readers to look at reality in a 

different light so that they can become critical of their situation. The fantastic 

becomes a way of expressing constructive criticism of the GDR and, as Hardy 

points out. Wolf reveals defects in order to initiate change in society through its 

individual members.

Besides the Romantic influence, that of Russian authors (for example, Arkady 

and Boris Strugatski, Vladimir Savchenko, Evgeny Voiskunsky, and others), as 

well as of Polish writers (like Stanislaw Lem, who was one of Todorov's harshest 

critics), cannot be ignored. In fact, fantastic literature developed into such a 

popular form of expression that the first congress on fantastic literature in 

socialist countries was held in Budapest in 1971.

Beverley Hardy, 'Romanticism and Realism: Christa Wolf's "Unter den Linden". The 
Appropriation of a Hoffmannesque Reality', GDR Monitor Special Series, 6 (1990), p. 74.

^  That is, the three 'unwahrscheinliche Gesohichten' of Unter den Linden.
Quoted in Hardy, p. 75.
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The use of the fantastic in the GDR varies dramatically and includes texts where 

the natural order of things (for example chronology) are distorted as in Anna 

Seghers' story 'Reisebegegnung' in which she relates a meeting between E. T. A. 

Hoffmann, Gogol and Kafka, or texts where one or more characters undergo a 

sex change, as in the anthology Blitz aus heiterm Himmei. The romantic tradition 

of endowing animals with human characteristics is also frequently used in GDR 

fantastic narratives, for example, by Wolf in her short story 'Neue 

Lebensansichten eines Katers’. In addition to the control of time, space and sex, 

Sibylle Ehrlich points out that many fantastic texts also place emphasis on the 

depth and dark complexity of the human mind;

The realm of dreams and daydreams can be mixed with or superimposed 
onto reality. Franz Fühmann's well-known introductory chapter to Das 
Judenauto, which appeared already in 1962, and the more recent 'Unter 
den Linden' by Christa Wolf, in her collection of stories by the same name, 
both explore the mind's aberrations.^®

By its nature, fantastic prose does not conform to the principles of socialist 

realism and this made It a particularly effective tool for authors who were 

disgruntled, for whatever reason, with political and/or social conditions in the 

GDR. The fantastic is a particularly effective means of creating a critically 

distanced perspective on the nature (and shortcomings) of conditions in the 

author's society. By using the fantastic, authors force their readers not merely to 

accept those conditions, but rather to look at them more critically. The upshot is 

often a questioning of existing social and political conditions. In an ideal world 

this questioning would begin a process of change.

The use of the fantastic in the GDR can, in the majority of cases, be seen as a

Sibylle Ehrlich, 'Use of the Fantastic in Recent GDR Prose', in Gerber et al. (éd.), Studies in 
GDR Culture and Society, 2, p. 76.
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direct reaction by authors to their contemporary situation and the aim, according 

to Siegfried Streller, Is 'auf diese Weise eine Haltung allzugroRer Selbstsicherung 

und SelbstgewiRheit im Weltverstandnis aufzubrechen, durch Infragestellung 

Fragen zu stellen und an Verantwortlichkeit zu appellieren.''^’' Christa Wolfs short 

story 'Neue Lebensansichten eines Katers’ once again serves as a good 

example of this type of fantastic narrative."^  ̂The fantastic is also used by female 

authors in particular to highlight the plight of women in GDR society and their 

search for an own identity free from male preconceptions. Many GDR women 

writers have addressed this issue, including Wolf, Morgner and Kirsch and the 

aforementioned anthology Blitz aus heiterm Himmei is an excellent example of 

this type of prose.

Much GDR fantastic prose is characterised by a unique blend of the fantastic and 

the realistic. This is clearly illustrated by Wolfs short story 'Unter den Linden' 

where the real and the plausible become indistinguishable from the absurd and 

the supernatural. This short story is also very characteristic of GDR fantastic 

narratives in general since it deals with the three main categories prevalent in 

these texts, namely the relationship between men and women, women’s need for 

love and men's inability to experience emotion. As will be shown in the 

discussion of Morgner's texts, these issues are also central to her work. Indeed, it 

will be argued that Morgner bases her entire oeuvre around how relationships 

between the sexes develop, or fail to develop.

Although GDR authors increasingly introduced more and more unreal aspects 

into their work, they never lost sight of their own reality. It is only by staying close

Siegfried Streller, 'Wiedereroberung des Phantastischen zur Wirklichkeitserhellung. Dargestellt 
an Irmtraud Morgners "Amanda. Ein Hexenroman'", Weimarer Beitrage, 32 (1986), p. 690-91. 
See Ehrlich for a discussion of this short story with reference to the distancing effect of the 
fantastic (p. 79f. ).
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to this reality, that they are able to highlight its perceived shortcomings. This is 

why Morgner, for example, took great care in depicting a world which is 

recognisable as the GDR. It was important for her that women should identify 

with her protagonists and thereby not only become more aware of their own 

situation, but also begin to challenge it. Rasboinikowa-Fratewa emphasises the 

importance of this critical correspondence between the fantastic and the real in 

Morgner's work:

Das Verhaltnis zwischen Wirkiichkeit und dichterischer Phantasie pragt 
die Struktur der in Betracht gezogenen Werke so, daR sie der 
VerauRerlichung dieses Verhaltnisses dient und die inhaltliche 
Komponente auch formell exponiert.
Wie die Werke I. Morgners zeigen, stehen der dichterischen Phantasie 
verschiedene Wege offen. Ihre phantastische Darstellungsweise nimmt fur 
sich die Moglichkeit in Anspruch, Problème der Wirkiichkeit auf vielfaltige 
Art, auch durch die Struktur, zu suggerieren und aufzuarbeiten. Endziel 
dieser Darstellungsweise 1st eine Wirklichkeitsbewaltigung, die im Werk 
vorbereitet und auch ausprobiert werden soil, dann aber erst vom Leser 
überprüft und vollzogen werden kann."*®

This method makes it possible for authors who use the fantastic in their 

work to examine and expose the nature of the GDR's social and political reality. 

By juxtaposing the fantastic and the real, it is possible to reveal shortcomings 

and imperfections of society. However, for some authors, the fantastic is not only 

a literary device for placing reality in a new perspective, but also, as Hardy points 

out, an end in itself:

Imagination and creative energy emanating from an inner world of fantasy 
are seen to be vital human qualities which must be protected from the 
devastation caused to the human mind by extreme rationalist notions and 
the competition and achievement ethic of a materialist world. [...] Wolf 
counters the emphasis on science, technology and striving towards 
economic supremacy in the GDR with a commitment to self-awareness of

43 Rasboinikowa-Fratewa, p. 106-7.
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44which fantasy and imagination are an essential part.

This latter aspect of Wolfs work is also reflected strongly in Morgner's 

work. Many of Morgner's female protagonists tend to encounter a male- 

dominated scientific world in which they are not particularly welcome. To counter 

this, Morgner advocates a shift to the fantastic; by embracing the witch in each of 

them, women have a chance of escaping a world which Is not yet ready to accept 

them as equals. Failing this, there is always the possibility of changing into a man 

when the need arises, as in the case of Valeska Cantus. See Chapter 4 for a 

discussion of how Valeska uses her sex-change to overcome the prejudices she 

faces in her career as a scientist.

The fantastic/reality juxtaposition makes It possible for writers to camouflage the 

harsh political and social criticism articulated In their stories, which otherwise 

would surely have fallen foul of the censor. The fantastic Is therefore a suitable 

vehicle for veiled criticism which would not be possible in realistic texts. The 

fantastic can thus be seen as a means of heightening the reader's critical 

awareness. As Hardy points out:

The use of the fantastic, when juxtaposed with stagnant, alienated 
behaviour patterns and attitudes contributes to a powerful plea for a 
revolution in the way people understand themselves, relate to each other 
and interpret their role in society's processes."^®

The extent to which this statement can be applied to Morgner's use of the 

fantastic will be discussed below.

Hardy, p. 79. 
Hardy, pp. 83-4.
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Morgner and the fantastic

Morgner, like Wolf, turned to the fantastic because she came to the realisation 

that a realistic representation of events was no longer appropriate and effective; 

without the use of fantastic devices, she was unable to convey her message and, 

on a more practical level, her texts would probably not have eluded the censor.

Morgner's use of the fantastic is characterised by that juxtaposition of the realistic 

world and the fantastic world. Her narratives are not set solely in fantastic worlds, 

but are instead based firmly in her own reality, namely the GDR from the 1960s 

to the end of the 1980s. As such, she tends to use fantastic occurrences 

sparingly; in other words, the narrative oscillates between the real and the 

fantastic, although the reader is always returned to the world of Morgner's social 

reality. However, Morgner expects her readers to have absolute faith in the 

believability of a fantastic moment. By creating contiguity between what is real 

and what is fantastic, she makes such faith in the truth of the fantastic possible.

The importance of Morgner's form of fantasy is that It allows nonconformist ideas 

to emerge in the cloak of myth and legend and these ideas are, therefore, 

granted a validity which cannot be attributed to them in social reality. This means 

that Morgner is able to break through the rigid confines of the status quo by using 

ideas that challenged the accepted, or enforced, notions of politics, culture, 

society, and so on. Morgner does not shy away from presenting GDR reality in its 

rawest form, warts and all, but when combined with the fantastic, she is able to 

search for truth beyond that available from this reality alone. She is convinced 

that the truth could only emerge through the conjunction of the fantastic and the
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real. This conjunction, however, means that reality is distorted and deformed, but 

it is exactly because of this distortion that the reader is able to perceive 

previously concealed truths.

This technique used by Morgner is very similar to how Kafka used the fantastic in 

Die Verwandlung, Camus once said of Die Verwandlung, ’we shall never be 

sufficiently amazed about this lack of amazement','*® referring to the matter-of- 

fact manner in which Gregor Samsa accepts his extraordinary fate. Camus's 

statement can be applied equally to the majority of Morgner's work, with the 

exception of her early 'socialist realist' texts. Morgner introduces fantastic 

elements (such as Beatriz's existence) in such a way that the reader accepts the 

incredible occurrence without question. This is, of course, partly facilitated by the 

fact that the other characters in the story accept Beatriz's heritage without 

question, as Samsa's parents and sister accepted his new form in Die 

Verwandlung. On this subject, Jackson comments:

Their [Kafka's tales and unfinished novels] extraordinary actuality cannot 
be located as supernatural or as generated by a misapprehending subject. 
Strangeness is taken as a given, before the narrative begins: it is the 
inevitable condition of being, apprehended as an external disorder which 
the text tries to reproduce and comprehend.'*^

In the case of Morgner's texts, this 'inevitable condition of being' can only be 

applied to the female characters, as will be shown in subsequent chapters. It can 

be argued, that Morgner's primary goal, vis-à-vis the use of the fantastic, was to 

challenge the Idea that reality is knowable and controllable.

Morgner's fantastic narratives create conflicting perspectives, that is, one

Quoted in Todorov, p. 169.
Jackson, p. 159-60.
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perspective is based on a rational view of reality (the reader is, for example, often 

given empirical descriptions of the GDR), while the other perspective is based on 

the acceptance of the unreal as being part of everyday reality. There are 

countless instances of this, notably Beatriz's appearance in the GDR in the 

1970s, Melusine's unquestioned appearance in GDR society, as well as 

Valeska's gender swapping. Although the reader is aware that events like the 

ones referred to above are impossible in logical terms, Morgner nevertheless 

demands that the reader accepts their integration into the narrative structure. 

Morgner does not regard the introduction of fantastic elements into her narratives 

as a problem. Although her novels operate by and large on two different levels, 

she does not consider these levels to be antinomious in the sense used by 

Chanady above. Morgner's flying women, magical sex changes, 600-year-old 

troubadours etc. are presented as though they did not in any way contradict the 

laws of reason and reasonable reader expectation.

In order to enjoy and understand Morgner's novels, the reader's initial sense of 

unease must be resolved and this can only happen if the fantastic is accepted as 

part of the rational world. The fact that she introduces the fantastic without 

drawing attention to it by inserting overt markers, makes it possible for the reader 

to suspend disbelief within Morgner's fictional universe. As Chanady emphasises, 

'the supernatural, which is the product of an alien imagination, is juxtaposed with 

everyday reality in order to create a more complete picture of the world'.'*® In 

other words, Morgner uses this technique to suggest to the reader the possibility 

of a more complete world in which men and women are equal. Morgner creates a 

world radically different from her own (i.e. the GDR) and represents this world as 

equally valid. At the same time, however, this 'alternative' world is couched In a

Chanady, p. 27.
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realistic framework and a large part of the action is, therefore, set in a normal, 

contemporary environment. In order for this to be effective, Morgner provides 

many realistic descriptions of GDR society, as is the case in Gauklerlegende, for 

example. These realistic descriptions are fundamental to the overall working of 

the narrative; without them the fantastic elements would lose their impact. In 

much of Morgner's writing, the contiguous presence of realistic and fantastic 

events does not create an ambiguous and disturbing world, but rather one that is 

coherent and harmonious. As such, the supernatural events do not threaten to 

upset the natural order of things, but instead draw attention to, for example, the 

lack of imagination inherent in the ordinary, scientific world.

Drawing attention to the lack of imagination In the world, however, is only one 

reason why Morgner uses the fantastic as a mode of expression. Her primary 

reason, though, is to highlight the plight of women in the GDR and to make them 

aware of the fact that their situation is far from ideal, despite numerous counter- 

factual assertions from the GDR authorities. In an interview with Ursula Krechel 

in 1976, Morgner makes this explicit;

Wenn jemand sich mit Frauenproblemen beschaftigt, so beschaftigt er 
sich ja mit der ganzen Gesellschaft. Es interessiert ihn der Umbruch der 
ganzen Gesellschaft, weil ja das Frauenproblem ein Menschheitsproblem 
1st. Das utopische und phantastische Element -  wenn ich das selber 
erklaren soil, im nachhinein sozusagen -  gründet sicher auf der Tatsache, 
daR Frauen in der Vergangenheit fast nur schwarze Kapitel finden, was 
ihre überlieferte Geschichte betrifft. Was fur sie intéressant ist, ist die 
Geschichte ihrer Zukunft, das, was schon, jedenfalls in der DDR, etwas in 
unseren Alltag ragt, was aber noch viel Arbeit verlangt. Und ich glaube, 
aus diesem Grunde neigen Frauen zu einer utopischen Denkensart. Wie 
die meisten Dichter.'*®

49 Cited In Marlis Gerhardt (ed.), Irmtraud Morgner. Texte, Daten, Bilder (Frankfurt am Main: 
Luchterhand, 1990), p. 26.
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This notion of a 'Menschheitsproblem' Is vital to an understanding of 

Morgner's work, one which will be explained in detail in the ensuing chapters. 

Morgner does not wish to denigrate men or to exclude them from her discussion. 

Instead, her idea of a utopian society is a society where men and women have 

been able to set aside and reconcile their differences. A good example of this is 

the story of Prometheus and Pandora, where Prometheus, the symbol of 

masculine activism, and Pandora, the symbol of female fertility, have been able 

to reconcile their differences. In the hands of Morgner, this reconciliation 

becomes a metaphor for the reconciliation between the sexes in the broadest 

sense of the word, a reconciliation between 'Vernunft' and 'Gefühl'.

It soon becomes clear that Morgner's use of the fantastic has a strong basis in 

mythology. Many of her novels, in particular those forming the Salman trilogy, 

contain mythological characters such as Prometheus, Pandora, Epimetheus, the 

sirens and many others. As Ferdinand Habsburg explains; 'Die 

Schopfungsgeschichte des Gangers Orpheus sowie diejenige des Dichters 

Hesiod werden zu einer eigenwilligen Entstehungsgeschichte der Welt und des 

Menschen zusammengestellt.'®® This world is then integrated into Morgner's own 

world. Habsburg elucidates; 'Die Handlung kehrt immer wieder in den Bereich 

der alltaglichen Realitat zurück, und das Wunderbare wird in variierter Form in 

die reale Welt eingebunden.'®^

This aspect of Morgner's style is further supported by Rasboinikowa-Fratewa;

Ferdinand Habsburg, Die Wiederentdeckung des Wunderbaren. Staff- und Motivwelt bei 
Irmtraud Morgner (Berlin: Verlag Clemens Zerling, 1993), p. 34.
Habsburg, 82. Moreover, he says: '[...] der Begriff der Realitât bel Morgner [1st] umfassend 
konzipiert. Das Wunderbare hat eine stark reale Vaienz. Die aichemistischen Verwandlungen 
Oder die vielen Fabelwesen gehoren ebenso zum Bereich der Realitat wie das Alltagiiche.'
(p.12).
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Der phantastischen Besatzung im Roman / Persephone, Demeter, Zeus, 
Pluto, der christliche Gott, Meiusine, Beatriz / stehen Figuren wie Laura, 
Valeska gegenüber, die die Lebensweise heutiger Frauen prasentieren. 
Dieser Auftellung der Figuren entsprechen im Aufbau des Romans zwei 
parallel verlaufenden Handlungsstrange: ein phantastischer und ein direkt 
realitatsbezogener. Beide befinden sich in standiger Wechselwirkung, 
phantastische Figuren mischen sich in das Leben der Figuren vom 
anderen Handlungsstrang.®^

As such, the fantastic events evade all attempts at a logical explanation 

and give access to the mysterious, supernatural side of life. Morgner emphasises 

our need for the extraordinary, thereby revealing the limits of technology, since 

the cold, empirical explanations put forward by science cannot explain the 

elementary facts of life like death, chance or luck. Rasboinikowa-Fratewa sums 

this up when she says: 'Hier wurzelt auch die standige Verflechtung des 

Phantasiethemas mit dem Emanzipationsthema'.®® And although Rasboinikowa- 

Fratewa refers explicitly to women's emancipation, it will be shown that this 

emancipation applies equally to men.

The fantastic events therefore fulfil a certain 'corrective' role, in the sense that 

they serve to 'correct' reality; in the process they also suggest that the situation 

between men and women has not altered significantly over time. According to 

Rasboinikowa-Fratewa, Morgner creates fantastic model situations:

Alle Phantasiefiguren, deren Wünsche in Erfüllung gegangen sind, 
erleben dann eine Enttauschung, die durch den Tod (Beatriz, Vera Hill) 
Oder Liebesentzug (die Ich-Erzahlerin in der Liebeslegende) markiert ist. 
Die dichterische Phantasie setzt das Phantastische ein, um Erfahrungen 
aufzufrischen (Frauendasein in vergangenen Zeiten) oder ein 
antizipatorisches Sammein von Erfahrungen (Geschlechtertausch- 
Geschichte) zu ermoglichen.®'*

Rasboinikowa-Fratewa, p. 103. 
® l̂bid.

Rasboinikowa-Fratewa, p. 104.
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By using the fantastic in her novels, Morgner is able to highlight and discuss the 

problems of the real world on a number of levels, including in the structure of the 

novels themselves.

The importance which the Romantic authors played in GDR writing has already 

been discussed, and Morgner's writing is no exception. Her entire oeuvre is 

integrally linked to authors like E. T. A. Hoffmann and Morgner makes no secret 

of this. In fact, she specifically draws attention to this on a number of occasions, 

not only in discussions with critics, but also in her novels themselves. By opening 

the Amanda novel, for example, with a motto taken from Hoffmann's Selfsame 

Leiden eines Theaterdirektors, Morgner draws attention to the parallels between 

her writing and the fantastical writing of Hoffmann.®  ̂She makes clear that her 

novel will mix the real and the fantastic in the manner of Hoffmann. Just like 

Hoffmann's protagonists in Der goldne Topf, Morgner's characters, too, will be 

traversing the real and fantastic domains.

Hoffmann, however, is not the only writer of the 'Goethezeit' to have influenced 

Morgner's writing. Goethe himself plays an equally important role. Morgner 

alludes to him on many occasions and reworks his 'Walpurgisnachf depiction in 

Faust and his interpretation of the Pandora myth in her own characteristic style. 

The importance of Goethe to Morgner will be discussed in greater detail in the 

chapter dealing with Amanda.

Elsewhere in this chapter, reference was made to the distancing effect of the 

fantastic and Morgner, too, exploits this effect in her work. However, it is very
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important to her that her characters do not lose touch with reality. It is only 

through an engagement with reality that social conditions can be made more 

transparent. This is something Morgner is exceptionally good at; by integrating 

the fantastic into the reality depicted in her novels, she is able to transcend mere 

escapism. Although she wants women to escape their reality, she does not want 

to offer them a quick and easy (and as a result probably ephemeral) solution. 

Woman had to engage with their problems so that they could find lasting 

solutions. As it happened, Morgner believed that these could be achieved by 

allowing the fantastic to guide your life. For Morgner, the fantastic clearly had a 

purpose beyond mere entertainment. Its function is much more complex because 

it is there not only to show the reader how to perceive, but perhaps even to alter 

the reader's perception of reality. As such, Morgner uses the fantastic as a form 

of creative subversion. In her novels, space and time, reality and fiction and 

religion and science merge into a world where everything is possible -  even 

perhaps a world where women and men really have equal status and where 

women are more than mere marionettes in the hands of male puppeteers and 

engineers. Morgner attempted to characterise this world in her interview with 

Krechel:

Die Utopie, wie ich sie mir vorstelle, ware, daft man sich sowohl mit 
geistigen Dingen beschaftigt als auch mit den gewohnlichen Dingen des 
Alltags, um die Verbindung zu dieser Art von Umgebung nicht zu veriieren, 
um nicht entfremdet, seiner Umwelt entfremdet zu sein.

The quotation reads; 'Das Lachen ist nur der Schmerzenslaut der Sehnsucht nach der Heimat, 
die im Innern sich regt’.
Gerhardt, p. 29.
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Chapter 2

Beginnings: the sociaiist realism of Das Signa! steht aufFahrt 
& Bin Haus am Rand der Stadt

Although Morgner's early literary works, Das Signal steht aufFahrt (1959) and 

Ein Haus am Rand der Stadt (1962), display little of the daring she shows in 

her later, more experimental novels, they are nevertheless significant in that 

they are products of their time and already hint at the direction which Morgner 

was to take in her subsequent novels.

In order better to understand these two novels and to situate them within the 

political milieu in which they were written, it is necessary to take a closer look 

at the cultural policy of the GDR at the end of the 1950s and the beginning of 

the 1960s, since it was this policy which dictated the form and content of 

literature published in the GDR at the time.

Historical background and cultural policy

With the agreements of 12 September and 14 November 1944, Britain, the 

United States and the Soviet Union decided to divide Germany into three 

zones, with Berlin being divided into three sectors. This set-up was amended 

at the Yalta conference of February 1945 when it was decided to divide 

Germany into four zones instead in order to accommodate France. As the 

tension between the Western Allies and the USSR increased over currency 

reform, access to Berlin and other issues, it became increasingly clear that
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the eastern zone would become isolated. In May 1949 the three western 

occupied zones merged to form the Federal Republic of Germany and in 

October of the same year, the Volkskongress' of the eastern zone drew up its 

own constitution and the German Democratic Republic was founded.

Unlike the Federal Republic, which prospered as a result of the Marshall Plan, 

the GDR struggled to get on its feet economically. Many factories had been 

demolished or dismantled by the Soviets, which made it difficult for the 

country to bring its production back to pre-war levels. This situation was 

further aggravated by two factors, namely, the fact that the GDR received 

hardly any foreign aid and the rigid command economy implemented by the 

socialist government. The political and economic order of the GDR was 

undemocratic from the outset. Many of the leading figures in the SED, the 

ruling party which had been created through the forced merger of the SPD 

and the KPD in the Soviet zone in 1946, had been educated in the Soviet 

Union. The political dominance of the SED was enshrined in the first GDR 

constitution. Although the constitution granted certain basic rights to GDR 

citizens, even the right to strike, in reality they had very little freedom. The 

constitution stipulated that both executive bodies, the 'Staatsraf and the 

'Ministerrat', were to be elected by the legislature (Volkskammer'). All parties 

and organisations were united in the National Front under the ideological (and 

practical) leadership of the SED. Although the 'Volkskammer' was supposed 

to debate legislation, in practice all policy matters were decided by the 

politburo of the SED.

As the economic situation worsened and political oppression increased, 

millions of people started fleeing the GDR. When the Wall was built in 1961, 

approximately 3 million East Germans had already fled. Although the Wall 

was officially dubbed the 'antifaschistischer Schutzwall', it was not built as a
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means of protection, but rather as a means of preventing people from fleeing 

to the West. In a detailed discussion of the building of the Wall and its 

consequences, Ulrich Mahlert confirms that the Wall was '[e]in Schutzwall, der 

sich nicht nach auften, sondern nach innen richtete'.^

In the early years of the GDR, before the Wall was built, many exiled authors 

like Arnold Zweig, Anna Seghers, Stephan Hermlin and Hans Marchwitza 

returned to East Germany because they perceived a socialist Germany as a 

country where they would be able to write freely without the constraints of a 

fascist or a capitalist government. Their expectations and hopes were high 

because for the first time they could live in a country where economic and 

political oppression was not supposed to exist. Despite the illiberal nature of 

its political system, the GDR's cultural policy was initially liberal and therefore 

seemed to fulfil these writers' expectations. Unlike the majority of authors in 

the West, writers in the GDR were more disposed to write about their 

experiences in the Third Reich and/or exile. Indeed, as part of its anti-fascist 

programme the state positively encouraged its writers to do this. During the 

second half of the 1940s, journals such as Ost und West and Sinn und Form 

were excellent vehicles for authors' artistic output, but this period of relative 

freedom was to be short-lived. People who opposed the new political regime 

were either incarcerated or extradited to the West, and thousands of Social 

Democrats who spoke out against the forced merger of their party with the 

KPD in 1946 were sent to labour camps. As David Childs explains, the first 

Party Congress of the SED in 1949 marked a definite change in cultural 

policy.^ By this time, the SED had already made it clear that it was a party 

based on Marxist-Leninist principles which it now intended to extend to its 

cultural policy. Consequently, the following resolution was passed by the first

 ̂ Ulrich Mahlert, Kleine Geschichte der DDR  (Munich: Beck, 2001), p. 100.
 ̂ David Childs, The GDR: Moscow's German Ally {London: Allen & Unwin, 1983), p. 197.
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Party Congress of the SED: 'Kuiturarbeit im Dienste des Zweijahresplans 

leisten, das bedeutet in erster Unie die Entfaltung des Arbeitsenthusiasmus 

aller [...] Schichten des Volkes'.^ This position was again highlighted at the 

second Party Congress in 1952, with the emphasis upon '[...] die Gestaltung 

des neuen Menschen, des Aktivisten, des Helden des sozialistischen 

Aufbaus'."^

Only one direction in literature was promoted by those in power, namely 

socialist realism, a politico-literary doctrine which entailed severe restrictions 

on artistic freedom. The term ’socialist realism' was coined by the Russian 

author Maxim Gorki who described the pre-revolutionary situation in Russia in 

his novels and dramas in starkly realistic terms. He called this type of realism 

'socialist' since it promoted the political objectives of a new, socialist society in 

his work. At the centre of this ideological concept stood the activist and 

political campaigner who never tired of increasing his productivity as part of 

his loyalty to the party and his love of the socialist state and who studied Marx 

and Engels in his spare time to become a model Communist. Many authors in 

the GDR sought to emulate Gorki's principles and turned out book after book 

singing the praises of socialist realism. Authors like Bredel (Ein neues Kapitei 

(1960), Der Eigentumsparagraph (1961)) and Marchwitza (Die Kumiaks und 

ihre Kinder (1961)) wrote novels that promoted party politics and were 

applauded by SED officials. Johannes R. Becher, once an Expressionist poet, 

became the Minister for Culture, while Hermann Kant became more famous 

as a quasi-inquisitor and ideological watchdog, constantly rebuking authors 

who refused to comply with socialist realist principles, than as an author in his 

own right, though he did write Die Aula (1965), a kind of collective 

autobiography of the first generation of GDR socialist intellectuals.

® Cited in Wolfgang Emmerich., Kleine Literaturgeschichte der DDR. Erweiterte Neuausgabe 
(Leipzig: Kiepenheuer, 1996), p. 115.
Cited in Emmerich, p. 117.
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As was pointed out above, socialist realism was the only artistic method 

approved by the SED and as such it formed the basis of the GDR's cultural 

policy. According to the official party line, the most important duty of writers 

was not only to defend, but also to promote socialism. As Ian Wallace points 

out, the writer had to play a role in constructing socialism 'on territory formerly 

occupied by Fascist Germany, and this meant producing the kinds of works 

deemed most likely to win over to socialism the hearts and minds of the 

people'.® The emphasis was therefore on production and 'Aufbau'.®

One aim of cultural policy was to bridge the gap between intellectuals and 

workers and to this end writers, musicians and other artists were encouraged 

to work in a 'Brigade' for a short period in order to gain practical experience 

and gather material for their novels (this was part of the so-called Bitterfeld 

policy of 1959). Novels written as a result of this experience had to fulfil a 

didactic function and the authors had to school their readers in the art and 

ideology of socialism, but had to do it in such a way that readers would 

recognize their own reality in these novels. The work resulting from this was 

more often than not set in various spheres of production, and varied from 

factory novels -  so-called 'Aufbauromane' -  and literary reportage of the 

1950s to the 'Ankunftsromane' of the 1960s. 'Aufbauromane' deal with the 

emergence of industry in the GDR and the problems related to this. As such, 

they form part of the so-called 'Betriebs- und Industrieromane'. Central to the 

'Aufbauroman', is the worker protagonist who, despite various problems, is 

able to achieve great success and in the process increase production. These 

novels normally have a socialist hero, activist or idealist as the protagonist 

whose aim in life it is to win others over to his cause. 'Ankunftsromane', in

® Ian Wallace, ed., The Writer and Society in the GDR  (Tayport: Hutton Press, 1984), p. 11.
® This idea of rebuilding is of course also reflected in the name of the GDR's primary 

publishing house, Aufbau Verlag.
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turn, can be seen as a variation of the 'Entwicklungsroman'. The 

'Ankunftsroman' has as its basic theme the personal development of the GDR 

citizen who has to cultivate a belief in socialism and to develop a political 

awareness in order to be integrated into socialist society. These novels are 

referred to as 'Ankunftsromane' because they deal with the arrival of the new, 

socialist citizen.^ Another form of literary output was the diaries kept by small 

teams of workers. These were somewhat predictable stories of workers 

portrayed as heroes of labour or of individuals rescued from their socialist 

inadequacies through the intervention of the collective.

The SED regarded culture as an essential motor of the GDR's socialist 

revolution and it therefore had to be controlled by the Party. In order to get 

writers to follow the various rules, the SED imposed socialist realist theories 

on culture and the arts through the creation of the 'Staatliche Kommission fur 

Kunstangelegenheiten' in 1951 and much was done to use literary power in 

the service of the political struggle. The Soviet doctrine of socialist realism 

was imposed on all aspects of GDR culture, although initially in a form more 

suitable to a German culture. In general, literature had to be 'volksverbunden', 

that is popular and accessible to the masses and 'parteilich', in other words 

loyal to the Socialist State. In the DDR Handbuch, published by the West 

German 'Bundesministerium fur innerdeutsche Beziehungen', Peter Ludz 

outlines the main characteristics of socialist realism as follows;

Der sozialistische Realismus:
1. trennt die Wahrheit von der objektiven Wirklichkeit und bindet sie 

zwecks politisch-padagogischer Einwirkung an deren - jeweils von 
der Partei bestimmte - revolutionare Veranderung;

2. reduziert die Sujetbreite vorwiegend auf die Arbeitswelt, um soziale, 
psychologische, erotische und mythologische Beziehungselemente

 ̂ Examples of 'Aufbauromane' include Eduard Claudius' Menschen an unserer Seite (1951), 
Willi Bredel's Fünfzig Tage (1950) and Maria Langner's Stahl (1952). 'Ankunftsromane' 
were popular until well into the 1960s and include works such as Brigitte Reiman's Ankunft 
im Alltag (1961) and Christa W olfs Der geteHte Himmel (1963).
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auszuschalten, die das gewünschte Bild von der Wirklichkeit 
abweichend einfarben konnten;

3. verfügt über eine revolutionare Romantik mit einem positiven 
Helden, um das kalkulierte Werk zu emotionalisieren;

4. separiert die sozialistische Literatur von der bürgerlichen 
"Verfallsliteratur";

5. laftt durch kritische Aneignung des klassischen Erbes von der Welt- 
Literatur nur ein Kompendium des Realismus gelten, in dem nur 
Werke zugelassen werden, die zugleich auch im Sinne der Partei 
als fortschrittlich gelten.®

Marxist critics like Lukacs tried to institute a more flexible theory, 

placing more emphasis on the humanist heritage of Goethe and Schiller. 

However, during the Gold War, the GDR censors came under increasing 

pressure to adopt in full the Stalinist criteria adopted at the Soviet Writers' 

Congress of 1934. According to the doctrine of socialist realism, as formulated 

by Andrej Shdanow, the artist should:

das Leben kennen, es nicht scholastisch, nicht tot, nicht als 'objektive 
Wirklichkeit', sondern als die objektive Wirklichkeit in ihrer 
revolutionaren Entwicklung darstellen. Dabei muft die wahrheitsgetreue 
und historisch konkrete künstlerische Darstellung mit der Aufgabe 
verbunden werden, die werktatigen Menschen im Geiste des 
Sozialismus ideologisch umzuformen und zu erziehen.^

In 1951 the Plenum of the Central Committee of the SED passed a 

resolution against formalism since they felt that this individualist literary 

movement opposed the collective character of a socialist s ta te .S oc ia lis t 

realism, they felt, was the only way of dealing with the past, present and 

future.

® P.C. Ludz and J. Kuppe, DDR Handbuch: Herausgegeben vom Bundesministerium für 
innerdeutsche Beziehungen (Cologne: Verlag Wissenschaft und Politik, 1975), p. 526.

® Emmerich, p. 120.
Formalism was a heavily debated concept in the GDR; although a detailed discussion of the 
term falls outside the scope of this study, a definition may be useful here: Formalism was 
defined as: 'Zersetzung und Zerstorung der Kunst selbst. Die Formalisten leugnen, dali die 
entscheidende Bedeutung im Inhalt, in der Idee, im Gedanken des Werkes liegt. Nach ihrer 
Auffassung besteht die Bedeutung eines Kunstwerks nicht in seinem Inhalt, sondern in 
seiner Form. Ciberall, wo die Frage der Form selbstandige Bedeutung gewinnt, verliert die 
Kunst ihren humanistischen und demokratischen Character', quoted in Emmerich, p. 118- 
19.
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The author’s socialist duty was therefore to help to establish socialism by 

means of novels that promoted a culture of socialist thinking and to help to 

create a nation of readers, albeit a nation of readers who had no say in what 

they actually wanted to read. One way of creating such a nation of readers 

was to prescribe the 'correct' type of novels in school syllabi so that 

'insgesamt [...] daraus für die Schuler der Eindruck entstehen [müftte], als ob 

Literatur sich fast ausschlieftlich bejahend-optimistisch zur gegebenen 

Wirklichkeit verhalte'.^^ As a result, authors like Kafka were excluded from the 

canon along with other writers, such as Joyce and Proust, who were regarded 

as decadent, formalist and anti-socialist.

The SED had a specific aim in mind, and that was to create a 

'LiteraturgeselIschaft' (a term coined by Johannes R. Becher) where authors 

no longer constituted an elite and where literature would become a public 

forum. This was made possible by the didactic function of socialist realism. 

Socialist realist novels served primarily to educate the masses. Since one of 

the basic tenets of socialist realism was that literature had to be read and 

understood by all classes, authors were encouraged to use simple styles in 

their writing. The premise underlying all socialist realist novels was socialism's 

victory over capitalism. One of the main reasons why the SED adopted 

socialist realism in the GDR was because they saw it as a useful tool to 

facilitate the transition from Fascism to Communism in East Germany after 

World War II.

The implementation of literary and cultural policy by the SED was a long and 

complex process and was carried out in a number of -  often contradictory -  

stages throughout the existence of the GDR. The policy was constantly

Emmerich In Glaser, p. 120.
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changed from being rigid and prescriptive to being more relaxed and allowing 

greater freedom to authors, only to revert to a more conservative stance a few 

months later, as will now be outlined.

The GDR's first cultural policy was implemented at the first Writers' 

Conference in 1947, when the model of Soviet cultural policy was adopted by 

the SED. It was on this occasion that Alexander Abusch made his 

'Schriftsteller und der Plan' speech in which he called on writers to support the 

Two-Year Plan and get involved in factory and agricultural work, a concept 

that was expanded at the Bitterfeld Conference in 1959. The SED never 

underestimated the role of the writer and did much to capitalize on the 

popularity of authors, so much so that President Grotewohl referred to them 

as 'Kampfgenossen der Regierung' at the Second Writers' Conference in 

1950. The SED's campaign against formalism which included what was 

referred to as 'cosmopolitanism' and 'American barbarism', reached a climax 

at the Third Writers' Conference and resulted in the implementation of many 

publication prohibitions, the pulping of books, the cancellation of theatre 

performances and the destruction of works of art by Party-approved artists' 

painting over them. These repressive administrative measures led to much 

confusion among authors who were suddenly unsure of what to write about. 

Wolfgang Harich even referred to it as giving rise to a 'Schaffenskrisen 

psychotischen Charakters selbst bei Menschen, die als hervorragende 

Künstler politisch ohne Schwankung auf dem Boden unserer Republik 

stehen'.^^

After the death of Stalin in 1953, the GDR experienced a relative cultural thaw 

and the Party followed what was known as the 'Neuer Kurs'. This period did 

not last very long, however. In the Spring of 1954, the SED declared the

12 Cited in the DDR Handbuch, p. 530.
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'Neuer Kurs' to be something of the past and, following the Hungarian 

revolution in 1956 and the arrest of the Harich group who pressed vehemently 

for the de-Stalinization and de-bureaucratization of cultural policy in 1957, the 

Party quickly re-established tight controls. Given pressure from groups like 

Harich's group, however, the SED's policy underwent a period of ambivalence 

during which attempts were made to reach compromises with authors and 

pressure groups, but these compromises were largely unsuccessful.

The policy underwent a further change at the end of the decade, due largely 

to the Bitterfeld Conference of April 1959. At this conference, attempts were 

made to overcome the gulf between artists and the working class. During the 

Bitterfeld Conference, Walter Ulbricht set up the 'Bewegung des schreibenden 

Arbeiters'. Using the motto 'Greif zur Feder, Kumpel. Die sozialistische 

deutsche Nationalkultur braucht Dich!' in conjunction with the motto of the 5‘*̂ 

Party Conference of the SED, namely, 'sozialistisch arbeiten, lernen und 

leben', he tried to encourage ordinary working class citizens to take up the 

pen and write about their lives. The result of this campaign was a series of, for 

the most part, fairly unimaginative and mundane 'Industrieromane', in which 

workers described their reality in exaggeratedly optimistic terms. As Carol 

Costabile-Heming explains:

Der groftte Teil der kulturellen Produktion in der DDR wurde initiiert, 
gefordert oder kontrolliert von der zentralen Leitung und war dadurch 
der offiziellen Offentlichkeit untergeordnet. Diese Unterordnung zeugt 
keineswegs von einer Geringschatzung der Literatur, sondern davon, 
daft ihr eine hohe politische und soziale Bedeutung für die sich 
entwickelnde sozialistische Gesellschaft zugemessen wurde, wie 
Johannes R. Becher in seinem Konzept der 'Literaturgesellschaft' 
hervorhob.''®

As a result, every novel, poem or drama required official approval before it

Carol Costabile-Heming, 'Offlzielle und Inofflzlelle Zensurverfahren in der DDR: Eine 
Fallstudie zu Günter Kunert' In Literatur fOr Leser 25 (2002), 34.
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could be published, and officials were free to change the complicated 

prohibitions and rules at will. Although officially there was no censorship in the 

GDR (the term 'Zensur' was never used), by the early 1950s a network of 

institutions had been set up under the control of the SED's Central Committee 

to scrutinise all products of cultural output. There were various forms of 

censorship, including censorship by the publisher, in particular by the 'Lektor', 

censorship imposed by the Ministry of Culture and censorship imposed by the 

politburo and, of course, self-censorship. As regards the role of the 'Lektor', 

Geoffrey Westgate quotes a section from a study prepared by the Ministry of 

Culture setting out the central importance assigned to this figure in the GDR's 

cultural production. According to this study:

Der Autor hat es in der Regel nicht mit dem Verlag, sondern mit einem 
Lektoren zu tun [...] Von seiner Verantwortlichkeit (die der Verlag 
entwickein mufti), von seiner Fahigkeit, eine eigene Meinung zu 
vertreten (die er sich im Kollektiv des Verlages bilden mufti), - von 
seiner poetischen und fachlichen Qualifikation also hangen Ansehen 
und Stellung des Verlages, der Kultur- und Wissenschaftspolitik, 
letztlich der Partei und des Staates ab.
[...]
Ein guter Lektor zeichnet sich durch reiche Kenntnisse aus:
- in der marxistisch-leninistischen Weltanschauung und Theorien (von 
den Schriften der Klassiker des Marxismus-Leninismus bis zu den 
Beschlüssen der Partei),
- über die Entwicklung der sozialistischen Gesellschaft (insbesondere 
der DDR),

in Philosophie, Asthetik, Literaturtheorie [...] und der 
Literaturgeschichte.^"^

The 'Lektoren' therefore had a great deal of power and many books were 

refused publication on the basis of a decision made by a 'Lektor'. What made 

the system all the more opaque and secretive is the fact that 'Lektoren' were 

not obliged to disclose the reasons for their decisions to authors so that these 

authors had no means of appeal at their disposal.

Cited in Geoffrey Westgate., Strategies under Surveillance. Reading Irmtraud Morgner as a 
GDR Writer (Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi, 2002), p. 60-1.
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Even if an author succeeded in obtaining printing permission, this was no 

guarantee that his/her book would reach a wide audience, especially if the 

authorities subsequently deemed it unsuitable. The impact of a work could be 

severely restricted by keeping the print-run very low, by preventing the media 

from discussing the book and by refusing to publish subsequent editions.

Given the lack of space in the present study, however, the intricacies and 

complexities of the censorship machine cannot be discussed here in greater 

detail. Reference is, however, made to Westgate's excellent discussion of 

how censorship worked in the GDR, in particular in view of the fact that he ties 

this in with Morgner's own publication record.^®

Following Abusch's speech made some years earlier, Ulbricht again called on 

authors to visit factories so that they would be able to depict working 

conditions in their writings. This, however, was difficult to achieve and, 

although many authors did in fact visit factories where they could interact with 

the workers, others were reluctant to do so with the result that the 'Bitterfeld 

Way' was not as successful as the Party had hoped. Promoting literature in 

this way and encouraging workers to write is, on the face of it, a sensible 

strategy, but it was inevitable that this policy would become dogma. The irony 

of this policy, however, was that writers, although under instructions to do so, 

could not write about GDR reality as it actually existed; in other words, they 

could not criticise the many contradictions inherent in, and shortcomings of 

SED policies.

Although Morgner conceived the story Das Signal steht auf Fahrt before the 

Bitterfeld Conference, it nevertheless reads as a textbook example of the

See Westgate, pp. 59-88.
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literary principles laid down at the Conference. So when it was published 

shortly after the Conference, Morgner was viewed as an author heading firmly 

down the 'Bitterfelder Weg'.

Hegemonic masculinity

Before looking at this novel and Ein Haus am Rand der Stadt in greater detail, 

a brief discussion of masculinity and male identity in the GDR is necessary in 

order to provide a backdrop for Morgner's criticism of the patriarchal system 

and the reasons why she considered it necessary to exclude the majority of 

men from the fantastic, a domain reserved predominantly for the women in 

her novels.

Over the past twenty years there has been an explosion of research into 

masculinity and what it means to be a modern man, especially in the United 

States. These studies are mainly concerned with questions of power, identity, 

violence and sexuality and are conducted by both women and men with a pro

feminist agenda in order to correct perceived historical imbalances in relations 

between genders and races. Although a detailed discussion of these studies 

falls outside the scope of the present study, some of their findings are relevant 

in that they provide a basis for a discussion of Morgner's attitude towards 

gender issues. The work of the Australian sociologist Robert Connell is of 

particular interest in this regard, especially in respect of his concept of a 

hegemonic masculinity. He defines this as follows:

At any given time, one form of masculinity rather than others is 
culturally exalted. Hegemonic masculinity can be defined as the 
configuration of gender practice which embodies the currently accepted 
answer to the problem of the legitimacy of patriarchy, which guarantees 
(or is taken to guarantee) the dominant position of men and the 
subordination of women. [...] Nevertheless, hegemony is likely to be 
established only if there is some correspondence between cultural 
ideal and institutional power, collective if not individual. So the top
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levels of business, the military and government provide a fairly 
convincing corporate display of masculinity, still very little shaken by 
feminist women or dissenting men. It is the successful claim to 
authority, more than direct violence, that is the mark of hegemony

As will be shown below, it was the military, in particular, which laid the 

foundations for the hegemonic masculinity prevalent in the GDR.

By looking at how men are defined, it is possible to expose how a patriarchal 

society uses the tenets of masculinity to exploit men for political and economic 

gain and to highlight how men are able to maintain power over women and, in 

certain cases, other men. As Roy Jerome points out: 'masculine identity Is 

neither stable nor intransitory but rather is historically determined, thus subject 

to the material conditions of class, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and religion'.^^ 

This aspect of masculinity being historically determined is important when 

discussing the official masculine ideal as this was perceived in the GDR. 

Sylka Scholz convincingly argues that the masculinity prevalent in the GDR 

fulfils the preconditions for hegemonic masculinity, as defined by Connell, to 

e x is t.S h e  bases her argument on a progression over the course of the 

existence of the GDR from one type of masculinity to another, namely from a 

militarised masculinity during the early years of the GDR to a work-based 

masculinity during the latter stages of the GDR's existence. This distinction is 

particularly significant for a discussion of Morgner, since her critique of 

masculinity follows this pattern. As will be shown below, her earlier characters 

like Hübner and Mayer clearly display the characteristics of a militarised type

Robert Connell, The Social Organization of Masculinity' in The Masculinities Reader, ed. by 
Stephen Whitehead and Frank Barrett (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2001), pp. 38-9.

^^Roy Jerome, ed., Conceptions of Postwar German Masculinity (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, 2001), p. 4.

^°ln a paper given at the first conference of AIM Gender held in Stuttgart-Hohenheim in 
February 2001. The paper "'Sozialistische Soldatenpersôniichkeiten" und "Helden der 
Arbeit", Hegemoniale Mannlichkeiten in der DDR?' is published on the Internet at 
<http://www.ruendal.de/aim/pdfs/Scholz.pdf> and was accessed on 3 February 2004.

http://www.ruendal.de/aim/pdfs/Scholz.pdf
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of masculinity, while the younger characters like Hubert and Lutz, both driven 

by ambition and work, display the characteristics inherent in a work-related 

masculinity.

According to Scholz, many of the GDR leaders were involved in the anti

fascist resistance movement and therefore represented a militarised ideal of 

masculinity. The institutionalisation of this ideal started with the formation of 

the 'Nationale Volksarmee' in 1956 and was initially only geared towards a 

small elite since soldiers were recruited on a voluntary basis. As she points 

out; 'Dem lag [...] die Idee zu Grunde, auf diese Weise, junge vom 

Sozialismus überzeugte Manner zu gewinnen, die gemeinsam mit dem neu 

konstituierten Offizierskorps den Kern einer Wehrpflichtarmee gründen und 

die Treue zur SED garantieren sollten'.”*® Although these ideals were not 

achieved, they were strengthened when military service became compulsory 

in 1962. As such, a strong link was created between the 'sozialistische 

Soldatenpersonlichkeit' and the perceived ideal form of masculinity. Given its 

anchoring in the military, this type of masculinity is characterised by a strong 

sense of discipline, obedience, the willingness to make sacrifices and a well- 

developed understanding of camaraderie. Moreover, these characteristics 

were instilled in all soldiers by means of both a military and political education. 

Scholz explains:

Flankiert wurde seine Durchsetzung mittels einer Vielzahl quasi 
pramilitarischer Organisationen wie der GST (Gesellschaft für Sport 
und Technik), die bereits 1952 gegründet wurde, Lager für die 
'militarische Laufbahnorientierung', technische Zirkel. Verfestigt wurde 
es durch die paramilitarischen Organisationen wie die 'Kampfgruppen 
der Arbeiterklasse'.^®

It goes without saying that this masculine ideal had far-reaching

Scholz, p. 3. 
Scholz, p. 4.
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consequences for gender relations In the GDR. Given the fact that this ideal is 

based on male domination and superiority, the gender equality laid down in 

the constitution was seriously undermined by this attitude towards masculinity. 

According to Scholz, the male body was regarded as being invulnerable, while 

the female body was seen as being vulnerable and therefore in need of male 

protection. This attitude strengthened the generally held opinion that men 

were superior to women. The image of women portrayed in the military 

magazine Armeerundschau further promoted this view:

Die Weiblichkeit [...] war die gesellschaftlich nütziiche und berufstatige 
Frau, die [...] auf ihre Funktion als Mutter und aufopferungsvolle 
Kameradin des Mannes festgelegt wurde. Sie hatte ihre Belange 
denen des Mannes klar unterzuordnen, Dariiber hinaus gait nur das 
heterosexuelle Paar und weitergehend die sozialistische Familie als 
legitime Lebensform.^^

The characteristics instilled in men therefore prepared them for the positions 

they were to fill in both the political and economic spheres, once again 

strengthening their hold over women. The East German political and 

economic system was therefore based on a hierarchy, in which gender- 

specific differences were upheld and reinforced by means of a rigorous 

'Frauen- und Familienpolitik'.

As a result of this prevailing attitude, it is easy to see why management 

positions were filled predominantly by men and why women could only secure 

senior posts in traditional female sectors like the health service, which were 

neither as well paid as traditional male jobs nor did they command the same 

level of respect. As Elizabeth Harvest points out: '[...] the personal and 

economic relationship between man and wife were predicated upon a gender 

hierarchy that defined women's tasks as "reproduction" and men's work as

21 Scholz, p. 6.
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"production"'.A lthough women were actively encouraged to seek 

employment, this was not always possible given their domestic 

responsibilities. Coupled with the reassertion of German patriarchy during the 

1950s, women were largely excluded from the professions traditionally 

reserved for men.

According to the extensive propaganda regarding the importance of gainful 

employment as a means of ensuring that the 'Arbeiter- und Bauernstaat' 

would take up its rightful place on the international market, workers were 

regarded as 'Helden der Arbeit'. As Scholz points out, though, there were 

various mechanisms in place which ensured that these 'Helden' were 

predominantly men. Despite campaigns like 'Frauen in die Technik' which ran 

during the 1960s, the 1970s were characterised by a renewed segregation of 

male and female professions, Scholz sums this up as follows:

Die Professionen der 'Helden der Arbeit' verandern sich im Laufe der 
DDR-Geschichte: Am Ende der 40er und zu Beginn der 50er Jahre 
waren Bergmanner und Metallarbeiter die bevorzugten 'Helden der 
Arbeit', weil ihre Branchen für den Aufbau der DDR-Wirtschaft als 
besonders wichtig galten. [...] Ab den 60ern bis Mitte der 70er Jahre 
waren damn explizit die 'Leiter und Planer' Gegenstand der Literatur. 
Der Ingénieur kann als der ideale 'Leiter und Planer' dieser Zeit 
angesehen werden.^®

Holger Brandes agrees with Scholz that the honorary title of 'Held der Arbeit' 

was, in ninety percent of all cases, given to men, but states that it is probably 

better to refer to a 'proletarische Farbung der hegemonialen Mannlichkeit'.^"^ 

He qualifies this by saying:

Einerseits war die Berufsorientierung stark gepragt durch den

^  Elizabeth Harvest, Gender Relations in German History: Power, Agency and Experience 
from the Sixteenth to the Twentieth Century {London: UCL Press, 1996), p. 6.
Scholz, p. 8.
Holger Brandes, 'Held der Arbeit order Workaholic? Geschiecht und Habitus', published on 
the Internet at <http://www.freltag.de/2002/50/02501101.php>, accessed on 14 February 
2004, p. 4.

http://www.freltag.de/2002/50/02501101.php
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Anspruch der Zugehorigkeit zur 'Arbeiterklasse', wobei der 
Klassenbegriff auch theoretisch so erweitert worden war, dass die 
meisten Berufsgruppen unter die Arbeiter-Kategorie fielen. Darüber 
hinaus war die Berufsorientierung in der ehemaligen DDR weit weniger 
individualisiert als in der BRD und starker auf den Beitrag zum 
'Kollektiv' bezogen als auf individuellen Erfolg und Karriere.^®

Given this attitude and despite the so-called gender equality in the GDR, 

socialism and the state, according to Brandes, are so integrally linked with 

men that their role actually does not need to be explained or emphasised. 

Despite this strong position, GDR men tended not to wear their hearts on their 

sleeves. During 1997 and 1998, Brandes and his students interviewed various 

men between the ages of 20 and 30 who were born in the GDR in order to 

ascertain what it meant to them to be a man in East Germany. Their findings 

tend to support the above statement. In answer to the question of how East 

and West German men differed, one interviewee answered as follows:

Na ja, so die... also die Emotionalitat eines Mannes aber überhaupt 
der Gesellschaft, war im Osten vielleicht mehr unter'n Teppich gekehrt 
worden, also dort stand das Rationale immer viel mehr im 
Mittelpunkt.^®

It is this emphasis on the rational that forms the basis of Morgner's criticism of 

GDR men. As will be shown below, she repeatedly argues that men, by not 

being able to talk about their emotions and by concentrating on the rational 

aspects of their lives, cut themselves off from a world in which imagination 

and aesthetics play a central role.

Brandes, p. 3. 
Brandes, p. 2.
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Das Signal steht auf Fahrf^

Morgner's first published story was awarded the 'Ministerium für Kultur' prize 

in 1959 and it is not difficult to see why. It is a formulaic story with a simplistic 

plot and a predictable ending. Morgner shows how the system was supposed 

to work, stressing that it was necessary for the individual to embrace the 

system and everything it represented. As Eva Kaufmann says; 'Sie zeigt darin 

vorbildliche Wandlungsprozesse von einzelnen und Menschengruppen, die 

ganz im Sinne der Losung "Vom Ich zum Wir" ablaufen'.^® Morgner clearly 

toes the Party line, following the requirements of socialist realism almost to 

the letter. The story traces Hans Hübner's development from apolitical 

individual to good socialist. Before he can reach this stage in his life, however, 

he has to undergo a number of crises which lead him to the realisation that 

being a 'Mitlaufer' with an indifferent attitude to politics is detrimental to his 

personal happiness.

The story is set against the backdrop of the railways and has a distinctly 

proletarian feel. The main characters all belong to the same work team, and 

through their comings and goings Morgner paints a genuine picture of GDR 

life in the late 1950s. When writing the story Morgner had plenty of experience 

to draw upon, since her father was also a train driver. In fact, on the dust 

jacket of the first edition Morgner says;

Als ich vier Jahre alt war, nahm mich mein Vater zum ersten Mai mit in 
den Lokomotivschuppen und zeigte mir die unter Dampf stehenden 
Maschinen aus der Nahe: 'Es schadet nichts, wenn du beizeiten weiftt, 
wie die Lokführer und Heizer ihr Geld verdienen.' Zwanzig Jahre spater

Irmtraud Morgner, Das Signal steht aufFahrt. Erzôhlung, (Berlin: Aufbau, 1959). Henceforth 
references to this novel will be given In parentheses In the text proper, with the abbreviation 
S, followed by the page number, e.g. (S, 17).

^®Eva Kaufmann, 'Der Holle die Zunge rausstrecken... Der Weg der Erzahlerin irmtraud 
Morgner' In Irmtraud Morgner. Texte, Daten, Bllder, ed. by M. Gerhardt, (Frankfurt am Main: 
Luchterhand, 1984), p. 172.
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dachte ich, daft es nichts schadet, wenn ich weift, wie heute die 
Eisenbahner ihr Geld verdienen [...]. Der Schienenstoft auf der 
Lokomotive hat die Geschichte des Lokführers Hübner zurechtgerütteit 
-  und so ist meine erste Erzàhlung entstanden.

The character of Hans Hübner is loosely based on her father and is 

presented as the positive socialist hero. Despite being applauded by the GDR 

cultural authorities, Morgner was later very scathing about her first literary 

attempt and preferred to discount it from her oeuvre. In an essay written in 

1973 called Apropos Eisenbahn, she has the following to say about her first 

book:

In der Erzàhlung Das Signal steht auf Fahrt ist ein naives Streben 
sichtbar, alle damais akuten politischen Problème angreifen und losen 
zu wollen. [...] [Meine Erzàhlung] agitiert stàndig von Grund auf, 
erklàrt, warum der Sozialismus besser ist als der Kapitalismus, was 
sich inzwischen in unserem Land nun wirklich überall herum- 
gesprochen hat. [...] Ich habe mein erstes Buch vorbildlich gearbeitet. 
Bei seiner Herstellung habe ich freiwillig, unwillkürlich alle damais im 
Lande kursierenden Ratschlàge berücksichtigt, die aufzunehmen 
waren. [...] Das Signal steht aufFahrt ist mit der Haltung von gewissen 
Rednern geschrieben, die vorgeben, eine Diskussion zu wollen, 
obgleich für sie das Ergebnis der Diskussion bereits feststeht: Es ist 
ihre ein für allemal gewonnene Ansicht von Diskussionsthema. [...] 
Mein erstes Buch richtet einige bekannte, gesicherte, wichtige, aufter 
Zweifel stehende sozialistische Grundsàtze literarisch an. [...] Meine 
erste Erzàhlung ist dem Sujet nach keine, die ich schreiben muftte. Es 
war nicht lebenswichtig für mich. Es befaftte kein Thema, mit dem ich 
irgendwie fertigwerden muftte, nicht aus literarischen, aus 
Existenzgründen. Und da es in diesem Sinne unnotig war für mich, war 
es auch für das Publikum unnotig.

Regardless of Morgner's own assessment of the book, it is nevertheless 

significant because, when read together with Ein Haus am Rand der Stadt, it 

forms a counterweight to her later novels. Of particular significance for this 

study is the fact that both early books deal predominantly with the lives of a 

number of male figures and therefore lay the foundations for Morgner’s

Reprinted in Gerhard (pp. 17-23), pp. 20-23.
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subsequent discussion of gender relations in her other novels. Although the 

issue of gender equality is referred to in both early books, this does not take 

centre stage as in, for example, Trobadora Beatriz and Amanda. The fact that 

both Martha and Hilda want to work initially causes quite a stir within their 

immediate circles and has a drastic effect on both their husbands. The way in 

which this conflict between the respective spouses is resolved, or not as the 

case may be, sets the two books apart and it is already clear from Ein Haus 

am Rand der Stadt that by the early 1960s Morgner has already come to 

realise that the socialist society promoted by the SED contains as many 

pitfalls and disappointments as any other society, including that of the 

'Klassenfeind'.

The main plot of Das Signal steht aufFahrt centres on Hans Hübner who is, in 

fact, a hangover from the past, a 'fortschrittlicher Parteiloser’ (8, 17) who is 

happiest at home tidying his cellar. Hübner, however, is also plagued by his 

past. When he was young he became a member of the NSDAP so that he 

could become a train driver and henceforth he did everything that was 

expected of a man: he got a job, got married and had a child. Despite his 

apolitical nature, he is regarded by Latussek, his 'Brigadeführer', as a man 

who recognises and values Volkseigentum [...] und sozialistische 

Sparsamkeit' (8, 17) and who would therefore be a perfect exponent of 

socialism. Throughout the story, Latussek therefore tries to get Hübner to join 

the Party and, since this is a near-perfect example of socialist realism, 

naturally succeeds in doing so.

Hübner's dejection is deeply rooted in the death of his son, Manfred. Though 

father and son were very close, Manfred decided to join the 'Hitler Jugend' 

and accused his father of being a traitor who should be hanged on the nearest 

tree. When Manfred was killed in 1945, it had a lasting effect on Hübner. He
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was devastated and lost the will to live. As he says, why should he be afraid 

of growing old, since he is 'ohne Hoffnung [...], ohne Ziel' (S, 56).

The situation changes though when Helmut Jacobi joins the work team as a 

stoker. He reawakens in Hübner all the feelings he used to have for his own 

son and in a bid to recapture what he had with Manfred, he takes it upon 

himself to become a surrogate father for Jacobi, especially since Jacobi lost 

both his parents in an American air raid on their city shortly before the end of 

the war. Making sure that Jacobi makes something of his life becomes 

Hübner's driving force and pulls him out of his lethargy. All of a sudden he has 

reason to live again: 'Hübner hat wieder Freude an seinem Beruf. Die Liebe, 

die all die Jahre in ihm versteckt geglommen hatte, brach jetzt hervor. Er 

schenkte sie rauh, aber verschwenderisch dem jungen Jacobi' (S, 56). 

Hübner's sense of what it means to be a father stems from his own father, 

Gustav, a man whom he respected and admired. Although not much is said 

about Gustav Hübner in this story, Morgner devoted an entire book to him a 

few years later, namely Die wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weitfahrers. 

Nevertheless, it is clear from Hans Hübner's musings that his father belonged 

to the old school and instilled old-fashioned values in him.

These old-fashioned values also extend to Hübner's view of women and it 

comes as no surprise to learn that he expects his wife to stay at home and be 

at his beck and call. Despite having been married for many years, Hübner and 

Martha's marriage is a loveless union. They are two people who, although 

they live under the same roof, have drifted apart and have become estranged 

from each other. They have nothing in common and nothing to say to each 

other; their life has become one long, monotonous routine:

Was sollen sich die beiden auch erzahien. Sie haben sich in ihrer Ehe
schon allés gesagt. Und sonst passiert ja nichts. Das heiftt, es passiert
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schon was, viel sogar. Im Bahnbetriebswerk zum Beispiei gibt es jeden 
Tag Neuigkeiten. Jede Fahrt auf der Lokomotive ist neu, anders als 
irgendeine vorher, intéressant Davon kônnte Hans Hübner seiner Frau 
viel erzahien, und er würde es sehr gern tun. Aber das interessiert 
seine Frau nicht. (S, 22)

Notwithstanding this desire to tell his wife about his work and colleagues, 

Hübner does nothing to get his wife interested in the work team. He prefers 

following the well-trodden path with his wife, lest she form her own opinions 

and upset the domestic applecart. Her husband’s hegemonic attitude has had 

a profound effect on Martha who, like her husband, sees no purpose in life, 

although for very different reasons. Martha's entire life consists of waiting -  for 

her husband: 'Seit zwei Stunden wartet sie auf ihren Mann. Seit zwei 

Stunden? Eigentlich seit sechsundzwanzig Jahren, solange sie verheiratet ist. 

[...] Und heute -  ein Tag wie der andere, grau, eintonig' (S, 13). Martha also 

has a very old-fashioned belief system and at the beginning of the book has 

still to embrace the new values of the GDR. She has grown up with the belief 

that a girl does not have to go to school, that her sole aim in life is to get 

married. As her father said: 'kochen muft sie konnen, damit sie dem Mann 

spater was Anstandiges bruzzein kann' (S, 36). She is therefore slightly 

bemused that her neighbour (Latussek's wife) works and refers to their 

domestic arrangements as 'komische Verhaltnisse’ (S, 15). As a result, she 

has low self-esteem, is insecure and unfulfilled.

In order to qualify for better pension benefits, Martha is required to do a 

certain number of hours' work and eventually manages to secure a position at 

a railway canteen. This is a turning point not only for Martha, but also for 

Hübner. For the first time in her life she is earning her own money and 

learning to interact with other people on more than one level. She also for the 

first time has a greater understanding of what her husband's job involves: 

'Martha Hübner fühit zum erstenmal etwas wie Achtung vor dem Beruf ihres
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Mannes. Und ein wenig Stolz auf ihren Hans, der aine solche komplizierte 

Maschine führen kann, regt sich in ihr' (S, 39).

The figure of Martha, after she starts working, is an early indication of what is 

to become the main focus of Morgner's subsequent novels. Despite official 

gender equality in the GDR, most women were still expected to do the 

housework and look after the children in addition to holding down a job. Like 

Martha, many of Morgner's other female characters have difficulty in 

overcoming their sense of guilt for not being homemakers and for enjoying 

their new-found freedom:

Martha Hübner fühit sich, seitdem sie arbeitet, ausgeglichener, 
irgendwie ist ihr leichter, sie stottert nicht mehr, wenn sie von 
jemandem gefragt wird. Und es gefallt ihr jetzt sogar, wenn sie unter 
Menschen ist. -  Nur zu Hause gefëllt es ihr nicht mehr richtig. Sollte es 
am Ende doch wahr sein, daR die Frauenarbeit den Ehefrieden 
zerstort? "Aber was ist das fur ein Ehefrieden, der nur besteht, weil ich 
den Mund halte. Ewig ein billiges Dienstmadchen sein für den Mann, in 
seinen vier Pfahlen hocken, jahrein, jahraus nichts als saubermachen, 
kochen und waschen -  nein, ich hab es satt'" (S, 70).

While Martha is uplifted by her job, it initially spells disaster for Hübner 

because all of a sudden he is forced to change his daily routine. He becomes 

confused and angry and is unable to cope with the fact that he now has to 

wait for his wife. Supper is no longer ready when he gets home and the 

housework is neglected. Despite being irritated by this, he is not prepared to 

do anything about it. It never occurs to him to clean the dirty dishes or to tidy 

the kitchen; instead he wanders aimlessly through the house looking for 

'manly' things to do like fixing nails. Because he has to wait for his wife, even 

tidying his cellar, an activity he previously treasured, has lost its appeal. His 

wife's sudden interest in politics and books also unsettles him, as he says:

Ja, wenn es noch die Zeitung ware, da wollte er nichts sagen -  obwohl 
natOrlich erst das Essen auf den Tisch gehort - ,  aber in BQchern lesen,
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ja, Sakrament noch elnmal, ist denn jetzt Zeit zum Faulenzen, wo er 
hungrig auf dem Sofa liegt und schon auf das Abendbrot wartet. 
Zustande sind das! Da Hübner aber bei schlechter Laune zu 
schweigen pfiegt, kann er seinen Unmut nur durch heftiges 
Herumwerfen auf dem Sofa kundtun. Sprungfedern knacken. (S, 67)

He is unable and unwilling to let go of his 'old life' and desperately clings on to 

his old values while the world is changing around him. The fact that his wife 

now works is something he has to accept and tolerate, it is demanded by 

society, but he is not prepared to change his views on women working. 

According to him, a woman's place is in the home and when a woman decides 

to work, it spells the end of any marriage. Similar to characters in Morgner's 

later writings, like Franz Kantus, Johann Salmann and Oskar Pakulat in 

Rumba auf einen Herbst, Hübner is unable to move with the times: 'er kann 

sich trotzdem nur schwer daran gewohnen, daR seine Frau jetzt eigenes Geld 

hat. "Wer weiR, was die Gleichberechtigung noch allés anrichtet", denkt er' (S, 

109). Where previously he had no doubts about his own masculinity and his 

place in the world, he is now confronted by events alien and threatening to his 

own belief system; events that challenge his masculinity and his role as 

provider and husband. As he says: 'Ein Mann, was ist denn heutzutage bei 

dieser Gleichberechtigung schon ein Mann' (S, 91).

Hübner's life takes another turn for the worse when he discovers that his 

'adopted son' Jacobi has been enticed by one of their colleagues, Paul 

Richter, to flee to the West. Not only does he lose a surrogate son, but he is 

also suspected of conspiring with Jacobi. Hübner is devastated by Jacobi's 

betrayal, especially since he took advantage of Hübner's good faith. Following 

an accident at work, Hübner is forced to spend a few days in hospital and this 

period marks a second turning point in his life. Now that Jacobi is no longer a 

part of his life, he realises that his life is devoid of any love and recognition 

and he finds himself in an emotional turmoil. While in hospital, being plagued
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by terrible nightmares, he realises that he has to make drastic changes to his 

life in order to get rid of his demons. Where before he felt isolated and alone, 

he is now visited by colleagues, who take an interest in his life and for the first 

time in many years he is ready to reciprocate. For the first time too, he 

understands why his colleagues seem to be much happier than him; they 

have embraced socialism and this has given meaning to their lives, something 

which he lacks. When Latussek takes advantage of Hübner's weak state of 

mind and tries to convert him politically, pointing out that it is his apolitical 

attitude that is the cause of all his troubles, Hübner puts up no resistance and 

resigns himself to the fact that he, too, has to embrace socialism.

Having taken this step, Hübner soon reaps the rewards of socialism. Not only 

is he able to tackle his job with renewed vigour, his relationship with his wife 

also undergoes a renaissance. As Geoffrey Westgate says: 'Hübner finds 

secular absolution when he transforms himself into a socialist Held der Arbeit 

(p. 107), assists in the unmasking of Richter, accepts his wife's right to work, 

and finally joins the P a r t y . F o r  the first time in their lives, Hübner and his 

wife have something in common and are able to talk about their work. It is 

also the first time that Hübner is able to say that he is proud of his wife. Back 

at home, Hübner is a changed man. Now full of energy and highly motivated, 

he knows for certain that his new-found happiness is due to the fact that he 

has embraced the socialist system which has finally dragged him out of 

anonymity: he is now recognised and acknowledged by his colleagues and 

wife.

The system recognises the individual as a human and makes him aware of 

his own humanity: 'Hübner hatte die langste Zeit seines Lebens in der 

Arbeiter-Anonymitât verbracht, an der sein Beamtenstand nichts ânderte. Er

Westgate., 32.
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kann sich nur schwer daran gewohnen, daE ein Staat an ihm au&er seiner 

Arbeitskraft auch seine Ideen schatzt' (S, 104-05). With this acceptance, the 

progression from 'ich' to 'wir' is complete. As Martina Eideicker says: 'Die 

einzelnen Figuren werden zu Marionetten, die lehrbuchhaft samtliche 

Konflikte durchlaufen, um am Ende einzusehen, da& nur der Sozialismus es 

vermag, ein menschlicheres und lebendigeres System hervorzubringen'.^^

With Hübner, Morgner depicts the typical old-fashioned male whom she 

criticises and attacks in virtually all her later novels, for representing an 

outdated, patriarchal system which ignores half the population. Whether 

Morgner, at the time of writing this novel, agreed with or even believed in such 

a patriarchal system or merely wrote what the authorities wanted to read, is 

not clear from any of her interviews, but it is fair to say that she was not yet 

mature enough and confident in her own writing to upset the system. The 

result is a book that not only endorses patriarchy, but also emphasises the 

moral superiority of the GDR, characterised in the end by relationships falling 

into their correct socialist place. However, by the time Morgner's second book 

is published, it is already clear that she is becoming disenchanted with the 

GDR, which is why this book is much more critical of the bureaucratic 

institutions of the GDR.

Martina Eidecker, Sinnsuche und Trauerarbeit Funktionen von Schreiben in Irmtraud 
Morgners 14'er/f (Hlldesheim: Olms-Weldmann, 1998), p. 31.
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Ein Haus am Rand der Stadf^

Morgner's second book follows more or less the same pattern as Das Signal 

steht auf Fahrt and has for the most part a similar content. However, Ein Haus 

am Rand der Stadt is not a typical socialist realist novel in that it is far more 

negative and, unlike the first story, there is no clear resolution of the crisis. 

There is no happy ending and 'disappointment' ('Enttauschungen' is the titie of 

the second section of the novel) becomes a central theme.

The main strand of the narrative centres on a work brigade, but this time the 

action is shifted from the railway to a building site. The protagonist is Kurt 

Mayer who, unlike Hübner, is not an ordinary worker, but the 'Brigadier' of his 

team. Early on, however, it becomes clear that Mayer is not a model team 

leader (unlike Latussek in Das Signal steht auf Fahrt, for example) and does 

not display the characteristics expected of a man in his position. For him the 

work collective is a means to an end; as he says: 'Wir wollen zusammen Geld 

verdienen und weiter nichts' (HS, 16). Mayer comes close to being a 

capitalist, especially given the fact that the driving force in his life is his aim to 

own his own house. In fact, this desire to have his own house is so strong that 

he is even nicknamed Haus-Mayer. The issue of homeownership and building 

your own house is ambiguous and can be interpreted on more than one level. 

Eidecker supports this view when she says:

Der Hausbau kann auf verschiedenen Ebenen gelesen werden. Mit 
ihm sind auf der Oberflache kapitalistische Verhaltensweisen 
angesprochen. 'Gegen den Strich gelesen', kann der Hausbau auch 
auf den Aufbau des Sozialismus und den Wiederaufbau insgesamt 
bezogen werden, der so schnell passierte, um allés Alte und alle 
Erinnerungen hinter sich zu lassen. Die jüngere Generation ist 
ehrlicher, will sich mit der Vergangenheit auseinandersetzen und

32 Irmtraud Morgner, Ein Haus am Rand der Stadt, (Berlin: Aufbau, 1962). Henceforth 
references to this novel will be given in parentheses In the text proper, with the abbreviation 
HS, followed by the page number, e.g. (HS, 55).
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empfindet die Langeweiie und das Eingeengtsein. Sie ist auf der Suche 
nach einem neuen Sinnsystem, das die Erwachsenen als eine 
Bedrohung ihrer 'Hauslichkeit' ansehen.^^

In the end, this obsession is Haus-Mayer’s downfall; he is unable to overcome 

his capitalist failings and cannot embrace socialism as did Hübner. As such, 

he fails to be the socialist worker hero that Hübner becomes. This is an early 

indication, perhaps, of Morgner's growing unease with the situation in the 

GDR.

The novel is divided into three sections, all of which deal with the life of Kurt 

Mayer, his wife and his daughter, but as the different section headings 

suggest, the circumstances surrounding their lives become increasingly 

negative, moving from the relative optimism of work to disillusionment and 

finally the realisation that happiness is only possible in a steady relationship. 

As with Das Signal steht auf Fahrt, this novel is also essentially a book about 

men, or more particularly, a book about a man, in this case Haus-Mayer. 

Although Hilda and Britt are not peripheral, the main plot centres around 

Haus-Mayer's downfall.

Haus-Mayer is, to a large extent, responsible for his own downfall, especially 

since he lives according to the maxim: 'Jeder ist sich selbst der Nachste' (HS, 

16). He has alienated himself from his colleagues since he has never been 

interested in getting to know them, even those with whom he has worked for 

many years. He has no interest in involving them in his life because as far as 

he is concerned the 'Brigade' is not his family and therefore he does not wish 

them to be involved in his affairs. This selfish indifference is not what is 

normally expected from a leader whose task is to encourage and cajole his 

workers and as a result he is not well liked by his colleagues, including his

33 Eidecker, p. 34.
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future son-in-law, Jochen, who calls him 'ein ganz gewohnlicher Egoist' (HS, 

43). This sentiment is shared by Kendzia who refers to Haus-Mayer as 'ein 

selbstherrlicher Hund' (HS, 86) and Lange who tries to justify their feelings 

towards him by saying: 'Kurt, du bildest dir wohl ein, du bist was Besseres als 

wir, bloR weil du Brigadier bist?' (HS, 86).

Haus-Mayer's marriage is also in trouble; for years he and his wife had a 

common goal, namely, to build their dream house in the suburbs, turning their 

marriage into a kind of 'Hausbaugemeinschaft'. Now that they have achieved 

their goal, they have come to the realisation, much like the Hübners in 

Morgner’s first novel, that they do not really have anything in common and 

have nothing to say to each other. One reason for this is Haus-Mayer's belief 

that women should not work and should stay at home and be homemakers, a 

sentiment which he shares with Hübner. Haus-Mayer is blind to the fact that 

his ideas have become antiquated and that his ideal for his daughter 

condemns her to becoming a woman without a voice:

Und doch liebte Haus-Mayer seine Tochter, und er wollte, daR sie eine 
Frau würde nach seinem Ideal -  nicht wie seine Frau. 'Ordentlich' sollte 
Britt werden. Darunter verstand er: gewissenhaft, sparsam, pünktiich 
und vor allem nicht auffallig, weder durch Vor- noch Nachteile, damit 
die Leute nicht über sie reden konnten. (HS, 53)

Such attitudes are presented without any trace of irony because Haus-Mayer 

is absolutely convinced that his way of looking at the world is the right one. 

Like Hübner, Haus-Mayer also lost a son, although his son died at the age of 

six from polio. This event had a profound effect on him and led to such 

despair that he vowed never to have children again. Despite this, he 

nevertheless came to love his daughter and only wants the best for her. He 

takes his role as 'Familienvorstand' very seriously and finds it very difficult to 

adjust when his family breaks apart.
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By the third section of the novel, Haus-Mayer realises that he has to make 

drastic changes to his life. This decision is partly prompted by the events 

surrounding Dieter Kendzia, one of Kurt's brigade members. Kendzia decides 

to flee to the West with his parents, but on their arrival there, his parents force 

him to join the 'Bundeswehr'. Realising that life in the West is perhaps not 

such a good idea, he returns to the East, explaining that his parents' reason 

for wanting him to join the army was based on Kurt's maxim that one should 

only look out for oneself. Haus-Mayer is shaken by this and decides that this 

is not the example he wishes to set for the younger generation. As a result, he 

also decides to embrace socialism, but unlike Hübner, his conversion is only 

partly successful, a fact which is blamed on his 'Faustian' personality:

Witt dachte: Ich hab mich doch nicht in Kurt getauscht. Wenn es gilt, 
handelt er wie ein klassenbewuRter Arbeiter. Das hat er auch am 17. 
Juni bewiesen. Damais hat er gegen den Widerstand Liebschers 
durchgesetzt, da& seine Brigade, die in der Werkzeugmaschinenfabrik 
gerade eine neue Halle baute, mit den Arbeitern Tag und Nacht den 
Betrieb bewacht hielt. Wenn es gilt, 1st er kein Egoist. Ich glaub, der 
Kurt hat zwei Seelen in seiner Brust, eine Arbeiterseele und eine 
Hausbesitzerseele. (HS, 88)

Here Haus-Mayer is presented as a quasi-Faustian figure who has to fight his 

demons in order to find a balance between work and home. Kurt, however, 

appears incapable of dealing with the problems in both spheres of his life and 

this turmoil eventually leads to paranoia; all of a sudden he starts hearing 

voices in his head. Being a logical man, however, he tries to find a rational 

explanation for this:

Er hatte ein Summen in den Ohren, und es war ihm, als horte er zwei 
Stimmen...
Um Gottes willen, dachte er, ich werd doch nicht etwa krank werden. 
Vielleicht hab ich mich erkaltet? Er zog das Doktorbuch zu Rate.
Eine Erkaltung mit Stimmen war nicht angegeben. Er blatterte weiter, 
las -  und erstarrte: 'Schizophrénie, Seelenspaltung,
Spaltungsirresein...' (HS, 180)
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Westgate comments thus on Morgner's presentation of this scene;

The point is not laboured, the confines of realism are not challenged, 
there are neither devils nor witches [...]. Nonetheless, there is a stark 
distinction between Morgner's 'sick' worker and the superheroic Faust- 
in-the-factory promulgated by the cultural politicians, and it has a 
deliberate satirical point. "̂^

Had Morgner written this book a few years later Kurt might have found an 

entirely different set of reasons, probably fantastical, for his paranoia. 

However, such a stance would clearly not have been approved by the censors 

and as was pointed out earlier, during the early 1960s Morgner still preferred 

to stay on the 'Bitterfeld road'.

Despite embracing socialist ideals, Haus-Mayer remains incapable of getting 

his life and marriage back on track and leading the utopian socialist life. 

Instead of mending his marriage, he succumbs to temptation and has an affair 

with a cleaning lady at work. Once he steps over this moral threshold, 

however, there is no turning back for him.

The issue of marriage is one of the novel's central themes and is worked out 

through the marriages of Kurt and Hilda on the one hand and Britt and Jochen 

on the other. A clear distinction is made between the different attitudes held 

by men and women in respect of marriage. Morgner's female figures in these 

earlier books have a romantic image of marriage, but this image is never 

realised; for them marriage ultimately becomes a grave disappointment which 

merely leads to disillusionment. Hilde Mayer has come to the realisation that 

her marriage was a big mistake. The day she got married was in effect the 

day that she lost her own personality and stopped being Hilde the woman.

34 Westgate, p. 36.
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Since that day she has become little more than a slave, working for her 

children, husband and home. Their marriage has become an empty ritual, 

devoid of love, romance and understanding. She blames her husband's 

antediluvian attitude to women for the breakdown of her marriage and says: 

'Gleichberechtigung gibt es nur in der Zeitung. Papier halt still. Wer gescheit 

ist, heiratet nicht' (HS, 52). Like Martha, her life has become one long 

monotonous day; as she says: 'Ich sehe nichts, ich erlebe nichts, ich sitze zu 

Hause und warte. [...] Es gibt keine Liebe, allés Luge, Luge, Luge...' (HS, 

275). Unlike Martha, however, Hilda seems to have no escape, particularly 

since Kurt has forbidden her to work.

When Hilda goes to a brigade meeting to confront Haus-Mayer and to expose 

him in front of his colleagues, she seals the demise of their marriage. The 

realisation that her husband is having an affair acts as a confirmation and fails 

to arouse any feelings of jealousy. Instead, it acts as an incentive for her to 

change her life:

Sie hatte sich in dieser Nacht entschlossen, nicht mehr zu warten. Sie 
hatte sich auf sich selbst besonnen. Wer war sie? Ein Dienstmadchen, 
dem man keine Rechenschaft schuldig ist, von dem man nicht erbittet, 
von dem man verlangt? Eine Privatsektretarin, über die man nach 
Belieben verfügen kann wie über eine Sache? Was Haus-Mayer ihr 
gesagt hatte, hatte sie oft gehort. Heute beleidigten sie seine Worte. 
Sie schamte sich, daH sie gewartet hatte, dali sie abhangig war, daR 
sie sich aushalten lieR. Sie dachte: Wenn ich nicht so dumm gewesen 
ware, konnte ich bald Meisterin sein... (HS, 281)

Humiliated in front of his colleagues, Haus-Mayer is unable to justify his 

actions and feels betrayed by his wife whose actions he regards as treachery. 

Realising that their marriage is beyond repair, he decides to divorce her and 

marry his mistress. She, however, declines his marriage proposal on account 

of his chauvinistic attitude towards women and because she knew from the 

start that he was wrong for her: 'Sie wuRte es ganz sicher seit jener
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Brigadeversammlung, in der sie durch seine Frau den Ehemann Haus-Mayer 

kennengelernt hatte' (HS, 306). Haus-Mayer's reaction to this is first 

disappointment, but this turns into relief when he comprehends the 

consequences of a divorce. At least he will not have to give up his house. 

Ultimately, Kurt and Hilda's dream becomes their prison.

The breakdown of the marriage between Kurt and his wife is mirrored in the 

threatened breakdown of the marriage between Britt and Jochen. Britt ignores 

her mother's warnings and marries Jochen in order to escape her parents' 

influence. He is her proverbial knight in shining armour, but the illusion does 

not last very long. Her idealistic image of marriage is soon shattered when 

Jochen decides to do his two years' military service rather than start building a 

life with his young wife. Jochen is representative of the new generation of men 

and a forerunner of characters like Lutz and Wenzel in Rumba auf einen 

Herbst, especially in his intention of becoming a nuclear physicist. Becoming 

a scientist is the only way for him to give substance to his communist ideals. 

As he says: 'Wenn der Kommunismus auf der Welt gesiegt hat, konnen wir 

die Atombomben zu Energie verarbeiten. Das mochte ich, Knopfooge, in 

einem Atomkraftwerk arbeiten, das war was, verdammich' (HS, 102). 

Although he claims to be in love with Britt, it is clear that his stint in the army 

and future career are more important to him than marriage, A serious error of 

judgement while in the army, however, shatters his confidence and plunges 

him into an existential crisis. Having neglected his wife (who has a brief affair 

with an old school friend as a result), he comes to understand that it is only 

with her help that he will be able to pull himself together again: 'Er brauchte 

jemanden, der ihm wieder Mut machte, der ihm half, sein Selbstvertrauen 

wiederzugewinnen. Und das konnte nur Britt. Er brauchte seine Frau, wie er 

sie noch nie gebraucht hatte' (HS, 302). By the end of the novel, Britt too 

decides to support her husband and by implication the system. As Eidecker
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explains, marital bliss is only possible when both partners accept the 

demands and requirements of the system without question.W hether or not 

Britt and Jochen are able to resolve their differences and mend their marriage 

is not made clear, although there is reason to believe that the happy ending 

will elude them. With hindsight, given the male characters Morgner creates in 

subsequent novels and given their attitude towards science and women in 

general, it is likely that Jochen, who is after all the early template for the many 

scientists to follow, will be unable to overcome his passion for his work and 

will as a consequence be unable to create space in his world for his wife.

At the end of the third section of the book, ironically called 'Zum Gluck 

gehoren zwei', the majority of personal crises remain unresolved and, as a 

feeling of resignation settles over the characters, a pathetic and forlorn Haus- 

Mayer is left standing in front of his house, hoping against hope that his 

mistress will join the New Year's Eve party at the Mayer household. What was 

once the symbol of hope for the Mayers, their house 'am Rand der Stadt', 

turned out to be a symbol of despair instead. Like their house situated at the 

edge of town, they have become marginalised, not only by the system, but 

also as a result of their own actions.

With these two early books, Morgner lays a strong foundation for all her 

subsequent novels, at least as far as her treatment of male characters is 

concerned. Why she chose to write two books with two men as the 

protagonists is not clear; perhaps she is following hegemonic priorities laid 

down for writers, but by creating these realistic male figures, she prepares the 

ground for her later female protagonists, like Beatriz and Amanda, to launch 

their attack on a hegemonic society ruled by chauvinistic men.

35 Eidecker, p. 35.
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Chapter 3

Abandoning the Bitterfeld Way and heading for the fantastic: 

a new direction in Hochzeitin Konstantinopel, Gauklerlegende 

and Die wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weltfahrers

Following the publication of her two socialist realist novels discussed in the 

previous chapter, Morgner's writing underwent a drastic change. As will be 

seen from the discussion of her next three novels, Morgner made the decision 

to abandon her socialist realist roots and embrace a different literary style in 

which the fantastic played an increasingly important role. Before looking at 

these novels in greater detail, it is necessary to consider the cultural context in 

which they were written, since the partial relaxation of the censorship laws 

during the early 1970s made it possible for authors like Morgner to experiment 

with different styles without fear of censure or prosecution.

Historical background and cultural policy

By the early 1960s, the SED had progressed to a point where it tolerated a 

certain amount of criticism. Again, as was briefly experienced in the 1950s, it 

seemed as if the Party, writers and readers had reached an acceptable and 

workable compromise. During this time, the 'Akademie der Künste’ regularly 

held poetry readings where up-and-coming poets read their work to the public. 

It was at one such meeting in December 1962 that the poet and singer- 

songwriter Wolf Biermann made his debut, openly criticizing SED policy. 

However, following conservative attacks on the cultural relaxation
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implemented in 1964, the SED changed tack and in 1965, at the Plenary 

Session of the Central Committee, the policy was tightened and many writers 

and intellectuals came under fire for their 'non-conformist' writing, resulting in 

some, for example Christa Wolf, Stefan Heym and Wolf Biermann, openly 

protesting against their situation. As David Childs explains, Honecker was 

critical of three areas in the GDR's cultural life, namely the tolerance of 

Western popular music, the emphasis on sex and violence in the mass media, 

and finally literary works based on the thesis 'doubt everything, doubt all 

authority'.^ Honecker and his followers wanted at all costs to prevent the 

Western youth culture of the 1960s penetrating East German society. As 

Mahlert points out: 'Fur sie unterminierten die langhaarigen Beatfans die 

sozialistische Moral.'^

Between 1966 and 1971 cultural policy in the GDR underwent further 

changes. This period saw much discussion of the Party's role in literature and 

a new campaign against formalism and decadence was launched. This period 

is generally also considered to be the point where literature started to undergo 

a certain emancipation. During the 8̂*̂  Congress of the SED in 1971, when 

Honecker was replaced by Ulbricht, writers were even encouraged to 

experiment with new forms. Honecker wanted to relax cultural policy while at 

the same time maintaining the principles of socialist realism in literary output. 

Although the ruling elite prided itself on their cultural superiority, it was felt that 

this superiority could be further increased by liberalising cultural policy. This 

attitude led to Honecker's famous statement a few months later that there

 ̂ Childs, p. 73.
 ̂Mahlert, p. 106.
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could be no taboos In literature. In his own words:

Wenn man von der festen Position des Sozialismus ausgeht, kann es 
meines Erachtens auf dem Gebiet von Kunst und Literatur keine Tabus 
geben. Das betrifft sowohl die Fragen der inhaltlichen Gestaltung als 
auch des Stils - kurz gesagt: die Fragen dessen, was man die 
künstlerische Meisterschaft nennt.^

As the first part of this quotation indicates, Honecker’s appointment by no 

means guaranteed a new policy, but it did at least signal a period of change. 

This cultural thaw ('Tauwetter') made it possible for novels such as Christa 

Wolfs Nachdenken über Christa T (1968), Stefan Heym's Der Konig David 

Bericht (1972) and Hermann Kanfs Das impressum (1972) to be passed by 

the censors. In principle, it meant that it was possible to publish works with a 

much wider literary range, including tragedy, fantastical plots and narratives in 

which the hero is no longer the bearer of socialist virtues, but is instead 

fragmented and isolated. However, as Emmerich makes clear, this statement 

was open not only to much interpretation, but also to misinterpretation. Did it, 

for example, mean that committed socialists were entitled to write about 

anything and with any literary means at their disposal? Apparently not, since 

many authors, including Volker Braun, Stefan Heym, Rainer Kirsch, to name 

but a few, were not allowed to write what they deemed fit, as many of them 

were indirectly silenced by the non-publication of their work, for example, 

Stefan Heym whose FünfTage im J1//7/was banned in 1974.

The 1970s were, accordingly, a very turbulent and uncertain time for writers. 

One moment they were encouraged to experiment with new, more liberal 

forms and the next they were harassed for doing exactly that. In 1973,

® Cited in Emmerich, p. 247.
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Honecker had a sudden change of heart and condemned the very literary 

tendencies which he had previously promoted. As Emmerich says: 'es hatte 

den Anschein, als ob Honecker selbst bereits auf dem 9. Plenum des ZK der 

SED im Mai 1973 jene Tendenz der Enttabuisierung zurücknehmen würde, 

die er zunachst begünstigt hatte 'A lthough he reluctantly withdrew some of 

his criticism at this plenary meeting of the Central Committee, authors such as 

Plenzdorf and Braun were still heavily criticized for their outspokenness. This 

tense situation reached breaking-point in 1976 with the expatriation 

('Ausbürgerung') of Wolf Biermann. Although Biermann had opted to live in 

the GDR, he was highly critical of the type of socialism prescribed by the 

SED. In November 1976 he was given permission by the SED to give a 

concert in Cologne, but when he attempted to re-enter East Berlin, he 

discovered that he had been stripped of his East German citizenship. This 

action by the SED caused an unprecedented outcry in the GDR and Biermann 

received great support from prominent fellow writers such as Heiner Müller, 

Christa Wolf and Volker Braun.®

In an important sense, Biermann's expatriation, together with the banning of 

Stefan Heym's 5 Tage im Juni two years earlier in 1974, signalled the end of 

the brief era of 'no taboos' so proudly proclaimed by Honecker in 1971. The 

'Staatssicherheitsdienst' (Stasi) and SED officials resumed their intrusive 

interest in what was being published and began trying to reimpose the 

oppressive cultural restrictions of the Fifties and Sixties. As Dennis Tate 

points out, authors whom the Stasi regarded as dissident and 'oppositional'

Emmerich, p. 251.
® The so-called 'Biermann affair’ will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.
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were classified as 'Saboteure der Kulturpolitik der Partei' and 'Gegner des 

Sozialismus schlechthin' and were treated as such.® Although Party policy 

was arguably not as dogmatic as it had been in the 1950s, it was clear that 

the Party was once again becoming more interventionist in its approach with 

regard to 'Kulturpolitik'.

The numerous twists and turns in the SED's cultural policy make it rather 

difficult to sum up literary life in the GDR in a few words. The more daring 

authors constantly had to adapt their subject matter, being careful not to 

offend party officials and running the risk of not being published, or worse, of 

being sent to jail. In order to be published without lengthy delays or incurring 

fines, they had to comply with the rules of what has been dubbed 

'Planungsliteratur'.^ This umbrella term was used to incorporate all the steps 

in the life of a book which had to be closely linked and controlled, from the 

book's inception through to the printing and sales. In order to implement such 

a system, the majority of publishing houses were state-owned or state- 

controlled. The 'Hauptverwaltung Verlage und Buchhandel', which fell under 

the Ministry of Culture, oversaw book publication and one of its main functions 

was to implement the so-called 'Druckgenehmigungsverfahren' by means of 

which permits were issued for books deemed fit to be published. This 

amounted to censorship under another name. Every manuscript submitted for 

publication was subjected to a 'pre-scrutiny' ('Vorzensur'), which was usually 

carried out by members of the Central Committee of the SED. As a result of

® Dennis Tate, Keeping the Biermann affair in perspective. Repression, resistance and the 
articuiation of despair in the cuiturai iife of the Honecker era' in German Monitor, 40 (1997), 
pp. 1-15 (here p. 7).

 ̂ A phrase coined by Robert Darnton, quoted in Deutsche Literatur zwischen 1945 und 1995,
p. 122.
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these restrictions and in order to avoid difficulties in publishing their work, 

most authors resorted to conscious or unconscious self-censorship, based 

upon their knowledge of what they could and could not write about

Largely as a result of these fluctuations in the SED's cultural policy, literary 

output in the GDR was remarkably diverse, it is important to remember that 

although some authors were dissatisfied with the artistic situation in the GDR, 

many others flourished, writing a number of novels of note, especially during 

the 1950s and 1960s. The majority of these were epic novels in the socialist 

realist mode, and included bestsellers, such as Hans Marchwitza's Die 

Kumiaks und ihre Kinder (1961), Willi Bredel's Verwandte und Bekannte 

(1943/1953), and Anna Seghers' Die Entscheidung (1959) and Das Vertrauen 

(1968).

However, it seems as if this group was in the minority, especially during the 

last two decades of the GDR. The late 1970s and early 1980s represented a 

particularly difficult period for those authors who refused to submit to (self-) 

censorship. Because of these difficulties, writers sought out alternative ways 

of circumventing the system, and this in turn resulted in a large number of 

interesting books in which authors used the fantastic, among other modes, as 

a method of circumventing the censors. The fantastic was a particularly useful 

tool for GDR writers because, as Alison Lewis points out:

Fantasy can articulate dissatisfaction and frustration with particular 
historical and social conditions while also fueling hopes for better 
worlds and for social transformation, it strives to make visible those 
aspects of a society - those censored desires and taboos - that a 
particular culture is unable to assimilate and must therefore repress. 
Fantasy gives expression to a culture's blind spots, to its silences and
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its gaps. It challenges the real, explores the limits of what can be said 
and calls into question prevailing assumptions about the nature of 
social reality. It subverts official or public versions of the truth by 
opposing dominant ideologies with alternative truths, counter-myths, 
and other histories. It is therefore inherently concerned with the limits of 
ideology.®

Given these probing, subversive qualities, the fantastic experienced a 

renaissance in the GDR, often harking back to the style of E.T.A. Hoffmann, 

Ludwig Tieck, Achim von Arnim and others, since, as is well known, German 

Romanticism was to a large extent characterized by an interplay between 

historical facts and fantasy, emotional intensity and grotesque irony.® As was 

seen in Chapter 1, Hoffmann, in particular, is known for his imaginative stories 

in which the supernatural and the grotesque are foregrounded, and many 

GDR authors drew upon these stories as a source of inspiration. Using the 

fantastic, often juxtaposing familiar experiences with inexplicable phenomena, 

authors were able simultaneously to place themselves and their readers at a 

distance from the harsh realities of socialism and to create a critical 

perspective upon these.

Science -  a masculine domain?

In the previous chapter it was suggested that masculinity in the GDR was, to a 

large extent, shaped by science and industry. Although this phenomenon was 

by no means restricted to the GDR, the problematic correlation between 

science and masculinity formed the basis of many narratives by East German

° Lewis, p. 3.
® For a more detailed discussion of this question, see, for example, GDR Monitor No. 6 'Neue 

Ansichten. The reception of Romanticism in the Literature of the GDR’ (Amsterdam: 
Rodopi, 1990).
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female authors, including Christa Wolfs Der geteilte Himmel (1963), Helga 

Konigsdorfs Respektloser Umgang (1986), as well as much of Morgner's 

writing. Although women's equal status was laid down in the GDR 

constitution, women still found that they were largely excluded from scientific 

professions. This was partly because women were perceived as being more 

emotional and less analytically minded than men and partly because of the 

self-perpetuating male dominance of scientific institutions, which were as a 

rule created and run by men for men. These factors strengthened the 

traditional view that women were inferior to men. Because scientific and 

technical rationality is highly valued in the industrial world, the link between 

hegemonic masculinity and science is a strong one. It is this link between 

masculinity, rationality and science which forms the basis for these authors' 

criticism and, inevitably, the picture painted by them is predominantly 

negative. This criticism tends to be in line with the view that 'to both scientists 

and their public, scientific thought is male thought'.^®

The work of these authors shows remarkable similarities to the research 

carried out by Anglo-American feminist authors like Evelyn Fox Keller and 

Sandra Harding during the 1970s and 1980s. Given the importance of their 

work on science and gender, we will be looking briefly at the main points 

raised by them and how these can be applied to Morgner's texts. These 

researchers aim to show that what is generally regarded as 'objective' 

science, is actually a socially constructed category. It is therefore necessary 

to expose the 'myths' attached to science. Harding explains:

If we are not willing to try to see the favored intellectual structures and 
practices of science as cultural artefacts rather than as sacred 
commandments handed down to humanity at the birth of modern 
science, then it will be hard to understand how gender symbolism, the

10 Evelyn Fox Keller, Reflections on Gender and Science (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1985), p. 76.
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gendered social structure of science, and the masculine identities and 
behaviors of individual scientists have left their marks on the 
problematics, concepts, theories, methods, interpretations, ethics, 
meanings, and goals of science

It is this 'gendered social structure of science', or 'genderization' of science, to 

use a term coined by Fox Keller, that Morgner tries to unmask in her novels, 

in particular in Trobadora Beatriz and Amanda. As will be seen, characters 

like Valeska have to go to extraordinary lengths to make their mark in the 

scientific world and even then they fail to get the recognition they deserve.

Keller argues that by associating ability with mastery and power, mastery and 

power with masculinity, and then linking these associations with science, we 

strengthen the androcentric character of science. Harding clarifies Keller's 

view by stating:

Science reaffirms its masculine-dominant practices and masculine 
dominance its purportedly objective scientific rationale through 
continual mutual support. Not only is this set of associations 
objectionable because it is sexist; it also makes bad science. It leads to 
false and oversimplified models of nature and inquiry that attribute 
power relations and hierarchical structure where none do or need 
exist.

Morgner's female scientists constantly encounter this type of sexist 

attitude since the scientific environments described by her are established on 

hierarchical structures similar to those described by Harding. It is extremely 

difficult to break the deadlock created by this situation since, as Harding 

points out, gender politics has provided resources for the advancement of 

science, and science, in turn, has provided resources for the advancement of 

masculine domination. Women are therefore systematically excluded from the

Sandra Harding, The Science Question In Feminism (New York: Cornell University Press, 
1986), p. 39.

^^ibid., p. 121.
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management of science and their work is often devalued by their male 

colleagues, even when, or especially when female scientists excel. In the 

opinion of the male scientists portrayed by Morgner, women simply do not 

have what it takes to be successful scientists. In the rare event that they do 

succeed, they succeed in the 'soft' sciences like dietetics and nutrition. 

Valeska is a good example of this. Her situation will be discussed in greater 

detail in the next chapter.

In the GDR, criticism of scientific institutions was obviously not permitted, as 

Patricia Herminghouse explains:

Der im "wissenschaftlichen Sozialismus" verordnete Glauben an das 
emanzipatorische Potential der wissenschaftlich-technischen 
Revolution konnte hochstens im Abseits der Belletristik kritisiert 
werden. Jahrzehntelang wurden die normalen Vermittlungswege des 
offentlichen Diskurses durch verschiedene Formen der Zensur 
blockiert, so daR, [...] die Rolle der Journalistik in den Bereich der 
schonen Literatur verdrangt wurde. [...] Die Tabus, die eine 
unmittelbare Kritik des wissenschaftlichen-technischen Ethos 
verhinderten, bestatigten jedoch implizit ihr bedrohliches Potential für 
das Machtgefüge, das diese Fortschrittsideologie benutzte, um seine 
Version des 'real existierenden Sozialismus' zu legitimieren.^®

As was explained in Chapter 1, authors had to adopt subtle 

approaches if they wished to criticise established social institutions, which 

was why so many authors resorted to the fantastic as their chosen vehicle for 

criticism. As Herminghouse explains, female authors in the GDR emphasise 

the ability of the fantastic to invalidate the conventional view of reality so that 

the same importance can be attached to the domains of the unconscious, 

dreams and fantasy as to 'hard' empirical rea l i ty .Tha t  is, they want to

Patricia Herminghouse, 'Phantasie oder Fanatismus? Zur feministischen 
Wissenschaftskritik in der Literatur der DDR' in Zwischen Gestern und Morgen. 
Schriftsteiierinnen der DDR aus amerikanischer Sicht ed. by Lite Grandes (Berlin: Peter 
Lang, 1992), p. 78.
Harding argues that the identification of women with magic stems from the Renaissance 
identification of women with nature and the metaphoric representation of the earth as
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destabilise the belief in the prevailing system and show that other ways of 

seeing and apprehending are also possible. Morgner, in particular, tries to 

undermine the uncritical acceptance of the dominant scientific dogma by 

exposing the ideology underlying this dogma. She does this 'unter Aufwand 

des ganzen Arsenals von Phantasie, Magie, Alchemie, Mythologie und der 

Traumwelt'.^® Lewis agrees with Herminghouse on this point when she states: 

'Women scientists [...] employed the long-forgotten art of magic [...] as a 

counter-weight to the heavily masculinized world of science and research'.^® 

According to her, by cultivating pre-scientific, pre-rational discourses, women 

are able to challenge the gender-bias in scientific establishments and thereby 

undermine the perception that women are subordinate in status when it 

comes to scientific professions. She points out that: 'these strategies therefore 

effect a critique of the gender politics of scientific knowledge in addition to 

questioning the association of women with nature as one of the major 

stumbling blocks to women gaining equality in scientific professions'.^^

These strategies are obviously not desired by male scientists since their 

position in the scientific world is a given. They regard science as a masculine 

profession and believe that only men naturally possess all the qualities 

required to make a good scientist. Consequently, Morgner stresses that it is 

mainly women who are the victims of the perception that science is a 

masculine domain, although, in Trobadora Beatriz Uwe Parnitzke is equally a 

victim of this stereotype. How Morgner portrays her male scientists in the 

early, non-realistic narratives will now be discussed.

nurturing mother. When Copernican theory replaced the earth-centred universe with a sun- 
centred universe, however, it also replaced a woman-centred universe with a man-centred 
one. 'In the Copernican theory, the womanly earth, which had been God's special creation 
for man's nurturance, became just one tiny, externally moved planet circling in an 
insignificant orbit around the masculine sun', Harding, p. 114.
Herminghouse, p. 82.
Lewis, p. 248.

^^Ibid., p. 249.
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Hochzeit in Konstantinopef^

In a short story by Paul Wiens called Marchenreise ins Morgnerland samt vier 

Legendenwiderlegenden Mannerreden. Eine zartiiche Persiflage,^^ the author 

meets four of Morgner's earlier male characters and in a tongue-in-cheek 

interview with them tries to reveal what they think of their creator. This story is 

significant for a number of reasons, not least of all because it gives an idea of 

how these male characters perceive not only themselves but also Morgner. 

Since this is a fictional characterisation by one author of another's fictional 

characters, there is no guarantee that Morgner would agree with Wiens's 

interpretation. However, Wiens is clearly very familiar with her work - he was, 

after all, married to her at the time - and gives a perceptive account of the 

men he 'meets'.

The story, written in a playful and fantastical style reminiscent of Morgner, 

tells of an encounter between Paul Wiens and Gustav (from Die 

Wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weltfahrers), Paul (from Hochzeit in 

Konstantinopel), and Hubert and Rade (both from Gauklerlegende) in a 

mysterious baroque setting where cats materialise out of thin air and 

characters disappear without trace. This is a more than apt setting, because 

as Wiens says: 'Wer die Morgner will begreifen, muli durch Morgners Lande 

schweifen" (Marchenreise, 242). Some of Morgner's male creations are here

Irmtraud Morgner, Hochzeit in Konstantinopel (Berlin: Aufbau, 1968; Frankfurt am Main: 
Luchterhand, 1979). Henceforth references to this novel (Luchterhand edition) will be given 
in parentheses in the text proper, with the abbreviation HK, followed by the page number, 
e.g. (HK, 17).
Paul Wiens, 'Marchenreise ins Morgnerland samt vier Legendenwider-legenden 
Mannerreden. Eine zartiiche Persiflage' in: A Voigtiander, ed., Llebes- und andere 
Erkiàrungen. Schriftsteiler über Schriftsteiler [Berlm and Weimar: Aufbau, 1972) pp. 242- 
251.
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given the chance to have their say and to voice their complaints about their 

characters. As Paul points out: 'Sie zeigt uns splitternackt, zerlegt uns, 

bespricht die Einzelteile!' and states; 'Als Romanfigur hatte ich einen Schopfer 

eigenen Geschlechts vorgezogen. Ich bin Leistungsethiker, im Bett wie in der 

Forschung, schlieRlich mochte der Mann immer derjenige sein, welcher...’ 

{Marchenreise, 244). Similar sentiments are shared by the others too, 

especially when Hubert, somewhat disgruntled, says that as men they really 

did not stand a chance against their 'Gegnerinnen' in 'Morgnerland - 

Weiberland' since:

[d]ie klaglichen Schlacken überlebter Mannerherrschaft in unseren 
Seelen und Sitten, die schnell hinschmelzenden Reste des Vaterrechts 
in unserer Gesellschaft, nichts sieht sie uns nach, nichts verzeiht sie. 
Hier tobt der Kampf der Geschlechter. Ich muR zugeben: zartlich und 
zeremonios. Aber unerbittlich. Für uns - ein ungleicher Kampf. Denn 
hier bleibt allés Mannliche Objekt... Als Spieltheoretiker ihrer Gnaden 
bin ich am Ende. Ich behaupte: primo, was meine Autorin auszeichnet, 
ist sozialistischer Matriotismus; secundo, was sie aufzeichnet, sind 
sozial-nicht-antagonistische Nullsummenliebesspiele mit erotisch- 
antagonistischer Unterschwellung... (Marchenreise, 245 f.)

These sentiments may seem harsh, especially in view of the fact that Morgner 

herself was not ill-disposed towards men as such. This does not mean, 

however, that her writings are without a gender-related animus. There is 

hardly a chapter in any of her books that does not deal with male-female 

relationships in some shape or form, but here the emphasis is on male-female 

not only on female, or male for that matter. Throughout her work, Morgner 

stresses that men are what they are because of nurture not nature. Men are 

the products of history and society and there is therefore a chance, albeit a 

remote one, as she pointed out shortly before her death, that men and women 

can change; there is a chance for an egalitarian society, and not necessarily
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the egalitarian society promoted by the GDR authorities. For this reason, a 

major concern of Morgner's oeuvre is with relationships, in particular with their 

faults and how, in her opinion, these can be remedied. Nevertheless, it is 

clear that Morgner places the blame for the failure of many relationships 

squarely on the shoulders of men. It soon becomes apparent, when reading 

Hochzeit in Konstantinopel, who is to blame for the breakdown of the 

relationship between Bela and Paul and why Paul does not have any chance 

of survival in Bele's ’Morgnerland - Weiberland'.

Hochzeit in Konstantinopel established Morgner on the literary scene and is 

the novel in which she found her specific form of fantastical writing. She 

dismissed her first two published books. Das Signal steht auf Fahrt and Ein 

Haus am Rand der Stadt, as failed socialist realist experiments that did not fit 

into her new understanding of literature. Although Morgner touched upon the 

subject of gender relationships in her earlier novel Rumba aufeinen Herbst,^^ 

Hochzeit in Konstantinopel was the first novel of this kind to be published. The 

novel tells the story of Bele, a moderately unconventional woman, and her 

nuclear physicist fiancé Paul while on their pre-nuptial honeymoon at a 

holiday resort somewhere on the Dalmatian coast. The Konstantinopel of the 

title Is something of a misnomer, since this is the name given to the town by 

Bele in honour of their tour guide Konstantin. It soon becomes apparent that 

the relationship between Bele and Paul is not what it should be, although Paul 

is blissfully unaware of this, and here lies the major obstacle in the way of

^°Thls novel fell foul of the strict censorship rules in place in the GDR at the time and was not 
granted a publishing licence, much to Morgner’s disappointment. It was not published until 
1992, after Morgner's death, although she had incorporated large sections of the Rumba 
manuscript into Trobadora Beatriz (1974).
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their happiness. As an over-ambitious scientist who is completely engrossed 

in what he is doing, Paul has little time for anything else, including Bele. In a 

last-ditch attempt to save their marriage even before it starts, Bele views the 

holiday as the ideal time to break through to Paul so that he can understand 

her goals and motivation. As a real modern-day Sheherezade, she sets out to 

tell Paul a different story each night, but unlike the original Sheherezade, who 

told stories not only to save her life, but also to win the love of her man, Bele 

fails utterly to achieve the purpose of her story-telling.

Although difficult to categorise, Hochzeit in Konstantinopel can be regarded 

as a montage novel, and therefore as the precursor of Trobadora Beatriz. The 

novel comprises a framework story in the form of diary entries, covering the 

events in Konstantinopel. These entries are realistic, if subjective descriptions 

of the holiday and cover fairly mundane scenes typical of any seaside holiday. 

It is also in these entries that we learn about the difficulties experienced by 

Bele and Paul. The remaining sections of the book comprise twenty-one 

individual stories (a story for each night of the holiday) in which fantasy and 

reality are juxtaposed in the style similar to that of the magical realist novels of 

Toni Morrison or Gabriel Garcia Marques. These stories deal with a variety of 

topics, including Bele's childhood with her grandmother, motherhood, 

childbirth and, importantly, relationships. For the purposes of this study, only 

those stories that deal overtly with relationships and have a central male 

character will be examined in more detail.

Paul is a model scientist who fits in perfectly with the ideals of manhood 

prescribed by the GDR authorities. He is not only extremely Intelligent, but
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also very ambitious and hard-working, to the point where he has little time or 

inclination to do anything else. We are told, for example, that '[er arbeitete] 

manchmal einen Tag, eine Nacht und noch einen Tag, ohne zu schlafen' (HK, 

51) and that he has no free time because 'Er arbeitete regelma&ig bis drei. 

Dann schlief er vier Stunden. Er behauptete, nicht mehr Schlaf zu brauchen' 

(HK, 135). Paul's entire life revolves around theories and calculations; he is 

happiest when he has been able to calculate how to proceed in a given 

circumstance and this includes 'Bele, Berlin, den Sozialismus, allés' (HK, 91), 

or even in banal situations such as securing a seat on the plane. Not for the 

last time, we read about Paul: '[Er] entwickelte eine Theorie fur die 

Beschaffung günstiger Platze' (HK, 6), or '[Er] entwickelte eine erotische 

Theorie über optimale Vertreter der menschlichen Gattung [...]' (HK, 24), 

while Bele regards this kind of theorising as 'unslnnig' (HK, 7). Paul's scientific 

background provides the model for the majority of the male characters 

subsequently created by Morgner, for example Hubert in Gauklerlegende. 

This background serves as the basis for Morgner's discussion of, on the one 

hand, the connection between men, rationality and science and, on the other 

hand, the connection between women, imagination and the unreal.

At this stage in the development of Morgner's argument, these two camps are 

mutually exclusive; on a basic level it is impossible for a scientist to 

experience that which falls outside his rational world and therefore to 

understand the attitudes of the female characters. Relationships are therefore, 

by their very nature, doomed. It is only when a man is capable of change and 

can step outside his rational world, that there is any chance for a relationship 

to survive. As will be seen in Chapter 5, this only happens much later in
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Amanda when Fakal sees Amanda flying on her b r o o m .A s  Alison Lewis 

points out, all utopian notions of the future of masculinity are focused on the 

fantasy male characters who represent the 'other' of the rational, scientific 

male. Paul is unable or unwilling to step outside his scientific world; to him 

there are only empirically verifiable certainties, although by his own 

admission, 'der Zufall [spielte] keine geringe Rolle [beim wissenschaftiichen 

Fortschritt]' (HK, 59). This last statement notwithstanding, his general attitude 

ensures that Bele's fantastical stories, although entertaining, have no 

noticeable effect on him. His excessive reliance on science and reason makes 

him icily rational and unimaginative and therefore blind to Bele's need to be 

seen and understood. This becomes clear in Bele's indignant comment when 

she says of Paul: '[...] sah er überhaupt, daR sie ein Kleid anhatte?' (HK, 17). 

As with everything else, Paul's perception of their relationship is totally 

different from Bele's. Whereas he thinks she loves him because he is a 

talented scientist, she actually loves him, among other things, because he is a 

talented lover. This is in keeping with his idea of the 'Unbestimmtheitsrelation 

der Gefühie’ (HK, 123) which, as we have seen, does not square with his 

scientific perception of the world.

To Paul, the hard sciences represent virility and masculinity. 'Physik ist eine 

mannliche Wissenschaft' (HK, 60), we are told, and then later 'Physik ist eine 

Vitale Wissenschaft fur vitale Manner' (HK, 121). True to his nature, Paul lives 

according to the maxims of virility and masculinity, pursuing danger and trying

Rade In Gaukferlegende is also a fantasy male character, and therefore precedes Fakal in 
Amanda. However, while he starts out as a fantasy male character, Fakal makes the 
transition from rational scientist to fantastical male witch, which Is more significant for the 
development of Morgner's views.
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to outdo everyone else. The Paul portrayed by Bele is quite happy to walk 

over ice that is still too thin or to out-swim Bele, making sure he swims faster 

than she does, or farther out to sea. Paul does, however, seem to have a 

'flaw' in his character in that, although science is a male domain according to 

him, he tries to convince Bele to go back to being a laboratory assistant 

(although it should be noted that a laboratory assistant is still a subordinate 

position in the scientific world). His motives for this remain unclear; the reader 

is never sure if he genuinely believes that she would make a good scientist or 

if he simply does not want to be associated with a ticket collector. When we 

are told, '[e]r wollte Bele sogar einreden, dafi sie fahig ware, physikalisch zu 

denken; ein groReres Kompliment hatte er nicht zu vergeben' (HK, 22), this 

seems to be a concession on his part. It is significant that Bele cuts out a 

letter by a certain Volkmar Freiherr von Richthofen addressed to the Zeit 

newspaper, in which he states the following:

Es ist geradezu furchtbar, welche Unruhe mit der Pille in unsere 
Hauser kommt. Gerade jetzt, wo wir Manner zu Hause nichts notiger 
brauchen als Ruhe nach anstrengendster BerufsarbeitI Ob die 
pharmazeutische Industrie das wohl bedacht hat? Schaferspiele und 
Verführungskünste sind ja fur einen richtigen Mann sehr schon. Aber 
doch nicht in der Ehel
Ein Gluck wenigstens, daR diese Frauen noch Angst vor ihrer Courage 
haben. So wie im Staat der deutsche Mann Ordnung notiger braucht 
als Freiheit, so muR in der Familie die Frau sich unterordnen, wenn sie 
sich geborgen fühlen will. Auch im Beruf ist es auRerst unweiblich, 
wenn die Frau sich einbildet, auf Grund zufalliger Intelligenz bereits 
eine leitende Stellung bekleiden zu konnen.
Vereinzelt hôrt man die Meinung, daR die Demokratie in Familie und 
Beruf beginnen musse und daR dazu auch die Gleichberechtigung der 
Frau gehore. Das sind schone Reden fur Intellektuelle und 
Menschenrechtler. Genauso hort man, daR Manner die Liebhaberrolle 
Ihrer jungen Jahre beibehalten wollen und im eigenen Schlafzimmer 
Abenteuer suchen. Doch der hi. Paulus von Casanova lehrt es anders.

This misogynist attitude seems to fit in with Paul's general view of
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science as a maie domain, in particular in view of the reference to his 

previous wife, Wiebke, whom he did not even allow to go to the theatre by 

herself.

Paul needs to be this driven in order to gain recognition, and in his opinion, 

immortality, since he sees 'Nachruhm [...] als die einzige Chance, seinen Tod 

zu überleben, sozusagen die materialistische Variante der Unsterblichkeif 

(HK, 143). Later on he becomes even more emphatic when he tells Bele that 

in a hundred years' time nobody will be interested in his personal 

relationships, only his achievements. His pursuit of recognition, as far as Bele 

is concerned, prevents Paul from living his life. When he tells her that he has 

known since the age of eight that he would become a great scientist and that 

he has lived with this in mind ever since, she counters by saying, 'Du lebst 

nicht, du hetzt' (HK, 145), thereby encapsulating Paul's mindset in a single 

phrase.

Paul, however, is not the only male character of significance in the novel. A 

number of other male characters also appear in the stories which Bele tells 

Paul every night. These imagined characters, the poet Franz (in 

'Schattenspiel'), Jan (in 'Das Hotel'), Ben who briefly changes from a faun into 

a human (in 'Faungeslcht'), Wenzel (in 'Gericht') and Robert (in 'Kopfstand') 

represent aspects of Paul. This is evident from a number of examples in the 

novel as a whole. In one instance, Bele even calls Paul Robert, and when 

questioned about this, tries to backtrack by saying that she simply got 

confused because she gets to know so many men in her job as a ticket 

inspector. Whether this is true is doubtful, since this would defeat the purpose 

of the stories. The interconnectedness of the characters is given further 

substance when Bele describes Ben by using the exact words she used 

earlier to describe Paul and also when she complains about both Paul's and
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Ben's haircuts in the same manner. The same also applies to the description 

of Wenzel in 'Gericht' which is later reflected in a description of Paul.

Bele's stories deal largely with relationships between men and women. The 

male protagonists in these stories are often ambivalent characters, strong and 

domineering on the one hand, and understanding and open to ideas on the 

other. The poet Franz is a case in point. The fact that he is a poet and also a 

magical being who is capable of plucking flowers from his head immediately 

distinguishes him from Paul and it is therefore not unreasonable to suggest 

that he is more representative of what Morgner views as the ideal man. By 

this stage, however, Morgner has not yet defined this ideal man and is still 

struggling to break through the barrier which would allow her to create a male 

character who is fully capable of being loved and accepted unconditionally by 

a woman. The female character in 'Schattenspiel' is drawn to the smoke 

signals sent out by Franz; he is the beacon which guides her towards safety 

when she gets lost in the city. However, the security and support seemingly 

offered by Franz may be just a guise. Not only does he insult her hair, but he 

also dedicates a 'mysogyne Ode' (HK, 21) to her. In the end, all she is willing 

to put up with is his shadow; she is unable to cut herself off from him, 

because, as she says, 'ich liebe die Manner' (HK, 20). This is a problem with 

which many of Morgner's female characters struggle and which is shared by 

many feminists. The question posed by many women is to what extent they 

should be the only ones to compromise in order to save a relationship.

The story 'Kopfstand' touches on another problem which is closely linked to 

the manner in which males and females are portrayed by Morgner, namely 

that of art and what Geoffrey Westgate calls the 'limitations of a realism which
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it [the story] has itself left behind'.Robert  vehemently objects to the artistic 

stage production which he and the female 'Ich' attend, complaining about the 

artificial nature of the stage props. 'Ich mache mir nichts aus Tauschungen' he 

says and '[e]ine tauschend ahnlich gemalte Lokomotive ist immer schlechter 

als eine echte' (HK, 117). Like Paul, he insists on precision and claims that 

eventually all art will be generated by computers. The two characters in this 

story are almost mirror images of Paul and Bele. Like Paul, the male 

character is rational and unfeeling, while the female, mirroring Bele, is 

sensitive and in touch with her artistic side. According to Robert, art makes 

the same demands on an artist as science on a scientist. Interestingly though, 

he concedes that imagination is required for both activities and that realism 

has its limitations. It is on this point that he differs from Paul's view of science 

and art; Paul seems more convinced that success in science depends on hard 

work and some good luck and that science is the new art.

The character Jan in the story 'Das Hotel' appears to come closest to being 

the perfect man, not least because he is the creation of the female 'Ich', 

literally the man of her dreams. Even here, though, the question of what 

constitutes a perfect man remains unanswered because we are told by the 

narrator that her 'Traume [versagen] immer' (HK, 26). She fails to create the 

perfect image for him; either the colours of her dream are not good enough, or 

his nose is too straight or his jumper too short. Nevertheless, Jan wants to 

please and protect her and creates a magical hotel where they can spend 

some time out of the rain. It is here, in the piece of art which Jan creates, that 

the 'Ich' feels safe; their ideal situation is, however, only a dream in which 

their time together is protected 'unter Glas' (HK, 26). Here there is no 

uncertainty and no fighting or mistrust. Nevertheless, even here the cold

Westgate, p. 98.
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cannot be banished entirely, and while standing up to his shoulders in snow in 

room thirty seven, Jan tells her the story of the promised land Summer; all the 

'Ich' can do is to put her coat on against the ice and snow as a sign of defeat. 

Summer remains merely an unachievable promised land. In the end, the 'Ich' 

stands alone, 'eingemauert vom Regen' (HK, 27). Although we are not told 

Jan's profession, it is apparent that he is not a scientist. It is more likely that 

he is a musician ('[er] komponiert seine liebsten Notenkopfe auf einen SpieR' 

(HK, 27)). Here Bele, and perhaps Morgner, hints that artistic men, i.e. those 

who are in touch with their 'feminine' side, offer the best chance of a happy 

relationship. This is another story which indicates Bele's awareness that her 

relationship with Paul is doomed.

In 'Faungesicht' the female 'Ich' wanders aimlessly through a wintry 

landscape, eventually ending up in the middle of the world where she 

happens upon a frozen faun. While playing a magical recording of what 

appears to be the voice of her lover Ben, the faun takes pity on her and 

instructs her to drop on him some of the tears she keeps in a little bottle so 

that he can change into Ben. Suddenly there is a temporary respite in the cold 

and the sun melts the snow around them so that they will not be cold. Despite 

this Ben remains cold, and in a scene reminiscent of the one in which Paul 

gives Bele his coat, the female 'Ich' lends Ben hers. In an attempt to get them 

out of their predicament, Ben makes calculations in the snow and 'rechnete 

und rechnete, aber der Fehler war nicht wegzukriegen. Und auf dem 

Mittelpunkt der Welt gab es keine Rechenmachine' (HK, 235). Suddenly the 

'Ich' discovers that she is alone again and that Ben has changed back into the 

frozen faun. In common with Bele's other stories, this one also has the 

breakdown of relationships as its main focus. Despite being a magical 

creature, Ben is still a scientist who tries to use science and hard calculations 

to save them. This is, however, to no avail; Bele again stresses that science
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alone Is not enough. At the same time she has to admit that she has no 

answers. With heartfelt melancholy she has to acknowledge that 'bei uns gibt 

es keine Faune' (HK, 125). Even though she is desperate to change her 

situation, she is aware that they lack the means to do so.

In this story, as in others, it is significant that the female 'Ich' is always waiting 

for the male character to arrive, in the same way that Bele herself does. She 

seems to be waiting for Paul to change, for a 'different' Paul to arrive. In the 

end she has to concede that she is waiting in vain; neither Paul, Ben, Franz 

nor any of the others is really going to arrive. If, by some chance they do 

arrive, they then disappear again after a short while. In a role reversal, Bele 

takes the initiative at the end of their holiday and pre-empts Paul's 

disappearance by disappearing herself.

Bele tells the stories in a vain effort to make Paul aware of the shortcomings 

of their own relationship. To add dramatic effect and perhaps to make the 

message more obvious, she sets the majority of stories in cold, icy climates, 

contrasting these to the heat in Konstantinopel. These wintry landscapes 

become symbolic of the relationships of the respective couples and, in 

particular, of Paul and Bele's own relationship. Not even the heat in 

Konstantinopel can drive away the wintry landscape that is their relationship. 

In a fitting scene towards the end of the holiday, Morgner subtly hints at what 

will become of their relationship; after attending an open-air performance on a 

rainy evening, Bele is cold, but even after Paul gives her his jacket, she 

remains cold. Her coldness, however, extends beyond mere physical 

coldness and as Westgate points out, Paul's 'response to her experience of 

tangible physical coldness is casual and lightweight and therefore as 

ineffectual as his response to her sense of emotional cold ness'.

Westgate, p. 108.
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Paul stands for everything Morgner opposes; Paul embodies the tyrannical 

nature of the modern labour market in which empty, work-driven lives reign 

supreme to the exclusion of imagination and dreams. Whereas Bele sees the 

holiday as a kind of test which Paul fails dismally, Paul sees the holiday as a 

welcome opportunity to work undisturbed. Although Bele tries to show him the 

other side of life and demonstrate that there is more to life than science, that a 

person must have a balanced life, Paul is unable to register this. As Eva 

Kaufmann points out:

Frau und Mann sind in ihrer Lebenshaltung so gegensatzlich, daR die 
Frau die Hoffnung auf eine erfüllte, den ganzen Menschen erfassende 
Liebesbeziehung, die sie nur als Austausch Ebenbürtiger sinnvoll 
finden kann, aufgibt.

An analysis of the relationships between men and women in Morgner's later 

novels, and in particular of the role that men play in the demise of these 

relationships, provides further evidence of her belief that the divide between 

men and women is too wide to bridge. At the end of Hochzeit in 

Konstantinopel, Bele decides that she has had enough. Even though she had 

probably decided long before the end of the holiday that she would leave 

Paul, his decision to stand in for a colleague and attend a conference on his 

behalf, which meant he had to leave for Budapest on the evening of their 

wedding, is the last straw. When she asks the driver to stop the car so that 

she can get out, Paul asks what she intends to do, and Bele answers 'das 

absolute Experiment' (HK, 190). This 'experiment' becomes the life task for all 

Bele's successors, but remains an ill-defined experiment without any positive 

results.

^*Eva Kaufmann, 'Der Holla die Zunge rausstrecken’ in Weimarer Beitràge 30 (1984), p. 
1517.
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Gauklerlegende^^

The theme of Hochzeit in Konstantinopel, namely that of gender relations, or 

more specifically, the divide between men and women, is also the central 

theme for Morgner's slender novel Gauklerlegende, although here It is 

approached from a slightly different angle. The main characters of Hochzeit in 

Konstantinopel, Bele and Paul, are reincarnated in Gauklerlegende as Wanda 

and Hubert. On the surface nothing has changed; Morgner has merely 

transported Bele and Paul from one setting to another. Hubert, like Paul, is a 

scientist who could devise theories ('Theorien machen [konnte]' (GL, 7)), and 

Wanda, like Bele, is in search of a man who is capable of relating to her as a 

woman, who can look at her without analysing her as a scientific object, who 

can interact with her on a level beyond that of science. Wanda, too, is 

predisposed to using the fantastic as a tool to escape her daily reality, to 

creating a different world where she is understood and loved. However, to 

imply that Gauklerlegende is merely a rehashing of Hochzeit in 

Konstantinopel is unfair. Although it is true that it deals with similar topics, it 

introduces a number of new topics despite its slender proportions. In Hochzeit 

in Konstantinopel, Morgner introduces one male protagonist and a number of 

secondary male characters, and in Gauklerlegende she again uses one male 

protagonist, but this time she splits his personality into two halves: the first is 

the scientific, rational Hubert and the second is his alter ego, the irrational, 

impulsive Rade, who is in fact the fantastic creation of Wanda. To a large 

extent Hubert remains on the periphery; we are aware of him - it is after all his 

conference that forms the backdrop of the story - but he never really takes 

centre stage. Instead, the principal action revolves around Rade and Wanda,

Irmtraud Morgner, Gauklerlegende - Eine Spielfraungeschichte (Berlin: Eulensplegel, 1970; 
Munich: Luchterhand, 1982). Henceforth references to this novel (Luchterhand edition) will 
be given in parentheses in the text proper, with the abbreviation GL, followed by the page 
number, e.g. (GL, 17).
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so that Rade becomes the main man in Wanda's life, at least for the duration 

of the story.

Writing Gauklerlegende was never part of Morgner's plan. Instead it was 

commissioned by Eulenspiegel Verlag as a peace offering following their 

refusal to publish Die Wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weltfahrers. 

Morgner was asked to write a story to accompany a set of photographs of the 

Arnstadt Puppenmuseum which was to be published as a coffee-table book. 

Unsurprisingly, Eulenspiegel got more than they bargained for. 

Gauklerlegende is a densely written novel, again combining realism and 

fantasy, although, unlike in Hochzeit in Konstantinopel, where the realistic and 

fantastic domains are clearly separated, in this novel they are combined; the 

fantastic is integrated into Wanda's real world to such an extent that it would 

be difficult to say where the one began and the other ended, were it not for 

the fact that the fantastic is largely represented by Rade. Wanda's fantasies 

are projected into the real world and she lives them as if they were real.

Like Hochzeit in Konstantinopel and Die Wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des 

Weltfahrers, Gauklerlegende is also written within a rigid structure. The story 

takes place over a period of seven days during which Wanda accompanies 

Hubert to a conference on game theory where Hubert is scheduled to deliver 

a paper 'die handelte vom Nichtnullsummenspiel als dem mathematischen 

Modell eines nichtantagonistischen Widerspruchs' (GL, 87). The main action 

of the novel is broken down into seven short chapters, each representing the 

seven days of the conference and these chapters are enclosed between a 

short prologue and epilogue, the former introducing the reader to Wanda and 

Hubert, sketching their lives prior to the conference and the latter informing us 

that '[a]ls die Wohnung ganzlich mobliert war, heirateten Wanda und Hubert' 

(GL, 104) and 'Und wenn sie nicht gestorben sind, leben sie noch heute
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glücklich und zufrieden' (GL, 104), giving the novel a distinct fairytale feel.

The seven-day structure, coupled with the phrase 'da ward aus Abend und 

Morgen der erste Tag' (GL, 23) etc. is a direct reference to Genesis and the 

Creation. The main difference is that, in this story, Wanda is the one who 

creates a new being, bringing to the surface the repressed side of Hubert in 

the form of the fantastical creature Rade. This leitmotif is important, because it 

continues the theme started by Bele which will subsequently be taken up by 

Laura In Trobadora Beatriz and Amanda. It symbolises the dissatisfaction 

experienced by Morgner's female characters with the men in their lives and 

their yearning for something else, a state of being which they can only 

achieve through their own creations. As Westgate points out: 'Wanda's 

creation of her fantasy "Gaukler" is born precisely of her dissatisfaction with 

her very orderly husband'.^® Like Bele, Wanda's only solution is to create a 

man who can satisfy her needs, not only physically, but also, and more 

importantly, psychologically. Morgner's utopia of equality between the sexes, 

a state which can only be achieved once men have embraced a world which 

need not be explained rationally, cannot exist at the time of Gauklerlegende 

because it is clear that Hubert is unable to appreciate the fantastic since his 

belief in rationality and predictability has not yet been shattered. Wanda’s 

temporary affair with her fantastical creation is exactly that, temporary, and in 

the end, unlike Bele, she has no choice but to settle for the rational and one

dimensional Hubert who we know will never be capable of living up to 

Wanda's expectations.

It was pointed out earlier that Hubert fulfils only a secondary role in the novel 

and that he never becomes part of the main action. To a large extent he does

26 Westgate, p. 131.
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not need to play a larger role since his role has already been played out in 

Rumba auf einen Herbst and Hochzeit in Konstantinopel. Morgner gives the 

reader just enough information to highlight the similarities with Paul and Kai. 

In fact, the only description of Hubert is taken almost verbatim from the 

description of Lutz in Rumba:

Allés Zufallige fiel ab von ihm, Augen, Nase, das Haar, das ihm bis in 
den Nacken wuchs und an den Ohren und im Genick sehr hell war, fast 
weiR, sein Gesicht fiel ab wie eine Stuckmaske, nur das Gerüst blieb 
stehen, eine übersichtiiche Konstruktion, deren Bauteile mit Nieten 
zusammengefügt waren. Wanda betrachtete die Armierung seines 
Gesichts, die Pfeiler und Verstrebungen von Rumpf und GliedmaRen: 
Muster. (GL, 43)

Lutz in Rumba is described thus:

Allés Zufallige fiel ab von ihm, die dunkelblauen Augen, das pelzige 
Haar, das ihm bis in den Nacken wuchs und an den Ohren und im 
Genick sehr hell war, fast weiR, sein Gesicht fiel ab wie eine 
Stuckmaske, nur das Gerüst blieb stehen, eine übersichtiiche 
Konstruktion, deren Bauteile mit Nieten zusammengefügt waren. 
Evelyn B. betrachtete die Armierung seines Gesichts und die Pfeiler 
und Verstrebungen der Schultern, denn auch der Pullover fehlte. (RH, 
15)

Morgner regularly borrowed from other texts, but these two paragraphs 

are much more than just a simple example of intertextuality. By describing 

Lutz and Hubert with more or less the same language, Morgner emphasises 

their similarity. They are examples of that stereotypical scientific man who 

appears time and again in Morgner's work. In Gauklerlegende, however, it is 

far more important to emphasise the character of Rade as the representative 

of the other side of Hubert and Lutz.

On their way to the conference, Wanda and Hubert are forced to stop in 

Arnstadt because their taxi breaks down. To kill time, they visit the 

Puppenmuseum where Wanda sees a doll of Rade for the first time and later
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uses this image to create a living version of him. Although Rade is the product 

of Wanda's imagination, it soon becomes clear that he is an independent 

character over whom Wanda has little or no control. Rade is a very enigmatic 

figure, who clearly does not belong in 1970s East Germany. For instance, he 

wears clothing that clearly marks him as an outsider:

[ü]ber dem Wams trug er einen verschluRlosen blaugrünweiRen 
Tuchrock mit rosa Borten, die Seitennahte der wadenlangen 
Lederhosen waren von grünen Borten überschnürt, grobgestrickte 
Strümpfe, schnallen-geschmückte Schuhe mit knôchellangen 
Vorderlaschen, das Auffalligste war der Hut. (GL, 16)

His actions, too, set him apart from everyone else. As part of the 

integration of fantasy and reality, the reader is not immediately told about the 

true nature of Rade. Wanda merely happens to see him in the cathedral 

square and we are told that '[e]r kam ihr bekannt vor’ (GL, 14), although 

strangely enough nobody else seems to notice him. Wanda, however, is 

immediately drawn to him; she finds his mischievous irrationality attractive, 

partly perhaps because this makes him so different from Hubert for whom 

everything has to be rationally explicable and partly because he represents 

somebody who Wanda herself would like to be, a free spirit able to travel 

wherever he likes.^^ As such, Rade stands for everything which an ordinary 

GDR citizen, who is confined within borders, can never be or hope to attain. 

However, Rade is more than just that; as Heinz Puknus points out:

der Gaukler reprasentiert substantiell zweierlei: die magisch-produktive 
Kraft der Phantasie und die Dimension des Historischen als 
'Wiederkehr des versunkenen Alten' vom der er selbst spricht. Beides 
wird deutlich unter utopisch-anarchischem Aspekt: Der Gaukler, auf 
dem Weihnachtsmarkt vom Dach der Markthalle singend, bringt den 
normalen Verkehr der Stadt ins Stocken, 'zahmt' und bezaubert diese

27 Rade's name is well-chosen by Morgner. The reference to a wheel is symbolic for the act of 
moving forward, not staying in one place. Given the multi-layered boundaries of the GDR, 
Wanda can only dream of a life where travel is unrestricted and easy.
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durch übermütige 'Flugspiele' und zieht am Ende, ein anderer, 
freundlicherer Rattenfânger, mit den Kindern ins Arnstadter Museum, 
damit sie dort Geschichte als Nichtmuseales begreifen, respektlos sich 
aneignen.^®

It is almost as if Rade, who is a travelling entertainer, assumes a 

different role on each day for the benefit of Wanda. During each encounter he 

represents something else. On the first day he gives her a lecture on sin when 

he says; 'WeiRt du nit, daR die Augen die erste Curier und Furier seynd zum 

Sündigen. Est oculis scopulis titulo meliore vocandus' (GL, 19). A few days 

later, he plays the seducer, then a priest. The reader is never sure of Rade's 

Identity. Even the biographical details are contradictory for we are told that he 

is, among other things, a conjurer, puppeteer, clown, bear trainer, and the 

intriguing son of J auf ré Rudel, a twelfth-century French troubadour.

At the end of each encounter, Rade disappears in a metaphorical puff of 

smoke, each time leaving behind a die with one side missing. Inside the die is 

a scene from one of the museum exhibits, although in this version, the 

'Gaukler' appears in every scene. In each of these scenes Rade is an 

impostor, mimicking his intrusion into Wanda's life. Here fiction and fact 

merge, since this is a direct reference to the activities of Morgner and the 

photographer, who took the photographs for the book, when they visited the 

Puppenmuseum. Exercising their artistic licence they placed the 'Gaukler' in 

every display cabinet before taking the photographs. As Westgate comments: 

'"Revolutionary" intent is expressed not only formally in terms of the avant- 

garde aesthetic, but also physically by relocating the "Gaukler" to places to 

which he would normally not have had access: the royal palace and the

Heinz Puknus, 'Irmtraud Morgner', in Kritisches Lexikon zur deutschprachigen Gegen- 
waiisliteratur, (Munich: Edition Text + Kritik, 1999), p. 5.
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church, the latter the enemy of the travelling people'.^® Rade's appearance in 

each of these scenes ties in with his appearance in the GDR and makes him 

something of a time traveller (a theme which Morgner also explores in Die 

Wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weltfahrers and again in Trobadora 

Beatriz). The dice are left for Wanda to find as a reminder, to her and the 

reader, that Rade may really ex is t .Wanda however tries to rationalise the 

events and

kam zu dem SchluR, daR der Museumführer ihr den Würfel unbemerkt 
zugesteckt haben muRte, als Andenken, wahrscheinlich verkaufte das 
Museum Puppenstubenmodelle, die Freigebigkeit des alten Mannes lieR 
sich leicht erklaren, er hatte Wanda Komplimente gemacht. (GL, 31)

Such rationalisation is, however, pointless since Rade appears later 

that day, again as an impostor, this time while Hubert is giving his paper at the 

conference. This is one of the few places in the novel where Morgner clearly 

juxtaposes Hubert and Rade. While Hubert, hunched over a microphone, 

gives a lecture on game probability. Rade starts speaking at the same time in 

a 'Wunderlich schnarrendes Idiom' (GL, 33), relating the story of Noah and the 

flood. While the 'Gelehrte' in the audience are listening to Hubert, Wanda, 

who is not very interested in science and theory, drifts off listening to Rade 

and when, at the end, 'Wanda applaudierte mit den anderern' (GL, 35), it is 

clear that she is applauding Rade and not Hubert.

Wanda's encounters with Rade are not only an attempt on her part to escape, 

but also an attempt to convince herself that Hubert has the ability to change.

Westgate, p. 133.
^°The numerous references to the dice serve to emphasise the effects of chance, something 

that has been excluded from the world of mathematics and science dominated by men. As 
Lewis points out: 'The dice [...] become a recurrent metaphor for the longing for a feminine 
alternative to male-dominated forms of political and scientific discourse. [...] this longing is 
triggered by the chance to travel. [...] the opportunity to travel, even if as a playmate of a 
man, serves as a precondition for women's encounters with the extraordinary and the 
fantastic' (p. 104).
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Rade is everything that Hubert is not, and it is these characteristics that 

Wanda would like to bring out in Hubert. Like Paul, however, Hubert is only 

capable of relaxing and being happy when he is involved in science and 

Wanda is very aware of this.

Also significant is Wanda’s role as assistant. Although not stated explicitly, it is 

clear that Wanda has helped Hubert to achieve his goal of becoming an 

academic and it is not without a touch of bitterness when we read: 'Mit denen 

promovierte Hubert. Seine Schrift wurde gedruckt' (GL, 8). Wanda is the one 

who has to put her life on hold, she is the one who takes leave and 

accompanies him to his conference, a set-up which is likely to be repeated in 

future for it is clear that Hubert will never change.

Rade, however, also does not seem to offer an alternative. Although he is her 

creation, he is almost the same as Hubert in his fanaticism, albeit a fanaticism 

at the other end of the scale. This is a plausible characteristic trait and 

strengthens the argument that Rade and Hubert are one and the same 

person. Just as Hubert’s view that life can only be approached with order and 

logic, Rade's contrary view of chance and unpredictability is also too radical 

for Wanda. What Morgner seems to be saying is that women cannot adopt 

extremes. They have to follow a more balanced and even path. As Westgate 

points out: 'Wanda opts for the "third way", combining logic and order with an 

openness to risk and spontaneity, and an acknowledgement that the 

unpredictable - chance - is inescapable'.^^

The idea that men and women have two opposing personalities is very 

important to Morgner. It means that, with some effort, it is possible to achieve

Westgate, p. 135,
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a balance, to even out the extremes and thereby to achieve the utopian 

society where men and women are equal which Morgner dreamed about. This 

idea of humans having both a fantastical, irrational side and a rational, 

scientific side is developed further in Die Wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des 

Weltfahrers with the two protagonists sharing the same name and in 

Trobadora Beatriz where Beatriz and Laura operate on the same premise.

Wanda's futile attempts to introduce Rade to Hubert is proof though that 

Hubert is not ready to acknowledge and accept the Rade-side of his 

personality. When Rade disappears just before Wanda can introduce them, 

we read: 'Hubert war wieder vollstandig' (GL, 56). This is an ambiguous 

statement because on the one hand it is an indication that Hubert can only be 

Hubert without Rade and on the other that they have actually become one 

and therefore Hubert is whole again. If the latter interpretation is to be 

assumed, Rade has to be suppressed in order for the scientist Hubert to 

function within the parameters of his empirical world.

In the end, Wanda has no choice but to settle for Hubert on his own, since her 

attempts to bring Rade to the surface have been unsuccessful. Although they 

get married, the proposed fairytale ending leaves an all too bitter taste in the 

mouth and the reader is left with the impression that this will be anything but a 

happy union.
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Die wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weltfahrers^^

The third novel in this group, like the previous two, again plays with the 

fantastic as the main stylistic device, with one very important difference. In 

both Hochzeit in Konstantinopel and Gauklerlegende it is a woman who either 

advocates the fantastic or is involved in the fantastic, although in the latter the 

main vehicle for the fantastic is Rade, a man. This, however, is not that 

significant because Rade is not a real man, but a puppet come to life, either 

as part of the 'real' setting of the story or as a figment of Wanda's imagination; 

the reader has to decide which interpretation is more likely. With Die 

wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weltfahrers, however, Morgner shifts the 

emphasis and allows a man, the eponymous hero of the story, to be the main 

exponent of the fantastic.^^ Morgner is not merely content to have Gustav use 

the fantastic for his own purposes, but goes a step further and allows him to 

win his friend and namesake, Gustav the Schrofelfahrer^"^ over to the fantastic 

as well. Whether Morgner really succeeds this early in her career in creating a 

male character who is capable of using the fantastic as a way of breaking 

down gender barriers will be discussed below, but first it is necessary to look 

at the overall structure of the novel.

As is clear from the novel's table of contents. Die Wundersamen Reisen 

Gustavs des Weltfahrers is divided into a framework story, consisting of the 

prologue and epilogue, and the main body consisting of the seven stories told 

by Gustav. The prologue tells the story of Bele H (who may or may not be the 

same Bele from Hochzeit in Konstantinopel) who works as a security guard at

Irmtraud Morgner, Die wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weltfahrers: Ldgenhafter Roman 
mit Kommentaren (Berlin: Aufbau, 1972. 2nd edn 1974). Henceforth references to this novel 
will be given in parentheses in the text proper, with the abbreviation GW, followed by the 
page number, e.g. (GW, 19).
Henceforth the novel will be referred to as Gustav.
From this point forward, he will be referred to as the Schrofelfahrer.
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the University of Leipzig. Her role is to give background information on her 

grandfather, Gustav, and to set the scene for the stories that follow. Her 

narrative is also autobiographical and tells of Bele H's other life, namely that 

of a philosophy student at the same university who struggles to reconcile her 

proletarian ideals with her new academic environment. The epilogue is written 

by Dr. phil. Beate Heidenreich who is the fictional editor of the novel. It is in 

the epilogue that the now famous words: '[...] Frauen hatten ein schwach 

entwickeltes GeschichtsbewuRtsein, weil sie wesentlich noch nicht in die 

Geschichte eingetreten waren' (GW, 172), appear, a statement which 

underlies all Morgner's fantastic narratives and something she wishes to right 

by writing women into history. According to Morgner, history has been 

constructed in such a way that women have been denied a voice in history 

and in order to correct this situation, women must appropriate history. This 

view is emphasised by Silke von der Emde when she says:

Morgner's strange wording unmasks the concept of 'nature' in 
patriarchal societies as something artificial, constructed by human 
beings or, more specifically in the context of the quote, constructed by 
men in order to define women and thereby prevent them from 
assuming the status of subjects.^®

Given what von der Emde says in the above quote, it is interesting that 

Morgner chooses Die Wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weltfahrers as the 

novel in which to make this very significant statement, since Gustav, as the 

male protagonist, does exactly what von der Emde says men do, namely he 

constructs a historic framework with his stories in which the women are the 

objects rather than the subjects, despite couching these narratives in fantastic 

terms and despite women playing the central role in at least two of the stories.

Silke von der Emde, 'Irmtraud Morgner's Postmodern Feminism: A Question of Politics', 
Women in German Yearbook (1995) 117-42 (p. 121).
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The story of Bele H is relegated to the margins; she is only permitted to voice 

her opinions in footnotes, and is thereby relegated even on the page.

Another theme explored by Morgner in this novel, which is also linked to the 

idea of voices, is the role of the author/narrator. Morgner deliberately 

confuses matters by crediting at least four 'authors' with the story; these 

include Morgner herself, Bele H. (the 'Verfasserin'), Dr. phil. Beate 

Heidenreich (the fictional editor) and Gustav, leaving it up to the reader to 

decide who is the actual author. This, according to von der Emde, is part of 

Morgner's strategy for portraying the female identity, a strategy she uses more 

extensively in Trobadora Beatriz and Amanda. As von der Emde explains:

[...] the individual autonomous author who has control over her own 
text does not exist in Morgner's novel. Speaking, writing, and even 
experiencing are not forms of individual expression but always occur in 
dialogue with other voices (other people's as well as other texts'). The 
subject is not simply split into more than one voice as in other 
modernist texts, but it constitutes itself only in exchange with other 
subjects and texts.

In Die Wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weltfahrers, the overriding 

voice is still that of the male protagonist, leaving the women In the novel 

fragmented and subservient. Bele H, however, also sees her grandfather's 

stories as a way of finding her own voice and at one point she even 

comments that they have become one. In his review of the novel in Die Zeit, 

Martin Gregor-Dellin emphasizes this point when he says:

Morgner bekennt sich herzhaft und erfrischend zur Kultur des Lügens, 
die ihr vom Grossvater Gustav durch die Kraft einer natCirlichen 
Erscheinung in den schummrigen und verstaubten Gangen der 
Universitatsbibliothek überkommen ist. In ihm, einem ehemaligen

®®lbid., p. 123.
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Lokführer, habe die 'Schôpferkraft der Machtiosen' gearbeitet. Bele hat 
den Grossvater samt seiner erstaunlichen Fabuliergabe in sich 
aufgenommen und macht keinen Unterschied zwischen sich und ihm. 
[...] Dies ist ein bemerkenswerter Versuch, in einem amüsant- 
hintergründigen Buch Vergangenheit und Tradition heranzuholen und 
sie mit Gegenwart und Utopie zu verbinden. Bele, ein seibstbewusstes 
Kind des Arbeiter- und Bauernstaates beschamt ihre Welt durch den 
Reichtum an Phantasie.^^

As will be shown below, Bele H does manage to outwit her grandfather 

to great effect at one point in the novel. Her comments on the restaurant 

scene in the sixth story are pivotal for the novel as a whole and undermine 

Gustav's heroic narration.

As she does in Hochzeit in Konstantinopei, Morgner again uses The Taies 

from the Arabian Nights as a template for her own story, but this time she 

focuses specifically on the story of Sinbad and his seven voyages. Apart from 

the obvious similarities (like Sinbad, Gustav, too, goes on seven incredible 

voyages, and like Sinbad, he also tells his story to his namesake),^® Morgner 

also makes a direct reference to Scheherazade's stories when Bele H 

mentions that the only books her grandfather possessed were 'ein 

sechsbandiges Lexikon und eine Auswahl Erzahlungen aus Tausendundeiner 

Nacht' (GW, 9).

Here already, Morgner uses the fantastic as a tool to subvert GDR policies 

and to emphasise that creativity is possible in East German art and literature. 

In that same review, Gregor-Dellin points out that Gustav's stories save 

humankind from its worst ailment, namely 'der Phantasielosigkeit, dem 

Mangel an Humor, der oden Pedanterie und Scheuklappensturheit'. This

Martin Gregor-Dellin, '"Die Schôpferkraft der Machtiosen". Weltfahrer Gustav' In Die Zeit, 20
April 1973.
Although n(
the name Sindbad to regard them as namesakes.
Although not exactly his namesake, the porter HIndbad's name bears sufficient similarity to
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interpretation of the novel is shared by many critics. Anton Krattli, for example, 

calls the novel 'ein Ausbruch der Phantasie aus dem braven und etwas 

grauen Alltag, eine abenteuerliche Eskapade nach überseeischen 

Wunderwelten und selbst nach fernen Gestirnen'^® while Sibylle Cramer refers 

to the satirical aspects of the novel:

Gustavs Erzahlungen entwerfen die Phantasmagorie eines 
hochtechnisierten und gleichzeitig steinzeitlichen Hollenparadieses - 
Hochhauser neben Hohlen, Kannibalen und Kinder, die man von 
Baumen pflückt. Der Übergang vom Realistischen zum Imaginaren 
erfoigt so intim, dass er kaum wahrgenommen wird. Gustavs 
Universum des Wunderbaren wird standig aus den bekannten 
Gesetzen der Welt hergeleitet - diese allegorischen Schelmen- 
geschichten stecken voiler Gesellschaftssatire.'^°

In his review for the National Zeitung Basel, Rolf Fieguth draws 

similarities to another literary hero, namely Gulliver, but for him, too, 

Morgner's Die Wundersamen Reisen Gustavs des Weltfahrers is essentially a 

criticism of everyday life in the GDR:

Ein neuer proletarischer Gulliver, gérât er in Staaten phantasievollster 
Herrschafts- und Produktionsformen, in denen etwas immer 
hervorragend organisiert ist und immer ein totalitarer Defekt steckt - so 
dass er immer wieder gern in sein wohibehütetes heiteres Leben mit 
Nachrichten vom Deutschlandsender und Rentnerbrigaden 
zurückkehrt. [...] Diese herrlich fabulierten Lügengeschichten haben 
ihren doppelten Reiz. Da ist einmal ihre bodenlose Deutbarkeit in 
bezug auf angenehme und weniger angenehme Elemente der 
ordentlichen Ordnung in der DDR. [...] Zum anderen ist da der Reiz 
kulinarischer und sonstiger Sinnlichkeit, zu der dem Leser am Beispiel 
des müllfahrenden Zuhôrers Gustav Mut und Lust gemacht wird.'^^

Although these interpretations of the novel are perfectly viable, another 

reading of the novel is possible, one that accords with Morgner's general

Anton Krattli, 'Lügengeschichten', in Neue ZOrcher Zeitung, 7 August 1981.
Sibylle Cramer, 'Gustavs Weltfahrten mit Hulda' in Frankfurter Rundschau, 8 December 
1973.
Rolf Fieguth, 'Die DDR und die Literatur' in National Zeitung Basel, 2 June 1973.
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attitude towards men and her perception of their role in society. On the 

surface, Gustav appears to be progressive, at least more so than any of the 

other male characters created by Morgner up to this point, even if Bele H 

refers to her grandfather as 'ein Patriarch schlimmster Sorte' (GW, 81).

The novel is in essence the story of two Gustavs who become friends by 

accident, but whose friendship develops nevertheless and becomes a source 

of inspiration for both of them. This is the first example where Morgner creates 

characters who function as doppelganger, something she does later to great 

effect with Beatriz and Amanda. Although the two Gustavs share a name and 

many similar characteristics, they are also two very different people, who 

function as the two sides of the same coin. Both Gustavs belong to the same 

generation as Haus-Mayer and Hübner from the earlier novels and Oskar 

Pakulat and Johann Salman from Rumba auf einen Herbst and they therefore 

share the same experiences, the main difference being that Gustav manages 

to escape from his daily grind and embrace the fantastic. At the age of sixty- 

five, he realises that his life was no longer as good as he thought it was and 

that escaping to his cellar offered no real escape. He realised that he had to 

wake up from his lethargic state and do something active to change his life, 

which is why he decided to travel the world in an old steam engine. As it turns 

out, however, Gustav is only capable of escaping his world by escaping into 

an imaginary world. Morgner impresses upon the reader the necessity of the 

fantastic in situations where travel is impossible and where adventure is not 

allowed. For Gustav, storytelling is the only way of broadening his 

experiences and, in true Baron Munchhausen fashion, he does this with 

gusto. Despite being an ordinary man and retired employee of the 'Koniglich- 

Sachsische Staatseisenbahn', Gustav is capable of conjuring up worlds in 

which everything is possible that is impossible in the GDR. A true adventurer 

at heart, he returns enriched from every journey, not only materially, but also
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spiritually.

Like his literary predecessors, Gustav also has a propensity for getting into 

trouble, not only with the railway authorities who regard his drawings for his 

locomotive as 'chiffriertes Spionagematerial' (GW, 24), but also in almost 

every country he visits during his travels, including being nearly arrested in 

the Dorfstaat, imprisoned in Amazonas City and interrogated by the 

Feribdolians. Gustav, however, is not intimidated by authority and over time 

becomes something of a hero, although his heroic deeds cannot in any way 

be described as fitting the socialist-realist Ideals of what a hero should be. Not 

content with being a mortal hero, Gustav prefers to liken himself to Odysseus 

as he travels across the oceans in Flulda. His heroic deeds are well-noted by 

his travel companions and they only have admiration for him. Without a hint of 

irony, Gustav proclaims: 'Die Heizer bewunderten meinen Mut' (GW, 50). This 

self-assured attitude helps Gustav to escape from sticky situations. The 

adventurous persona which he creates for himself seems to be in stark 

contrast to his actual personality, namely that of a fairly ordinary, peace-loving 

man who, when back in Hilbersdorf, is content to do very ordinary things like 

joining a pensioners' brigade that repairs locks, attending illustrated lectures 

and other cultural events organised by the veterans' club and listening to 

international news. Gustav always appears to be happy to return to his home 

town and he is always warmly welcomed by his family and friends. Despite all 

his adventures, his life revolves around Hilbersdorf and no matter where he 

goes, his watch is always set to Hilbersdorf time. On the surface, then, Gustav 

appears to be a well-liked and gentle man, but his stories and deeds also 

betray another aspect of his character, namely that of a chauvinist who 

believes in the old order of things where women are relegated to the kitchen 

and are at the beck and call of their husbands. Before looking at one or two 

stories which illustrate this aspect of his character, it is necessary to look at
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Gustav's alter ego and to trace his development.

At the beginning of the novel, the Schrofelfahrer is a short-tempered, 

impatient old man who leads an unimaginative life and who is generally 

dissatisfied with the world around him. He, too, is part of the 'Arbeiter-und- 

Bauern-Macht' and works as a refuse collector, but his chance encounter with 

Gustav has a profound Influence on his life and affects not only his personal 

life, but also his interaction with the people around him. Once Gustav has told 

him about his first adventure, the Schrofelfahrer is outraged and unwilling to 

accept his stories, accusing him of being a liar. As he says:

Der Gastgeber sollte seine Lügen anderen Leuten aufbinden, und 
einen Schrofelfahrer konnte er nicht fur dumm verkaufen, und er hâtte 
sofort gemerkt, daR allés erstunken und erlogen gewesen ware, und er 
ware nur gekommen, um diese Meinung zu sagen, Mahlzeit. (GW, 36)

Despite this reaction to Gustav's fantastical stories, the Schrofelfahrer 

finds himself drawn to Gustav's cellar every day and his defences are broken 

down little by little. His gradual change is manifested to a large extent in the 

way he acts towards his wife and the manner in which they make love. After 

hearing the first story '[...] verbrachte [er] den Abend auf seiner Frau und eine 

schlaflose Nacht’ (GW, 35). This changes to 'Den Abend verbrachte er auf, 

neben und unter seiner Frau' (GW, 57) after hearing about the second 

adventure and, and this is very significant, it is also the first time that he 

dreams. Not being able to understand the subtle changes in his behaviour, 

the Schrofelfahrer is left feeling 'verwundert' (GW, 57).

On the third day, the Schrofelfahrer's rebuke is somewhat less violent, but he 

still warns Gustav that he will come to a sticky end if he carries on telling lies. 

Another significant event in his development takes place, however, when he
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accepts the gift of camel dung from Gustav and, on the Weltfahrer's 

instructions, later makes tea from the dung to cure his daughter's mumps. 

This is the first instance where the Schrofelfahrer takes a step towards 

accepting something that cannot be explained scientifically and therefore 

does not fit into his view of the world. That evening, he also reads his 

daughter a fairytale and again makes love to his wife. After the fourth story, 

the Schrofelfahrer ends his working day exhilarated and '[a]ls die Tochter 

schlief, trug er die Frau aufs Bett, entkleidete und küRte sie, beobachtete mit 

Wohlgefallen, wenn sie den Kopf im Kissen hin und her walzte, und lauschte 

ihren Schreien' (GW, 98).

Listening to Gustav's stories, the Schrofelfahrer realises that he is stuck in a 

dead-end job and that his life is meaningless. His only hope is to go out and 

find his own inspiration. After the fifth and sixth days, he starts telling his 

daughter stories which he had made up himself and he also starts collecting 

his own knick-knacks. By the seventh day, he announces to Gustav 

'demnachst erzàhlen zu wollen, was er mit seinem hydraulischen Fahrzeug in 

den StraSen Bagdads erlebte' (GW, 167). And with this, his development is 

complete. As Westgate says, the Schrofelfahrer gets to a point where he is 

able to reject 'the received wisdom which extols realism'."^  ̂ This portrayal of 

the development of a man who initially leads an unimaginative life to one who 

is capable of using his imagination in order to enrich his life is very significant 

for Morgner's overall programme and is an indication of her belief that all men 

have the ability to embrace the fantastic, but only if they are willing to do so. 

This positive aspect, however, is negated by Gustav's subsequent behaviour 

and it is only much later, in Amanda, that Morgner creates a man who is 

comfortable with the fantastic.

42 Westgate, p. 115.
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Gustav's stories reflect his real-life attitudes, especially those relating to 

women and their role in society, as demonstrated by the way in which he 

treats his own wife, Klara. Her only function in the novel appears to be that of 

her husband's cook. Each day she makes potato soup using different herbs 

and rushes to serve her husband and his guest as soon as she is called, 

sometimes by Gustav knocking with a piece of metal 'dreimal an ein 

AbfluRrohr' (GW, 36). This becomes a kind of ritualistic precursor to the act of 

story-telling; Gustav seems able to tell stories only on a full stomach and with 

a bottle of Korn in front of him.

This attitude towards women is no more apparent than in the fourth story 

which relates his visit to Amazonas City, which is a despotic society ruled by a 

queen. In this separatist society, men function only as slaves and live in 

separate compounds. They are also responsible for cooking, washing and 

looking after the babies and, at night, they are taken to Amazonas City to 

clean, clear the forest and build houses. Gustav reacts to this society with 

amusement and is unable to understand how such a society can function. He 

seems unable to reconcile himself to the idea that here it is the women who 

are all scientists; women who are so committed to their profession, namely 

working on the postdoctoral theses of the queen, that they are willing to 

amputate their right breasts in order to facilitate writing, like the ancient 

Amazons, who did it in order to shoot with bow and arrow.

In this society, men are treated as objects, which becomes clear when Gustav 

explains:

Als wir gemessen, gewogen und gestempelt waren, mit lila 
Stempelfarbe an entscheidenden Muskelpartien, verlas die 
Justizministerin einige Artikel des amazonischen Grundgesetzes. Es
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war mutterrechtlich aufgebaut und den Verhaltnissen von Mykena 
nachempfunden. [...] In Kapitel zwei wurden Kriege als mannliche 
Erfindungen definiert und fur abgeschafft erklart. (GW, 91)

What is more, they are seen as being completely harmless and, in addition to 

carrying out domestic duties, really only serve as suppliers of sperm for the 

sperm bank. When Alois is unable to resist touching the bottom of one of the 

queen's female guards, they are informed:

Manner im amazonischen Reich [wurden] lediglich zur Erhaltung der 
Art benutzt, in moderner Zeit nicht direkt, sondern durch die 
Vermittlung von Arztinnen, die das Gewünschte der koniglichen 
Samenbank zulieferten [...]. (GW, 85)

Gustav is unable to see or acknowledge the men's inferior status to the 

women. He automatically assumes that the women are responsible for 

building the 'Laubhütten' and the men the 'Hochhauser' and when he says as 

much to the men, and they deny this, he explains it away by saying: 'entweder 

schamten sie sich ihrer Domestikation, oder sie fürchteten die Zensur' (GW, 

83).

When they inevitably end up in jail, it is only through Gustav's superior wit and 

cunning that they are able to escape. As he explains:

Ich begann vor mich hin zu reden. Zuerst leise, dann lauter, zuletzt so 
laut, daR mich alle Amazonen, die unseren Kafig umlagerten, 
verstehen konnten. Ich schilderte ihnen auf tupi das Leben meiner 
Klara und anderer glücklicher Frauen meiner Heimat [der DDR]. Schon 
nach wenigen Satzen flossen die ersten Tranen. (GW, 94)

In the end, the Amazonian women cry so much that they raise the level 

of the Amazon, allowing piranhas to enter the cage and eat through the steel
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bars and '[a]ls die Stangen brachen, waren die Augen bereits derart 

geschwolien, daft die Amazonen ihnen nicht mehr trauten' (GW, 95).

What is interesting here, is whether Gustav truly believes that women in this 

allegorical GDR are as happy as he says they are and that the outcome of the 

story is purely incidental or whether he knows deep down that women are not 

really happy with their situation and that he uses this to get the desired 

response from the Amazonian women. Morgner is not clear on this, although 

Gustav does say; 'Ich entrann ihm [dem Tod] durch eine List' (GW, 94), 

hinting perhaps that he really is that cunning. Be that as it may, what is 

important is Gustav's belief in his own superiority, something he stresses in 

every story.

As in the fourth story, Gustav's sixth's story, relating his journey to the icy 

landscape of Frigiderien,'^^ also contains a scene which deals directly with 

Gustav's attitude towards women. Although the story is primarily a critical 

expose of Morgner's views on cryogenics, the restaurant scene is a macabre 

reminder of how certain men regard women as mere objects to be bought:

Wir bestellten Sauerbraten und grüne Klolie. Nach dem Essen trugen 
uns die Kellner eine auf einem silbernen Tablett stehende Dame auf. 
Der Geschâftsführer erklarte uns, dad das Ausziehen einer Dame zum 
Mittagsgedeck eines jeden anstandigen frigiderischen Restaurants 
gehorte. Um kein Aufsehen zu erregen, zogen wir die Dame also vollig 
aus, warfen ihre Kleidungsstücke, dem Beispiel anderer Gaste folgend, 
über die linke Schulter, legten die Hande kurz auf Briiste und 
Hinterbacken und zahlten sechs Eismark. Für elf Eismark durfte man 
der servierten Dame die Haut abziehen und die Hande auf Leber, 
Galle, Milz und andere Innereien legen. Für fünfzehn Eismark durfte 
man die Milz behalten. Da ich nur unorganische Werte sammie, sparte 
ich das Geld, das Hulda inzwischen als Schauobjekt verdient hatte, die 
Kunden der frigiderischen Lohnfrosterei waren schausüchtig. (GW, 
128-9)

43 Frlgiderien can be read as representing the capitalist West.
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According to Bele H's footnote, this graphic and gruesome depiction of 

the exploitation of the women on Frigiderien is an example of her 

grandfather's black humour. Nevertheless, there seems to be no justification 

for such blatant violation of women's bodies, which is nothing short of public 

rape condoned by society. However, putting aside any moral objections which 

can be raised in respect of this scene, Morgner, through Bele H, uses 

Gustav's own humour to her own advantage in order to highlight the plight of 

women rather than to endorse their situation. As Bele H explains: 'Schwarzer 

Humor, wie hier und an anderen Stellen der Geschichte zutage tritt, ist mit 

meiner humanistischen Gesinnung vereinbar, da schwarzen Zustanden 

gemaR. Humor anderer Tonung hellt schwarze Zustande optisch auf: 

verharmlost' (GW, 129).

Morgner firmly believed in the power of humour and here, with only a few 

words, she manages to exploit a situation in which humour is clearly used at 

the expense of women. She is realistic enough to accept that we are living in 

black times and that black times call for black humour. In fact, no other type of 

humour would do since anything less would only gloss over a less than ideal 

situation. By means of Bele H's comment in the footnote, Morgner briefly 

moves the action outside Gustav's sphere of influence, thereby excluding him 

from the additional layer of meaning intended for the reader only. Morgner is 

aware that Gustav would not be able to grasp the significance of such an 

aside and by excluding him, draws attention to the fact that men of his 

generation are unable and unwilling to change their attitude towards women.

Gustav uses the fantastic, but not in any progressive way. His fantastic stories 

serve only to turn him into a hero, a man who is not only capable of
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outsmarting his fellow human beings with his superior physical strength and 

intellect, but whose powers also extend to the animal kingdom, enabling him, 

for example, to get a seahorse to pull him across the ocean during his fifth 

journey. In Gustav's world, men reign supreme and this is the natural order of 

things. Despite being physically and intellectually superior, these are not 

necessarily characteristics required by men to take their 'rightful' place in 

society. In Gustav's world-view, the mere fact of being men guarantees victory 

in the battle of the sexes. As Joanna Russ explains; 'This victory is therefore a 

victory of nature, and so the battle may be won without intelligence, character, 

humanity, humility, foresight, courage, planning, sense, technology, or even 

responsibility'.' '̂^ Morgner, however, is not satisfied with this interpretation and, 

in Amanda, proves that women can be victorious over men. Significantly, at 

the end of Amanda, the witches celebrate their victory by openly and cruelly 

laughing, echoing the 'schwarzer Humor' of Die Wundersamen Reisen 

Gustavs des Weltfahrers. However, Morgner still had a great deal of work to 

do before she could reach this stage.

As is clear from the discussion of the three narratives, the above quotation by 

Russ could easily have been uttered by any of the male protagonists. In 

Trobadora Beatriz, the subject of the next chapter, we will once again 

encounter similar male characters, although Morgner does move away from 

the purely chauvinistic characters like Paul and Gustav and for the first time 

creates a different type of male character in the form of Benno and Uwe by 

way of offsetting other male characters in the novel.

'̂ '’ Joanna Russ, To Write Like a Woman . Essays in Feminism and Science Fiction 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995), p. 43.
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Chapter 4

Embracing the fantastic in Leben und Abenteuer der 
Trobadora Beatriz nach Zeugnissen ihrer Spielfrau Laura, and 

Rumba auf einen Herbst

Historical background and cultural policy

The previous chapter demonstrated that the literature of the 1970s heralded a 

new era in the cultural life of the GDR. Critics have been unable to agree, 

however, on when this new era began. Some critics assert that the new era 

started when Honecker took over from Ulbricht in 1971, while others say the 

process of change had already started in the late 1960s. Be this as it may, the 

literature of the 1970s arose during, and indeed helped to shape a very 

exciting and turbulent period. This literature was characterised by a multi

dimensionality that earlier narratives had lacked. This view is supported by 

Hohendahl and Herminghouse who characterise the literature of this period as 

consisting of numerous strands emanating in various directions.^ However, 

since the official function of literature was by and large still determined by the 

Party, this led to tension and conflict which eventually resulted in extreme 

courses of action like Biermann’s expatriation.

During the 1970s works of prose created a forum through which authors could 

discuss the problems of most concern to them, including debates surrounding 

Germany's political history, criticism of a society that has become increasingly 

technocratic, as well as discussions of the role of the individual in society. The 

clearest change in many of these works is that they were increasingly

 ̂ Peter Hohendal and Patricia Herminghouse (eds), Literatur der DDR in den siebziger 
Jahren (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1983), p. 8.
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fantastic in nature. Authors were endeavouring to redefine the very concept of 

reality.

At this time many female authors started writing about the desirability of the 

kind of emancipation offered to them by the Party. As Sara Lennox points out, 

the majority of literature written by women during this period laments the 

failure of the GDR to develop a form of socialism that made self-realisation a 

possibility for women.^ Female authors repeatedly discussed the double 

burden which working women had to cope with and searched for alternative 

ways in which women could improve their lives. Morgner's Trobadora Beatriz 

is an exemplary example of this kind of writing. As Lennox states:

Trobadora Beatriz greift damit in vieler Hinsicht die historischen 
Bedürfnisse der Frauen in der DDR auf und stellt den starren, linearen 
und geschlossenen Strukturen des wissenschaftlichen Sozialismus 
eine Form gegenüber, die dem Subjektiven, dem Spontanen und dem 
Unerwarteten Raum bietet, gleichsam als Modell für eine Geschichte, 
die der Vielfalt wie der Eigenart geoffnet ist.^

According to Hamish Reid, the liberalisation of cultural policy had two 

principal effects. On the one hand, freedom in the cultural sphere gives the 

illusion of freedom in the political sphere, which means that the cultural 

revolution can be seen as a surrogate for real socialism, whether these are 

debates about literature and the arts, or tensions within the literary world 

itself.'^ Despite this liberalisation, however, it was clear that by no means all of 

the taboos had been lifted and by 1976 the liberal policy came to an abrupt

 ̂ Sara Lennox, "'Nun ]a! Das nâchste Leben geht aber heute an." Prosa von Frauen und 
Frauenbefrelung in der DDR' in Literatur der DDR in den siebziger Jahren (Frankfurt am 
Main: Suhrkamp, 1983) ed. by Peter Hohendal and Patricia Herminghouse, pp. 224-258, 
(here p. 234).

® Ibid., p. 237.
 ̂ Hamish Reid, 'Literature without Taboos: Writers in East Germany since 197T in Culture 

and Society in the GDR  (Tayport: Hutton Press, 1984) ed. by Graham Bartram and Anthony 
Waine, pp. 101-12, (here pp. 102-03).
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end as the state once again asserted its right to suppress any form of 

criticism, as was demonstrated by the Biermann affair.

Although Biermann chose to live in East Berlin, he was critical of the SED's 

method of pursuing socialist goals. He was always very outspoken and 

therefore subject to close scrutiny by the authorities. After permitting 

Biermann to give a concert in Cologne and promising that he would be 

allowed back into the country, the authorities instead withdrew his passport on 

the (justifiable) grounds that he had defamed the GDR. As Reid points out, 

the Biermann affair was a catalyst which destroyed the illusions some authors 

had held about their intellectual freedom.® Consequently, an open letter of 

protest was sent to the SED, signed initially by twelve prominent authors 

including Christa Wolf, Stefan Heym, Volker Braun and Heiner Müller. 

Although the letter was, of course, not made public in the GDR, it was 

published in West German newspapers and discussed on West German 

television. By 1979, the SED had passed very restrictive laws prohibiting 

authors from being interviewed by Western journalists without permission, as 

well as prohibiting the publication of material in the West which could be seen 

as detrimental to the interests of the GDR.® The effect of these measures on 

literature published in the early 1980s will be discussed in the next chapter.

® Hamish Reid, Writing without Taboos. The New East German Literature (Oxford: Berg 
Publishers Limited, 1990), p. 45.

® Ibid., p. 105.
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Trobadora Beatriz and Rumba auf einen Herbst

Despite the fact that Rumba auf einen Herbst was written more than ten years 

before the Beatriz novel, these two novels are closely linked because parts of 

the former novel were incorporated into the latter as intermezzi and 

consequently many of the characters, especially the male characters, appear 

in both novels. It is for this reason that it has been decided to examine these 

two novels together.^ Before looking at the two novels in greater detail, it is 

necessary to look briefly at the background of both novels, in particular that of 

Rumba auf einen Herbst As was seen in the previous section, cultural policy 

underwent a number of sudden and unjustified changes and Rumba auf einen 

Herbst was one of the novels that suffered as a result. As will be shown 

below, refusal to publish the novel, despite initially being given the green light, 

greatly affected Morgner and consequently also affected the final version of 

Trobadora Beatriz. As a result, both novels were directly and indirectly shaped 

by the fluctuations in cultural policy in place at the time.

Following her initial forays into socialist realism with Das Signal steht auf 

Fahrt and Ein Haus am Rande der Stadt, both of which lived up to the 

expectations announced at the Bitterfeld conference, Morgner dramatically 

changed her approach to writing novels with her next book. Rumba auf einen 

Herbst Written during the early 1960s and first submitted to the Aufbau 

Verlag in 1963, this novel deviated dramatically from the literary programme 

of the Bitterfeld conference, not only in its form, but also, and more 

importantly, in its content. It therefore did not come as any surprise that the 

publishers rejected the novel on the basis that it was too 'problematic'.®

 ̂ For the sake of simplicity, all quotations will be taken from the Beatriz novel (the 1994 
Luchterhand Literaturverlag edition), except where these relate to sections that where not 
published as part of the intermezzi, but were included in Rumba auf einen Herbst, compiled 
by Rudolf Bussmann and published by Luchterhand Literaturverlag in 1992.

® Westgate, for example, refers to the novel's 'too-overt social commentary', p. 15.
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Undeterred, Morgner undertook an extensive revision and submitted the novel 

again in 1965, this time to the Mitteldeutscher Verlag. Although the publishers 

recommended the book for publication, the 'Hauptverwaltung des 

Ministeriums für Kultur' again rejected it, which placed the novel in publishing 

limbo, for the time being at least.®

Various factors, especially the way in which Morgner presents the 

protagonists, contributed to the censors’ decision to reject the book. In her 

essay Trobadora unterwegs oder Schulung in Realismus', Annemarie Auer 

cites the novel's radical political content as one of the main reasons for its 

rejection.^® According to the censors, the novel was too explicit in its treatment 

of male-female relationships and the style and language were too 'modern'.^^ 

The fact that Morgner gives much sexual detail and the fact that the novel has 

no single protagonist and a great deal of interior monologue, therefore made it 

unsuitable for publication.

Morgner was devastated by the rejection of the book which she said was the 

first book which she had to write, especially since the original manuscript had 

mysteriously disappeared along the treacherous road to (non-)publication. All 

that remained was a barely legible carbon copy, which fortunately was 

sufficient for Morgner to use when she decided to incorporate parts of the 

novel into Trobadora Beatriz almost ten years later and for Rudolf Bussmann 

when he undertook the herculean task of publishing the novel in its own right 

in 1992.

The original novel consists of four main stories, each dealing with one or two

® See Westgate, pp. 77-86.
Annemarie Auer, Trobadora unterwegs oder Schulung in Realismus', Sinn und Form, 28 
(1976).
For a detailed discussion of sexuality in Morgner's work and how the GDR censors dealt 

with this aspect in general, see Beth Linklater's book:'Und immer zdgeiloser wird die Lust’. 
Constructions of sexuaiity in East German Literatures (Berne: Lang, 1998).
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main characters and a mythical framework story which serves as a backdrop 

to many of the novel's primary concerns. The existential crises of the real 

characters are reflected in Persephone's own existential crisis, experienced 

shortly before her annual return to Hades and her husband Pluto, Apocalyptic 

fear and uncertainty, themes of both narrative levels, are given further 

impetus by the Cuban missile crisis of 1962 which, although never addressed 

directly, is a sub-text of the novel.

Morgner made a number of changes to the first draft following its rejection, 

one being the introduction of Kai, who acts as a link between the stories, 

connecting and playing off various characters against each other and 

providing a bridge to their pasts. He is also the one character who provides a 

link with the mythological section of the novel. Where he is charismatic and 

unpredictable, the remaining protagonists, with the exception of Valeska, 

namely Lutz, Uwe, Oskar Pakulat, Benno, and Karla are all to a large extent 

unremarkable, mundane characters who are struggling to cope in their own 

way with work, relationships and love. They are all fallible one way or another 

and represent aspects of the average GDR citizen. Morgner therefore avoids 

making any one of them into a positive Bitterfeld-style hero.

The story called 'Blues' deals with the illicit affair between Lutz and Valeska 

while on a lake-side holiday. Both of them are architects'^ and although both 

are strong-minded, self-confident characters, it is Lutz, in particular, who has 

trouble dealing with his affair, constantly having to justify to himself why he 

has fallen for Valeska, a woman who, in his own words, is not his type. As he 

says: 'Eine sehr unbestândige Dame, wie es scheint. Sprunghafte Frauen hab 

ich eigentlich auch nie gemocht. Aber unter den Blinden ist der Einaugige

In later incarnations, Valeska is a dietitian.
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Kônig’.̂ ®

This is the only story that Morgner did not include as an intermezzo in 

Trobadora Beatriz.

The story, 'Schalmeientwist', which was included almost verbatim as two 

intermezzi, deals in two parts with the story of Oskar Pakulat and his lost son 

Benno. By quoting two verses from Luke's gospel at the beginning of each 

section, Morgner makes known her intentions for this story. True to his Biblical 

predecessor, Pakulat sets out in search for his lost son and the story 

becomes a vehicle for Morgner to discuss a prominent theme in GDR history, 

namely that of the difficulties experienced by the old and new generations in 

coming to terms with each another - the older generation clinging to traditional 

communist virtues and the younger generation, the first generation to grow up 

in an already established GDR, abandoning old traditions and embracing 

modern, American-inspired views and attitudes.

The protagonist of the story 'Notturno' is Karla and it is mainly through her 

reminiscing that the reader is introduced to Kai. The impending breakdown of 

her marriage to Lutz and the plight of women are further themes developed in 

this story, part of which was included in Trobadora Beatriz.

The title of the final story, 'Cantus firm us', is significant not only because it 

continues the musical theme running through the novel, but also because it 

accurately describes the main action of the story. The chorale tune, here 

represented by Uwe Parnitzke, is offset by the counterpoint, represented by 

Dr Kai M, the later incarnation of the Kai of Karla's memories. The bulk of this 

story was also incorporated into Trobadora Beatriz. Finally, the Persephone

Irmtraud Morgner, Rumba auf einen Herbst (Hamburg: Luchterhand, 1992). Henceforth 
references taken from this novel will be given In parentheses in the text proper, with the 
abbreviation RH followed by the page number, e.g. (RH, 23).
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episode is also incorporated into the Beatriz novel as book six,

Morgner made a number of confusing and unexplained changes when she 

used parts of this novel to form the intermezzi of Trobadora Beatriz. The most 

important changes include name changes such as Dr Kai M becoming Dr 

Wenzel Morolf and Ev becoming Valeska.^'^ The institute director, who 

remains unnamed in Rumba auf einen Herbst is called Gurnemann (and 

Brandis in Hoohzeit in Konstantinopel), Maud changes to Kajunken, Wieseken 

and Buschmann, although the main Maud episode describing her illicit affair 

with Uwe is omitted in the intermezzi. This cross-fertilisation and inter- 

textualisation of characters is an important feature of Morgner’s compositional 

method, and many of the original characters of the Rumba novel find their 

way not only into Trobadora Beatriz, but also into the two later novels. Certain 

characters like Lutz and Benno, for example, also appear in the main body of 

the Beatriz novel and not only in the intermezzo sections, which allows these 

sections to become more integrated into the novel, as opposed to being mere 

extracts inserted from another book.

Its later incorporation into Trobadora Beatriz makes Rumba auf einen Herbst 

a particularly important novel. Not only is it the first novel in which Morgner 

abandons her socialist realist roots, but it is also the novel that sets the scene 

for everything that comes after it, forming a pre-history for the characters in 

later books. As such it can be regarded as a watershed in Morgner's writing 

career.

Although the fantastic plays a role in Rumba, this role is not as pronounced or

For the sake of uniformity and in order to avoid confusion, the names of the characters as 
used in Trobadora Beatriz will be used throughout. For a detailed discussion of the various 
changes, see Doris Janhsen's article Konkordanz. Wiederaufnahmen von ‘Rumba auf einen 
Herbst'in anderen Romanen Irmtraud Morgners, which is appended to the 1992 edition of 
the novel (pp. 359-72).
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as prominent as it was to become in the later novel, Trobadora Beatriz. The 

stories themselves are not fantastical in any way and the characters are, for 

the most part, grounded in reality. The only instances in Rumba that could be 

construed as fantastical occur in 'Notturno' when Karla talks to two women 

who appear to be either fantastical or figments of her imagination. The only 

genuinely fantastical elements of the story are the mythological interludes 

which Morgner added to the novel after its initial rejection by the censors. 

However, it is appropriate that the novel is not predominantly fantastical in 

nature, especially since Rumba auf einen Herbst is essentially a book about 

men. All four stories revolve around the lives of the male protagonists, even 

'Notturno', in which no male character actively plays a role, is to a large extent 

about Lutz and Wenzel. Although Karla is the protagonist of this story, her 

inner struggle is embodied in memories of Wenzel and the three passionate 

days they spent together. Her loneliness and hardships, the life she is forced 

to live, are offset against the successes of Lutz and Wenzel and they 

dominate her thoughts. Before returning to these characters, it is necessary to 

look briefly at the Beatriz novel and to see how its form and content differ from 

those of the earlier novels.

Morgner, despite her many criticisms of the GDR, remained convinced, at 

least while writing Trobadora Beatriz, that the GDR offered the possibility of 

an utopia, a promised land where women had as good a chance as men to 

make a success of their lives. It is not without reason that Beatriz and 

Melusine agree that the battle cry of their protest songs should be: 'Eine Frau, 

die sich heute Charakter leisten will, kann nur Sozialistin sein'.^® For Morgner, 

being a socialist is a necessary though not sufficient condition of making 

progress towards utopia. More is required. In order to solve the problems of

irmtraud Morgner, Leben und Abenteuer der Trobadora Beatriz nach Zeugnissen ihrer 
Spielfrau Laura. Roman, (Munich: dtv, 1994), p. 152. Henceforth references to this novel 
will be given in parentheses in the text proper, with the abbreviation TB followed by the 
page number, e.g. (TB, 18).
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society, and thereby by implication those of the GDR, writers had to work from 

within its borders, from within a socialist structure. This ambivalent attitude is 

highlighted time and again in Trobadora Beatriz, in particular through the 

interaction between Beatriz and Laura - the one character offering a 

possibility, the other living the reality.

In Trobadora Beatriz, Morgner’s protagonist, Beatriz de Dia is a troubadour 

from medieval Provence who decides in the year 1200 to go to sleep for eight 

centuries because she is unhappy with the contemporary power structures 

which are firmly rooted in feudal patriarchy. She hopes that these structures 

will have been removed or superseded by the time she wakes up. Morgner 

based Beatriz on a historical figure, a little-known twelfth-century French 

countess who was also one of the very few female troubadours, but of whom 

only a few lines of poetry survive. Morgner chose this particular figure, instead 

of a more well-known character or even an entirely fictitious character, 

precisely because de Dia is such an obscure figure, since she sees this as 

representative of the subordinate position to which women as artists have 

been relegated throughout patriarchal societies. Given her position as a 

woman in medieval society, the Countess de Dia was never given the 

opportunity to leave a poetic legacy to the world and, by recreating her in 

Trobadora Beatriz, it is almost as if Morgner wants to give her a second 

chance by rewriting history for women. The importance of history, and in 

particular women's role in history, is underlined in an interview with Ursula 

Krechel when Morgner says:

GeschichtsbewuRtsein ist aber aufterordentlich wichtig, wenn man eine 
historische Bewegung wie die Frauenbewegung richtig verstehen will. 
Ohne GeschichtsbewuRtsein wurden wir bald ungeduldig und 
moglicherweise einen nostalgischen Rückschlag erleiden. [...] Sich in 
einem historischen Zusammenhang zu begreifen, erfordert natürlich
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Mühe, Kraft, verlangt Intelligenz, Belesenheit und leider viel GeduldJ®

Because Beatriz’s castle Almaciz stands in the way of a new motorway 

she is woken early, at the time of the student uprisings in Paris in 1968. 

However, she soon realises that modern France, and later the 'promised land' 

in the form of the GDR, where she is eventually encouraged to go by Uwe 

Parnitzke, fall short of her emancipatory and egalitarian ideals. The novel 

follows Beatriz, together with Laura, her newly acquired minstrel ('Spielfrau'), 

through a number of 'adventures', in their search not only for a better future 

for women, but for humankind as a whole - an utopian ideal which Morgner 

referred to as the 'homo humanus' or the 'Vermenschlichung des Menschen', 

a new order which is 'weder patriarchalisch noch matriarchalisch [...], sondern 

menschlich' (TB, 27).^^ It soon becomes clear that this is no ordinary novel, 

but rather an intriguing blend of fact and fiction, a book which combines fairy 

tales, magic, myths and legends with the harsh reality of 'real existierender 

Sozialismus' where there are no boundaries, and characters move effortlessly 

between the past and the present.

Not unlike Angela Carter, Morgner has to reinvent her magic, since 

Europeans, and perhaps even more so East Germans, had by the mid

twentieth century long since abandoned any beliefs in magic they may once 

have held. As Zamora and Paris point out, texts in which reality and the 

fantastic are intertwined must 'draw upon cultural systems that are no less

Ursula Krechel, 'Die tâgiichen Zerstückelungen. Gesprâch mit Ursula Krechel' In Mariise 
Gerhardt, éd., Irmtraud Morgner. Texte, Daten, Bllder (Frankfurt am Main: Luchterhand, 
1990), p. 28.
This act of becoming human therefore refers not only to women, but also to men. However, 
Morgner makes it clear that women are more open to change than men and that it is far 
easier for them to undergo this process by using magic and the fantastic as catalysts. As 
will be shown below, most men in the novel are too imbued with patriarchal doctrine to 
change. There are only a few men, for example Benno and perhaps Uwe, who Morgner 
claims are capable of undergoing this act of becoming human and it is on their shoulders 
that the success of her utopian society rests.
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'real' than those upon which traditional literary realism draws'/® This holds 

true for many non-Western societies, where mystery and the fantastic still play 

an important role in cultural life and where rationalism and technology tend to 

occupy a secondary position in the system of cultural values. However, the 

situation is far from clear-cut in societies where these practices and attitudes 

inhabit the occult fringes of culture, and authors using the fantastic have 

therefore to reinvent or revitalise them. Morgner revitalises the magic by 

appropriating and reworking European myth and legend into a base from 

which she can subvert her own culture and society.

Trobadora Beatriz is in fact a retelling of the Sleeping Beauty fairy tale that 

stands in stark contrast to the story told by the brothers Grimm, for here there 

is no dashing prince, no idyllic setting and no happy-ever-after, at least not in 

the conventional sense. What the reader (and Morgner's own Sleeping 

Beauty, Beatriz) have to confront instead are a foul-mouthed French engineer 

and a baffled explosives expert trying their best to demolish the castle which 

prevents them from building the motorway. Having thus set the scene, 

Morgner takes the reader on a roller-coaster ride, following the adventures of 

Trobadora Beatriz and her minstrel Laura. Their quest for an egalitarian 

society is encapsulated in a complex blend of stories, songs, poems, dream 

sequences, magazine articles, research and news reports, interviews and 

Morse code messages, all of which combine to alienate and entrance the 

reader at the same time. The fifth book, for example, is entirely written in 

Morse code; we are told in the heading of this short chapter, that these poems 

are examples of the work that Beatriz writes with the ‘poetry generator’. 

However, unless the reader knows Morse code, this chapter will remain 

merely an eccentric insert in an already complex novel. Some of Morgner's 

references may be even more obscure to a reader unfamiliar with the GDR.

^°L. P. Zamora and W . B. Paris, eds.. Magical Realism. Theory, History, Community {Durham 
and London: Duke University Press, 1996), p. 3.
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For example, the novel contains many unexplained references (often in 

abbreviated form) to various organisations such as the 'FDGB' (Federation of 

Free German Trade Unions), which may cause some readers to miss their 

direction and force.

Morgner creates a multi-layered montage novel which differs radically from 

anything that had been written in the GDR up to that point. Her reason for 

using the montage technique is twofold. On the one hand, she feels that this 

type of novel is really the only kind which can be comfortably written in the 

twentieth century. When the editor-in-chief of the Aufbau Verlag complains in 

Trobadora Beatriz that the montage novel is merely a collection of stories and 

that anthologies do not sell very well, Laura replies that writing conventional 

novels require sustaining a specific concept over several years and given the 

violent political movements throughout the world, this type of activity is no 

longer possible. Also, in Morgner’s view the montage novel is particularly 

suited to women, because writing in short bursts is in keeping, she believes, 

with a woman's temperament and lifestyle and:

Abgesehen vom Temperament, entspricht kurze Prosa dem 
gesellschaftlich, nicht biologisch bedingten Lebensrhythmus einer 
gewohnlichen Frau, die standig von haushaltbedingten Abhaltungen 
zerstreut wird. Zeitmangel und nicht berechenbare Storungen zwingen 
zu schnellen Würfen ohne mahliche Einstimmung, ich kann nur voll 
ansetzen oder nicht. (TB, 248)

This, however, does not mean that women cannot write conventional 

novels, that they are mentally incapable of sustaining the same concept over 

a longer period, but rather that their social circumstances prevent them from 

having the time to do so. This view held by Laura is reiterated by Morgner in 

the interview with Ursula Krechel when she says:

Es kann gar nicht anders sein. Es liegt nicht am Geschlecht, sondern 
an den sozialen Bedingungen. demand, der sozial anders lebt, der
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muR auch eine andere Art zu schreiben haben, denn: Der Stii ist ja der 
Mensch/®

Because they not only have to work but also have to look after children 

and do the housework, women are forced to adopt a different style of writing 

to suit a lifestyle imposed on them by society. Secondly, montage as a novel 

form, is an effective way to blend the fantastic with the real. By interspersing 

fantastic chapters with workaday reports, Morgner is able to blur the borders 

between reality and fantasy, which makes it easier for the narrative action to 

span two separate domains.

The influence of the Romantics, on the one hand, and Goethe, on the other, 

has already been commented on in an earlier chapter, but warrants being 

repeated here. Ever since she read Faust as a twelve-year-old, Morgner had 

a special affinity with Goethe. According to her, this affinity stemmed from 

Goethe's 'androgyne Beschaffenheit'^® and from his ability to rid mythology of 

its patriarchal basis. In the interview with Kaufmann, she elaborates as 

follows:

Kein Dichter hat so weit gedacht wie Goethe, dem die Erreichung des 
Homo humanus in ferner Zukunft nur dann moglich erschien, wenn das 
weibliche Potential, mit dem Geschichte bisher wenig hat anfangen 
konnen, eingebracht wird als schopferische Kraft. Das ist ein 
gigantischer Vorgriff Goethes, einer, den wir erst langsam begreifen: 
Der Homo humanus ist nicht erreichbar ohne die Freisetzung und 
harmonische Verbindung der kreativen Potenzen beider 
Geschlechter.^^

It is therefore not all that difficult to interpret Beatriz, in homage to Goethe, as 

a female Faust-figure. The influence of the 'Goethezeif, however, is not 

limited to Goethe, but extends to the Romantics as well, in particular to E.T.A.

Krechel, p. 28.
^°Eva Kaufmann, 'Der weibliche Ketzer heiUt Hexe’, in Irmtraud Morgner. Texte, Daten, 

Bilder, ed. by M. Gerhardt, (Frankfurt am Main: Luchterhand, 1984), p. 54.
^^Ibid., p. 54.
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Hoffmann. As was seen in Chapter 1, Hoffmann regularly juxtaposed the 

fantastic and reality in his stories, in order to criticise his own contemporary 

reality. By doing the same, Morgner similarly forces the reader to take stock of 

his view of reality and to take a critical stance towards social structures to 

which he might have become accustomed. Through this juxtaposition, she 

hopes to draw attention to the shortcomings of both 'real existierender 

Sozialismus' and 'sozialistischer Realismus'.

These parallels between Hoffmann and Morgner cannot be ignored. The 

similarities between Trobadora Beatriz and Amanda, on the one hand, and 

Der goldne Topf (ca. 1813) and Die Eiixiere des Teufeis (ca. 1815), on the 

other, are striking. In Der goldne Topf, for example, the main narrative action 

takes place simultaneously in contemporary Dresden and in a fantastical 

world. Seen against the background of this fantastical world, Hoffmann views 

early nineteenth-century Germans in much the same way as Morgner views 

East Germans of the 1970s, namely, as bereft of imagination. Beverley Hardy 

draws attention to another story by Hoffmann when she says:

In 'Klein Zaches genannt Zinnober' [...] Hoffmann is clearly attacking 
the utilitarian attitude of the Enlightenment which inhibits fantasy and 
imagination. The two worlds in the tale underline the impoverishment of 
cultural and spiritual life of the Prussian system of the early 1800s 
which Hoffmann found so painful to live in.^^

Looking at this paragraph, it is very tempting to draw parallels between 

Hoffmann's Germany and Morgner's GDR and to detect similarities between 

Hoffmann's implicit criticism and Morgner's. Criticism of society, especially in 

the GDR, was much more acceptable when encased in fantastic narratives, 

which afforded authors the opportunity to attack political and cultural 

structures largely without fear of being neutered by the censors. As Hardy

Hardy, p. 79.
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maintains:

The use of the fantastic, when juxtaposed with stagnant, alienated 
behaviour patterns and attitudes contributes to a powerful plea for a 
revolution in the way people understand themselves, relate to each 
other and interpret their role in society's processes/®

Beatriz is an excellent example of a character who is able to traverse 

different worlds. Through her actions, the narrative is able to move constantly 

between fantasy and reality. Not only is she a time traveller, but also a person 

who can cross borders. As a 'Grenzüberschreiterin' she is able to situate her 

narrative space in both the fantastic world of gods and goddesses and the 

socialist realist world of the GDR. However, Beatriz's character is made more 

complex by the fact that she also acts as Laura's doppelgànger, thereby 

strengthening the fantastic/realist paradox even further. This aspect of their 

characters is made very explicit when Beatriz writes to Laura: 'Du bist meine 

bessere Halfte (TB, 184). Beatriz and Laura are opposite sides of the same 

coin, but are linked by the same ideals; Beatriz represents the fantastical 

element and Laura the realist element. As the novel progresses, Beatriz and 

Laura very subtly start assuming aspects of each other's characters to a point 

where they even resemble each other physically. We are told: 'Da Beatriz sich 

befleiSigte, Laura auch in Kleinigkeiten nachzueifern, erkannte Wesselin sie 

bald als Ersatzmutter an' (TB, 564). The two women draw on each other's 

respective strengths, which turns them both into much more rounded 

characters: on the one hand Beatriz learns how to live the socialist realist life 

by learning domestic skills and looking after children while, on the other hand, 

Laura learns how to escape this prison with the help of a little magic.

Although the fantastical/magical plays a major role in the novel, the main 

action is set in the all-too real world of the GDR in the 1970s, in which Laura

23 Ibid., pp. 83-4.
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lives. Throughout the novel, Morgner ensures that the reader does not forget 

this 'reality'. The epigraph of chapter 17 of the fourth book, for example, 

describes 'was Beatriz de Die dber Lauras gewôhniiches Vorleben nach und 

nach erfuhf" (TB, 159). Here the reader is given a detached and matter-of-fact 

description of Laura's life in a nutshell; there is no romance and excitement, 

rather broken marriages and lost children. The reality of GDR life is further 

enhanced by factual reports on abortion as, for example, in chapter 11 of 

book 11 : 'Darin Ausschnitte jener denkwdrdigen Rede nachzulesen s/nd, mit 

der Professor Dr. Ludwig Meckiinger, Minister fdr Gesundheitswesen der 

Deutschen Demokratischen Republik, das Gesetz dber die Unterbrechung der 

Sohwangerschaft vor der Volkskammer am 9. Marz 1972 begrdndete' (TB, 

480); international news is also emphasised, for example, in chapter 17 of 

book 11: 'Von Beatriz verlesene Auszdge aus dem Kommuniqué der 

bewaffneten Befreiungskrafte Sddvietnams dber die groden Siege wahrend 

eines Monats der Offensive vom 30. Marz bis zum 1. Mai 1972' (TB, 504).

These factual accounts are offset by many instances of magic and fantasy, 

which are accepted without any of the hesitation referred to by Todorov. 

Morgner interweaves fantastic elements into the main narrative without 

drawing attention to it. Even something as fantastic as a woman sleeping for 

800 years is accepted without question. Frau Eos' reaction to Beatriz, for 

example, convinces her that 'jahrhundertelange Schlafereien keine Seltenheit 

[waren]' (TB, 148). As has been pointed out above, this side of the coin is 

mainly represented by Beatriz, together with her sister-in-law, Marie de 

Lusignan or 'die schone Melusine' as she is also known, who is half-human, 

half-sphinx. These fantastical characters interact with reality throughout the 

novel, without provoking any significant reaction from the other characters. 

When Melusine visits Laura for the first time, she almost immediately accepts 

the existence of this phenomenal creature. The dividing line between the real
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and the imaginary is temporarily suspended. Laura sees in Melusine 

something which she, at this stage, cannot be; she sees Melusine as 

someone who has managed to break free from the constraints of reality. As 

Lewis points out:

An unshaken belief in the power of miracles and fantasy is [...] a 
means of staving off the threat of stagnation and imposed immobility; it 
encourages faith in the possibility of social change and therefore in the 
improvement of existing conditions for women.^^

This is something which Laura strives for and which she does, to a certain 

extent, achieve, with the help of Melusine and Beatriz.

Examples of the fantastic/magical are interspersed throughout the novel, 

sometimes within chapters dealing primarily with the 'real', as in the incident 

between Laura and Melusine outlined above and sometimes in chapters 

devoted entirely to the fantastic as, for example, chapter 7 of book 1: 'Von der 

Oberwelt fàhrt eln Bunker mit zwei abgesetzten Gottinnen herab' (TB, 25). 

Here Beatriz meets Demeter and Persephone who were kept captive in a 

holding cell and who were supposed to have been freed and restored to 

power, thereby reinstating ancient matriarchal conditions, by Melusine and 

friends in return for prolonged life. These positive female characters are 

examples of liberated women who have the power and ability to save the 

world. Through their actions, suggests Morgner, they are able to reinscribe 

women into history.

The fantastical element is further expounded in the novel in book twelve 

entitled: 'Gute Botschaft der Valeska, die Laura am Begrabnistag der 

Trobadora als Offenbarung liesf (TB, 617). Valeska, a female scientist, 

discovers that after uttering the sentence 'Man muRte ein Mann sein' (TB,

24 Lewis, p. 17.
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621, 625 and 653) three times, she actually changes into a man. Although this 

sudden sex change is never sufficiently explained, Valeska accepts, and even 

exploits it. For one, she seems to receive more respect from her fellow 

scientists when she assumes the form of a man and it is clear that Morgner is 

making a statement about the nature of patriarchal structures in society in this 

story. In Lewis's words:

The primary purpose of the introduction of the fantastic is indeed the 
uncovering of a repressed and censored narrative that charts the 
continued subordination of women in the private sphere, in the work 
place, and in the domains of historical and scientific inquiry.^®

Morgner is trying to expose the apparent naturalness and acceptability of 

social conventions prevalent in the GDR by means of the fantastic and the 

magical. Her agenda is nothing less than a change in the way we think and 

live, and it is possible to effect this change, she says, through literature:

Man kann die Sitten nur andern, indem man sie als seltsam und 
unangemessen in BewuRtsein hebt, zum Beispiel mit Literatur, indem 
man Leser anregt zu einem schopferischen Prozeli des Nachdenkens 
und der Verwunderung Dber sich selbst. Eine Anderung der Sitten 1st 
ein ProzeB der Gesellschaft und jedes einzelnen, ein Prozefi>, der 
Entdeckungen bringt.^®

Morgner succeeds in conveying her message largely by means of her 

interweaving of the fantastic and magical. The fact that Beatriz is capable of 

time travel affords her a unique position and perspective from where she can 

gain a sense of her own history and allows her - and the reader - to adopt a 

critical stance towards contemporary society. It may even give her/the reader 

a sense of what the future may hold, since she herself explains the use of the 

fantastic in her novel by saying:

^®lbid., p. 9.
^®Cited in Patricia Herminghouse, 'Die Frau und das Phantastische in der neueren DDR- 

Literatur. Der Fall Irmtraud Morgner’, in Die Frau als Heldin und Autorin. Neue kritische 
Ansâtze zur deutschen Literatur, ed. by W. Paulsen, (Berne: Francke, 1979), p. 259.
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Das utopische und phantastische Element - wenn ich das selber 
erklaren soil, im nachhinein sozusagen - grundet sicher auf der 
Tatsache, daR Frauen in der Vergangenheit fast nur schwarze Kapitel 
finden, was ihre überlleferte Geschichte betrifft. Was fur sie intéressant 
ist, ist die Geschichte ihrer Zukunft, das, was schon, jedenfalls in der 
DDR, etwas in unseren Alltag ragt, was aber noch viel Arbeit verlangt. 
Und ich glaube, aus diesem Grunde neigen Frauen zu einer 
utopischen Denkensart. Wie die meisten Dichter.^^

As has already been shown, the male characters grounded in the 'real' 

world of the GDR are largely excluded from the fantastical world inhabited by 

Beatriz and the other female characters.^® The men in this novel are firmly 

rooted in 'reality'. On the whole, Morgner divides her male characters into two 

broad categories, based on types of male attitude. Apart from the main 

characters who will be discussed below, Morgner also creates various 

secondary male characters, such as the French construction workers 

mentioned at the beginning of the novel and a number of scientists who cross 

the paths of Lutz, Wenzel and Uwe. Morgner uses these secondary 

characters to emphasise the fact that men tend to be destructive forces in 

women's lives and that men's attitudes are firmly embedded in traditional 

patriarchal patterns of behaviour.

The first category of men covers men who conform to traditional masculine 

roles. This category includes not only older men like Edgar Katschmann, 

Johann Salmann and Oskar Pakulat whose lives were scarred by the Second 

World War, but also the younger scientists such as Lutz Pakulat, Wenzel 

Morolf,^® and Rudolf Uhlenbrook. All these men adhere to a type of 

masculinity which is unbending and firmly rooted in reactionary patriarchal

Cited in Krechei, p. 26.
In Morgner's novels, maieness p erse  is not, of course, a bar to inhabiting or accessing the 
fantastical realm. Male characters such as Kolbuk and Zacharias in Amanda, for example, 
are fantastical creations and are clearly not grounded in the 'real' world of the GDR.

^®The names Morolf and Salmann are particularly relevant to this novel. Both are characters 
in a medieval German epic poem called 'Salman und Morolf which deals with courtly love 
and feminine infidelity.
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attitudes. The second category comprises younger men like Uwe Parnitzke 

and Benno Pakulat who are what might now be termed 'new men'. Anneliese 

Stawstrom makes an important observation when she says of these men:

Als verbindendes Glied zwischen Vergangenheit und Zukunft steht 
dann der DDR-Mann, der den ersten Menschwerdungsschritt im 
Bewusstsein bereits hinter sich hat, in der Praxis hingegen noch nicht. 
Weil er sich dem alten Mannlichkeitsideal, an das er nun nicht mehr 
glauben kann, auch weiterhin noch verpflichtet fühit, ist er einem 
schweren Konflikt ausgesetzt, leidet er zwischen Vergangenheit und 
Zukunft an der Gegenwart.®°

How these men try to cope with or, in certain cases even ignore, this conflict, 

will now be considered.

Morgner investigates the development of the men by looking at their 

relationships with women. Throughout the novel, the men constantly try to 

redefine their social roles, to affirm their masculinity through their action, or 

indeed inaction, and they struggle to come to terms with changes which have 

occurred in their lives. In Rumba auf einen Herbst and Trobadora Beatriz, 

Morgner also contributes to the debate concerning the role of men as 

scientists and the impact their professions have on them. The architect Lutz 

and the scientist Wenzel, in particular, act as vehicles for this discussion. In 

differing ways both men approach their lives in a calculated, scientific manner, 

making them self-confident as well as uncompromising towards those who 

oppose their views. In this way they resemble other characters like Paul in 

Hochzeit in Konstantinopel and Hubert in Gaukierlegende. Lutz (and to a 

certain extent Wenzel) approaches the women in their lives in the same way 

as they approach their work. Lutz operates within very specific parameters; for 

him male/female roles are clearly defined and he knows exactly what is

30 Anneliese Stawstrom, Studien zur Menschwerdungsthematik in Irmtraud Morgners ‘Leben 
und Abenteuer der Trobadora Beatriz nach Zeugnissen ihrer Spielfrau Laura' Roman in 
dreizehn Büchern und sieben Intermezzos (Edsbruk; Akademitryck AB, 1987), p. 108.
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expected of him in his role as man, husband, father and provider. This attitude 

is also clearly represented in the type of women he chooses, at least until he 

meets Valeska.

Uwe Parnitzke, a journalist and the husband of Valeska, and Benno Pakulat, 

a carpenter, are the antitheses of the scientists. It soon becomes clear that 

Uwe is a man very much at odds with himself. He is Insecure and a failure, 

not only in his work, but also in his relationships with women. As sensitive, 

feminised men, Uwe and Benno, despite their many shortcomings, come to 

present hope for Morgner; she regards them as men who are capable of 

change and who hint at a type of male who will be capable of having a long

term relationship with women.

In both novels Morgner highlights the shortcomings of each male character 

and shows the impact they have on the lives of the women who encounter 

them.

Before discussing the male characters in greater detail, it is necessary to look 

at Valeska because, as one of the few female scientists in Morgner's books, 

she is an excellent example of how women are forced by society to adopt 

unusual means in order to succeed in their professions. As such, she serves 

as a counterweight to the male scientists and highlights the differences in their 

approach to science. In order to cope with the double burden imposed on 

women by an androcentric society, Valeska is forced to share a house with 

two other working mothers. By joining forces, the women are able to share the 

domestic burdens, thereby freeing up some time for themselves. As a result, 

they are able to counter the 'Zerstückelung ihrer Krâfte' (TB, 340) and have a 

better quality of life.
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Although an accomplished scientist, Valeska is nevertheless forced to use 

magic to make her mark in the scientific world. As Lewis explains, 'her 

[Valeska’s] reliance on magic to neutralize discrimination in the workplace is 

an expression of the lack of political and social power available to women to 

effect radical changes to their status in the home and the workforce'.®^ 

Valeska needs magic to protect her work from her colleague, Clemens, who 

wants to get the formula for synthesising meat from her. As a typical male 

scientist, Clemens unsurprisingly remains unaware of Valeska's endeavours. 

This is partly because, as a male, he is blind to anything that falls outside the 

rational, but partly, too, because Valeska has to be very discreet when using 

magic. As she says:

Eine Wissenschaftlerin, die als Fee entlarvt werden konnte, würde in 
Anbetracht der oft zitierten Tatsache, daR weibliche Gehirne 
durchschnittlich weniger wiegen als mannliche, logischenweise auch 
ihre Berufsgenossinnen mystisch verdachtig machen. (TB, 323)

Although it is clear that Valeska would have preferred not to use magic 

(we are told: 'Valeska wollte die wissenschaftliche Laufbahn' (TB, 322)), she 

is left with no alternative; society has stacked the odds against her. Lewis 

stresses this point when she says: 'women's achievements in the sciences 

are constantly undermined by the perpetuation of patriarchal attitudes and 

deterministic theories defining women in terms of their nature and biology'.®  ̂

What makes her an exceptional character, is the fact that she succeeds in 

combining magic and science and, consequently, is able to challenge the 

traditional belief that science and magic cannot be combined.

Despite this careful use of magic, Valeska nevertheless finds it difficult to win 

over her male colleagues and obtain the respect she deserves. As far as she

Lewis, p. 116.
®^lbld., p. 119.
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is concerned, a far more radical change is required, that is, using magic to 

change her sex. After her sex change, she has a number of positive 

experiences, initially, she receives instant recognition at work, and at home 

she is able better to accept her husband as a man; they are now both able to 

look past the images they have of each other and this makes it possible for 

them to acknowledge their love for each other. Despite these positive results, 

the success of the sex change is undermined by her having to change into a 

woman during intercourse with her husband.

Through the Valeska narrative, Morgner draws attention to the fact that sexual 

differences are not natural, but are instead cultural constructs and that 

consequently there should be no reason why women cannot succeed in the 

scientific world. Von der Emde draws attention to this point when she says:

[Valeska's] new prerogatives are based on a political interpretation of a 
little difference between men and women rather than a natural 
superiority of the male sex. The difference between man and woman is 
unmasked as an artificial distinction between two arbitrary categories 
(those of man and woman) that operates in patriarchal societies to lock 
women into the position of objects of male desire. The text shows that 
definitions of gender difference are a matter of societal negotiations 
rather than essential differences; they define and confine people.®®

As will be seen from the discussion of the male scientists, they, unlike their 

female counterparts, do not as a rule have to contend with societal 

impediments and that these 'societal negotiations' open the path to success 

for them rather than obstruct it. There is therefore no need for them to resort 

to magic in order to succeed as scientists.

33 von der Emde, p. 123.
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Edgar Katschmann

Katschmann is a typical man of the older generation who believes that women 

are there to serve him. This becomes clear when Morgner says the following 

of him: 'Katschmann wünschte abends "warm". Allerdings nicht zu warm: er 

wartete, bis Berta seine Suppe gekostet hatte' (TB, 169). Despite calling 

himself Berta's life partner, he nevertheless endorses an order based on male 

power. Katschmann is a disgruntled man with a very short fuse who 

approaches even ordinary activities as if they were a chore. Even eating is 

seen as part of a workload that has to be dealt with every day. In fact, he 

approaches eating so methodically that it gives him blood-pressure problems. 

This unconventional attitude, among other things, makes him very difficult to 

fathom; we are told that he is 'schwer zu schatzen' (TB, 170).

Katschmann's attitude towards religion and God is also typical of his 

generation. "'Wir lehnen Gott ab'" (TB, 171), he says, something which 

becomes a bone of contention between him and Berta. However, he is 

unwilling to acknowledge her opinions and ignores everything she says. She 

is overpowered by him and, what is more, completely unable to say no to him. 

Katschmann's overpowering behaviour is further emphasised when Uwe says 

that even the apartment felt bigger when he left (TB, 173). In the end, Berta's 

good nature is her weakness. This is even evident from their very first 

encounter. When they met on the S-Bahn and Katschmann started telling her 

about his life, namely that his wife was dead and that he had two sons and 

that they had no one to cook for them or to take care of the apartment, Berta 

made the mistake of offering to help (TB, 171-72). From that day onwards, 

she cooked, cleaned and did their laundry, all without receiving payment for it. 

When Valeska, Berta's daughter, moved out, Katschmann forced his way into 

Berta's apartment and again she was unable to say no.
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As a good Communist, like Oskar Pakulat, Katschmann is afraid of nothing 

because to him fear is a sign of weakness. Despite his brash nature, 

Katschmann remains a sedentary person. Even though he is always busy, 

either driving the S-Bahn or away on volunteer assignments, he is no 

traveller. As Uwe points out, Katschmann always stood at the same spot, 

even when driving (TB, 173). This observation is very important, since it 

encapsulates Morgner's attitude towards men of his generation. According to 

her, men like Katschmann and Pakulat are incapable of change; they are 

immobile and as such they cannot become part of her vision of a utopian 

society.

Despite his actions, Berta sees Katschmann as a man who means well. 

Although not a learned man, he has faith in science and scientists. As he 

says: 'Freilich, [...] die Frage der Wissenschaft, gerade jetzt, wo die 

Machthaber, du verstehst, die Drahtzieher, meine personliche Meinung ist, wir 

dürfen keine Zeit verlieren, wir mdssen fieberhaft arbeiten wie diese 

Wissenschaftler' (TB, 178). He sees science as a productive force, a view 

also held by Lutz and Wenzel. Under different circumstances, Katschmann 

would probably have become a scientist himself. As such, he falls into the 

same category as the scientists in the novel.

Over the years Katschmann has also erected many psychological defence 

mechanisms, in one place Uwe compares him to an insect, saying that 

although he was not born with an external skeleton, he acquired it through the 

years. The first 'skeleton', called 'Gehorsam' (TB, 305), was probably the 

result of his experiences on the Eastern Front, but then his life changed as 

things started to fall apart around him:

Er war in sowjetischer Kriegsgefangenschaft, er 1st vielleicht sogar an
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einen vom Nationalkomitee geraten, jedenfalls muR er sich 
unverzüglich wieder ein neues Skelett gebaut haben, er zwang sich die 
Wandlung vermutlich schnell und rigoros ab und unterstellte seine 
Leben fortan uneingeschrankt und selbstlos dem neuen Prinzip. Es 
blieb ihm vielleicht dem Wesen nach noch lange fremd, sosehr er sich 
auch bemühte, er lieli sich umschulen, er wurde 
Elektromontageschlosser und arbeitete sich dann noch zum 
Triebwagenführer. Seine Energie und sein Wille waren 
bewundernswert, er meinte es gut [...]. (TB, 305-06)

Perhaps as a result of his past and his fastidious nature, Katschmann 

seems very insecure in his relationship with Berta. Even after he has 

proposed to her, he feels it necessary, in a state of drunkenness, to shout out 

'"Sie gehort mir, Franz, sie gehort mir"' (TB, 307), while pounding his fists on 

the door as if to give further credibility to his utterance. It is clear though that 

their relationship is doomed, particularly since Berta cannot even call him by 

his first name. As a result of the defences which he has built up around him, 

Katschmann cannot discuss his feelings with Berta. It is only when drunk, 

when his defences are down, that he seems willing to show emotion.

His hard, unbending skeleton protects him against outside influences, but at 

the same time also ensures that he will not change. The skeleton makes him 

impervious to new ideas. What can be learnt from a character like 

Katschmann is summarised by Stawstrom when she says:

An der Katschmanngestalt wird besonders deutlich, dass die 
anerzogene Herrscherrolle des Mannes nicht ohne die aktive 
Unterstützung einer ebenbürtigen Partnerin zu übenvinden ist und dass 
die Selbstaufgabe einer Frau wie Berta, die nur ihrem natürlich- 
mütterlichen Gefühl foigt, einem solchen Mann, der ganz in seiner 
mannlichen Rolle gefangen 1st, nicht zur Menschwerdung verhilft.®"̂

As she points out, for Morgner the emancipation of a man is not possible 

without the support of a woman and vice-versa.

34 Stawstrom, p. 110.
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Franz Kantus

Although Kantus does not play a major role in the novels, his character cannot 

be ignored, especially given the influence he has on Uwe. Uwe refuses to 

change jobs and stays with the same newspaper because Kantus works for 

the same paper as a typesetter.

Franz is another man scarred by his experience of war. When Hitler 

proclaimed the Third Reich, Franz and Berta were already about to get 

married, but Franz was forced to emigrate because the SA were after him. 

Despite not seeing him for many years, Berta never stopped loving him, but 

when he returned, rehabilitated, in 1955, he was no longer the same man that 

she knew before the war. On his return, Franz could not bring himself to 

contact Berta and remained a stranger to her, mainly because he never told 

her why he had broken off contact with her. It is only through Valeska that 

Berta finds out information about him, and then only piecemeal.

Franz, however, is unable to cope with life and soon turns to drink to forget his 

past. Like Katschmann he is unable to show any emotion and is forced to 

bottle it up. Uwe speculates that Franz drinks perhaps to forget about Berta's 

relationship with Katschmann. As he says: 'Vielleicht, well ungeheure 

Bewahrungsproben manchmal leichter zu ertragen sind als der Alltag. [...] 

Fehlte ihm jetzt die Kraft, sich an sie zu erinnern?' (TB, 599-600). Franz can 

only reply that: "'Jeder Kommunist [...] [hat] blaue Flecken. [...] Wer keine hat, 

ist keener'" (TB, 601). Just like Katschmann and Pakulat, Franz bases his life 

on his convictions as a Communist. He too is unwilling to change, or at least, 

his emotional scars seem to make it impossible for him to change.
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Johann Salman

Johann Salman is another male who fulfils the traditional masculine roles of 

breadwinner and husband. He lives according to the tenets of the traditional 

patriarchal order and his adherence to this belief-system is quasi-religious. As 

a result of this outlook, Salman and his wife live separate lives. With the 

possible exception of their daughter Laura, they have almost nothing in 

common and therefore have little to talk about. This is made explicit when the 

reader is told that Salman is a very lonely man because he has worked for 

years in a job 'der die Ehefrau nur geldmafiig interessiert' (TB, 521). In this 

regard, Melusine poses an interesting question, though, when she asks; 

'Glaubst du, er hatte sich diese Ernahrerrolle ausgesucht, wenn er hàtte 

aussuchen konnen?' (TB, 521). Morgner is saying that men have dug a hole 

for themselves and that it is now almost too late to get out of it, at any rate for 

men of Salman's generation. The younger generation perhaps have a better 

chance of clawing their way out of this hole, but as becomes clear in Amanda 

and Das heroische Testament, Morgner is not convinced that even young 

males can do this successfully.

Relationships between men and women are doomed if men are not prepared 

to free themselves from their androcentric attitudes. As Stawstrom points out: 

'diese patriarchalische Ordnung [bot] keinen Nahrboden fur wirkliche 

Partnerschaft, Freundschaft, Liebe und Menschwerdung' (p. 116). So, 

although Olga looked forward to her husband's retirement so that they could 

start enjoying life together, this never materialises. After all the driving, 

Salman has no desire to drive around and is more than happy to sit and do 

nothing. This situation becomes intolerable for Olga, which leads to her 

request to Melusine to put her to sleep as well.
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Like Katschmann and Kantus, Salman is also incapable of showing any 

emotion; this is illustrated by Laura's statement that she has never seen her 

father crying. Salman's life is firmly grounded in reality, a reality which does 

not allow for men to show their emotions or to accept anything out of the 

ordinary. Beatriz speculates about this when she is due to meet him, thinking 

that he probably will not be able to see her. As she says: 'War er überhaupt 

bereit, mich zu zahlen, da er doch die Existenz von Wundern rundheraus 

bestritt' (TB, 527). This blunt denial of the existence of miracles is the reason 

why he perceives Beatriz as a spy. This is the only way in which he can cope 

with the 'reality' of Beatriz's existence.

Salman's preoccupation with time, constantly checking his watch against 

others and even checking to see whether Radio DDR sends its time signal 

punctually sums up his character. This preoccupation also extends to his 

compliance with rules and regulations, since according to him, 'Ordnung ware 

das halbe Leben' (TB, 540). These words might equally have been uttered by 

Katschmann since these two men’s attitudes to life are remarkably similar.

Salman's life is consumed by his work. Success in his job has given him 

confidence, which in turn has resulted in him leading a balanced life. Beatriz 

speculates that this balance in his life may be the result of his being satisfied 

with himself, after all 'konnte ein Mann, der sich bewahrt hatte als Ernahrer, 

nicht zufrieden sein?' (TB, 546). Again Morgner suggests that men of 

Salman's generation have made life difficult for themselves, that they are to 

blame for their predicament. They have no choice: whereas women shrugged 

off the problems of existence when they got married, men could not shrug off 

these 'Existenzprobleme' (ibid.). Men like Salman had to stand up to them, be 

successful and strong. What is more, if he failed, his status and self-esteem 

as 'Mann und überhaupt' (ibid.) would crumble.
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This may explain the attitude of Salman and the other older men in the novels 

with regard to their wives. Since the wives never had to bear such a 

responsibility or to work as hard, their lives were free of 'Existenzangst' (TB, 

547). Consequently, Salman and his peers see it as their right to feel superior 

to their wives.

At the same time, though, women like Olga are also victims of this society; 

they were forced by social circumstances to assume the weaker and more 

subservient roles even though, in the case of Olga, she was 'wahrscheinlich 

klüger als er, sicher barter von Gharakter' (ibid.). Society seems to be blamed 

for the fact that Olga had no choice than to be the 'weaker sex' and for the 

fact that Salman had to engage in a lifelong struggle to conquer his soft 

character ('lebenslang seine weiche Seele besiegen müssen' (ibid.)).

Oskar Pakulat

Like Johann Salman, Pakulat is on the point of retirement. Morgner suggests 

that not only are these men at the end of their working lives, but that this also 

spells the end of an era, of the old order. Morgner is aware that these men are 

not in a position to change society; they have lived their lives within the 

constraints of the old order and it is now up to the younger generation to 

break free of these constraints. Pakulat and his contemporaries have no 

choice but to cling to their old-world principles, since without these life has no 

meaning for them.

Oskar is, however, a more complex character than, say, Johann Salman 

because he was forced by circumstances to be not only the breadwinner, but 

also father and surrogate mother following the early death of his wife. Oskar, 

however, struggles to cope with this double life since he was never raised to
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deal with situations falling outside his professional life. Stawstrom highlights 

this point when she says:

Zu den weniger wichtigen Dingen gehorte den Vorstellungen des 
Vaters und seiner Generation gemaU auch die Welt der Frauen, Mütter 
und Kinder. Diese Welt in der Benno nur lebte und lebte, diese Welt 
ohne die alte Ordnung und Disziplin, ohne Granaten, Krieg und Tod, 
wo man lieber 'an Ruhe' dachte und 'der Phantasie des einzelnen' 
(309), d.h. die menschliche Welt des weiblichen Humanismus, erschien 
Oskar Pakulat unwirklich und unbegreiflich, well er 'mannlich' war.®®

As a representative of the old school, Oskar serves as a counterpoint 

to both his sons and the other younger generation men in the story. As a 

staunch communist, Pakulat has entrenched ideals and morals, yet he is 

constantly confronted by a younger generation that no longer shares these 

ideals and morals. It is when looking at his younger son, Benno, in particular, 

that Pakulat realises that times have changed and that he is not prepared to 

change with them. He feels betrayed by his son, yet is willing to give him 

everything if only he will come home to collect his inheritance. Synnove 

Clason has Pakulat in mind when she says:

[...] daR es Morgner um eine Selbsterlosung, ein Selbsterkennen des 
Patriarchats geht, das stattfinden muR, bevor aus Mannern, die in 
einem irgendwie gestorten Vater-Sohn-Verhaltnis leben, freie 
Individuen werden kônnen, denen das Gestern nicht zu 
zukunftsversperrender Last wird.®®

Pakulat is unable to forget the past and therefore will never be able to become 

a free individual. Weighed down by his past, he is unable to have a 

relationship with his sons and ends up a lonely old man with only himself, and 

occasionally his tenants, as company.

Stawstrôm, p. 121.
Synnove Clason, "’Mit dieser Handschrift wünschte sie in die Historié einzutreten." Aspekte 
der Erbrezeption in Irmtraud Morgners Roman 'Leben und Abenteuer der Trobadora 
Beatriz...’, Weimarer Beitràge, 36 (1990), p. 1132.
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Pakulat embodies loneliness, one of the central themes of the novel. He is 

powerless against the quiet which envelops him and eats away at his soul. 

His black despair becomes very apparent in the following lines:

Er konnte nicht an gegen die Leere, die plôtziich ailes wegfraR, was 
gesichert schien. Nichts war sicher vor ihr. Am allerwenigsten er selbst. 
Alle Hauser, die er gebaut hatte, waren untergegangen in der 
Dunkelheit, auf der er schwamm mit seinem Kasten, die ganze Stadt 
war abgesoffen, und er hatte Lust, die Fenster und Tiiren des Kastens 
zu offnen. Denn er war sterblich. Und also war es égal, ob er im Kasten 
starb Oder ersoff. Seit gestern war er ohnehin so gut wie tot. (TB, 358)

In different ways he has lost all the people who are dear to him. His 

wife and eldest son are both dead. Lutz is married and no longer lives with his 

father and Benno has gone to Schwedt to look for work. Like Maud and Uwe, 

Pakulat is alone, a prisoner in his own house, desperately clinging to the past. 

Pakulat equates retirement with the end of his life; to him, life without work 

has no meaning, which may explain why he goes on a quest for his son. He 

needs Benno to take the place of his work to prevent him from becoming even 

more isolated and lonely.

It is through Pakulat's musings on his son that we get to know Pakulat himself 

and the entire story 'Schalmeientwist' is centred around his anger at Benno's 

reworking of an old marching song into a twist. The fact that the twist is a 

dance that originated in America makes the insult to Pakulat’s communist past 

all the more profound. His disgust at his son's actions is made clear in the 

following passage: 'Er erkannte sein Lieblingslied, zerhammert, synkopisiert 

vertwistet. Benno nannte das: vertwistet. Der Sohn des Zimmermanns 

Pakulat hatte ein altes Arbeiterlied vertwistet!' (TB, 351). Benno's rebellious 

reworking of an old song is not, however, the only reason for Pakulat's anger. 

Pakulat never really got on with his youngest son, he always preferred Lutz 

who had a degree and some structure to his life. This does not mean that he
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did not love Benno, in fact, Pakulat had an almost unhealthy love for his son 

in the sense that he was overprotective of him. Benno was a sickly child and 

very small and this made him all the more special to Pakulat. When Benno 

eventually became a strong and tall young man, Pakulat somehow regretted 

this. It meant that Benno no longer needed protecting and cosseting.

Pakulat has always been a proud man. He could hold his head high as a 

carpenter, wrestler, conductor, factory manager, work team leader, even 

during periods when he was unemployed or a prisoner. He had the strength 

and character to deal with almost any situation. Now, however, he is old and 

weak. Since the death of his wife, Pakulat has been unable to view the world 

in the same way. It is almost as if a dimension has been removed from his 

sight. In fact, Pakulat says that he 'sah [...] auch nur in zwei Dimensionen [...] 

[u]nd seitdem erschien ihm das Leben nur als eine Funktion von 

gesellschaftlichen Grolien' (TB, 366).

In order to find clues to his son's whereabouts, Pakulat goes into his room and 

starts going through his things, even reading his diary. Benno's slightly 

comical description of his father as 'ein Babeiautomat. Groschen rein, Referat 

raus' (TB, 435) hurts him a great deal, but he is even more ashamed and 

horrified at what Benno writes about women. His outburst that 'über 

sozusagen Sakramente redeten diese Kerle wie von Schrippen' (TB, 441) 

emphasises the difference in attitude between the generations with regard to 

sex. To Pakulat, Benno has only fancy ideas in his head, nothing more.

Pakulat is at the end of his tether. He is desperate to have an heir who will live 

in the house which he bought with money earned through years of honest toil. 

The house represents the only concrete thing in his life, his only connection 

with the past. In his eyes he is a failure and his almost obsessive need to
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have his son with him seems to be a manifestation of his desire for Benno to 

make a success of his life. Whereas Pakulat blames the war for his failures, 

especially his failure as a musician, stating that ’[w]enn der Krieg nicht 

dazwischengekommen ware, hatte ich schon mit siebzehn Jahren eine 

Schalmeienkapelle dirigieren konnen' (TB, 344), he feels Benno has no 

reason to make a failure of his life too. Benno, on the other hand, takes his 

father's accomplishments for granted and has no sentimental attachment to 

the house or his past. Pakulat is painfully aware of this:

Wenn Pakulat zweifelte, ahnte er, dafi Benno den Kasten total 
umbauen würde, nicht wegreiRen, aber umbauen. Als ob er gar nicht 
fertig ware. Als ob er nur Rohmaterial ware für seine Phantasie, 
Rohmaterial, dachte Pakulat. Traurig. Und begann zu hoffen. Wenn 
ihm so richtig zum Kotzen traurig war, begann er zu hoffen. Ach 
Benno, du Raudel... (TB, 449)

Benno is not interested in preserving the past. He is far more interested 

in changing it. He has had enough of his father's accusations and is tired of 

being blamed for everything and that is why he decides to leave.

Lutz Pakulat

Of all the men in Trobadora Beatriz, Lutz is probably the most inflexible and 

conservative and as such embodies everything which Morgner wants to 

change in men. Irrational feelings like love fall completely outside his view of 

the world since they cannot be defined in scientific terms and he therefore has 

no control over them. As a consequence, he simply does not acknowledge his 

feelings.

Lutz can only derive meaning from life through his work. His work is all- 

consuming and in the process of pursuing it, it is almost as if he has stopped
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being a human being. It is therefore quite pertinent that he compares the act 

of eating to the act of putting petrol into a car. Only his mind prevents him 

from becoming an automaton. The intellect, according to him, is the only thing 

that makes us human, at least according to his definition of ‘human’.®̂ 

Unscientific concepts such as imagination, fantasy or even art do not fall 

under this definition and this point is very important since it is exactly these 

things which Morgner claims are the building blocks for her new 'human' 

society.

The story 'Blues' in Rumba auf einen Herbst \Nas the only one not included in 

one way or another in Trobadora Beatriz. This story centres around Lutz and 

his affair with Valeska while at a lake-side resort. On the surface, Lutz 

appears to be a fairly average male. He is married to Karla, has two 

daughters and a very fulfilling job. It becomes clear, however, especially when 

reading this story together with Karla’s own story, 'Notturno', that all is not well 

in the Pakulat household. In what may have been a final attempt to save their 

marriage, they decide to go on holiday, but shortly before leaving, Karla's 

mother falls ill and she has to stay behind to look after her. Despite this, they 

decide that Lutz should go alone since the holiday was already booked. This 

sets the scene for the events that led to his affair with Valeska.

It soon becomes apparent that Lutz is very confident in his role as a man. He 

has no reason to doubt his actions and is almost a cliché, fulfilling 

stereotypical hegemonic and patriarchal roles. As a rational man, he has no 

time for any form of sentimentality and regards with suspicion anyone who 

has sentimental tendencies. No wonder Karla chastises him by referring to his 

'kalter Verstand' (RH, 188); she is all too aware that Lutz sees reason and the

irmtraud Morgner, Rumba auf einen Herbst (Hamburg: Luchterhand, 1992), pp. 47-8. 
Henceforth references to this novel will be given in parentheses in the text proper, with the 
abbreviation TB followed by the page number, e.g. (RH, 37).
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intellect as the male's best characteristics. As noted above, reason is what 

makes us human according to him and it is therefore not possible to praise 

the intellect highly enough. 'Lutz war bei seinem Lieblingsthema, er tummelte 

sich hoch oben, wo es nie nach Windein roch und tausend Kleinigkeiten' 

(ibid.), says Karla in reaction to his accusation that she romanticises her 

memories. To him, she is not much more than a child and he even goes so far 

as to call her 'Kind'. Karla fulfils the role of a subservient wife, someone on 

whom Lutz can impose the role of housewife and mother. Although they were 

high school sweethearts, Morgner gives the impression that they only got 

married because Karla became pregnant.

In accordance with his scientific background. Lutz has a concept for 

everything. This fits into his idea that '[w]enn man aus seinem Leben was 

machen will, [...] man eine Konzeption haben [muR]' (RH, 22). He goes on to 

qualify this notion as follows:

Ich bin verheiratet, ich liebe meine Frau, man verliebt sich im Leben 
nur einmal, richtig, meine ich, Karla war meine groRe Liebe, und ich 
habe Familie, und mit dreilSig kann man sowieso nicht noch mal von 
vorne anfangen, und mein Beruf nimmt mich total in Anspruch [...] 
(ibid.).

Within patriarchal society. Lutz, as a man, was able to continue 

studying while Karla was forced to become a housewife. Despite the much- 

trumpeted principles of equality in the GDR, the practical situation was very 

different and more prosaic. Women found it very hard to be both mothers and 

breadwinners, which is why Karla points out that, as soon as a woman has a 

child, she can never devote herself entirely to a job:

[...] alle intellektuellen Frauen waren irgendwie zerrissen, Karla kannte 
keine, die nicht litt unter den Halbheiten ihrer Existenz. Sie arbeiteten 
mit halber Kraft, weil sie stàndig an ihre Kinder dachten, wenigstens 
unterbewuRt, das genügte, um eine Menge Speicherplatze des
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Gehirns zu blockieren, und sie widmeten sich mit halber Kraft ihren 
Kindern, weil ein richtlger Beruf eine Berufung ist, der man sich nicht 
nach acht Stunden entledigen kann. (RH, 205)

As a result, she is forever torn; as soon as she is at home, she thinks of the 

children yet when she is with them, her thoughts invariably turn towards work. 

This conflict is clearly not something with which Lutz struggles. In fact, despite 

having two children. Lutz is certainly not the paternal type. Years later when 

Lutz helps Beatriz look after Laura's son one evening, he barricades himself in 

the bedroom to avoid any contact with the child. When Wesselin succumbs to 

a coughing fit, it is all too much for him and he quietly leaves, leaving Beatriz 

to deal with the situation (TB, 215).

This attitude may be partly due to the fact that Lutz is unwilling or perhaps 

unable to love. Despite his conviction that he loves Karla, Lutz is too self- 

absorbed to love. Karla actually states at one point that all men are cowards 

when it comes to love and that '[...] wir [women] würden uns nie verlieben 

konnen, wenn wir nicht geradezu blodsinnig mutig waren' (RH, 175). 

Morgner's position here is unclear. On the one hand she implies that men's 

inability to love is a shortcoming, that they are missing out on an essential part 

of life. On the other hand, however, Karla's statement can equally be 

interpreted as a weakness in women. Their capacity to love clouds their 

judgement, makes them less ruthless and therefore puts them at a 

disadvantage not only in the workplace but also in the domestic environment.

Lutz equates living with working. According to him, success in life can only be 

achieved through work. As a result he has become so self-absorbed that 

Klara cannot communicate with him. He monopolises their exchanges. To him 

everything must have an aim because, without one, activity is pointless. He 

even regards social activities like dancing to be a waste of time and is
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therefore not interested in investing any time in them. This is why he refuses 

to dance with Karla when they first meet. For Lutz dancing is only worth the 

effort if he can get his dance partner into bed. It is something he is willing to 

do only if it is beneficial to him. At the start of their relationship, Karla takes 

Lutz's reluctance to dance as a sign that he is shy. She soon comes to 

realise, however, that Lutz is much too confident to be shy and that his 

reluctance is more a sign of his 'kalter Verstand'. The Professor is absolutely 

correct when he says of Lutz: 'Sie sind ein Mann der Technik, Sie haben sich 

ihren Beruf sicherlich aus Passion gewahit, und damit haben Sie ja eigentlich 

ihre Vorliebe bereits bekannt: Sie sind für das Kalkül' (RH, 38).

Given this calculating attitude, it is not surprising that Lutz prefers timid 

women like Karla. To him intelligent women are intolerable. Although Lutz 

never articulates the reasons for this aversion, it is reasonable to assume that 

intelligent women threaten him at some level; they do not fit into his general 

view of life, partly because he is unable to impose his will on them. With Karla, 

on the other hand, he knows more or less where he stands. His desire for a 

son also stems from this attitude. A man can at least understand his son, he 

knows what his son wants and needs. This is not possible with a woman, 

because

sie fühit sich als Gattung beleidigt, sie fürchtet auch mal so ein 
Neutrum zu werden wie das Fraulein, sie wehrt sich, WIderstand: 
Abwehr, Entgegenkommen, abwehrendes Entgegenkommen, 
entgegenkommende Abwehr, Gegenbewegung, StoR und GegenstoR, 
Kampf [...] eine Frau kann einen Mann vielleicht eher verstehen, 
natürlich weiR nur ein Mann, was das für ein komisches Gefühl ist, 
wenn der Bart wachst, jetzt wachst er wieder, aber das muR man nicht 
unbedingt wissen, um einen Menschen zu verstehen, vielleicht hat sie 
die Tage, vielleicht ist sie so gereizt, weil sie die Tage hat, keine 
Ahnung, was die Tage sind, und Sohwangerschaft und Geburt und 
Wechseljahre, keine Ahnung, eine Frau kann wahrscheinlich viel 
weniger von einem Beruf gepragt werden als ein Mann, das Leben 
einer Frau scheint biologisch viel starker determiniert zu sein, man 
müRte diese Biologie durchgemacht haben, um eine Frau zu verstehen 
[...](RH, 58f.)
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Despite this view of women, Lutz nevertheless falls for Valeska, who is 

exactly the type of woman he claims to find intolerable. She is a very strong, 

intelligent woman and a 'konsequente Technikerin' (RH, 38). Valeska 

represents a challenge that Lutz is unable to resist. It is obvious that he is 

tired of Karla. Their marriage has become monotonous and he even thinks 

that he is staying with her just for the sake of the children. At the same time, 

he tries to justify his affair by stating that he loves his wife and that at thirty- 

three years of age, he is too old so start again. His 'Konzeption' changes or 

has to change in order for him to vindicate his actions. 'Meine Konzeption ist 

die:', he now says, 'Ich bin verheiratet, ich liebe meine Frau, und [Valeska] 

gefallt mir auch, man verliebt sich im Leben schliedlich nur einmal, und man 

kann auch zwei Frauen gleichzeitig lieben [...]' (RH, 63). His affair with 

Valeska Is a way for him to prove to himself that he still has what it takes to 

attract women, especially women like Valeska who are 'wahlerisch'.

As has been pointed out above, the novel is set against the background of the 

Cuban missile crisis in 1962 and as Westgate says: 'the absurdity of an 

apparently imminent atomic confrontation in the Caribbean provides the 

world-historical backdrop for the existential questions asked by various 

characters in the novel'.®® Lutz, and Valeska for that matter, 'find only a 

temporary answer, as they reject the disciplined logic of stable structures, 

cross the borders of wedded morality and surrender to the hedonism of an 

illicit affair which will presumably last no longer than their littoral escape from 

the city'.®® Ultimately, Lutz rises above his temporary existential self-doubt. 

Just like his architectural designs, he is strong and solid, and his self- 

confidence is never really shaken. In the end, the order represented by 

architecture wins the day; small wonder then that Lutz rejects jazz altogether.

38 Westgate, p. 44.
^®lbid.. p. 44.
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calling it '[l]umpenproletarische Musik' (RH, 21) which contains 'anarchistische 

Elemente' (RH, 37). As with everything that falls outside the boundaries of 

static calculations and formulations, Lutz is adamant when he says: 'Und den 

Anarchismus lehnen wir ja, wie Sie wissen, ab' (RH, 37).

Wenzel Morolf

The character of Wenzel Morolf (Kai in Rumba auf einen Herbst) was not part 

of the first draft of the novel Rumba auf einen Herbst submitted by Morgner 

and was only added when she made the changes required by the censors. It 

is through Karla's reminiscing in 'Notturno' that the reader meets Wenzel for 

the first time. He is, essentially, the antithesis of Lutz, although they have a 

very similar background. Where Lutz is conservative and traditional, Wenzel is 

rebellious and something of a maverick. At the college where they are 

studying, Wenzel seems to be more interested in music than history or 

science and prefers reading crime novels during class and, with his outgoing 

personality, overpowers everybody else. In one of her reminiscences, Karla 

says the following of Wenzel:

[Wenzel] sitzt auf einem Eisentrager und singt was, irgendwas, kein 
Mensch versteht, was er singt, kein Mensch hort auf ihn, alle klopfen 
und schippen, keinen interessieren seine Lieder, alle ârgern sich über 
ihn, alle schimpfen, alle haben Hunger, aber er singt und traumt und 
la&t sich die Sonne auf den schwarzen Pelz scheinen, er ist der Gro&te 
an der Fakultat: einsneunundachtzig. (RH, 181)

To a great extent, Wenzel's physical size is symbolic of his larger-than- 

life personality and his arrogance stems partly from the fact that he is an 

extremely good orator who has an answer to everything, especially if it angers 

Lutz. 'Er stank vor Arroganz' (TB, 231), says Karla of him, and partly as a 

result of this arrogance, Wenzel has a tendency to intrude into other people's 

lives. He even goes to class just to intrude. Karla comments upon his
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rebellious and cocky nature as follows:

Wenzel las in der Physikstunde Krimis unter der Bank, weigerte sich, 
einfache Fragen zu beantworten, versuchte, den Lehrer aufs Glatteis 
zu führen. (ibid.)

When Wenzel speaks, people tend to listen. His language is designed 

to overwhelm others, and his rhetorical arsenal includes irony, strong 

language and bon mots. Even the old man Kantus is enraptured by his 

descriptions of Moscow. In a poignant scene, Kantus is so enthralled by 

Wenzel's narration, that he is quickly whisked away to the Moscow of his 

memories. Despite this, Wenzel admits that what he says does not always 

make sense, although it always has an effect on people. Although he is very 

talented, he is impulsive and unreliable. Whereas Lutz is 'ein Mann zum 

Heiraten' (RH, 199), Wenzel is far too volatile for such a stable institution as 

marriage.

Like Lutz, Wenzel is also a representative of a Vitale Wissenschaft für vitale 

Manner' (TB, 112), although he appears to be not as rigid as Lutz since he 

doubts everything. According to him, a person has to doubt everything, 

because '[w]o der Zweifel aufhort, fangt die Dummheit an’ (TB, 230). 

However, this attitude of Wenzel is the reason why he is on the wrong track 

politically according to Lutz and why it is Lutz’s task to put this right.

Despite being a scientist, Wenzel is also interested in existential questions, 

although he maintains that the question of the meaning of life is a 

’Scheinfrage’ and that life is neither meaningful nor meaningless. This aspect 

of his personality is what draws Karla to him; she is able to discuss things with 

him which Lutz will merely disregard as unimportant and insignificant. 

Although Karla only spent three days with Wenzel, these were days 'die [...]
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grôSer als Jahre [waren]' (RH, 204). When she is with him, everything seems 

to be a dream. Apart from being interested in philosophy, Wenzel is also a 

musician who plays the piano, guitar and banjo. This fits in with his outgoing 

personality and by entertaining people he can get the attention he craves.

Wenzel is also a facetious character who prides himself on his laziness ever 

since he had decided 'an seiner Faulheit festzuhalten' (TB, 232). This attitude 

is diametrically opposed to Lutz's view that the meaning of life is work and that 

lazy people do not lead authentic lives. Wenzel counters this view by 

asserting that laziness not only requires talent, but also a strong character. 

Whether or not he makes these statements merely to irritate Lutz is not clear, 

especially given the fact that he tells Kantus later: 'Ich muB arbeiten, allés 

andere 1st unwichtig' (TB, 603) and 'Es kommt nicht darauf an, ob eine Idee 

wahr Oder falsch ist, ja ob sie überhaupt einen deutlich erkennbaren Sinn hat, 

sondern darauf, ob sie fruchtbare Arbeit erzeugt' (TB, 604).

As an attack of the 'little people', by implication people like Lutz, Wenzel says:

Kleine Charaktere müssen fleiBig sein, weil sie immer ein Alibi 
brauchen, um sich zu rechtfertigen, vor sich, vor den anderen: Ich habe 
heute das und das gemacht, ich habe nicht umsonst gelebt, und vergib 
uns unsere Schuld, amen. Wenn das Alibi fehit, konnen sie nicht 
pennen. Weil sie Angst haben, die Kleinen. Vor dem Tod haben sie 
Angst, die lieben Kleinen, deshalb müssen sie jeden Tag was für ihre 
Unsterblichkeit tun. Unsterbliche Werke müssen die süBen Kleinen 
taglich schaffen. Und was hat der Verfasser eines unsterblichen 
Werkes von seinem unsterblichen Werk, wenn er verfault ist? Fanfare! 
Starke Charaktere brauchen kein Alibi. Sie haben nicht notig, sich vor 
irgend jemandem zu rechtfertigen. Sie liegen in der Sonne, sie konnen 
sich leisten, auf Anerkennung zu pfeifen, sie ruhen in sich selbst. (TB, 
234)

In order to drive his argument home, Wenzel states that little people only 

philosophise about life, while great ones make something of it and this 

becomes his mantra. Unsurprisingly, Wenzel’s attitude tends to anger the
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people around him, in particular Lutz and Karla. This is clear when she says: 

'Nur sich akzeptiert dieser vor Eitelkeit stinkende, ehrgeizige, unberechenbare 

Spinner, nur sich. Lutz hat recht, Wenzel ist nicht zu retten' (TB, 236).

Despite his eccentric ideas, Wenzel remains a loyal socialist, preferring to 

work 'in diesem kleinen Land' (TB, 608) rather than in the capitalist West. His 

justification for settling for less money is that he believes in order (‘Ordnung’):

[...] für mich hat Ordnung, Klarheit einen starken asthetischen Reiz. Ich 
glaube, daB hier im Vergleich zu diesem Aufkauferland Ordnung 
herrscht, im Prinzip, nicht absolut. Die Unendlichkeit und 
Unerreichbarkeit der absoluten Wahrheit sorgt dafür, daB uns das 
Beste erhalten bleibt: Begeisterung und Ehrfurcht. (TB, 608 f.)

In this regard, Stawstrom adds:

Seine unausgeglichene, schiefe Lage auch im Hinblick auf den real 
existierenden Sozialismus war wohl vor allem darauf zurückzuführen, 
dass ihn "fertige Sachen" nicht interessierten (161). Demnach 
betrachtete Wenzel Morolf den Sozialismus, dem Lutz Pakulat als 
Gegebenheit nachjagte, als eine noch nicht fertige Sache, die ihn auch 
als Wissenschaftler interessierte.'^®

This is further evidence of Wenzel's ambiguous character .He approaches 

his scientific work as a philosopher and (indirectly) equates science with 

aesthetics. To him, Dante summed it up when he said in the Divine Comedy: 

'Nur durch die Sinne kann Verstand erfassen, / was er hernach erst zur 

Vernunft erhebt' (TB, 613).

Lewis also picks up on Wenzel's arrogance referred to above when she says: 

[...] both Janda and Morolf are exemplary in their commitment to

Stawstrom, p. 129.
His arrogance notwithstanding, Beatriz refers to his 'gedankliche Eleganz' (TB, p. 289) after 
meeting him in Genoa.
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socialism and, of course, to science. It is, however, not only Morolfs 
arrogance and self-importance that is satirized in the novel, but also his 
particular interest in inanimate matter and the scientific model of 
antagonistic opposites he is avid to develop. Morolf is portrayed as the 
living incarnation of these goals he pursues in his research in nuclear 
physics. He represents, in the words of Dr. Solowjow, a fanatic of a 
different kind, "the normative, masculine style of thinking that tends 
towards intellectual fanaticism" (TB, 165). It is this type of fanaticism 
and excessive dedication to a cause that is seen as providing the norm 
for men and women employed in scientific professions."^^

This fanaticism is grounded in his belief that physics is the queen of the 

sciences and since the world must be ruled by experts or what he calls 

royalty, the world must be ruled by physicists, in other words by men like him. 

This may be why Karla calls him a Saint-Simonian. Saint-Simon believed that 

scientists should be the new spiritual leaders. However, unlike Wenzel, who 

will only tolerate physicists, Saint-Simon was also prepared to accept 

mathematicians, physiologists, writers, painters etc. for his intellectual world 

order."̂ ^

So far all the male characters have been discussed outside the realm of the 

fantastic because they are all firmly grounded in 'reality'. Wenzel is the first 

male character who has links with the fantastic, albeit only in Karla's 

imagination and through his own drunken stories. Like Orpheus, Wenzel is a 

brilliant musician and when he plays the piano and sings:

[d]ie Mauern verneigen sich und treten einen Schritt zurück. Die Leute 
auf der StraBe, die ihn horen durch den meterbreiten MauerriB, der 
entstanden ist, bleiben stehen und lauschen. Einige setzen sich zu der 
uniformierten Frau. Andere entfalten Zeitungen. Hunde richten ihre

Lewis, p. 110 f.
Morgner makes an interesting reference to DDrrenmatt's portrayal of physicists when Morolf 
says: 'Ich drehe mich ja auch gelegentlich um, heute habe ich wieder diesen Fehler 
gemacht, es ist nachgerade modern geworden, Stücke, in denen Physiker auftreten, in 
Irrenhàusern spielen zu lassen. Mobius ist der genialste Physiker aller Zeiten, aber er flieht 
ins Irrenhaus, um die Welt vor seinen Erfindungen zu schützen, weil sie ihnen nicht 
gewachsen ist. Sobald er sieht, dreht er sich um und überlëBt die Welt den Irrsinnigen. Wer 
sich dauernd umdreht, verliert dauernd. Wenn wir gewinnen wollen, müssen wir die Kraft 
aufbringen, uns nicht blenden zu lassen' TB, p. 615). Unlike Môbius, however, Wenzel is 
not prepared to turn back, but rather to face the world head on.
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Ohrtrichter auf die geborstene Mauer. Katzen setzen sich daneben. Auf 
ihren geleckten Pelzen lassen sich Vogel nieder. Erfrorene Dahlien in 
den Vorgarten erheben sich wieder. Die Baume richten ihre Aste und 
lassen der Sonne etwas mehr Spielraum. Zuletzt, als der Auflauf 
bereits die StraBe zu verstopfen droht, zwangt sich noch ein Lowe vom 
nahen Zirkus durch die Menschenmassen und nimmt Platz auf dem 
Dach eines Autos. Und Kai spielt, wie er damais gespielt hat, laut, 
fanatisch, ein biBchen arrogant, Bails mi Rumba spielt er und singt 
natürlich dazu das Blaue vom Himmel herunter... (RH, 212)

Mirroring Orpheus, there is almost no limit to Wenzel's power when he makes 

music and he seems to be able to control everything animate and inanimate. 

Just like the legendary minstrel, Wenzel's music has the power to charm 

animals and trees and we are told: '[Wenzel] singt auf sie eine Rumba. Die 

Pfianzen rührt und Tiere zahmt und viele Menschen erreicht' (RH, 213) and 

'[e]r spielt und spielt. Und die blaue Blume auf der Tapete blüht auf. Und die 

bereiften Baume vor dem Fenster verneigen sich' (RH, 223). The reference to 

Novalis in the latter quote is unmistakable and again links Morgner to the 

Romantics. In 'Cantus firm us', Wenzel assumes the role of Orpheus in a 

drunken speech given to Uwe and his father-in-law, Kantus. Here, however, 

Morgner rewrites the Orpheus myth and instead of trying to save Eurydice, 

Wenzel tries to save Persephone from Hades. Through this story, Morgner 

links Wenzel to the mythological framework of the novel Rumba auf einen 

Herbst

This fantastical aspect of Wenzel's character sets him apart from the other 

males in the novel and gives him a different perspective on science, despite 

being a renowned scientist himself. To him, science is not all that far removed 

from the imagination and the fantastic. 'Neue Ideen entspringen nicht dem 

rechnenden Verstand, sondern der künstlerisch schaffenden Phantasie [...] 

Physik 1st eine auBerst sinnliche Wissenschaft [...] man lebt standig am 

Rande des Geheimnisses und ist ganz von ihm umgeben' (TB, 612).
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Wenzel's ambiguous character makes him one of the more rounded 

characters in the novel and, as Westgate states:

His defence in 'Cantus firm us' of scientific enquiry, placing it in the 
tradition of Renaissance humanism and citing Dante on creativity, 
liberates his enterprise from political ideologies. Just as his musisch 
nonconformism had seduced Karla, so [Wenzel] manages to win over 
even the hardened communist Franz K a n t u s .

Rudolf Uhlenbrook

Like Lutz, Rudolf both perceives science as a form of religion and believes he 

is superior to non-scientific people. Uhlenbrook is first introduced almost in 

passing when Valeska writes her 'hadische Erzahlungen' on the back of a 

popular science monograph written by him. It is only much later, in book 12, 

that Valeska talks about her husband in greater detail.

Rudolf is a nutrition scientist and makes it clear to Valeska that he is not 

interested in anything non-scientific and 'er betrieb seine Forschungen in der 

Ciberzeugung, der groBte Wissenschaftler seines Fachs zu sein' (TB, 618). 

This attitude blinds him to anything outside the scope of science, to the extent 

that, initially, he does not even notice that his wife has changed into a man.

Rudolf, like Lutz, lives his life in accordance with traditional male stereotypes 

and therefore perceives Valeska's hatred of patriarchal conditions as 

insignificant, that is 'der Schonheit ihrer Erscheinung nicht zum Schaden 

gereichend' (TB, 620). Moreover, he is also a man who likes to live the high- 

life, for example preferring to eat breakfast at expensive restaurants. Whereas 

he sees this as a natural part of his life, his financial extravagance remains an

"'"‘ Westgate, p. 55.
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enigma to Valeska. It would never have occurred to her to do the same, 

nevertheless she follows these without resisting.

Rudolfs only concern is his work and he therefore has no time for children, 

not even Valeska's son. Children, according to him, are distractions which 

impair his ability to concentrate:

Er war überzeugt, daB Talent in der Fahigkeit bestünde, lange 
konzentriert einen Gegenstand zu bedenken. Ungestort. Weshalb ihm 
leicht die Hand ausrutschen konnte, falls sich Valeskas Sohn zur 
Unzeit ungünstig bemerkbar machte. (TB, 623)

Like the other male characters discussed (Salman, Kantus, Lutz et al.), 

Rudolf expects his wife to be a housewife; even though his wife is also a 

scientist, he still expects her to do the chores around the house, especially 

since he maintains that shopping cannot interest a scientist. At the same time, 

though, Valeska says that he is able to love without subjugating his wife: 'Da 

brauchte er keine Demütigungen, Gewalttatigkeiten und andere 

chauvinistische Verfratzungen, in der Liebe war Rudolf schon im utopischen 

Sinn' (TB, 626). How far this is true is debatable, since she does complain 

about his domineering habits and manners and admits that she has only been 

able to cope with these because she rarely saw him.

Valeska is able to cope with her transformation by regarding it as a magical 

act of revenge. She soon realises that the cultural differences between men 

and women are far greater than the physical differences. This is an important 

comment, since cultural differences can be changed and therefore she 

believes (at this point in her life at least) that men can overcome these cultural 

differences to meet women halfway.

Unlike Rudolf and Lutz, Shenja, Valeska's Russian friend, does not believe in
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science as a religion. She expresses Morgner's wish, namely '"Um in die 

Historié einzutreten, müBtest du aus der Historié treten'" (TB, 638). With this 

belief, she is in a much better position to accept Valeska's transformation 

without question. Valeska's change affords her the opportunity to experience 

at first hand how men feel and act, although her actions and feelings are a 

mixture of male and female emotions. Consequently, when she makes love to 

Shenja for the first time as a man, she does it without feelings of dominance 

or visions of subjugation. Shenja quotes Rousseau to explain how women 

should behave towards men:

"Die Erziehung der Frau soli auf die Manner abgerichtet sein. Ihnen zu 
gefallen, ihnen nütziich zu sein, sich ihnen liebenswert zu machen, sie 
zu erziehen, wenn sie noch Knaben, sie zu umsorgen, wenn sie 
erwachsen sind, ihnen mit Rat beizustehen, ihnen das Leben 
angenehm zu machen - all das sind zu jeder Zeit die Pfiichten der 
Frau, und dies sollten sie von Kindheit an lernen." (TB, 639)

These writings generate ardent man-hating in Valeska as a man, and 

Morgner is careful to offset Valeska against Rudolf to emphasise the 

differences between the attitudes of men and women, even when Valeska is a 

man. This is further emphasised when Valeska says that Shenja, who is 

physically not beautiful, is more attractive than Rudolf. Unlike the majority of 

men, she is able to look past the physical and see Shenja's beauty in her 

modesty, tolerance and patience.

It is clear that Rudolf is the direct opposite of Valeska, the man. His 

assuredness extends to believing that he is the greatest and therefore that he 

deserves the greatest; even to the extent that: 'Wenn er mit Valeska im Zug 

gereist war oder im Flugzeug oder im Bett, hatte er ihr die Welt gezeigt wie 

sein Eigentum' (TB, 641). He looked at everything with a childish pride in 

possession, always looking to be admired.
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In the end, Rudolf seems to come to terms with Valeska's miraculous 

transformation although he perhaps does not comprehend the implications of 

this in full. When he sees her the first time, he kissed her as usual and 

undressed her (TB, 651). It only later struck him that the naked Valeska was 

'verkleidet' (ibid.). It was then that they realised. 'daB sie notfalls die Bilder 

entbehren konnten, die sie sich voneinander und die andere für sie gemacht 

hatten' (TB, 652). They realised that they loved each other. Valeska's son, 

Arno, too accepted the miracle without question, although Valeska does admit 

that this was probably because he viewed the world as miraculous in anyway.

Although Rudolf is willing to live with Valeska in her masculine form because 

he loves hpr, he wishes that she would retain her female body - which she 

acquires temporarily during lovemaking by drinking a tincture of valerian so as 

not to transgress prevailing concepts of morality - for a while longer, because 

'er sich mal von der jetzt selbstverstandlichen Gerechtigkeit bei der Verteilung 

hauslicher Pfiichten erholen wollte' (TB, 653).

Uwe Parnitzke

Uwe is one of the most complex characters in the novels and represents a 

type of male that is directly opposed to those represented by Lutz, Wenzel 

and Rudolf, for example. By his own admission he, too, is a failure, but the 

reasons for his failures are entirely different to Pakulat's, for example. 

Whereas Pakulat's sense of failure is grounded in his war experiences, Uwe's 

is rooted in his childhood and his lack of either a strong father-figure or 

mother-figure. Uwe's life is based around finding a new father; as a boy he 

regarded Stalin as the perfect ersatz-father. When Stalin was rejected in the 

GDR in the mid-1950s, Uwe's world view was shattered and he once again 

had to look for a replacement father. This constant search became the basis
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of his life, always searching for someone or something to give meaning to his 

life. In fact, the search for a parent indirectly symbolises a search for himself, 

which may explain why he searches for his own masculine identity in 

exaggerated hero models. He is unable to establish his own identity and 

therefore tries to find an identity for himself in other people, trying their 

identities on like clothing: 'Überall, wo er war, sah er sich Leute an und 

überlegte, welches Leben zu ihnen passen konnte. Er probierte den Leuten 

verschiedene Leben an, wie man Kleider anprobiert. Manchmal probierte er 

lange, manchmal fiel ihm überhaupt nichts Passendes ein' (RH, 250). 

Anneliese Stawstrom articulates Uwe's predicament as follows:

Der Journalist Uwe Partnltzke war nicht wie sein Altersgenosse Lutz in 
Rollen- und Leistungszwang erstarrt; er hatte auch nicht das arrogante 
Auftreten eines Wenzel Morolf oder Rudolf Uhlenbrook, sondern war 
bemüht, sich bewusst und bescheiden von den Zwangen der Normen, 
die das Mannlichkeitsideal diktieren, zu befreien."*®

This sentiment is shared by Petra Reuffer who stresses:

[...] er ist der typische Vertreter einer Mannergeneration, die in elner 
Zeit des gesellschaftlichen Umbruchs der Geschlechtsbeziehungen 
orientierungslos treibt zwischen den historisch gewachsenen, 
allgemein herrschenden und internalisierten, mannlichen
Gewohnheiten und der besseren Einsicht in ihre Fragwürdigkeit und 
Verânderungsbedürftigkeit."^®

As a result, Uwe finds it very difficult to find his own identity since he still 

suffers under the patriarchal burdens of the past. Uwe’s insecurity about his 

own personality notwithstanding, Beatriz can still say that, as a man, he is 

bigger inside than outside and that he even understands that there is a 

connection between historical consciousness and self-consciousness.

"'^Stawstrôm, p. 135.
Petra Reuffer, Die unwahrscheinlichen Gewânder der anderen Wahrheit. Zur 
Wiederentdecfwng des Wunderbaren be! 6 . Grass und I. Morgner (Essen: Blaue Eule, 
1988), p. 346.
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Women seem to respect him and understand his problems. Both Laura, his 

first wife, and Valeska, his second wife, understand the difficulties faced by 

men who want to become 'human', since in their own ways they have 

struggled to come to terms with, and have overcome, similar problems by 

embracing magic and fantasy. That is why Valeska tries to help Uwe 

overcome his problems by telling him fantastical stories which she calls 

'Paralipomena für einen Mann' (TB, 316). However, Uwe cannot be this man, 

since he regards the fantastic as a means of escape and hence a sign of 

weakness and capitulation. Nevertheless, he is in any case not strong 

enough, nor is he capable of embracing the fantastic, to step outside history, 

a necessary occurrence before he can become 'human'. Valeska explains 

Uwe's predicament by saying that he is a victim of improvements and that, 

ironically, he suffers more than she does from her double-bind (TB, 320).

Uwe's past, namely his parentless upbringing, may explain the insecurities he 

suffers from as an adult. The fact that he was not loved by his mother as a 

child may also explain the fact that he is only capable of loving women who 

are superior to him, but at the same time is incapable of living with them 

because he feels inferior to them. Although he never finds a replacement 

father, he does find a replacement mother in Valeska's mother, Berta. This 

search for a strong mother-figure in all the women he meets has a detrimental 

effect on his self-image; he suffers from always being the weaker and inferior 

party in his relationships. It is only with Berta, that Uwe feels safe and himself 

and in a position to accept her unconditional love. Although he had no father, 

he finally had a mother. Her importance to him becomes clear when he says:

Du bist immer da für mich, zu jeder Zeit. Auch wenn ich nicht sehe, 
spüre ich das Dach einer Liebe über mir. Bei alien Frauen, die ich 
geliebt habe, habe ich dieses Dach gesucht. Ich habe es nicht 
gefunden. (RH, 261)
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This need to have somebody, to be liked by somebody, has an overpowering 

effect on him. Even as a child he desperately wanted people just to himself 

with the result that he inadvertently pushed everyone away. As he says:

Ich war eifersüchtig auf alle meine Freunde, Ich sehnte mich nach 
jemandem, der nur für mich da war. Auch die Madchen, die ich liebte, 
sollten nur für mich dasein. Ich wollte einen Menschen so besitzen, wie 
man eine Mutter besitzt. Ich wollte meine kalte Kindheit vergessen. 
Aber so was kann man nicht vergessen. So was schleppt man bis zum 
SchluB mit sich herum. (RH, 262)

In adulthood all his relationships exacerbate his sense of inferiority and 

even in his affair with his neighbour Maud, Uwe is very much the victim and 

she the dominant figure. It is therefore not surprising that both his marriages, 

with Valeska in Rumba auf einen Herbst and with Laura in Trobadora Beatriz, 

fail. Uwe is unable to understand his wives, and finds them to be supercilious 

and overbearing.

Although Uwe has always been painfully aware of his inadequacies as a man, 

it is brought home to him when he is asked to write an article on science and 

is required to attend scientific meetings to gather material for his article. 

Because he is not the competitive, career-oriented type, he feels inferior to 

scientists and people with letters after their names. At the same time, and this 

may be the first indication that Morgner is working towards a specific type of 

male who can be admitted to her utopian society, Uwe starts questioning the 

traditional, stereotypical roles expected of men, although he is unable to find a 

balance between historical, internalised masculine habits and the need to 

change these. Uwe is the first of Morgner's male characters to accept that he 

is living in a time of radical changes in male-female relationships, but he is 

unable as yet to deal with these changes. In a way, as Synnove Clason 

states, Uwe is a modern-day knight in search of the Holy Grail, a man who
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like Parzival, grew up without a father; he is both a seeker and an outsider 

and this imbalance will make it almost impossible for him to find his Holy Grail.

Uwe's attitude towards women is reflected in his attitude towards scientists. 

On the one hand, he has great admiration for scientists because they 

represent professional achievement, something which Uwe cannot obtain in 

his own work. On the other hand, though, he regards them as overbearing 

and self-absorbed and comes to the realisation that, despite their constant 

experimenting, scientists only delay social progress. Scientists, for whom 

merit and rewards are paramount, are incapable of developing a love ethic 

and this is one of the key themes of Morgner's entire oeuvre. As Clason 

states:

Da die Verfasserin des Rumba-Romans ihrem mannlichen 
Protagonisten ihre Augen und Erfahrungen leiht, spiegelt er zugleich 
weibliche Frustrationen über wissenschaftliche und ideologisch 
fortschrittliche, aber in ihrer Privatmoral rückstândige Manner wider."^^

Clason makes the important link between science and ideology, but the 

majority of Morgner's male protagonists are unable to escape their scientific 

roots. It is only if men are able to step outside their scientific world that they 

will be able to change their ideology. Men like Uwe seem to be on the road to 

change, but they are victims of their own progressive and unorthodox natures. 

Uwe represents what Lewis calls the 'feminized male' and whereas it is 

'mainly women who are perceived as being the victims of this masculine 

norm', Uwe is also a 'primary victim of the stereotype of the dedicated, 

selfless scientist'."^® Moreover:

[ajithough Uwe rejects the myth of physics as a masculine science, 
signified by his rejection of the authoritarian father-figure [...] he 
remains a victim of the immense social pressure to conform to the

"'^Clason, p. 1131.
Lewis, p. 111.
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norms of masculinity."^®

The role of 'new man' may be too much for Uwe to bear, though. In 

Rumba auf einen Herbst, Uwe is still too naïve and insecure to take the final 

step towards such a radical change. As a thirty-year-old, Uwe has restricted 

his horizons. 'Mit zwanzig' he says, 'war das Meer unendlich. Mit dreiBig hatte 

es Ufer' (RH, 233). This sense of living within limited horizons is further 

emphasised by the confines of the city in which Uwe lives; he is all too aware 

that he is unable to escape its borders and therefore he becomes part of the 

city. The anonymity of the city becomes symbolic of him. Its shadows hang 

over him like an executioner and skews his perception, not only of himself, but 

also of life in general. Westgate points to a further link between Uwe and the 

city in that his journeys on the S-Bahn and U-Bahn become symbolic of his 

general aimlessness which is also reflected in his aimless walking through the 

maze of corridors at the science institute.^®

When the young Armenian scientist says that if a man has not made a 

success of his life between the ages of thirty and forty, he will never achieve 

success, Uwe realises that his life is a failure. As he says:

[i]ch bin noch immer nicht zum Thema gekommen, das Thema bin ich, 
aber ich weiB nicht, wer ich bin, ich habe mich noch immer nicht 
gefunden, ich bin eine Produktion von Etappen, mein bisheriges Leben 
ist eine Sammlung von Lebensvarianten anderer Menschen, ich bin ein 
Mensch, der einen Vater verloren hat. (RH, 287)

This insecurity also plays an important role in the breakdown of his marriage 

to Valeska. The fact that he has no technical talent makes him doubt whether 

Valeska can love a man like him, especially since she is a scientist. Unlike the 

scientists, Uwe is a dreamer, a fact which he accepts he will never be able to

49

Westgate, p. 45.
Ibid., p. 111.
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change since a person cannot choose his own character.

It is only in his dreams that he is stronger than Valeska. His dreams offer him 

a chance to escape to a place where he can change his character; a place 

where he can be the hero who saves the damsel in distress, 'nur in den 

Traumen konnte man sich sooft man wollte kostümieren, ein anderer sein' 

(RH, 279). In despair, Uwe even speculates that his weakness is perhaps the 

reason why Valeska loves him, '[v]ielleicht liebte sie diese Labilitat an ihm, 

vielleicht gefiel ihr sogar, daB er ihr unterlegen war, es gab Frauen, deren 

groBte Befriedigung darin bestand, Manner zu versklaven' (RH, 279).

Uwe tends to see the dark side of everything; for example, if he asks for 

leave, it is always in the expectation that he will be turned down. This diffident, 

pessimistic tendency extends to his relationships with women. All those 

qualities that women admire in him, such as his sympathetic, attentive and 

considerate nature, for example, or the fact that he is not domineering, are 

perceived by Uwe as weaknesses.

Benno Pakulat

Benno stands in stark contrast to the other men in the novels, especially to his 

brother Lutz. He is unconventional, likes wearing faded jeans, has long hair 

and likes using slang. He is nevertheless described by the union as a 

dependable worker who is also an enthusiastic helper at the children's holiday 

camp. Benno's attitude towards children is significant and a sign that he is a 

'new male'. Unlike most of the other men, Benno is prepared to contribute to 

raising the children, refusing to abdicate responsibility for their upbringing to 

his wife. This becomes clear when he says:
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Ich hab das Kind fmh fertiggemacht und in die Krippe gebracht, ich 
habs abends geholt, gebadet, gefüttert, gewindelt natürlich auch, 
wenns krank war, hab ich nicht die Verantwortung auf meine Frau 
abgeschoben, sondern selber an Windelboxen und in Arztzimmern 
geschwitzt, mir die Nacht um die Ohren geschlagen und auch mal Rotz 
und Wasser geheult vor Angst. (TB, 373)

This view of raising children makes it possible for Laura's son to regard 

him as an ersatz mother and he even calls him 'Mama' (TB, 554). Compared 

to Lutz, it becomes clear why Morgner regards him as a possible saviour of all 

males.®  ̂As he tells Laura:

Für Lutz sind Kinder erst dann wirklich da, wenn er sich mit ihnen 
unterhalten kann. Vorher weiB er nicht, was er mit ihnen andrehen soil, 
und vollwertige Menschen, die man ernst nehmen muB, sind Kinder für 
ihn sowieso nicht, da schiâgt er ganz nach unserem Vater. (TB, 370)

This stands in stark contrast to Benno's own view:

Denn unsere Kinder sind nicht unser Besitz. Sie sind Sohne und 
Tochter der Sehnsucht, die das Leben hat nach sich selbst. Sie 
kommen durch uns, nicht von uns. Wir kônnen ihnen unsere Liebe 
geben, aber nicht unsere Gedanken. Wir konnen ihrem Korper ein 
Zuhause geben, aber nicht ihren Seelen. Denn ihre Seelen wohnen in 
dem Haus von morgen, das wir nicht besuchen konnen, nicht einmal in 
unseren Traumen. (TB, 388)

Benno is a man who does not shy away from his emotions. To him, 

being a bystander does not generate any real experiences; only contact, 

understanding and touching can do this. This makes him particularly desirable 

to women and even leads Beatriz to comment to Laura that in all her travels

Anneliese Stawstrôm refers to Benno's role as a saviour when she compares him to a 
Christ-figure: 'An dieser "zukunftsweisenden" (397) Mânnergestalt lassen sich zweifellos 
gewisse messianische Züge erkennen. Schon allein die Biographie hat den Klang eines 
Welterlosers 'atheistischer Art'. Als Sohn eines Zimmermanns und seiner Ehefrau Anna 
geboren, vom Vater erzogen, als Friedenssânger missverstanden, gestraft und freiwillig in 
die Produktion gegangen, erscheint er Laura in einem Himmelswagen als Lebens- und 
Liebespartner und somit auch als Erlôser von Vorurteilen. Benno 1st zudem - wie Jesus - 
Zimmermann und lâsst - wie jener - die Kinder zu sich kommen' (p. 148).
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she had never met such a sweet man as him.

Like Wenzel, Benno is also linked, at first indirectly and later directly, to 

magic. Initially he is used as a kind of magical instrument presented to Laura 

on a celestial vehicle. When he meets her in real life, he only has a vague 

idea that he has met her before. Later, he accepts Beatriz's past quite readily. 

Morgner has her tongue firmly in her cheek, though, when she says: 'Er hatte 

Laura das Vorleben der Trobadora nach einem schonen Orgasmus 

selbstverstandlicher abgenommen als eine Zeitungsmeldung über Irland' (TB, 

490).

That Benno is seen by Laura and Beatriz as the ideal man is largely because, 

as has been shown above, he is capable of enjoying and loving children. 

Morgner seems to be saying that the relationship between men and women 

would improve dramatically if men had more contact with children, since 

children make people more patient, sensitive, understanding and affectionate. 

However, as Martina Eidecker points out, these emotions are 'für Manner 

immer noch mit utopischer Perspektive verknüpft: Es fehle namlich an echten 

Vatern' (p. 162).

In his relationship with Laura, Benno nevertheless embodies the 'new man' 

mainly because he does not need to prove his self-esteem by clinging to 

privileged masculine behavioural patterns. In his role as 'new man', Benno 

changes into a male Scheherezade at the end of the novel, telling Laura a 

thousand and one stories to console her following Beatriz's death and thereby 

stepping into his role as new man. By the time Morgner writes Amanda, 

though, her writing has become much more pessimistic and Benno can no 

longer be regarded as representing hope for the future.
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Chapter 5

Victory and laughter: Amanda ein Hexenroman

Historical background and cultural policy

In the hope of reducing conflict and international tension, the United States 

and the Soviet Union concluded strategic arms limitation treaties (SALT I and 

SALT II) during the 1970s, which were intended to set equal aggregate 

ceilings and subceilings on strategic nuclear weapon systems, principally 

land-based and submarine-launched intercontinental ballistic missiles. 

President Carter agreed to comply with the provisions of the treaties, provided 

that the Soviet Union reciprocated. However, when the Soviet Union invaded 

Afghanistan in December 1979 the United States refused to ratify the SALT II 

treaty concluded earlier that year. Also in 1979, NATO made the so-called 

'twin-track decision' (‘DoppelbeschluB’), which stated that medium-range 

Cruise and Pershing II missiles would be stationed in the Federal Republic of 

Germany, Great Britain and Italy by 1983, if the Soviet Union did not agree to 

dismantle its own medium-range SS-20 missiles, targeted on western Europe, 

which were already being stationed in Ukraine and western Russia. As a 

result of this tit-for-tat escalation of the arms race, the atmosphere of détente 

seemed over by the end of the 1970s.

Although the GDR experienced a massive exodus of authors during the early 

1980s, this problem was largely ignored by the authorities in view of 

escalating fears of a nuclear war. In December 1981, Stephan Hermlin 

organised the first peace conference in East Berlin, the so-called 'Berliner
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Begegnung zur Friedensfôrderung’ which was attended by numerous authors 

from both East and West, including Günter de Bruyn, Volker Braun, Franz 

Fühmann, Christa Wolf, Günter Grass, Ernst Jandl and Uwe Johnson. The 

main topic discussed by the authors attending the conference was that both 

power blocs should take responsibility for the arms crisis. At the beginning of 

the 1980s, ‘[wurde] die mogliche Selbstvernichtung der menschlichen Gattung 

nicht nur zu einem zentralen Thema der Literatur selbst, sondern auch zu 

einem solchen der Literaturpolitik’.̂

On the domestic front. East German authors increasingly came to criticise the 

Honecker government for its attempts to blame internal cultural conflicts on 

Western ideological interference. According to Dennis Tate, the political 

leitmotif changed from 'friedliche Koexistenz' to 'die Kampfe unserer Zeit', 

coupled with a desire to return to traditional 'Parteilichkeit'.^ Consequently, the 

political arena became once again increasingly reactionary, with inevitable 

consequences for cultural policy. In 1979, Honecker repeated his promise of 

'keine Tabus’, but went on to qualify it still further by adding: 'Freilich besteht 

die Hauptsache darin, zu wissen, wo man steht in den politischen Kampfen 

unserer Zeit'.^ In another essay, Tate refers to the physical alienation felt by 

many authors from the sources of power in the GDR, 'in which the articulation 

of these feelings in literary form becomes for some authors virtually the only 

reason for living'."  ̂ Despite this, however, he continues to say that the 

warnings expounded in novels (notably in Wolfs Kassandra (1983), de 

Bruyn's Neue Herrlichkeit (1985) and Hein's Horns Ende (1985)) about the

' Emmerich, p. 264.
 ̂ Dennis Tate, 'Beyond "Kulturpolitik": The GDR's Established Authors and the Challenge of 

the 1980s' in The GDR in the 1980s, ed. by Ian Wallace (Tayport: Hutton Press, 1980), p. 
24.

® Cited in Tate, p. 24.
Dennis Tate, ‘Keeping the Biermann Affair in perspective. Repression, resistance and the 
articulation of despair In the cultural life of the Honecker era’, German Monitor, 40 (1997), p. 
4.
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extent of alienation from state authority by the early 1980s had no tangible 

impact on GDR political life.® 'In that sense they may be seen as marking the 

end of GDR literature as a force driven by the belief in its capacity to influence 

SED thinking'.® That said, authors like Morgner continued to write about their 

anxieties, and a novel like Amanda encapsulates important concerns of the 

1980s, namely, the fear of imminent nuclear war and despair at the 

exploitation of the world's natural resources. In its condemnation of a male- 

dominated industrial society, which has created a situation of 'wissenschaftlich 

und technisch hochgezüchtete[r] Kannibalismus',^ Amanda, the second novel 

of Morgner's Salman trilogy, is so rooted in the politics of the 1980s that at 

least some prior knowledge of these is necessary in order to understand the 

text. In this regard, Tate draws attention to the importance of the 

‘Walpurgisnachf scenes in particular:

The political and cultural dimensions of emancipation come together in 
the demonstration which occurs during the Walpurgisnacht rituals of 
1976 - a section of the novel which, despite all its carefully preserved 
ambiguities, makes fascinating reading as the first fictional evocation of 
the period of the 'Biermann crisis' to have appeared in the GDR.®

It is nothing short of miraculous that Morgner was able to have her 

novel published, since, although the authorities were more relaxed in their 

attitudes towards sexuality, as Reid points out: 'anything which touches on 

political topics and can in any way be regarded as calling in question the role 

of the ruling SED' still remained problematic.® It was against the background 

of the international developments outlined above that Amanda was written

® ibid., p. 10.
® Ibid, p. 11.
 ̂ Irmtraud Morgner, Amanda. Ein Hexenroman, (Berlin: Aufbau, 1983, 3'̂ '' edn. 1984), p. 376. 

Henceforth references to this novel will be given in parentheses in the text proper, with the 
abbreviation A, followed by the page number, e.g. (A, 312).

® Tate, 'Beyond "Kulturpolitik": The GDR's Established Authors and the Challenge of the 
1980s', p. 22.

® Reid, Writing without Taboos, p. 56.
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and as is the case with Wolfs Kassandra, Morgner’s novel bears testimony to 

the profound effect that international events had on authors writing at the time.

Of witches and broomsticks: new interpretations of old stories in 

Amanda

When asked if she would like to see the reinstatement of the matriarchy, 

Christa Wolf replied as follows:

Um Gottes willen - nein. Wahrscheinlich hat es ein vollkommen 
ausgebildetes Matriarchat als 'Frauenherrschaff nie gegeben, und ein 
Zurück in so frühe undifferenzierte Verhaltnisse gibt es sowieso nicht. 
Wir konnen nur versuchen, die Erfahrungen der Jahrtausende 
beachtend, weiterzugehen. Es muB also immer selbstverstandlicher 
werden, daB der mannliche und der weibliche Blick gemeinsam erst ein 
vollstàndiges Bild von der Welt vermittein, und daB Manner und Frauen 
sie auf ihre je eigene Weise gleichgestellt gestalten. Das würde zu 
ganz anderen Prioritaten führen als denen, die uns jetzt regieren. Zu 
anderen Wertehierarchien. - Aber darüber will ich jetzt nicht 
spekuiieren. Wir sind himmelweit davon entfernt.^®

Whereas Wolf was not prepared at the time to speculate about these new 

Wertehierarchien', Morgner does precisely this in Amanda. Although this 

novel is a continuation of many of the themes introduced in Trobadora 

Beatriz, the ten years between the two novels have led to a pronounced 

change in Morgner's attitude towards these themes. Much had happened, not 

only in the GDR, but also internationally, since Morgner wrote Trobadora 

Beatriz. As indicated earlier, the events that marked this period included the 

‘Biermann affair’ of 1976, when the singer-songwriter was stripped of his GDR 

citizenship, the Solidarnosc uprising in Poland in 1981 -  and the subsequent 

imposition of martial law by General Jaruzelski -  and the worrying 

developments in the field of nuclear armament. Amanda is to a large extent a

Cited in Christa Wolfs Medea. Voraussetzungen zu einem Text, ed. by Marianne 
Hochgeschurz (Munich: dtv, 2000), p. 81.
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reflection of these changes. As Eva Kaufmann points out in her essay 'Der 

Holle die Zunge rausstrecken... Der Weg der Erzahlerin Irmtraud Morgner', 

this second part of Morgner's Salman trilogy covers a multitude of topics that 

dominated socio-political discourse in the 1970s and early 1980s:

Die weitgespannte Thematik bleibt dem Erzahlen niemals auBerlich. 
Die dringiichsten aktuellen Fragen der Friedenssicherung, der 
Emanzipation der Frau beziehungsweise beider Geschiechter, die 
Künstler- und die Kinderproblematik und andere Fragen mehr bilden 
das ideell organisierende Zentrum. DDR-Zeitgeschichte und aktueller 
Weltkontext, historische Drehpunkte und Prozesse, die Realien des 
Alltags machen den Roman zu einem künstlerischen Dokument, aus 
dem über die DDR und die geschichtlichen Widersprüche um die 
Wende von den siebziger zu den achtziger Jahren viel zu erfahren 
ist."

The theme of human self-destructiveness is continued in this second 

instalment, but here Morgner chooses to focus her criticism to an even greater 

extent on hierarchical structures and patriarchal values. The inability of men to 

love, their insistent reliance on reason and the suppression of the imagination 

are offered as reasons not only for their self-alienation, but also for their 

alienation of women and the world around them. Amanda explores how 

patriarchal forces have systematically excluded women and how this 

phenomenon has contributed to the catastrophic state of the world in the 

1970s and 1980s.

When compared to Trobadora Beatriz, it is clear that Morgner is now fighting 

a larger battle. Whereas the first novel of the trilogy clearly aims at writing 

women into history, the emphasis of the second novel, although still 

concerned with women's position in a patriarchal society, has shifted and now 

encompasses a far broader spectrum. To a large extent, Amanda looks at the 

world as a whole and campaigns for worldwide peace. Morgner is severely

"  Cited in Gerhardt, p. 187.
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critical of humankind's thoughtless destruction of the environment and hints 

frequently at the fear of nuclear war felt by many GDR citizens at this time. 

Although the novel offers no concrete answers to society's many problems, 

Morgner does suggest that only when men and women learn to work together 

as equals in an equal society, and not against one other, can solutions to 

these problems be found. When seen in this light, Morgner's feminism clearly 

does not fit in with ‘essentialist’ second-wave feminist theories of the 1960s 

and 1970s. In true Marxist fashion, Morgner advocates a balance between 

masculine and feminine aspects. This idea runs through the novel and is 

highlighted by Anna when she opens the forty-sixth meeting of the women in 

the Hugenottendom with the following words: 'Die Philosophen haben die Welt 

bisher nur mannlich interpretiert. Es kommt aber darauf an, sie weiblich zu 

interpretieren, um sie menschlich verandern zu konnen’.''  ̂When compared to 

Marx's version in his 11. These über Feuerbach ('Die Philosophen haben die 

Welt nur verschieden interpretiert. Es kommt darauf an, sie zu verandern'),^® it 

becomes clear how Morgner perceived the prevailing patriarchy and how she 

proposed it could be changed.

For Morgner this means, as Hildegard Pietsch points out, that women's 

emancipation is no longer possible through integration into existing patriarchal 

structures. In Amanda, Morgner 'now [...] expresses a radical rejection of 

history formed by patriarchal forces. She argues for an entirely different social 

model to be initiated by women's shaping of society as opposed to fitting 

themselves into it'.̂ "̂  The question remains, however, whether the women in

Irmtraud Morgner, Amanda. Ein Hexenroman (Berlin: Aufbau, 1983, 3rd edn 1984). 
Henceforth references taken from this novel will be given in parentheses in the text proper, 
with the abbreviation A followed by the page number, e.g. (A, 214).

'®MEW, HI, p. 535.
Hildegard Pietsch, 'Goethe as a Model for Feminist Writing? The Adaptation of a Classical 
Author in Irmtraud Morgner's Amanda. Ein Hexenroman' in The Age of Goethe Today. 
Critical Reexamination and Literary Reflection ed. by G. Bauer Pickar and S. Cramer, 
Houston German Studies vol. 7. (Munich: Fink, 1990), pp. 212-13.
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Amanda actually succeed in achieving such a new society. Although the 

witches manage to overthrow chief devil Kolbuk's patriarchal rule of the 

Blocksberg, collaboration between men and women still seems to be an 

utopian ideal which has not yet been achieved.

In many ways Amanda can be read as a correction of Trobadora Beatriz. After 

ten years, Morgner realised that many of the principles represented in the first 

novel had to be re-addressed. This becomes clear in Morgner's interview with 

Doris Berger when she says:

[a]ls ich Beatriz beendet hatte, merkte ich, dass ich noch gar nicht 
richtig angefangen hatte mit dem Stoff. Nun, also - das Ende, das 
scheinbare happy end von Beatriz war ja verdachtig. Ich meine, das 
musste man aufiôsen, da müsste man ja mal dahinter graben und 
fragen, was ist dann? Was passiert, wenn jemand geradezu 
überglücklich ist, dass eine Frau etwas kann, was der Mann nicht kann. 
Natürlich, im Moment ist es grossartig, geradezu exotisch, aber was ist 
dann? Dann passiert das, was als soziale Erfahrung nun wirklich 
massiv dasteht.^®

Many of these contentious issues are re-addressed through the rewriting of 

Laura's biography. The responsibility of retelling Laura's story falls to Beatriz, 

now resurrected as a siren. Beatriz becomes the mouthpiece for Morgner's 

dissatisfaction with the first novel and, using documents from the Blocksberg 

archives, rewrites Laura's story as it should have been told from the start. We 

are told by Beatriz, for example, that Laura 'war nicht halb so zahm wie im 

Roman beschrieben' (A, 23) and that '[d]as Buch der Morgner [...] nach 

innerer Zensur [stinkt]' (A, 23). By correcting the mistakes made by Morgner in 

the first novel, Beatriz wishes not only to portray her friend in a better light, but 

also to tell the story of her other half, Amanda, which is completely ignored in 

Trobadora Beatriz.

Cited in Wallace (ed), The GDR in the 1980s, p. 29.
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The thematic changes are underwritten by a clear change in style as well. 

Although just as complex as Trobadora Beatriz, Amanda is less fragmented. 

The narrative action takes place on a number of levels, both spatially and 

temporally, and constitutes a multi-dimensional plot. The main action takes 

place in East Berlin and covers a period from 1933 (the year of Laura's birth) 

to 1977 when she learns of Fakal's condemnation. This section of the novel 

therefore deals with Laura's life in the 'real' world. The secondary plot covers 

the period from the Spring of 1980 to New Year's Eve of the same year; it 

opens with Beatriz's rebirth as a siren and ends with the witches' victory over 

the ravens in the Blocksberg. What happens in the intervening three years is 

not explained and Morgner leaves it up to the reader to fill in the gaps.

Laura Amanda Salman therefore takes centre stage in Amanda. We are told 

how Laura is pursued by one of the Horselberg witches, Isebel, to help and 

support the other witches in their rebellion against Koibuk and his minions. 

Isebel, however, is foiled in her attempts to make Laura aware of who she 

actually is, since Laura's grandmother decides to throw away the elixir needed 

by Laura to give her insight into her own situation. To make matters worse, 

Koibuk gets wind of the witches' plan to overthrow his regime in the 

Blocksberg and, as a defence strategy, decides to cut Laura into two halves 

with a sword. The unruly half (Amanda) is banished to the Horselberg, while 

the more malleable, meeker half (Laura) remains in East Berlin. Against the 

odds, the two halves succeed in meeting on occasion, planning and scheming 

how they could go about looking for the drinking silver which would reunite the 

two halves. Although Laura finds a man who would be prepared to steal the 

drinking silver from the golden pot kept in the Blocksberg, the mission itself 

fails and at the end of the novel, Laura and Amanda remain severed.
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As can be seen from this short synopsis, Laura's story is now approached 

from a very different angle; for the first time the reader is told of Laura's other 

half, of her history as a witch, and how she succeeds in becoming a much 

stronger woman, even without being reunited with Amanda. In the end, the 

optimistic belief in a peaceful world portrayed in Trobadora Beatriz succumbs 

to a more sceptical outlook on life. Although, to the ordinary reader, it may 

seem as if Morgner had fulfilled her agenda of a much more severe criticism 

of GDR life, she herself remained unsatisfied with the outcome. Given the 

subject-matter of the novel, there were not only many publishing delays, but 

Morgner was also forced to make many changes if she was to have any hope 

of having it published.^® This may, in part, account for her dissatisfaction with 

the outcome of Amanda.

As in the previous novels, Amanda continues the tradition of mixing reality 

and fantasy in such a way that the borders between the two realms become 

so blurred that the two different worlds merge into one. In this novel, too, there 

is also a rich blend of the real and the fantastic where characters from both 

worlds interact with each other and move effortlessly from one world to 

another. This interplay between the real and the fantastic provides the 

platform which enables Morgner to criticise GDR society, while remaining 

largely immune to official censure of this criticism. By creating a contrastive 

fantastic discourse and interweaving this into the 'real' discourse, Morgner is 

able to present a different history, and by extension, a different future. 

Whereas the fantastic in her earlier novels has been a rich blend of a great 

variety of fantastical traditions, including Greek myth, fairy tales and science 

fiction, the fantastic in Amanda derives almost exclusively from Greek and 

Germanic myth. In the novel, however, the familiar myths such as the Greek 

and Hebrew myths of the creation and the Brocken myth are modified and

16 See Westgate for a detailed account of the publication history of Amanda, pp. 206-45.
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retold from a feminist perspective, so that Morgner is able to destroy the 

misogynist bias created in these myths and change previously negative 

characters into positive ones.

As has been pointed out in previous chapters, the majority of Morgner's male 

characters exclude themselves from the fantastic. Rational, scientifically 

oriented men such as Lutz and Hubert are incapable of looking beyond the 

borders of scientific inquiry and are unwilling to accept anything that does not 

fall within their logical precepts. Even the 'feminised' men like Uwe and 

Benno, who should be more open to fantastical ideas, are reluctant to 

embrace these concepts wholeheartedly. In Amanda, however, Morgner 

changes direction and introduces two principal male characters who, although 

also scientists, interact freely with the fantastic and embrace ‘unreal’ tenets, 

albeit to varying degrees and for different purposes. How the fantastic is 

portrayed in Amanda and how these men interact with it, will now be 

examined.

Throughout the novel, the fantastic is presented on a number of levels, some 

of which intersect while others remain discrete narrative strands. One of these 

centres on Beatriz who, resurrected for the second time as a siren, lives in a 

cage in the Berlin zoo and is befriended and assisted by Arke, the flying 

serpent, daughter of Gaja. The mythological elements come to the fore in the 

chapter called 'ParnaB-Mythologie' which deals with (and is a rewriting of) the 

Pandora myth. In her treatment of the Pandora material, Morgner tries to 

explain how humankind has become such a bellicose, patriarchal society and 

offers an alternative based more on Goethe's reading of Pandora than on 

Hesiod's. Another mythological strand is introduced in the chapter called 

'Brockenmythologie' and tells of a creation myth and the idea of division. This 

idea of division is a central issue in the novel and is used by Morgner to
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explain why men and women behave as they do. As such, the four 

protagonists have all been divided in one way or another, some by force and 

others by design.

In her new role as siren, Beatriz is given the important task of ensuring that a 

nuclear war will not break out on earth and that humankind will live together in 

peace. The role played by the siren in Amanda is therefore the reverse of the 

role traditionally associated with a siren. Traditionally, sirens were beautiful 

women who lived on an island in the sea and had enchanting voices. When 

they sang, sailors were lured to their deaths on the rocks. The most famous 

account of the sirens is in the story surrounding Odysseus who managed to 

foil the sirens' seductive singing by commanding his men to stop their ears 

with wax so that they would not be able to hear the singing. As he wanted to 

hear their singing, he was tied to the mast of his ship and therefore managed 

to resist the sirens' singing.^^ Morgner, however, departs from the traditional 

view of the siren and believes that they had a much more positive role to play. 

In fact, as Arke informs Beatriz, all 'weise Frauen' (A, 16) in antiquity led a 

second life as a siren. It was their task, through their singing, to rid men of 

their aggressive natures. However, this function was lost when men 

reappropriated matriarchal myths and introduced 'Privateigentum, 

Klassentrennung, Ausbeutung, Staatsgewalt, Kriege' (A, 16), in other words, 

what Morgner refers to as patriarchal history. War forced the sirens into a 

world of silence and as a result their role in the world was smothered. 

Morgner wants to revive their original role: instead of luring men (and, given 

the power structures prevalent in modern societies, therefore also humankind 

as a whole) to their deaths, she believes that they can be far better used to

^^For a detailed account of this story, see Homer's Odyssey, Book XII, translated by Martin 
Hammond (London: Duckworth, 2000).
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lure humanity away from the destructive course it Is taking, thereby preventing 

further environmental disasters and nuclear war. As Lewis points out, Beatriz

is no longer an active agent in search of the ideal political and social 
conditions for women. The quest for ideal material conditions for the 
sexually liberated female subject [...] appears to have been integrated 
into a more pressing quest for the survival of the human race and the 
future of the planet.

The fact that Beatriz's tongue is cut out by mysterious creatures is, 

however, very significant. By losing the very means with which she is 

supposed to warn humankind of the dangers facing it, Morgner suggests that 

any warning is futile. At the same time, however, Beatriz is resourceful and 

instead of singing, is able to put her warnings in writing. Writing, at least for 

the time being, becomes a substitute for singing, which is Morgner's way of 

pointing to the 'function of literature as an available but less effective means' 

of w a rn in g .In  this regard, Beatriz claims that she is writing the book 

Amanda for Wesselin, who, as part of the younger generation and as the son 

of a witch, functions as a powerful symbol for the future. However, given the 

current world situation, this future is not only very uncertain, but also strangles 

the dreams of children. She fears that Wesselin may not want to read the 

novel, since many children have lost the hunger to read. She imagines 

Wesselin saying: 'Ich soil mich im Sozialismus absolut geborgen fdhlen' [...] 

Mehr als relative Geborgenheit ist aber nicht drin, well es für sozialistische 

Lander keinen Extraplaneten gibt, sondern auch nur den einen, auf dem mehr 

Sprengstoffe lagern als Lebensmittel' (A, 577). Beatriz is anxious to tell the 

Wesselin of the future that he must release the 'Güter mit Fittichen' (A, 578) 

from Pandora's box if the world is to be saved. She fears for Wesselin's future 

because he is part of a generation that is growing up without exposure to

Lewis, p. 247.
Helen Bridge, 'Myth and History in Irmtraud Morgner's Amanda\ German Life and Letters 
(1998), 483-95, (here p. 493).
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classical literature and the art of the ancient world. As she sees Wesselin's 

future, he would be proud of his achievements in solving complicated 

equations, quoting Lenin etc. That is the reason why she wants him to read 

Amanda:

Also hatte ich gehofft [...] daR die Lektüre des sirenischen Bûches 
"Amanda" den sozialistischen Fachmann Wesselin ein wenig von der 
Überzeugung abbringen konnte, erst mit seinem Erscheinen auf dem 
Schauplatz geriete die Welt auf die Bahn der Effektivitat und Vernunft. 
(A. 579)

Beatriz is assisted in her quest by Arke, who is one of the daughters of 

Mother Earth. Since Beatriz is kept in a cage and unable to move around, 

Arke becomes her connection with the outside world and it is through her that 

Beatriz learns about the destruction of the environment, which is a central 

topic of the novel. In her search for another siren who will be able to replace 

Beatriz's tongue, Arke goes on three trips around the world. During these 

journeys, she also visits her other sisters, namely the Loch Ness monster, the 

green monster of the Amazon, Fata Morgana of the Sahara, Ganges, the river 

dragon of the Mekong, and the flying fish of Tunguska in Siberia. From these 

sisters she learns how humans are destroying the earth. After her second trip, 

she tells Beatriz how 'die vier groRen biologischen Système, von denen die 

Menschen abhangig sind - die Meeresfauna, die Walder, das Weideland und 

das Ackerland' (A, 357) have already become overburdened to the point 

where they threaten to become unsustainable, and how humans insist, 

moreover, on depleting their natural resources. According to Arke this is 

because humans have discarded the old myths and have replaced these with 

a new myth, namely that of exponential economic growth. It is therefore up to 

the sirens to steer humans away from this path because as she says:

[die] Losung jedoch konnte nicht nur die alltagliche Realitat des 
Planeten bewahren helfen, sondern auch seine zauberische. Denn der 
Atomtod bedroht selbstverstandlich auch die Zauberberge. Alle Arten
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von Tâlern und Hôhen haben von den Stimmen der wieder- 
erstandenen Sirenen Beistand zu erhoffen. (A, 246)

By letting a fantastical creature comment on the real situation of the 

1970s and 1980s, Morgner is able to create a distancing and disturbing effect, 

forcing the reader to stand back from the situation and look at it with fresh 

eyes. Although Beatriz and Arke do not interact directly with humans as such, 

their fantastical story forms the framework for the rest of the action in the 

novel. Amanda is a multi-layered narrative and without the narrative 

framework the rest of the story cannot function; it acts as the sphere 'in which 

the other mythologies and the plots of the novel are co-ordinated, presented 

and evaluated'.^® The reader not only accepts the existence of these 

creatures, but also their authority.

One aspect of the novel which becomes immediately apparent, is Morgner's 

reliance on traditional myth and her subsequent rewriting thereof, in particular 

her expansion of the Pandora myth as told in the 'ParnaR-Mythologie' chapter. 

Morgner initially follows Hesiod's version as given in his Works and Days and 

Theogony, but departs radically from this version in her portrayal of 

Prometheus and Pandora. According to Hesiod, Zeus, after having been 

tricked by Prometheus, swore revenge and decided to create women 'who are 

an evil to men, with a nature to do evil'.^^ Zeus ordered Hephaestus to make a 

woman of clay who, after having been brought to life, would be adorned by 

the goddesses of Olympus. This woman, who was called Pandora, the gift of 

all, was sent to Epimetheus, the brother of Prometheus, as a gift, one, 

however, which he could not accept as his brother had warned him not to 

accept anything from Zeus. Having once again been outwitted by 

Prometheus, Zeus had him chained to a pillar where vultures tore at his liver

“  Bridge, p. 493.
Edith Hamilton, Mythology. Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes (New York: Mentor, 1977),
p. 70.
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in perpetuity. Seeing what was happening to his brother, Epimetheus married 

Pandora whom Zeus 'had made as foolish, mischievous, and Idle as she was 

beautiful - the first of a long line of such wom en'.Pandora, who was also 

extremely inquisitive, opened a box which she had been told to keep closed, 

which contained evils such as old age, sickness, insanity, vice and passion. 

When she saw what she had done, she closed the box again before hope, the 

only good thing in the box, could also escape.

Morgner viewed the Pandora myth, which is a Greek version of the Creation 

and Fall, as a perfect basis for the new, androgynous society which she 

foresaw as the only one in which men and women could live together in 

harmony and prevent the world from being destroyed. Given the misogynist 

telling of the myth, however, it demanded drastic rewriting so that women 

were not perceived as the instigators of all evil, but rather as the saviours of 

humankind.

Whereas Prometheus, according to Hesiod, was the wisest of his race and 

skilled in architecture, astronomy, mathematics and navigation, and therefore 

the perfect role model for men like Lutz and Hubert, Morgner saw Prometheus 

as representative of male violence, war and the general destruction of the 

earth. An explanation for this is given by Gaja, who blames this behaviour on 

the 'Mangel an Liebesfahigkeit' (A, 81). In order to teach men how to love, 

Gaja decides to send them Pandora. In Morgner's version. Pandora is no 

longer presented as the bringer of all evil to humankind, but rather as the 

person who will redress the balance between men and women. Morgner 

makes this explicit in the following passage:

Robert Graves, Greek Myths, (London: Cassell, 1965), p. 145. Compare this to Morgner's 
description of Pandora: 'Eine schonere und klügere hat es nie gegeben' (A, 81).
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[a]ls er ihre Büchse offnete, merkte er, daR er Recht getan und Zeus 
geiogen hatte. Denn nicht Libel sah er der Büchse entweichen, 
sondern Luftgestalten und Güter mit Fittichen: Zukunftsbilder. Die 
Luftgestalten zeigten me&bare Reichtümer und Wahrheiten, 
Besserwissen, Sinn für Recht und Nutzen, Unbeugsamkeit, 
Vaterlandsliebe, Eroberungen, Siege und Wohlstande; die Güter mit 
Fittichen unermeRliche. (A, 82)

Pandora’s box contains a mixture of human qualities, namely both masculine 

and feminine characteristics represented by the ’Luftgestalten' and the 'Güter 

mit Fittichen' respectively. This, according to Bridge, 'reflects the androgyny of 

the ideal she represents and the conviction on which the novel is based, that it 

is the union of masculine and feminine values which is to be achieved rather 

than the replacement of masculine by feminine values'.^^ By including this 

new version of the myth, Morgner emphasises the pro-male bias inherent in 

Hesiod's version and, as a result, brings about a further indictment of the 

patriarchal society of the GDR, as represented by Prometheus.

As was pointed out above, Morgner based her version on Goethe's version 

because, as Chariklia explains:

Dm dich über Pandora zu unterrichten, brauchst du nicht nach 
Griechenland zu reisen. Das kannst du in Weimar vielleicht sogar 
besser haben. Wei (It du nicht, daft dieser Goethe einfach allés gewulit 
hat? Oder geahnt - selbst die tatsachlichen und moglichen 
Katastrophen unserer Gegenwart schon und die Traditionslinie, deren 
Wiederaufnahme einzig auf menschliche Zukunft hoffen lassen kônnte. 
(A, 77)

Goethe's influence on Morgner has already been shown in earlier chapters 

and it has been pointed out that Beatriz can be compared to Faust. In 

Amanda, it is almost as if Morgner is comparing her situation to that of Goethe 

at the time he wrote his Pandora story (1807-10). As Beatriz says in 

connection with Die Wiederkehr der Pandora:

23 Bridge, p. 488.
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Und nun erst fiel mir auf, dad der Dichter das Werk schrieb, als er die 
politische Welt in schlimmen Zustanden sah. Sie bewirkten, dad 
Goethe übel wurde. Er krankelte sieben Jahren hin und schwieg als 
Poet. Als er wieder zu dichten begann, waren die Zustande 
keineswegs gebessert. Goethe überwand seine Krise nicht, weil die 
Weltlage plotzlich zu Hoffnung Aniad gab. Nicht politische Besserung 
beendete seine Verdrossenheit, sondern ein Vorsatz. Goethe beendete 
seine Krise, indem er das alltagliche Hoffen zum Weltgrundsatz erhob 
und den Pandora-Stoff dazu fand. (A, 257-58)

Morgner's despair at the way in which humans were treating the earth 

and each other by the early 1980s is a reflection of Goethe's own pessimistic 

view of conditions prevalent during the early nineteenth century. By following 

in the footsteps of Goethe, Morgner, too, hopes to end her crisis. She was 

particularly taken with Goethe's portrayal of the female figure and his apparent 

reliance on the influence of women to create a better future. As in Die 

Wiederkehr der Pandora, Morgner's Pandora's box also contains good and 

evil; it is up to humans how they use her gifts. Her portrayal of Pandora as a 

symbol of humanity echoes Goethe's sentiment that 'dem Menschen nur das 

gemad ist, was ihn und seine Umwelt bereichert. Die Gestalt der Pandora 

gewinnt bei ihm den Charakter eines Humanitatssymbols' (A, 96). Morgner, 

following Goethe, turns the myth on its head, giving it an opposite meaning: 

instead of concentrating on decline and destruction, she concentrates on 

overcoming obstacles. The fact that the relationship between Epimetheus and 

Prometheus in Goethe's play is symbolic of the hope of salvation and renewal 

of a human culture which is in danger of being annihilated, is significant to 

Morgner. As she interprets Goethe, his play deals with the contrast between 

'Tatenleben' and 'Leben in Betrachtung' (A, 301) as well as with the 

reconciliation between these two positions, which are actually mutually 

exclusive, in all subsequent and educated races. For Morgner this 

reconciliation symbolises the appeasement of reason and feeling. In her own 

version, she extends this reconciliation to Prometheus (here the symbol of
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masculine activism) and Pandora (the symbol of feminine fertility) which in 

turn becomes a metaphor for the reconciliation between men and women as a 

whole as the premise for a utopian society.

Another aspect that drew Morgner to Goethe's interpretation is the fact that, 

as Pietsch points out, '[rjather than bemoaning the loss of paradise, Goethe 

tried to envision a new one'.̂ "  ̂ This is something which Morgner tries to 

achieve in Amanda as well, but seems incapable of doing. Unlike Goethe, she 

seems to be far more pessimistic and although Amanda does offer an 

alternative utopia, Morgner is not convinced that this utopia is attainable. Like 

Goethe, she too fell into silence, the only difference being that she was 

ultimately incapable of overcoming her despair.

The section dealing with the 'Brockenmythologie' functions as the background 

against which Laura and Amanda's lives are played out. This section therefore 

forms an integral part of the plot. As we learn from Beatriz, Laura was 

destined to become a witch even before she was born; in the role of a 'chosen 

one', Laura is supposed to assist the witches in their fight against Kolbuk and 

his regime, so aspects of magic and the fantastic surround her life from the 

beginning, even though the reader only finds out about this side of her life in 

the second instalment of the trilogy. It is also as a result of this interplay 

between fantasy and reality that Laura is divided into two halves by Kolbuk in 

order to minimise Laura's strength and therefore her chances of overthrowing 

his regime. As Bridge points out, this aspect of the novel can be seen as a 

symbolic representation of conditions endured by women in the GDR; women 

still suffered under the double burden, despite the fact that GDR society was 

supposed to be based on equality of the sexes. The entire Brocken mythology 

as told by Morgner is therefore a metaphor for 'the reduction of women's

Pietsch, p. 217.
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energy and the elimination of their non-conformist sides by conditions in the 

GDR if these have not already been effected by social and cultural 

expectations of w o m e n '.In  her quest to find the 'Schlafersatzelixier' (A, 167) 

which would help women cope with this double burden, Laura takes up 

alchemy and as a result becomes embroiled in the turbulent, fantastic world of 

devils and angels. This world, represented by the Blocksberg and the 

Horselberg, and the power struggles between Kolbuk and Zacharias on the 

one hand and the witches on the other, becomes the subject of a bitter parody 

of GDR authorities and their socialism. As Amanda says:

Ein Zufluchtsort der doppelten Moral muR auch dem Sozialismus mehr 
als schaden. SchloR Blocksberg mit Dependence Horselberg besorgt 
namlich, daB patriarchalische Gewohnheiten nicht aussterben. Ein 
Sozialismus aber, der die Mannervorherrschaft nicht abschafft, kann 
keinen Kommunismus aufbaun. (A, 549)

In short, the Brocken mythology is an account of the Walpurgisnacht festivities 

and the imprisonment of women's other halves in the Horselberg as the 

whores of the arch-devil Kolbuk and his ravens. This mythology is furthermore 

the basis for Morgner's idea of division, namely that all women and some men 

are forcibly divided into two halves by patriarchal forces to make them weaker 

so that they will not be in a position to overthrow these forces.

According to this mythology, Kolbuk is in possession of a golden pot which 

contains two magical stones: the red stone can be used to make gold and 

drinking gold, the latter bestowing world supremacy on the drinker, and the 

white stone which can be used to make silver and drinking silver, which has 

the power to re-unite the separated halves of women and men. Morgner 

explains that the men promised the women that they will help them distil the 

drinking silver and to free them and, when released by Kolbuk themselves

Bridge, p. 493.
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and given the ability to change into ravens, they fly to the Brocken where they 

start work on the drinking silver. However, they fail and instead start working 

on the red stone which fascinated them so much that they could not work on 

anything else. This accounts for men’s scientific natures and the fact that 

science is a masculine domain. When the women all died, the men could not 

appease their consciences. Later, when new generations of women decided 

to rebel against Kolbuk's regime, the ravens became furious and asked 

Kolbuk to intervene. Because the majority of women were already halved by 

social customs, Kolbuk decided to halve those women who resisted the social 

division, which resulted in his so-called 'teuflische Teilung' (A, 118). As he 

observes:

die Sitten [halbierten] fast alle Frauen früher oder spater [...]. Die 
unbrauchbaren Hâlften dieser normalen Frauen verwelkten und 
vergingen ohne Rückstand. Die brauchbaren machten sich nütziich, 
ohne zu stôren. Nur wenige Frauen, die also unnormal waren und 
deshalb Querkopfe genannt wurden, widerstanden der sittlichen 
Teilung. (ibid.)

This division is therefore used by the patriarchal forces to suppress women 

and to prevent them from infiltrating the structures of power. It is extremely 

significant that there is no division between good and evil in Morgner's 

mythology. Kolbuk and Zacharias are allies, working together against the 

uprising of the witches under the leadership of Amanda. In fact, Morgner 

agrees that God and the Devil were originally one, but were divided to 

encourage discussion and argument. As Malcolm Humble points out:

Morgner here asserts nothing less than the need to transcend one of 
the most deep-seated binary divisions in the human psyche, that 
between good and evil, as it has become an instrument to justify the
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unleashing of male destructive energies, ensuring that the potential 
wholeness of both sexes remains a dream.^®

Kolbuk explains further that the idea of division was also implemented 

by God when he divided Lilith. Lilith, who was Adam’s first wife, refused to be 

suppressed by Adam and claimed that she was his equal. When Adam tried 

to compel her to be obedient to him, Lilith, in a rage, uttered the magic name 

of God and left him. When Adam complained to God, God punished Lilith by 

dividing her into two, sending the one half to Adam as his new and 

subservient wife, Eve, and banishing the other half to hell.

In Amanda, Morgner sets out to heal this division, to reunite the women with 

their other halves. However, as soon becomes apparent, this is no easy task 

since the witches themselves cannot agree on a strategy. The three witch 

factions, subtle parodies of various strands of feminism prevalent during the 

1970s and 1980s, fight among themselves for supremacy, thereby weakening 

their chances of overthrowing the ravens and capturing the Blocksberg. On 

the one hand, the 'HUU Fraktion', or the red skirts, are gun-toting extremists 

who have appropriated the warfare skills developed by men so that they can 

use it against men. They oppose men entirely and are in favour of reinstating 

the matriarchy. The second faction, the green skirts, also called ’Holletochter’ 

(A, 406) have Hulle as their leader. Unlike the red skirts, the witches of this 

faction only know what they do not want, that is to be like men. The third 

faction, those who wear owl costumes, are androgynous and have Amanda 

as their leader. They have the ability to 'brainwash' their raven customers with 

dangerous tendencies (A, 406) and that is why Kolbuk has instructed Kuonrat 

to keep a watch on Amanda at all times. Morgner puts her weight behind the

Malcolm Humble, 'Pandora's Box: the Rehabilitation of the Siren and the Witch in Irmtraud 
Morgner's Amanda', Forum for Modern Language Studies, 28 (1992), pp. 335-48, (here p. 
341).
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owl faction, since she too advocates an androgynous model as the basis for a 

utopian society. In this regard, Eidecker points out:

Das androgyne Modell, das durch das Bild der Eule mit Weisheit 
assoziiert wird, ist eins, was deshalb funktioniert, weil es eine 
Verhaltensanderung der Manner miteinschlieGt, anstatt sie entweder 
zu bekriegen oder sich ganzlich von ihnen abzuwenden,^^

The importance of androgyny is emphasised by the siren Katharina when she 

says that all talented and gifted people are androgynous.

Given that the Blocksberg may be seen as an allegory of the GDR authorities 

and, by implication, of patriarchy as a whole, Kolbuk and Zacharias, as 

representatives of the hegemonic society, play a crucial role in Morgner's 

mythology since they are emblematic of the majority of male characters in her 

work, from the scientists like Lutz and Wenzel to the old-school Communists 

like Pakulat and Johann Salman. Kolbuk embodies the patriarchal values 

which suppress women and elevate men in society. In a discussion with 

Zacharias, he explains: 'Der Forscherdrang bringt unsre Frauen um, nur weil 

er mannlich ist. [...] Was zahit, sind Siege, Macht. Wissenschaft braucht 

diesen Stachel als Antrieb für Hôchstleistungen. Die Manner haben ihn von 

Natur' (A, 455).^® As a result, all emancipated women are, if Kolbuk is to be 

believed, 'potentielle Dissidenten' (A, 465).

As in Trobadora Beatriz, the problems of masculinity and the role of men in 

society is a central topic in Amanda. The issue of a positive male role model 

for her son Wesselin is one with which Laura struggles throughout the novel. 

Her fears are further accentuated by various magazine articles. These 

magazines proclaim that boys need a male role model and that those who

27 Eidecker, p. 200.
This is reminiscent of Wenzel and Lutz's idea of a 'vitale Wissenschaft für vitale Manner'.
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grow up without one will suffer negative consequences, for example, they will 

either suffer from neurotic or psychotic disorders or become homosexual. 

Although Laura does not believe that homosexuality is a disease, she 

nevertheless does not wish her son to be homosexual, because she does not 

want him to be treated as an outsider. As she says; 'Die Sitten des Landes - 

nicht die Gesetze - diskriminierten mannliche Homosexualitat unerbittlich' (A, 

343). As a result, Laura is constantly on the lookout for a man who can act as 

a role model.

The idea of sexual freedom in connection with masculinity is also voiced in the 

novel. This is a topic dear to Vilma's heart, especially the influence of the pill 

on women's lives. According to her, men, who have led fairly carefree lives 

before the pill and the abolition of paragraph 218, now have no cares at all 

(with regard to sex, pregnancy etc.). Men invented the pill for their own 

benefit. Vilma advocates a solution whereby men and women are equally 

burdened, that is if a burden cannot be avoided as a side effect. As such she 

says: 'Die Manner haben bisher bei den Frauen Schicksal gespielt. Das ist 

vorbei. Aber es wird sicher noch eine ganze Weile dauern, bis das weibliche 

Geschlecht gelernt hat, die Produktivkraft Sexualitat produktiv zu nutzen' (A, 

223).

When Laura suggests that a pill for men should be invented and that partners 

could alternate between taking it, Vilma laughs, commenting that there is no 

doubt that Konrad would refuse to take the pill on ideological grounds. Laura 

counters that she is sure that Benno would have been glad to take the pill, 

given his feminised nature. As was discussed in the chapter on Trobadora 

Beatriz, Benno was put forward as the ideal man, (the) one who will be 

capable of creating a utopia in cooperation with women. In the intervening ten 

years, Morgner seems to have changed her mind. Laura's relationship with
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Benno ends when her novel is published and she becomes one of the GDR's 

celebrated authors and an internationally renowned feminist, or as the novel 

has it, 'eine Frau von Rang' (A, 557). Although Benno is initially very proud of 

Laura's achievements, this pride soon turns into jealousy. As a result he turns 

to alcohol to escape his own sense of inferiority and eventually dies in a car 

accident. In the end, Laura has to admit that she and Benno did not have a 

relationship based on equality. In fact, she became an ersatz mother for him. 

Petra Waschescio elucidates Morgner's change in attitude towards her male 

characters by stating that:

In Amanda werden Manner lediglich hypothetisch betrachtet: als 
mogliche Identifikationsfiguren für den vaterlosen, d.h. in Lauras Augen 
der Homosexualitat schutzlos preisgegebenen Wesselin [...]. Die 
Darstellung von Sexualitat, die Morgner zur Ausnahme in der DDR- 
Literatur der siebziger Jahre machte, findet im zweiten Teil der 
Salman-Trilogie keinen Platz mehr, wie überhaupt der Mann als 
'realistischer Beistand' und die Aussohnung der Geschlechter, in der 
'Trobadora' in der utopischen Ehe zwischen Benno und Laura 
antizipiert, im Roman selbst nicht mehr vorgeführt wird.^®

A change in attitude is also perceptible in respect of Morgner’s 

treatment of men and their relationship with the fantastic. As will be shown 

below, the two main male characters in Amanda, Heinrich Fakal and Konrad 

Tenner, have close links with the fantastic. How they deal with the fantastic 

differs greatly, however, and in the end determines their individual fates.

Heinrich Fakal

As has been discussed above, Amanda is in many ways a novel of division 

and double lives. It has already been shown that Morgner believes women are

Petra Waschescio, Vernunftkritik und Patriarchatskritlk. Mythische Modelle in der deutschen 
Gegenwartsliteratur. Heiner Müller, Irmtraud Morgner, Botho StrauH, Gisela von Wysocki 
(Bielefeld: Aisthesis, 1994), p. 159.
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forcibly split into two halves by patriarchal forces to make them more 

malleable and willing to fulfil their socially prescribed roles of wives and 

mothers. However, in Amanda, Morgner posits that some men are also 

victims of these same patriarchal forces and are compelled to split themselves 

into two halves in order to cope with their circumstances. Their unusable 

halves are not banished to some mountain prison as is the case with women, 

but are instead kept hidden from society in cupboards and cardboard boxes 

and are only allowed to come out, if at all, at their usable halves' behest. 

Heinrich Fakal is such a man whose other half, Henri, has been hidden away 

and suppressed since childhood.

The character of Fakal, however, shows that this suppressed half cannot be 

suppressed at all times and that it sometimes spontaneously comes to the 

fore. The willingness to reunite with and accept the other half is a requirement 

if men like Fakal are to play an active role in establishing a new utopian 

society. At the end of the novel, when Heinrich and Henri have become one it 

becomes clear that Amanda is not a feminist tract but rather a 'human* novel.

Fakal is a childhood friend of Laura's who used to be known as 'Maries 

Heiner' (A, 134) when he was a child. In 1933, Fakal's father Kurt (who was a 

miner and KPD parliamentary representative) was arrested and he only 

returned to his family in 1945 after spending twelve years in prison and 

concentration camps. As a child, Fakal is often left to his own devices which 

forces him to become independent and disciplined. An affectionate and 

passionate child, Fakal is forced to change when his father returns because 

their ideals contrasted sharply and Fakal wanted to please his father. Kurt's 

return can therefore be seen as the catalyst for his son's division and the 

domination of the iron-willed Heinrich. As Laura explains;
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DaB er bisweilen auch Politik der Moral unterordnete, wuBte nur 
Heinrich wàhrend eines ideoiogischen Enttrümmerungseinsatzes 
aufzudecken, Soiche Einsatze gaben Heinrich Gelegenhelt, sein 
Liebiingswort 'eisern' reichiich zu gebrauchen und in Mode zu bringen. 
(A, 135-36)

The suppression of his creative side turns him into a duty-conscious person, 

although it is clear that this is an image of himself with which he is 

uncomfortable. Fakal's life is governed by discipline which later enables him to 

succeed as a dogmatic scientist whose outlook on life is based on the 

principles of empirical rationality. Waschescio explains the reason for Fakal's 

division as follows:

Die Kraft, sich nach dem Vorbild des Vaters zu modellieren, wirkt wie 
ein Schutzschild, der ein Eindringen etwaiger Zweifel über die 
Stimmigkeit des Weltbilds abwehrt und Ungereimtheiten in der Realitat 
der unflexiblen Ordnung einpaRt.^°

From then on, Fakal lives according to his father's motto: 'Brutal gegen sich, 

hart gegen andere' (A, 136) and it is only much later in life that he is able to 

break free from this harsh and unforgiving principle.

Fakal was passionate about mathematics from the age of ten and therefore 

wanted nothing more than to study the subject at university. However, due to 

various circumstances, he was only offered a place at university to study 

philosophy. Devastated by this, he decided to postpone the real beginning of 

his life until he had finished his degree because he could not allow himself to 

disappoint his father by not accepting the philosophy place. By living 

according to his father's motto, he managed to become successful as a 

student and later as a manager, especially as head of the sociological institute 

of the Akademie der Wissenschaft. However, Fakal never manages to start

®°lbid.. p. 68.
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his 'real' life and has to be satisfied with allowing Henri to come out when he 

is not expecting any visitors so that they can discuss and solve mathematical 

problems. Despite his success, Fakal finds it increasingly difficult to carry out 

his work, and finds his 'scientific work ethos, based on principles of reason, 

diligence, and patience, in conflict with the institutional demands for instant 

solutions to pragmatic problems'.^^ Fakal is starting to suffer under the burden 

placed on GDR citizens by the government to perform well and to compete in 

the race with the West. In this climate, science and technology have become 

words which he no longer understands. His wandering through the streets of 

East Berlin close to the Wall is reminiscent of Uwe Parnitzke's journey through 

the same city, fighting with his feelings and trying to come to terms with the 

new developments in his life following the sighting of Amanda flying on a 

broom out of the window of Laura's apartment. It is this conflict within himself 

which makes him more receptive to accepting the fantastic as a means out of 

his institutionalised situation.

It is significant that Fakal's son, Thomas Mobius, is one of the pupils who saw 

Amanda flying on her broom. Like Wesselin, he too is part of the new 

generation, but unlike him, he needs an explanation for what he had 

witnessed. After seeing this unprecedented event, Thomas hastens to his 

father to tell him about it, because Fakal has told him that it is important for his 

job that he is always up to date with the latest technology and, as Thomas 

sees it, 'Stockfliegen' is clearly the latest development in aviation technology.

Fakal, however, is unable to deal with his son's questions. Like so many of 

Morgner's male characters, he is uncomfortable in the company of children 

and is often brusque with his son. This is illustrated by the pertinent lines: 

'Fakal war wieder mal geradezu froh, dad die Scheidung ihm ersparte, sich

Lewis, pp. 260-61,
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tàglich mit diesem faulen, aufsâssigen Bengel herumargern zu müssen, den 

die Mutter auch noch irgendwie verstehen wolite' (A, 565-66). As a result, 

Thomas passionately loves and hates his father in equal measure, depending 

on his father's mood. This is not to say that Fakal does not love his son in his 

own way. That he is unable to show love is a direct consequence, according 

to Laura, of the fact that he was not loved as a child. In the end, Fakal can 

only offer practical assistance to his son, for example, helping him with his 

mathematics homework as a way of showing him that he loves him. Despite 

this, he is adamant that he will never forgive his wife for changing his son's 

name. The fact that he allowed his wife to do this, has not only made him 

doubt his own masculinity, but has also caused his father to maintain that he 

had lost 'die mannliche Ehre' (A, 564).

Fakal's ex-wife's defence, however, is that since Fakal was, in fact, married to 

science she was left to raise the children and therefore they were really 

Môbius children and not Fakal children.

Not to expose his son to the irrational and fantastical, and given the fact that 

he himself has not yet come to terms with the flying incident, Fakal explains 

that the flying woman was indeed a life-size doll and that 'Schwerkraft [...] 

keine Scherze [erlaubt]. In Natur und Gesellschaft verlauft allés gesetzmafiig' 

(A, 565). The latter statement is his only defence, since it is the principle on 

which his entire life is built.

However, this attitude is nothing more than bluster, since Fakal too was a 

witness to Amanda's flying and this has left him distraught. So much so that 

that evening he goes back to the scene to try and explain the event. However, 

he gets bogged down so much in his own thoughts that he gets lost. When he 

realises this, he thinks to himself that he must go back and the words 'Er
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muRte zurück' (A, 567) become an ironic statement, since Fakal knows that 

he cannot go back now, so far have the borders of his philosophy of life 

shifted:

Er war übersâttigt von Vernünftigkelten, die nichts erbracht hatten. 
Jedenfalls nicht das, was von ihm erwartet wurde seitens der 
Akademie, der Partei, des Staates. Von einem ganz jungen 
Wissenschaftszweig wurde gestandene Weisheit erwartet - und nicht 
aus Wilikür. (A, 567)

He is now forced to question the fact that he has not yet experimented 

with irrationality: 'Unvernunft oder Wunderglaube oder Zauberei - heiligte der 

gute Zweck nicht alle Mittel, selbst soiche, die mit einer wissenschaftlichen 

Weltanschauung nicht in Ciberstimmung zu bringen waren?' (A, 571). While 

this battle between rationality and irrationality rages within him, Fakal is 

desperate for the scientist in him to find an answer to his dilemma, his 

premise being that an empirical person like himself can prove anything if he 

puts his mind to it. However, this is to no avail since the philosopher in him 

proves to be the stronger one. When Fakal recalls the words of the Irish 

scientist John Desmond Bernal that: 'Die gro&te Schwierigkeit bei einer 

Entdeckung liegt nicht darin, die notwendigen Beobachtungen zu machen, als 

darin, sich bei ihrer Interpretation von traditionellen Vorstellungen zu losen' (A, 

572), Morgner is making a very significant point, highlighting the basic 

premise, she believes, for changing our society. It is essential for us to free 

ourselves from our own preconceptions of society, to try and stand outside 

our received framework of what we see as the 'right' way of perceiving male 

and female relationships in order to be in a position to change the basic tenets 

of this society. By the end of Amanda, Morgner, however, appears to have 

given up on this idea, despite the witches' victory over the ravens.
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Fakal’s ruminations upon the existence of the fantastic leads him to conclude 

that 'Zauberei oder eine Hexe personlich - wenn geschehen konnte, was ich 

gesehen und gelesen habe, [...] nichts unmoglich [ist]' (A, 572). This 

sentiment is followed by the ominous observation: 'Über die Sternbilder 

Kassiopeia und Cepheus zog dünnes Gewolk. Der Mond war verdeckt' (A, 

572). The clouds covering the moon, throwing the city into darkness is an ill 

omen of things to come, anticipating what happens when a scientist starts 

thinking about magic and witches. Disaster seems to be the only outcome, 

and this is particularly true for Fakal who, because of his efforts to help Laura 

find the drinking silver, is condemned on the Brocken.

After the flying incident, Fakal changes completely. His anxiety is gone and 

things seem harmonious. He wakes up refreshed, which is strange in itself for 

him since he is not a morning person, but prefers to work at night. This 

change is not only a mental change, but also a physical change as can be 

seen from the red ponytail which appears overnight. In a later scene, Fakal 

becomes a Rapunzel-like figure and lets his ponytail hang out of the window 

so that Laura can climb up to his flat. After Laura's initial surprise, she was 

after all expecting to find a woman at the end of the ponytail, she does not 

recognise Fakal. It is only when she sees his suppressed half in the mirror, 

that she thinks she recognises him. The changes in Fakal, the ponytail, the 

feelings he now experiences, are evidence of his growing 'femininity’. On one 

level, Fakal realises this, but is still unsure about his new feelings and not a 

little embarrassed by the red ponytail, which is why he explains its existence 

as a remnant of the Shrovetide carnival.

Laura, however, recognises the symptoms of someone who is split into two in 

Fakal and comes to the realisation that 'Maries Heiner' had been living as a 

divided person for a very long time. 'Er muR sich selber zerhackt haben' (A,
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608), she says, but is unsure if this act was carried out of his own free will. 

Following this recognition, Laura knows for certain that 'Heinrich Fakal der 

gesuchte Mann war' (A, 613). When Lewis asserts that all utopian impulses 

concerning the future of masculinity in Morgner's novels are focused on the 

fantasy male figures such as Rade, who can be said to represent the other of 

the rational scientific male, and that it is not until Amanda that we find these 

utopian impulses actualised in the creation of new images of masculinity, she 

clearly also has Heinrich Fakal in mind. Fakal is forced to admit that the 

fantastic is a possibility and although he does not necessarily become 

sceptical of reason and scientific inquiry, he does come to the realisation that 

the scientific, rational way of looking at the world is not the only way of 

interpreting events.

Fakal is a Romantic doppelganger whose predecessor and namesake is 

Heinrich Faust since, as Ferdinand Habsburg maintains, 'auch in Fakals Brust 

wohnen "zwei Seelen'".^^ In the end, however, it is not sufficient for Morgner; 

her disillusionment with society has reached a point where even a man like 

Fakal does not offer a solution.

Konrad Tenner

Like Heinrich Fakal, Tenner also leads a double life, or perhaps more 

accurately, a life on three levels, since his 'useless' half is kept under 

Amanda's bed in the Horselberg and the useful half at times masquerades as 

Kolbuk's court jester, Kuonrat, and at other times is an archivist and the 

husband of Laura's friend, Vilma. Habsburg confirms this when he says: 'Die 

Teilung beschrankt sich bei Tenner demnach nicht auf eine Aufspaltung der 

sich widerstrebenden Charakterteile, sondern weitet sich auf die Lebenspraxis

Habsburg, p. 46.
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der einen Halfte aus'.^^ As such, Konrad, like so many of the other characters, 

is severed into two halves, each representing the double life described by 

Bakhtin:

Leicht zugespitzt kann man sagen, daR der mittelalterliche Mensch 
gieichsam zwei Leben lebte: ein monolithisch-ernstes, düsteres, streng 
hierarchisch geordnetes, von Furcht, Dogmatismus, Ehrfurcht und 
Pietat erfülltes Leben und ein zweites karnevalistisches Leben: frei, voll 
von ambivalenten Lachen, von Gotteslasterung und Profanation, von 
unziemlichen Reden und Gesten, von familiaren Kontakt aller mit 
allen.̂ "̂

Tenner's division is also related to his childhood. In 1933, when he was 

six, he was forced to emigrate with his artist mother, who was incapable of 

showing any love towards her son, and travelled around the world. He only 

returned to Nazi Germany in 1943 as a member of a resistance group. As a 

consequence, he was arrested and imprisoned in a concentration camp until 

the end of the war.

Since he also grew up without a father, Konrad looked for a father-figure in all 

his mother's lovers. In adulthood, he continued this search for love, but this 

time he tried to find a mother-figure in all the women he dated.^^ He 

desperately wanted a family to compensate for the lack of a family during his 

own childhood and was therefore impatient to have children with Laura. In the 

role of lover and potential husband and father, Tenner displays all the 

traditional characteristics of hegemonic masculinity and his view of women is 

firmly based on chauvinistic principles. When Laura refuses his marriage 

proposal, he becomes jealous and insists that they get married: 'Da Tenner 

sie für eine "natürliche" Frau hielt, erschien ihm die Verweigerung der beiden

ibid., p. 47.
^'^Michall Bakhtin, Literatur und Karneval. Zur Romantheorie und Lachkultur {Munich: Hanser 

Verlag, 1969), p. 57.
^  In this regard, Konrad is very similar to Uwe Parnitzke in Trobadora Beatriz.
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"natürllchen" Bindungen verdâchtig. Der Verdacht steigerte seine Eifersucht 

zum Eifersuchtswahn. Tenner lieB Laura nicht aus den Augen' (A, 143). 

Despite not letting her out of his sight, Tenner remains totally unaware of 

Laura's experiments and growing alchemical library which she keeps in a 

kitchen cupboard.

The relationship between Konrad and Laura does not last very long mainly 

because Konrad is incapable of showing love. Laura explains that this inability 

is the result of a 'Liebesmangel wàhrend der Emigrationsjahre' (A, 145), which 

is similar to her explanation for Fakal's inability to love.

Years later, in a discussion with Vilma, who has subsequently married 

Konrad, Vilma states that men live by a double standard, namely, that they 

cannot stay with women who do not regard them as the centre of their lives. 

The reverse, however, does not apply; women seldom are the centre of their 

lives, but this is also not expected. Konrad's entire life revolves around 

science in one form or another. 'Ferner', she says, 'interessierten ihn Politik, 

die Freunde, die Frau, die Kinder und so welter. In der Reihenfolge der 

Aufzahlung. Aber von seiner Frau verlange er selbstverstandlich eine andere 

Reihenfolge' (A, 210). According to him, men need science to compensate for 

the fact that they cannot bear children. As he explains, a man can hardly 

compete with someone who is able to create life. In a fairly tenuous argument 

he states that it is this which forces men to hide behind their self-proclaimed 

superiority. Lewis rightly counters this argument by stating:

Tenner's confession to Vilma, superficially aimed at eliciting sympathy 
from her, is nonetheless a thinly veiled attempt to reinforce the 
traditional feminine spheres of social activity by revalorizing women's 
role in biological production.^®
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Konrad displays many similarities to the other scientists in Morgner's 

novels,particu larly in his attitude towards children. As Vilma says, her 

children learnt from a young age when not to speak to their father, otherwise 

he would throw whatever was close at hand at them. He justifies his 

behaviour, however, by stating: 'Wenn selbst so ein genialer Kopf wie Isaak 

Newton auf ungestorte Konzentration nicht verzichten konnte, muR mein 

dürftiger Kader drauf pochen, wenn er irgendwas Brauchbares zustande 

bringen will' (A, 225-26). This is a luxury which women do not have according 

to Vilma. Men expect their wives to be there for them and their children. It is 

human nature, she maintains, for people to need a haven where they feel 

safe. Her role in life is to provide this haven for her husband and children. 

However, women like her have no one to provide a haven for them. When she 

asks: 'Wohin konnte ich gehen mit mir und meinen Leidenschaften?' (A, 226), 

she echoes a sentiment shared by all women suffering under this patriarchal 

hypocrisy.

Vilma is unable to divorce Konrad because he is not prepared to discuss their 

problems and refuses to take her request for a divorce seriously. He is 

unwilling to believe that any woman would want to leave him. When she 

broached the subject, he immediately thought that she wanted to leave him 

for another man, but when his investigations (the use of 'Recherchen' here 

points to his scientific approach to everything) come up with nothing, he 

evaluated ('wertete', another scientific term) her request for a divorce as a silly 

idea. The idea of his wife having an affair is something which Konrad is not 

even prepared to contemplate because the mere thought of Vilma's possible 

infidelity sends him into fits of jealousy. The fact that he has an illicit affair with

Lewis, p. 256.
®^When, for example, he says: 'Es gibt keine weibliche Wissenschaft, [...] es gibt nur 

mannliche Wissenschaft' (A, 271), this echoes Wenzel's sentiments of a 'vitale 
Wissenschaft für vitale Manner' ( IB , 112).
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Amanda does not enter the equation and he explains his frequent absences 

by claiming that he is attending 'séances'.

His affair with Amanda distinguishes Konrad from the other men in the novels, 

with the exception of Heinrich Fakal. The other side of his personality is 

expressed in his interest in the Brocken as Vilma discovers when she goes 

into his study only to find an entire shelf of books on the subject. His 

involvement with the fantastic may have contributed to his disillusionment with 

science:

Ich habe meine Wissenschaft entthront. Die Geschichte ist keine 
Konigin. Sie ist eine Horde Konige in Gestalt von Apokaiyptischen 
Reitern, die mit Krieg, Hunger, Krankheit und Tod seit Jahrtausenden 
die Menschheit martern. Die Fortsetzung dieser Tradition, 
Meinungsverschiedenheiten mit Gewalt zu losen, hei&t: Atomkrieg. Die 
Geschichte bietet keine andere Tradition, die im Denken und Handein 
beistehen kônnte, ihn abzuwenden. Deshalb habe Ich die Konigshorde 
entthront und die Vorgeschichte als Konigin inthronisiert. (A, 271)

It soon becomes clear that Konrad is interested in the fantastic in order to 

obtain a study in the Blocksberg. To this end, he is prepared to do virtually 

anything, even serving both Kolbuk and Zacharias. However, Konrad is loyal 

to neither and is happy to work for both of them at the same time. This is why 

he does the voice-over on both videos of the Walpurgisnacht festivities of 

1976. His role involves more than this, though. As Kuonrat, he is not only 

Amanda's informer, but also the double agent for Kolbuk. In the end, though, 

he has to admit that he had been outwitted by Kolbuk and Zacharias since 

they convinced him, with the promise of a reward, to write a feminist book 

mysteriously called 'Eine Frau ohne Mann ist wie ein Fisch ohne Fahrrad' (A, 

644) which they then passed off as Laura's work to undermine her assistance 

to Amanda. At the same time, though, he must have been aware of their plot
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and allowed it to happen in order to get back at Laura and Vilma after 

discovering and destroying their witches' kitchen.

It is also Tenner who captures Heinrich Fakal in a fit of jealous rage after he 

finds out that Fakal is in love with Amanda. By handing him over to Kolbuk, he 

becomes directly responsible for Fakal's execution. Despite this act, Tenner 

does not acquire his study in the Blocksberg, but is instead demoted from 

court jester to ordinary doorkeeper because Kolbuk had suspected him all 

along of being a double agent.

Tenner is one of Morgner's more ambivalent characters. On the one hand it is 

clear that he is a typical product of patriarchal forces and on the other hand he 

shows signs of being an androgynous figure. This latter aspect comes out 

during a discussion with Laura in which he voices the emancipatory ideas 

promoted by Morgner in Trobadora Beafriz and Amanda, namely that of the 

'Vermenschlichung' of the world and the role to be played by women in this. 

This idea is supported by Waschescio when she states:

Die gegenwartige Entwicklung, an deren Ende für Konrad nur der 
Atomkrieg stehen kann, ist in seiner Überzeugung allein durch eine 
kulturelle Beteiligung der Frau zu stoppen.^®

Konrad tells Laura of his sexual ambivalence and states that he has 

always, in his very being, felt himself to be a woman. Although he admits that 

he cannot and should not accept the way in which male-female relationships 

are perceived, he is unable to imagine a fundamental change in these 

relationships.

Waschescio, p. 70.
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The effects of his traumatic childhood have made him unable to deal with 

emotions and, by suppressing these, Tenner’s insecurity has, as Westgate 

maintains, manifested itself in 'pathological jealousy bordering on misogyny'.^® 

This aspect of his character, together with his divided loyalties, cause his 

downfall. In the end. Tenner realises that he is unable to cope with the effects 

of the transition period described by Vilma and can only imagine a return to 

the womb.

in Fakal and Tenner, Morgner manages to create two male characters who 

show signs of change and who are willing to engage with events outside the 

rational domain. Nevertheless, their own division into two halves has a 

destructive influence on their characters, making it impossible for them to 

cope in a patriarchal system; both try to find private solutions to their 

problems, but both are condemned to failure from the start, Fakal paying with 

his life and Tenner being demoted to the status of a guard. Like the female 

characters, Fakal and Tenner try to get the best out of life, but given their 

divided personalities, they are constantly dragged down by their unusable 

half. In the end they fail to live up to Morgner’s expectation and she is more or 

less back where she started.

Wesselin: representative of the younger generation and hope for the 

future?

In Trobadora Beatriz, Morgner had already laid the ground for Wesselin 

becoming the hope for humanity because he is raised by two witches. 

However, in Amanda it soon becomes clear that Wesselin may not be able to 

carry this enormous burden.

^  Westgate, p. 226.
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To a large extent, Morgner uses the scenes dealing with Wesselin to draw 

attention to the problems faced by single mothers, especially in view of the 

double burden imposed on them by patriarchal society. Laura frequently 

worries that Wesselin will not grow up to be a 'proper' man because he does 

not have a male role model to live up to. Despite all her efforts to raise him to 

be sensitive, society constantly throws obstacles in her way by reinforcing 

male/female stereotypes. Discussing the way in which Laura deals with 

Wesselin's own loss when Beatriz dies, Eidecker explains:

Laura, indem sie Wesselins Schmerz Ernst nimmt, hat einen Schritt 
dazu getan, die Emotionen des Sohnes anzuerkennen und damit auch 
seinen Individualismus, seine Eigenstandigkeit als Person, die er 
sonst, wie alle anderen Figuren des Romans, durch eine 
Selbstspaltung oder andere Formen der Seibstunderdrückung 
verdrangen muRte. Indem sie die Gefühle Wesselins anerkennt, macht 
sie einen ersten Schritt aus dem Kreislauf der Verdrangung heraus, 
erlaubt Wesselin, sich im Gefühl empathischer Annahme frei 
auszuleben."^®

However, this open-minded way of raising Wesselin causes problems as soon 

as he enters kindergarten. Because of his sensitive and slightly eccentric 

nature, he is soon perceived by both children and adults as a weakling. His 

repeated statement: 'Ich bin ein Mühchen' (A, 184) is met with laughter and 

consternation. We are told: 'Die Kindergârtnerinnen und die Gefahrten der 

Gruppe waren anfangs davon befremdet und reagierten mit 

Gegenma&nahmen. Die Kinder lachten oder prügelten' (ibid.). Despite Laura's 

best efforts, Wesselin is confronted by traditional views of gender roles and, 

not being familiar with these, is unable to deal with them. The same can be 

said of Laura who does not share the views of the other mothers that '[d]ie 

Jungen kampfen allés sauber mit den Fausten aus, die Madchen sind zickig' 

(A, 202).

40 Eidecker, p. 198.
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In the end, Laura has to admit that she cannot protect Wesselin from such 

sentiments, the influence of the outside world is too strong. For this very 

reason, Beatriz claims that she is rewriting Laura/Amanda's story for Wesselin 

so that he can counteract the influence of the outside world. These attempts 

are. however, futile because, in the end, Wesselin is incapable of living a 

balanced life as an adult.

Morgner largely abandoned the character of Wesselin when she came to write 

the third instalment of the trilogy. At the beginning of this novel, Wesselin has 

just finished school and is on the brink of adulthood. However, from the short 

chapter devoted to him it is clear that he is unwilling and unable to become an 

adult. In Amanda one of the kindergarten teachers advises Laura to 'train' 

Wesselin (A, 201) -  although it is not clear what she means by this. In the 

third instalment, however, we are told that 'Wesselin ist nicht erziehbar' and 

further 'Wesselin; ein Don Quijote von heute. Unerziehbar. Durch Erfahrung 

unheilbar'."^  ̂ Wesselin refuses to grow up because he believes that adults tell 

lies, what they say does not add up and he is not prepared to become such a 

person. He comes to the realisation that as an institution, the school's only 

aim is to make a person a 'verwertbare[...], befehlbare [...], funktionierende 

[...] Maschine [...]. Zu dem, was eine Diktatur einzig an ihm braucht'."^  ̂ In 

order to avoid becoming such a machine he falls silent and escapes into a 

world of music because, as he says: 'Nur die Musik hat noch eine Chance'."^  ̂

This is a significant acknowledgement by Morgner; she makes it clear that 

despite attempts to change society's views on gender relationships, as things 

stand at the end of the 1980s she has failed and is unable to suggest a way

"‘^irmtraud Morgner, Das heroische Testament. Roman In Fragmenten, compiled from 
posthumous papers, edited with a commentary by Rudolf Bussmann (Munich: Luchterhand, 
1998), p. 277 and 278 respectively.
Ibid., p. 277.
Ibid., p. 278.
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forward. Whereas Wesselin was in the perfect position to act as a catalyst for 

change, the constraints imposed by society were too strong and ultimately he 

had to fail as a role model.

Morgner's realisation that it is impossible to change humanity, at least in her 

lifetime, caused her great anguish and despair. In fact, her despair became so 

great that she was unable to finish the last instalment of the Salman trilogy 

and it was left to another author to finish the novel.
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Chapter 6

Disenchanted endings: Das heroische Testament. Roman in 
Fragmenten

Historical background and cultural policy

As was seen in the previous chapter, the early 1980s was a time 

characterised by considerable strain and distrust between East and West and 

the period was therefore dominated by genuine fears of nuclear war. This 

situation changed dramatically with Mikhail Gorbachev's appointment as 

General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in 1985 and 

his introduction of the policies of glasnost (‘openness’) and perestroika 

(‘restructuring’) which led to a more open, consultative government, the wider 

dissemination of information and the attempted restructuring of the economic 

and political systems in the USSR. Soviet leaders gradually became more 

receptive to the media and foreign leaders and this resulted in a new period of 

détente between East and West.

These new sentiments were, however, not shared by the GDR leadership, 

who denied the need to reform the socialist system and did everything in its 

power to stop this process from spreading to the GDR, by for instance 

preventing Russian magazines from being distributed in the GDR, among 

other things. Kurt Hager, a member of the politburo, famously stated that 

there was no need to redecorate one's own home just because your 

neighbour was. Despite this ostrich-like attitude, glasnost soon spread to the

!
. !
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GDR, if not immediately to the political arena, then at least to the literary 

arena. Books critical of the GDR regime started being published and the 

censors displayed a distinct openness to previously taboo topics.

The change in political attitudes in the USSR seeped through to the GDR and 

this was clearly seen during the May 1989 local elections, when an opposition 

appeared for the first time. GDR citizens now started raising their voices about 

ballot-rigging and became increasingly discontent with the government. The 

government, however, could not or would not acknowledge the signs of 

resistance among its citizens and consequently showed no willingness to 

make concessions or any intention to change existing policies. Over the 

ensuing months, opposition grew stronger and an increasing number of 

people tried to leave the country through West German embassies in Poland 

and Hungary. This was made easier when Hungary decided to open its border 

with Austria in September 1989, which allowed East Germans to reach West 

Germany via Austria. In a sense, this signalled the beginning of the end for 

the East German regime, especially given the numerous mass protests that 

were beginning to take place throughout the country, in particular in Leipzig 

and East Berlin. The SED was powerless to curb these protests and finally 

Honecker was forced to resign on 18 October 1989. Developments came to a 

head in East Berlin with the suppression of protest marches on 7 October (the 

fortieth anniversary of the founding of the GDR), the mass demonstrations on 

4 November, and the eventual opening of the Berlin Wall on 9 November. On 

3 December the new politburo and the central committee of the SED 

unanimously resigned, bringing to an end the one-party old regime of the 

GDR.

As was indicated above, the impact of Gorbachev's glasnost was felt more 

deeply and rapidly in the literary than the political sphere and authors
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increasingly demanded that the ideas of glasnost be implemented in GDR 

cultural life. The Chernobyl nuclear disaster of April 1986 seemed to many 

authors to confirm the fears they had expressed at the various writers' 

meetings of the early 1980s and a number of authors used this disaster as 

material for their novels, including Wolfs Storfall and Helga Konigdorfs 

Respektloser Umgang, which both appeared in the same year. The 10̂ "̂  

Congress of the Writers' Union held in November 1987 unexpectedly became 

a platform for discussing censorship, or in GDR terms, the 

'Druckgenehmigungspraxis', which was prompted by Christoph Hein's paper 

on the absurdities of censorship. These discussions reflected many of the 

sentiments uttered by Heiner Müller six months earlier. According to him, 

Gorbachev's policies permitted 'die Eroberung der einzigen Position, die 

Zukunft wirklich moglich macht. [...] Was jetzt in der Sowjetunion versucht 

wird, ist eine ungeheure Korrektur, die Renaissance einer Hoffnung, die mit 

den Namen Lenin und Trotzki verbunden war und von Stalin auf Eis gelegt 

wurde'.^ In 1988 the centralised 'Druckgenehmigungsverfahren' was 

abolished; it was now left up to the publishing houses themselves to decide 

what books they should publish, although this should not be confused with 

complete freedom to publish.

These events, in particular the Chernobyl accident, had a profound influence 

on Morgner. In fact, she was so affected by this environmental disaster, that 

her confidence in the human race was shattered and she fell silent. Although 

she did begin writing again towards the end of the 1980s, by then she was 

already hampered by an illness that eventually led to her death in 1990.

 ̂ Cited in Emmerich, p. 267.
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Das heroische Testament Ein Roman in Fragmenten^

Amanda ends with the witches laughing as they celebrate their victory over 

Kolbuk and his minions. However, halfway through working on the third 

instalment of the Salman trilogy, Amanda II (as Das heroische Testament was 

originally known), Morgner realised that there was no longer any reason to 

laugh and, in despair, not only silenced the witches, but also stopped writing, 

drawing a line through the work that was to be the culmination of almost two 

decades' labour, adding the words 'Dies Buch gehort dem Harlekin'.^ Morgner 

was adamant that, in view of Chernobyl and the apparently unstoppable 

nuclear arms race, as well as humankind’s general disregard for the 

environment, there was no longer any hope for the world. As she said: 'Ich 

gehe nicht an den Schreibtisch, wenn ich nur das Grauen der Welt sehe und 

nicht sagen kann, warum ich dennoch lebe'."  ̂ In 1984 she claimed that there 

was no point in describing the fall of the Blocksberg, since nothing would be 

achieved by doing this, adding that this may be why Beatriz stopped writing; 

for her (Beatriz), 'Schweigen ist auch eine Antwort', with the final verdict: 

'Einzig Verzweiflung moglich'.®

Despite her sense of despair, Morgner did take up the work again, this time 

introducing a new story line with Hero and Leander as the protagonists. 

Familiar characters like Laura and Amanda were, however, not completely 

abandoned, but rather given a more peripheral function, forming the 

background to the new book. Morgner initially called this novel Die

 ̂ Irmtraud Morgner, Das heroische Testament Roman In Fragmenten, complied from 
posthumous papers, ed. with a commentary by Rudolf Bussmann (Munich: Luchterhand, 
1998), p. 44 and 113. Henceforth references to this novel will be given in parentheses in the 
text proper, with the abbreviation HT, followed by the page number, e.g. (HT, 3).

® Cited in Rudolf Bussmann’s essay 'Fliegen ohne Flügel. Zur Entstehungsgeschichte des 
Romans', included in the appendix to Das heroische Testament, p. 311.
Cited in 'Heroischer Entwurf by Christa Wolf in Neue Deutsche Literatur, 6 (1998), p. 6.

® Bussmann, p. 314.
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Cherubinischen Wandersfrauen. Ein apokryphischer Salman-Roman, but later 

decided on Das heroische Testament Despite working feverishly to finish the 

book, Morgner died before she could achieve her aim. The novel in its current 

form is the product of Rudolf Bussmann's efforts to reconstruct and finish the 

novel, using Morgner's notes and completed texts which comprise some 

thirteen thousand handwritten and typed pages. Notwithstanding this vast 

amount of information, the majority of the texts are incomplete fragments, 

often nothing more than cryptic notes made by Morgner to outline various 

plots within the novel. Despite Bussmann’s best efforts and comprehensive 

notes, the novel remains opaque, making interpretation all the more difficult.

Bussmann systematically worked through the many files and notes left behind 

by Morgner. This was clearly a mammoth task since, as he says in his essay 

'Ein Blick in Irmtraud Morgners Dichterwerkstatt', included in the appendix to 

Das heroische Testament 'Wahrend die Typoskripte immerhin eine klare 

Richtung vorgeben, laRt sich aus den Fragmenten und Einzelnotaten, die den 

Gro&teil des Nachlasses ausmachen, eine eindeutige Gestaltungsabsicht 

nicht herauslesen' (HT, 355). Despite the many conjectures Bussmann had 

had to make, critics generally praised his efforts. In his review for the Berliner 

Morgenpost, Hans-Georg Soldat refers to Bussmann's task as a 

'Sisyphusarbeit' and adds:

Rudolf Bussmann [tut] sein Moglichstes, urn das Verstandnis zu 
fordern. Deutlich wird auch spürbar, da& Irmtraud Morgner immer noch 
am Anfang der Arbeit stand -  obwohl sie schon Jahre darangegeben 
hatte. Genau dies wird den Leserkreis wohl auch drastisch 
einschranken, denn das Buch ist nicht konsumierbar -  weit weniger als 
das Werk Irmtraud Morgners sowieso schon -  sondern erfordert ein 
regelrechtes Studium.®

Christoph Schmitt-MaaR is even more impressed by Bussmann's work:

® Hans-Georg Soldat, 'Ein Mann zum Herauslesen', Berliner Morgenpost, 30 August 1998,
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die Editionsarbeit Bussmanns ist hervorragend. Trotz der Fülle an 
Material hat er das Wagnis unternommen, aus bereits fertigen Stücken, 
aber auch aus Notizen und Fragmenten ein Buch zusammenzustelien, 
das, ganz im Sinne seiner Urheberin, ein "offenes" Buch bleibt. 
Bussmann begleitet die kritischen Textstellen mit kenntnisreichen 
Kommentaren und beschliefit das Buch mit einem Nachwort, das 
tiefere Einblicke in Irmtraud Morgners Dichterwerkstatt zu geben 
vermag. Mit vie! Einfühiungsvermôgen hat er sich aber auch der 
spezifischen morgnerschen Sprache und Sichtweise angenommen. 
Die Gliederung des Romanfragments stellt einzelne Teile in einen 
groReren Zusammenhang und erschliedt durch Querverbindungen 
neue Bezugspunkte. Dabei gliedert Bussmann folgerichtig nach dem 
Erhaltungszustand der Handlung: zehn lose, jedoch in sich 
abgeschlossene Kapitel, gefoigt von Entwürfen und Notizen, die nach 
Figuren geordnet sind, und abschlieBend ein Anhang, der aus 
editorischen Bemerkungen, Faksimiles von Morgners handschriftlichen 
Aufzeichnungen und aus Beobachtungen bzw. Spekulationen über die 
Arbeitsweise der Autorin besteht/

Sigrun Wildner agrees with Soldat and Schmitt-MaaR, commending 

Bussmann for his dedication:

Der Basler Schriftsteller konnte mittels seines literarischen Wissens 
und Einfühlungsvermôgens sowie vermutlich auch aufgrund einer 
gewissen Hartnackigkeit, die MaterialfCille des Nachlasses in eine 
überschaubare Struktur bandigen und kenntnisreich kommentieren. 
[...] die vorliegende Publikation Das Heroische Testament [zeugt] von 
einer auRerordentlichen editorischen Leistung. Nicht nur die 
Materialfülle an sich, sondern auch die Tatsache, da& sich die 
Fragmente in verschiedenen Arbeitsstadien befanden, müssen die 
Arbeit des Herausgebers stark erschwert haben. [...] Bussmanns 
Erlauterungen, mit denen einzelne Abschnitte eingeleitet werden, sind 
bei der Lekture allerdings auch für denjenigen unerlaHlich, der 
eingehendst mit Morgners Werk vertraut ist.®

Although only three critics are mentioned here, the general consensus is that 

Bussmann’s philological achievement is outstanding.

7

8

Christoph Schmitt-MaaR, 'Was ïibrig bleibt oder: Die Philosophie der Tat. Fragmentarische 
Vollendung der ''SaIman"-Trilogie', literaturkritik.de (2001)
<http://www.literaturkritik.de/txt/2001-05/2001-05-0065.html> [accessed on 15 October 
2001] (para. 2 of 8).
Sigrun Wildner, 'Irmtraud Morgner: Das heroische Testament. Ein Roman in Fragmenten.', 
(2001) <http://www.dickinson.edu/departments/germn/glossen/heft8/wildner.html> 
[accessed on 3 July 2004] (para. 2 of 6).

http://www.literaturkritik.de/txt/2001-05/2001-05-0065.html
http://www.dickinson.edu/departments/germn/glossen/heft8/wildner.html
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Structure of the novel

It is clear from the structure of Das heroische Testament, that Morgner 

intended this novel to be another montage, although the exact structure can 

only be speculated upon. The novel is divided into two main sections: the first 

section, 'Der Mann aus der Rippe', comprises the completed texts; and the 

second section, 'Von der Insel, die es nicht gibt', consists of drafts and notes. 

Bussmann introduces each section and sub-section with a commentary based 

on other unpublished notes and his own insights into Morgner's work, and he 

attempts to give some coherence to often very disparate and disjointed draft 

texts.

The narrator, the appropriately named Jacky Zettel, is introduced in the first 

section, which also includes the so-called 'Dunkelweiberbriefe' and the texts 

'Siegfried', 'Die Puppe' and 'Der Schone und das Tier', the only fragment of 

the novel published in Morgner's lifetime, first in Neue Zürcher Zeitung in 1988 

and subsequently by Luchterhand in 1991 as Der Schone und das Tier. Eine 

Liebesgeschichte. The first section also includes 'Das heroische Testament', 

an account of Hero's act of cutting a man, Leander, out of her ribs. It is this 

narrative strand which connects all the separate texts and, as such, forms the 

skeleton of the novel as a whole.

The second section is made up of a number of shorter texts, arranged 

according to character, some of which are almost complete, while others are 

nothing more than words or phrases which Morgner jotted down as aides- 

mémoire. The section concludes with a text called 'Laura und der Tod', which 

is arguably Morgner's most autobiographical text and is a presentation of
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Laura's feelings as she lies dying from cancer in the Klinikum Buch, the same 

hospital in which Morgner was treated for cancer. Laura thinks back to her 

childhood and reflects on her relationship with her parents, Olga and Johann 

Salman, whom she criticises unsparingly. Morgner herself had a very strained 

relationship with her parents and she never forgave her father for never 

reading or even acknowledging her own writing. The similarities between the 

two women in this section therefore cannot be ignored.

As with her other novels, Morgner interweaves reality and the fantastic in this 

text to the extent that it is difficult to separate the two domains. In fact, as was 

pointed out above, the fantastic story of Hero and Leander forms the 

backbone of the novel as a whole, and if it is read literally, and in view of the 

way in which it is told one can assume that it is to be taken literally, thereby 

placing the fantastic in the centre of the main action.

The representation of the male characters in this novel is not as clear-cut as 

in the previous books. In these it was possible to trace quite clearly the 

development, or non-development, of male characters such as Lutz, Uwe or 

Konrad, since Morgner made a point of distancing the men from the fantastic 

events, or, where she did bring them together, this was done for a specific 

purpose. In Das heroische Testament, however, it is not possible to follow the 

development of the male protagonists, even though a fair number of men are 

represented, one of whom is the narrator. The main reason for this is the fact 

that Morgner no longer wishes to single out men as the main perpetrators of 

all the evils in the world, but rather attacks the human race as a whole. This 

does not mean that she has abandoned her critique of patriarchal society, in 

fact exposing patriarchal structures is still very much at the heart of her novel, 

especially if the kingdom of Avalun is read as an allegory of the GDR. 

However, Morgner has lost faith in society as a whole, and in Das heroische
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Testament the emphasis shifts from society to the individual. This view is 

supported by Schmitt-MaaR when he says:

Die sozialistisch-marxistische Gesellschaftsutopie sah sie als 
gescheitert. Wahrend Morgner in Trobadora Beatriz und in Amanda 
nach Bloch'schem Konzept sowohl mit Gesellschaftsutopien als auch 
mit Subjektutopien experimentierte, verlagert sie den Schwerpunkt 
ihrer Utopiekonzeptionen im Heroischen Testament ausschlieBlich auf 
das utopische Potenzial im einzelnen Menschen.®

When discussing Das heroische Testamentj  it is therefore not possible to 

single out men and look at their development as characters to the same 

extent as we could in the chapters relating to the previous novels. The 

representation of male characters can, however, be discussed by examining 

how relationships are portrayed and how these relate to the overall concerns 

of the book. A brief synopsis of the plot, in so far as this is possible given the 

fragmentary nature of the novel, will provide the context for this discussion.

Synopsis

The novel centres around Herta Kowalczik, also called Hero, who, while on a 

visit to Tubingen, cuts a man out of her ribs. Although there are hints in the 

novel that this may be the result of a suicide attempt, Hero also has a 

practical reason for this act. She had been on the waiting list of the 

Kommunaie Wohnungsverwaitung for a two-bedroom flat for many years and, 

as is clear from the quote below, needed a man in order to fulfil the criteria set 

by the Wohnungsverwaitung:

"Und die Papiere des Ehemanns", fragte die Sachbearbeiterin.
"Fehlen", gestand ich.
"Nachreichen", sagte die Sacharbeiterin.

'Was übrig bleibt oder: Die Philosophie der Tat. Fragmentarische Vollendung der "Salman"- 
Trilogle', literaturkritik.de (2001) < http://www.literaturkritik.de/txt/2001-05/2001-05-
0065.html > [accessed on 3 July 2004] (para, 8 of 8).

http://www.literaturkritik.de/txt/2001-05/2001-05-
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"Woher nehmen und nicht mausen", fragte ich.
Die KVW-Angestelite schloli kurz: eine sitzengelassene Frau... 
Wartelisten für die Ewigkeit angeiegt... aber viele Ehen halten nicht so 
lange...
Frage: "Seit wann geschieden?"
Antwort: "Nie verheiratet gewesen."
Frage: "Also Lebensgemeinschaft?"
Antwort: "Auch nicht. Jedenfalls nicht in einer Wohnung. Mit einem 
Mann in einer Wohnung - nie."
Frage: "Und da wagen Sie eine Wohnung für zwei Personen zu 
beantragen?"
Antwort: "Ja. Für die Frau in mir und für den Mann in mir." (HT, 43)

The official adds: 'Wennse keen Mann ham, müssense sich embd een ausn 

Rippen schneiden' (HT, 44), a figure of speech which Hero interprets literally. 

This act of cutting something which you do not have, but desperately need, 

out of your ribs is used by Morgner to emphasise the feeling among many 

GDR citizens that they are not as well off as their Western cousins.

Hero faces a problem when she wants to return to the GDR because Leander, 

the man whom she had created, has no passport or entry visa for the GDR 

and is therefore unable to join her there, thereby defeating the purpose of the 

act itself. In a clever ploy to get Leander into the GDR, Hero decides to 

present him to the Akademie der Wissenschaften as the practical outcome of 

her doctoral research (cf. Kafka’s satirical story ‘Ein Bericht für eine 

Akademie’). As she says: 'Die Arbeit verkorpert eine Philosophie, die ich 

Philosophie der Tat zu nennen mich entschlossen habe' (HT, 33). This 

philosophy which she had invented and which is also called 'heroische 

Philosophie' (HT, 33) is a practical philosophy based on Marxist doctrine. 

Here Morgner once again refers to Marx's 1 1 Feuerbach Thesis, having 

Hero actually cite it, as opposed to the indirect reference made to it in 

Amanda, saying: 'Der Satz "Die Philosophen haben die Welt bisher nur 

interpretiert; es kommt aber darauf an, sie zu verandern", war der
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Handlungsanstod von Marx, der neben anderen Anstolien, AnstoBigkeiten 

und einem Ereignis meine Arbeit vorangetrieben hat sowie heraus' (HT, 33).

Hero and Leander

Apart from Hero's justifications for her actions given in various documents 

under the heading Das heroische Testament in section one of the novel, this 

specific narrative Is not directly expanded upon in the novel. With the Hero 

and Leander story, Morgner once again turns to Greek mythology as her point 

of departure but, characteristically, she changes the basic premise of the 

original myth. According to the Greek version, Leander was a young man from 

Abydus, a town on the Hellespont and Hero was a priestess of Aphrodite in 

Sestus on the opposite shore. Hero and Leander were lovers, which meant 

that Leander had to swim across to Hero every night, guided by a torch which 

Hero lit on the top of a tower. One stormy night the light was blown out by the 

wind and Leander drowned. His body was washed up on the shore and when 

Hero discovered it, she committed suicide. Morgner's choice of myth is 

interesting, not least of all because it is one of the great love stories of Greek 

mythology, but also because, as will be shown below, Morgner came to 

believe that only by embracing love will human beings be able to save not 

only themselves but the earth as well.

As with other myths in Morgner's novels, like the Pandora story, Morgner 

reworked the Hero and Leander myth so that she could use it as a vehicle for 

her ideas. The biggest and most significant change is the reversal of roles. In 

the Greek myth. Hero is the passive maiden, waiting for her lover to come to 

her, but in Morgner's version Hero becomes the active agent, not merely 

going to her lover, but actually creating the man of her dreams. The
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Hellespont is also replaced by the Berlin wall; in ancient legend Leander had 

to brave stormy waters to get to Hero, whereas Morgner’s modern Hero and 

Leander come up against the concrete reality of the Cold War, namely 

'Waffen, Verbote, Bürokratie, Wilikür der Bürokratie, abgehôrte Telephone' 

(HT, 219), which throws infinitely more obstacles in their way than those faced 

by the original Hero and Leander, preventing them from reuniting in the GDR. 

The fact that Morgner has a man cut out of a woman's (Hero's) ribs instead of 

a woman out of a man's is significant, and Morgner herself provides a number 

of reasons for this choice, especially when she says:

Die Frau aus der Rippe: Garant unserer Gegenwart.
Der Mann aus der Rippe: eine Hoffnung auf Zukunft. (HT, 35)

One of Morgner's aims was to urge men and women to change the 

world by changing their attitudes to the opposite sex. However, as has 

become clear in the course of our discussion, Morgner realised that men were 

too set in their ways and unwilling to change. By creating a man who will fit in 

with her wishes and desires. Hero creates a man who cannot yet exist in the 

GDR. He can, however, be held up as an example, as a model for other men. 

In this way, Leander becomes a symbol for the future, a torch bearer on whom 

Morgner pins all her hopes for a society in which men and women are truly 

equal. He is 'der Ausbruch aus der Mannergesellschaft' (HT, 123). However, it 

becomes clear though that pinning all her hopes on Leander is never going to 

be easy, or even possible. This is underscored by Bussmann when he says:

Immer wieder kommen die Notizen im Zusammenhang mit Hero und 
Leander auf den Zusammenbruch der Gesellschaftsutopien und 
dessen Folgen zurück. Wie kann der einzelne seine inneren Schatze 
verteidigen, ohne zu resignieren? Die Gedanken der Autorin 
durchlaufen weite Assoziationsfelder zu den Themen Liebe, Mann und 
Frau, Herrschaft und Macht. (HT, 124)
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Morgner has another reason for deciding to have a man cut out of 

Hero’s ribs which is an extension of an idea first raised in Amanda and based 

on her belief that men and women are by nature androgynous. She regards 

Adam as the original androgynous person because his androgyny enabled 

Eve to be created from Adam. However, by having Eve cut from Adam, this 

androgyny was destroyed, an act which she sees as the original Fall of Man. 

This androgyny can only be reinstated through love. As she says: 'Wach ist 

der Mensch erst, wenn die Androgynitat wieder hergestellt ist' (HT, 125). The 

main reason, therefore, for not having a woman cut out of Hero's ribs is that 

Hero (and by implication Morgner and all other women) are composed 'aus 

einer Frau und einem Mann, die Frau nur knapp im Cibergewicht (wie jeder 

Mann, der etwas Ordentliches ist und aus einem Mann und [einer] Frau 

zusammengesetzt ist, der Mann knapp im Cibergewicht) (HT, 127).

The crux of the Hero and Leander story is a personal struggle of a woman 

trying to create a better future for herself, and as a result the entire emphasis 

of the third Salman novel shifts from the global to the personal level. Morgner 

realised that she could not alleviate the tensions created by the Cold War 

through her writing, as she had tried to do in her earlier work, and was 

therefore forced to explore other avenues in an attempt to resolve more 

fundamental tensions.

Hero's personal achievement, however, immediately comes under fire from 

various sides, in particular from a group of anti-feminist women. In a series of 

'Dunkelweiberbriefe' addressed to Gracia Ortwin, a play on the name of the 

sixteenth-century Cologne theologian Ortwin Gratius the reader learns of the 

outrage experienced by followers of Ortwin's 'Schweigologie' to Leander.''®

^°The Epistolae obscurorum virorum (Letters of Obscure Men) were written by two humanists, 
Crotus Rubeanus and Ulrich von Hütten and constitute one of the most famous satires in 
European literature. The so-called letters were written by fictitious persons to Ortwin
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The letters are stolen by the novel's narrator, Jacky Zettel, who works for 

Gracia Ortwin, Laura Salman and Katherina Stager For the most part, these 

women denounce Leander's existence as a hoax, claiming that: 'Die Rippe 1st 

natürlich eine Ente. Mânner aus Rippen gab es nicht, gibt es nicht und wird es 

nicht geben' (HT, 13). Through these 'Dunkelweiberbriefe', Morgner attacks 

the quietism of women who silently accept the status quo rather than voicing 

their grievances or trying to break down patriarchal structures. These letters 

make it possible for her to assume the role of a supporter of 'Schweigologie' 

and to highlight the ossified attitudes that still constituted an obstacle in the 

way of full emancipation for GDR women. Women like Manuela-Nicole 

Fleischer represent the antithesis of Laura and Amanda and their views have 

the potential of obstructing everything for which Amanda and her fellow 

witches have fought, namely :

[...] daS nicht nur die Mannweiber aus der Mode sind, sondern auch 
deren Theorien. Immer diese Politik und diese Emanzipation und diese 
Atomkriegssachen und ôkologischen Katastrophen pipapo - nee. Wer 
davon nicht abschaltet, kommt nie zu Gemütlichkeit. Ich sag immer, in 
einer netten Wohnung mit Mann und Farbfernseher ist allés halb so 
schlimm. (HT, 17)

Morgner's frustration with women who live according to the principles of 

'Schweigologie' is palpable in virtually every letter. Reading between the lines, 

it becomes clear, though, that she understands why these women would

Gratius. In vulgar Latin, these Dunkelmànner exposeb themselves as ignorant, bigoted and 
immoral and Gratius is portrayed as one of them. At the time, Gratius was involved in a 
bitter dispute with Reuchlin and as a result of the letters, Gratius and his supporters were 
made to seem hypocrites and fools, while the supporters of Reuchlin were portrayed as 
intelligent and enlightened. Morgner updated this satire by writing Epistolae obscurarum 
feminarum {Dunkelweiberbriefe) in which various persons criticise and attack Hero for 
cutting Leander out of her ribs. The majority of them are supporters of Gracia Ortwin's new 
style of femininity embodied in her new science 'Schweigologie' and are the targets of bitter 
satire throughout the novel.
The identity of his third mistress is somewhat unclear. In the first section of the novel, Zettel 
states that he is working for Grete, the wife of Hanswurst (HT, 18), but In the second 
section, he says: 'meine Herrinnen, Laura, Katharina und Ortwin' (HT, 255). This Is typical 
for the novel as a whole; because the work developed over so many years and never 
reached a final form, Morgner frequently, and for the reconstructor, confusingly, changed 
her mind about the names or characters, their backgrounds or the roles they were to play.
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prefer not to speak out. Although they are aware of their situation, silence is 

the easy option, the line of least resistance; As one woman asks, it is enough 

that they know that men are egotistical, there is no need to point it out: 'Wenn 

alle Leute allés, was sie wissen, in der Welt rumposaunen wollten, konnte 

keiner mehr sein eigenes Wort verstehen' (HT, 25). There is an enormous 

difference between knowing that your husband is 'ein egoistisches Aas' (HT, 

25) and actually telling him that. However, the principle of not communicating 

with your spouse applies to men as well; it is better for a man to keep quiet 

than to say to his wife that she is 'ein verlogenes Miststuck' (HT, 25). Men as 

well as women are therefore the objects of bitter satire throughout these 

letters.

Jacky Zettel

These letters and others have been stolen by Jacky Zettel. Not much is 

known about him other than the information he provides in his 'Erlauterungen 

vom laufenden Meter Zettels (ELMZ)' in the first part of the novel. After a 

course in journalism, which he fails to complete, he becomes an entertainer 

and tightrope walker, but has to give this up after he has an accident and 

breaks his neck. In his own words, Zettel is 'im allgemeinen ein 

durchschnittlicher Mensch wie jeder ordentliche Bürger dieses Landes' (HT, 

18), yet he seems to approach life with a touch of irony; as he says: 'ohne 

abgebrochenes Journalistik-Studium kein gebrochener Hals' (HT, 18). Unable 

to live on his disability pension, he is forced to work for the 'Volkssolidaritâf as 

a carer, which is how his path crossed with Laura and Gracia Ortwin. Zettel, 

though, had other plans as well and desired nothing more than to travel. As 

he says, however:

Zwar ein Invalidenrentner kann reisen, weil er kein Kader mehr ist.
Wertlos mithin. Aber auch geldlos. Genauer: devisenlos. Und ohne
Devisen kann sich kein Mensch wie ein Mensch bewegen. Schon im
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Inland nicht, vom Ausland ganz zu schweigen. Und wo ich hinwill mit 
Gretes Hilfe, das ist mehr als Ausland. Also bin ich gezwungen auf 
Raub auszugehen. (HT, 19)

This is how he came to steal letters and documents from Gracia and Laura. It 

soon becomes clear from his descriptions, in particular of his complicated 

filing system, that he is fanatical about bureaucratic devices. (This is another 

stab by Morgner at GDR officialdom.) Underneath this fanatical characteristic, 

however, lies something much more serious, namely Zettel's overwhelming 

feeling that he has no identity. In conversations with himself he tries to puzzle 

out who he is, but without success which is why he seeks refuge and 

distraction in other people's lives through the documents and letters he steals.

In the section designated 'Zettel' Morgner gives an indication of how she 

wanted to develop Zettel's character, although it is clear that she cannot 

decide on the direction this development should take. One indication may be 

found in his name. Apart from the fact that it refers to his propensity for 

bureaucratic order and paperwork, it also harks back to Shakespeare's A 

Midsummer Night's Dream. In the German translation by A.W. Schlegel, Ein 

Sommernachtstraum, Zettel is Bottom. Unlike his namesake, who is overly 

confident and under the illusion that he is capable of playing any role, Zettel 

lacks this confidence, but shares with Bottom a love of role-playing. There is 

one important distinction though: whereas Bottom is an actor by choice, Zettel 

is a role-player out of necessity. It is only through playing roles that he is able 

to convince himself that he has an identity. As Bussmann explains: 'Der 

Schauspieler Zettel weill nicht, wer er ist, wenn er keine Rolle spielt' (HT, 

257). Yet no matter how many roles he plays, Zettel has to admit that he does 

not fit into this world; in his own words he has been born too late (HT, 259).
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By stating that Zettel is a representative of the GDR, Morgner implies that, 

despite, or perhaps because of, a system in which their lives are regimented 

and demarcated, men living and working in the GDR still find it hard to know 

who they are. They seem incapable of reconciling their public, outer lives with 

their inner, private lives. This has been seen before in a character like Uwe 

Parnitzke who, like Zettel, is unable to define himself as an East German 

man. Zettel also represents the other end of the scale, namely men like 

Wenzel and Lutz, men who are 'ein GernegroR im DDR-Format' (HT, 260). 

Men like these are obsessed with being different, they have a desperate need 

to stand out from the crowd. In earlier novels, the male characters tried to 

achieve this by throwing themselves into their work and trying to become the 

greatest scientists in the world. Their need for recognition became all- 

consuming. Zettel is not as driven as they are, but Morgner still links words 

like 'Originalitatssucht' and '[e]xotisch' (HT, 260) to his name and allows him to 

say, in what can only be a provocation: 'Ich bin ein lesbischer Mann' (HT, 

260).

Elsewhere, Morgner describes Zettel as an all-rounder, a scientifically 

educated man of the GDR, comparing him to Johann Salman. She does make 

a distinction between them, however, stating that Salman got his education 

from the G DR's 'Aktuelle Kamera' while Zettel got his from the Western 

'Tagesschau' (HT, 260).^^ Although this description of Zettel does not fit in 

with earlier characterisations of him - he does not come across as an all- 

rounder -, it is significant that he acquired his 'education' almost by osmosis, 

as a passive observer rather than an active participant.

'Aktuelle Kamera' was a half-hour news programme broadcast each day at 7:30 pm in the 
GDR. Since it was government-controlled, it functioned as the mouthpiece for the SED. The 
'Tagesschau' is a daily news programme on the public TV station ARD, which Is broadcast 
from Hamburg.
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Zettel is also described as an 'überzeitliche Figur' (HT, 261), which makes it 

easier to see him as a representative of what Morgner regarded as GDR 

Everyman. He is more than this, though, he is the player of many roles and 

significantly Morgner states that he is also able to change into a woman. 

Whether she intended to elaborate on this will never be known, but the 

description is significant in view of the novel's overall message. By making 

Zettel a representative of men and women, Morgner makes it clear that both 

sexes are equally responsible for the state of the world.

Johann and Olga Salman

Although both Laura's parents feature in the earlier Salman novels, in Das 

heroische Testament it is Johann Salman, in particular, who receives the 

greatest attention. As was seen in earlier chapters, Johann Salman 

represents the older generation and as such can be regarded as one of the 

cornerstones on which the patriarchy in the GDR was built. Despite this, 

Laura admires her father and respects him for what he is. In Das heroische 

Testament, though, Laura has had a change of heart and now vehemently 

criticises her father, to the extent that she denounces his existence as 'eine 

Erfindung wie ihr Land 1945' (HT, 282). She no longer regards him as 'the 

ideal man' of her youth and comes to the realisation that she had suppressed 

a hatred of him. What is even more significant in this novel is the fact that 

Laura extends this hatred of her father to her mother as well, referring to them 

as 'zwei SpieRer, zwei Mitlaufer' (HT, 280). This fits in with Morgner's overall 

intention with this novel, that is to shift the blame for the state of the world 

from men (on the whole) to men and women alike. Morgner comes to 

understand that mothers, like fathers, are responsible for preventing their 

daughters from developing and growing as human beings. She now knows 

that 'das Patriarchat [...] in den Frauen [ist]' (HT, 280) and that women's
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greatest enemy is women themselves. This makes Olga a 'Dunkelweib' 

herself, which leads Morgner to note that: 'Wenn Reaktion im Patriarchat, 

dann 1st die von Frauen schlimmer ais die von Mânnern' (HT, 281).

Part of her parents' problem, and by implication the problem of many GDR 

citizens too, is the fact that they are non-readers, they are not prepared to try 

to deal with their everyday lives by immersing themselves in literature. As 

Morgner says: 'Das Erzahlen lost den Menschen seelisch' (HT, 283), but only 

if you are prepared to embrace it and be open-minded. Escaping into fantasy 

is a way of dealing with pent-up aggression and fear; without this outlet, there 

can only be repression. Since literature is 'ein Mittel gegen das Verdrangen 

und Vergessen' (HT, 285), those who are 'krank am Nicht-Erzahlen' (HT, 283) 

like her parents are unable to escape the reality of their lives. Bottling up 

emotions is the only defence mechanism known to Johann's generation, 

especially since humour, regarded by Morgner as an essential survival 

mechanism, is alien to a society imbued with militaristic habits of mind.

The connection between Johann and Olga Salman as representatives of the 

State is made explicit on a number of occasions, not least when Laura says 

that: 'Wenn ich nach Hause kam, kam ich zu Vater Staat personlich' (HT, 

285). Criticism of her parents is therefore criticism of the State and patriarchy. 

Laura vents her anger at the State for suppressing its citizens’ imagination by 

attacking her parents for refusing, or being unable, to open their minds to a 

world beyond their everyday existence. As she says: 'Meine Eltern sind der 

personifizierte Zweifel am Sinn von Literatur. D.h. [sic] am Sinn meines 

Lebens (Künstler)' (HT, 285). Their inability to accept their daughter as an 

artist is indirectly based on the State's nannying attitude towards artists and its 

control over artistic expression. Morgner's aim has always been to defy this 

control and to break down the barriers of resistance, but by the time she came
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to work on Das heroische Testament, it is clear that she had come to the 

realisation that this would not be possible. Despite occasional glimpses of 

(Blochian) optimism, such as her remark: 'Wer den Alptraumen der Realitât 

kerne Wunschtraume der Utopie entgegensetzt, verkommt, verludert, verwest 

bei lebendigem Leibe, entartet als Mensch' (HT, 286), Morgner's largely 

pessimistic critique of the GDR is continued in the sections dealing with 

Titania and Oberon and the realms of Dschinnistan and Aval un.

Dschinnistan and Avalun

The story relating to Titania and Oberon forms a separate narrative strand, yet 

it is integrally linked to the Hero and Leander story. Morgner, however, did not 

make it clear how these two stories were to be integrated in the novel. As 

Bussmann points out, the sections on Titania and Oberon were written before 

Morgner decided to create Jacky Zettel as the narrator and therefore the Hero 

and Leander events are told indirectly via letters from Titania to Oberon.

In Morgner's version of the Oberon and Titania material, they are the king and 

queen of a small country called Dschinnistan inhabited by elves, fairies and 

earth-spirits. Dschinnistan is surrounded by a much larger country called 

Avalun and these two countries are at war. Dschinnistan is described as a 

country 'wo die Luge nicht Staatsdoktrin ist' (HT, 153) and where, as Siegrun 

Wildner says, 'global und unpatriarchalisch, ja poetisch gedacht wird'.^^ It is, 

however, in danger of being taken over by Avalun since it has hardly any 

inhabitants left. It is possible to deduce from Morgner's notes that, despite the 

witches' victory over the Blocksberg, the ravens were still strong enough to 

put up a counter-attack and to deport the witches, giving them a choice

' Siegrun Wildner, irmtraud Morgner: Das heroische Testament. Ein Roman in Fragmenten.', 
(2001) <http://www.dickinson.edu/d0partments/germn/gloss0n/heft8/wildner.htrni> 
[accessed on 3 July 2004] (para. 3 of 6).

http://www.dickinson.edu/d0partments/germn/gloss0n/heft8/wildner.htrni
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between Avalun and Dschinnistan. Of all the witches, Amanda was the only 

one who chose Dschinnistan, the other witches opting to go to 'das 

hierarchische Mannerland Avalun' (HT, 150). This in itself is proof that 

Morgner realised that the witches' order was definitively destroyed, thereby 

spelling the end of any hopes for an egalitarian utopia.

Dschinnistan is also the home of Puck, the defender of all that is poetic and, 

therefore, the opposite of that which is expected of a GDR citizen. As such he 

is considered to be 'der ganz grolie Feind der Ordnungsgesellschaft' (HT, 

185) which makes him reminiscent of one of Morgner's other great 

troublemakers, namely the ‘Gaukler’ in Gauklerlegende. Puck is also the 

model for Leander, that is Morgner regards Leander as 'ein Puck auf Erden' 

(HT, 185) and therefore as the ideal to uphold what is poetic in the world. 

Leander appears to be unsuccessful in this role, though, since there are hints 

in the novel that he, too, flees the earthly world to join Amanda in 

Dschinnistan.

Whereas Dschinnistan is free of ideology, the 'geehrte Republik' (a pun on the 

ideal notion of a ‘Gelehrtenrepublik’) Avalun is inhabited by people deformed 

through ideology, the so-called 'Halbmenschen' who live in a world where 

there is no fantasy and which is dominated by 'Technokraten' and 

'Wissenschaftsglaubigkeit'. Of Avalun it is said that:

Avalun [...] hat den Aberglauben durch seine eigene Idéologie, den 
Oderglauben, ersetzt. Der Oderglaube, strengem MeRbarkeitsdenken 
verpflichtet, setzt einen bis ins Letzte funktionalisierten Typ Mensch 
voraus, der keine individuellen Züge mehr besitzt. (HT, 177)

Avalun's ideology is based on knowledge encompassing progress, history and 

science, therefore a 'Koalition der Vernunft' (HT, 180). Its inhabitants have no 

freedom of expression, instead they are told what to read and for what
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purpose. Although nominally a republic, it functions more like a dictatorship 

where it is clear that some citizens are more equal than others, given the 

system of honours bestowed on some individuals. Morgner describes this 

system as follows: 'Erst muR der Mensch zu nichts zusammengestrichen sein 

(Schraube): Dann erhebt man einige aus dem Staub mittels eines Ordens. 

D.h. Orden funktioniert nur beim vernichteten oder teilvernichteten Personen' 

(HT, 180). Westgate points out that, in Celtic mythology, Avalon was the 

kingdom of the dead and says that:

Morgner perhaps also intends a resonance from the Arthurian 
romances in which Avalon was the kingdom of dead heroes: an 
evocation perhaps of a distant communist ideal, and those individuals 
who strove to realise it, which has been perverted in GDR practice and 
now appears doomed.

If Avalun is to be read as the GDR, and there can be little doubt that this was 

Morgner's intention, then Morgner's satirical portrayal here constitutes one of 

her more blatant attacks on the GDR. Even the abbreviation 'GRA' 

(Geehrtenrepublik Avalun) is reminiscent of Morgner's own country's 

abbreviation. Morgner's utter disillusionment and bitterness can be seen 

throughout the section dealing with Avalun. She regards Avalun as a sign that 

we are living in the midst of a catastrophe of our own creation and that it is 

much too late to do anything about it.

Despite its apparent strength and size, Avalun nevertheless feels threatened 

by its neighbour; it sees the man cut from a woman's ribs as a sign that 

Dschinnistan may become stronger and that its ideology based on 

'Aberglaube' could spread to Avalun. It has to prevent at all costs the 

infections of fantasy spreading to Avalun, since art and fantasy spell disorder 

and anarchy. After all: 'Ein Künstler ist ein Feind des Staates und ein Freund

Westgate, p. 249.
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des Individuums. Ein Staat ist ein Feind des Individuums und also auch der 

Kunst' (HT, 183). There can be little doubt that Morgner is drawing on 

personal experience and also that, by the time she came to write Das 

heroische Testament, she no longer cared about attacking the GDR openly.

Beatriz

Although Beatriz played a central role in the first two instalments of the 

Salman trilogy, her role is dramatically reduced in the third part, partly 

because Morgner felt that Beatriz's role as siren was no longer tenable. As 

Beatriz herself says: 'Nicht nur die weiblichen Trobadore, sondern auch deren 

besingenswerte Phanomene sind aus der Mode' (HT, 92). Morgner did, 

however, intend the novel to include the story of her 'rebirth' as a human. In 

'Der Schone und das Tier', Beatriz has a night of passion with an 

extraordinary creature, which turns out to be Leander, also called Désiré, and 

afterwards loses her siren's wings. Like other stories in Das Heroische 

Testament, this is a retelling of a familiar fairytale, Beauty and the Beast, but 

as with so many other myths and fairytales told by Morgner, it is radically 

reworked and subverted; here the Beauty is a rentboy and the Beast is 

female. This is therefore no ordinary fairytale with the usual happy-ever-after 

ending. Instead it is full of yearning and desire and, as Alfred N eh ring says in 

his review of the story: 'Menschlich und phantastisch zugleich ist diese 

Geschichte, mit Satzen, die man sich einpragen mochte. Die modischen 

Attituden sind voll von Ironie, die Sinnlichkeit fordert auf zur Besinnung'.^®

In this story, Morgner continues many of the themes of the first two 

instalments, and to some extent it belongs more with Trobadora Beatriz or 

Amanda than with Das heroische Testament As Verena Auffermann says:

Alfred Nehring, 'Die Llebe ist eine Krankheit', Berliner Zeitung, 19 June 1991, p. 20.
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[Diese Geschichte] ist, wie bei Morgner üblich, emanzipatorisches 
Kapital, Klischeekritik und Handarbeit am Mythos. Jeder Satz ist eine 
Falle. Die Sisyphusarbeiterin am Mann-Frau-Wettkampf verteiit ihre 
Schlâge so gerissen, dass man sie mit Küssen verwechseln kann. 
Zuerst hat man keinen blassen Schimmer, wo man ist, und wer da 
spricht.^®

Morgner's portrayal of the relationship between Beatriz and Désiré fails 

outside the boundaries of acceptable story-telling in the GDR. Désiré is not 

characterised as a typical male, as he is far more in touch with his feminine 

side than any of the other males in Morgner's books. This feminine side is not 

merely a psychological state, but is also manifested externally in that he 

wears makeup. As Eidecker points out: 'Beatriz neu gefundener Idealmann 

spielt mit "typisch" weiblichen und mannlichen Verhaltensweisen, schminkt 

sich und reflektiert so kritisch auf tradiertes Rolienverhalten'.^^ Moreover, 

Désiré's desire to become a harlequin, and a flying harlequin at that, clearly 

distinguishes him from the stereotypical scientists of other novels, such as 

Hochzeit in Konstantinopei and Gauklerlegende. The harlequin figure is 

significant in Morgner's work because it is closely linked with humour and as 

Beatriz says: 'Wird der Ernst so groR, dali die Schmerztranen versiegen, ist 

hochste Zeit Trânen zu lachen' (HT, 101). Given her view with regard to the 

state of the world in general, it comes as no surprise that Beatriz is convinced 

that '[d]ie Welt [ihn] braucht' (HT, 191).

It is only through her love for Désiré that Beatriz is once again transformed 

into a normal human being and through their love-making is able to rediscover 

her voice. And herein lies the crux of not only ‘Der Schone und das Tier’, but 

also the novel as a whole, namely that it is only through love that we have a 

chance to change the world. The importance of love echoes throughout the

Verena Auffermann, 'Sirenengesang', Die Zeit, 9 August 1991, p. 46. 
Eidecker, p. 215.
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novel and is made explicit on a number of occasions. Morgner's faith in love is 

clear when she says: 'Die Liebe ist eine Erfindung - aus der Sexualitat 

destilliert -, um die Banalitat des Lebens zu überwinden. Wenn wir sie 

aufgeben, geben wir uns selbst auf als Menschen' (HT, 128). And elsewhere 

she notes:

Die Liebe: Das ist die Kraft der Utopie in uns. Das zeigt 
wetterleuchtend, wozu der Mensch fahig ist. Das zeigt den Entwurf des 
Menschen: ihn ganz. Dann schnitzt die Welt an ihm herum. Also: die 
Welt muS geandert werden, nicht der Entwurf. Der Entwurf enthalt alle 
Schônheiten in sich. Indem die Menschen sich von diesen Schonheiten 
erzahlen, wird Beatriz in Gestalt einer neuen Hero unsterblich. (HT, 
192)

Towards the end of her life, Morgner, however, was no longer sure if 

humans were capable of love and in the end she appears to abandon the idea 

of trying to change the world. In her article on Morgner's posthumous novel, 

Christa Wolf puts her finger on Morgner's change of heart:

Ehrlich, radikal, rigoros, lakonisch ist sie als Autorin immer gewesen, 
dabei frech, geistreich, provozierend, scharf, kritisch, rücksichtsios, 
humorvoll - das allés aber "auf Hoffnung bin". Die Telle ihres letzten 
Buches, die wir nun kennen, schlagen einen anderen Ton an: 
desillusioniert, ernüchtert bis auf die Knochen; der spielerische Ernst 
der früheren Bûcher, die kunstvolle Phantasieakrobatik haben eine 
andere Farbung bekommen, ihre Leichtigkeit wird durch eine 
instandige, zunehmend hoffnungslosere Suche nach Rettung wie mit 
Gewichten behangen.^®

How Morgner would have felt today, more than a decade after the unification 

of Germany, remains speculation, however, it is fair to say that, given the 

current state of affairs in the world, it is unlikely that she would have become 

any less 'desillusioniert' and 'ernüchtert bis auf die Knochen'.

Christa Woif, 'Heroischer Entwurf, Neue Deutsche Literatur {^99Q) 5-7 (here, p. 6).
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Conclusion

This thesis has examined how Irmtraud Morgner deals with the male characters 

in her narratives, in particular in relation to her treatment of the fantastic. It has 

emerged that the manner in which Morgner portrays her male figures follows a 

clear trajectory, beginning with older, conservative characters like Hans Hübner 

and Kurt Mayer in Das Signal steht auf Fahrt and Ein Haus am Rand der Stadt, 

respectively, and ending with the dejected figures of Das heroische Testament, 

exemplified by the failed character of Wesselin. It has been shown that over a 

period of some thirty years, Morgner experiments with a number of different 

types of male character, consistently aiming to write the 'ideal man' who is 

psychologically androgynous, in touch with his feminine side, and therefore 

capable of helping Morgner's liberated female characters build a utopian society 

where men and women are genuinely equal. A detailed picture of how Morgner's 

male protagonists evolved has been constructed by means of an analysis of her 

various stories and novels. Consequently, it has been possible to plot the various 

stages and main characteristics of this evolution and to highlight the failures and 

successes, in as far as it is possible to describe any of her male characters as 

successful in gender terms.

It has also emerged clearly that Morgner's artistic development was strongly 

Influenced by events occurring around her. By considering in detail the cultural, 

political and literary developments as they unfolded at the time at which Morgner 

wrote her various narratives, her writing has been situated within the broader 

cultural and literary context of the GDR, Morgner's initial compliance with the 

state-imposed requirement that narratives had to be written in the socialist realist 

style was outlined in the second chapter. Initially she was able to cope with the
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severe restrictions imposed on artistic freedom and was seen as a good 

exponent of the Bitterfeld Way established in 1959. Morgner, like many GDR 

authors, was often confused by the ever-changing cultural policies implemented 

by the SED, which ranged from rigid prescriptiveness to more relaxed 

approaches which allowed authors greater freedom. The cultural thaw of the 

1970s allowed her to experiment openly with the fantastic in her fiction, although 

Blermann's expatriation In 1976 put an end to this relative freedom of expression, 

at least temporarily.

The tense Cold War atmosphere of the 1960s, in particular the proposed 

stationing of Soviet nuclear missiles in Cuba, made Morgner increasingly 

pessimistic about the state of society and our attitudes towards the environment, 

and this pessimism is reflected in the portrayal of her protagonists. Although it 

would be convenient to blame this pessimistic turn on her deteriorating health, it 

is more plausible that it was this political tension, among other things, which 

caused Morgner to realise that the gulf between reality and fiction had simply 

become too wide to bridge.^ In the late 1980s, Morgner felt that she had no 

choice but to fall silent. Despair was the only response to an apparently 

intractable geopolitical situation (HT, 314). She no longer had any positive stories 

to tell. By the time she finally saw a way of breaking this silence, ill-health 

prevented her from finding her voice.

The thesis has focused both on Morgner's use of the fantastic to circumvent the 

censors and on her deployment of it as a literary device to highlight the 

shortcomings of her male characters. After her initial experiment with writing in 

the approved socialist realist manner (Das Signal steht auf Fahrt), Morgner

 ̂ See Westgate, p. 253.
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realised that the SED's ideology tended to stifle the creative abilities of writers. 

She therefore tried throughout her long literary career to write against this sterile 

and predictable socio-political order. As early as 1962, in Ein Haus am Rand der 

Stadt, Morgner is aware that the much-vaunted shift of ideological emphasis from 

the first person singular (the selfish, capitalist 'Ich') to the first person plural (the 

collective, socialist 'Wir'), as proclaimed by the official ideology of the GDR, was 

an elaborate sham. Ultimately, this ideology merely concealed social injustices, 

leaving the citizen to deal with these alone. The collective, in this form, did not 

offer any real solution and simply glossed over individual and social problems. 

This awareness forced Morgner to change her narrative strategies and search for 

ways of circumventing the dictates of socialist realism and the literary 

requirements of the Bitterfeld Way. Her solution was to use humour and the 

fantastic; both devices profoundly influenced her portrayal of the male 

protagonists in her texts from the mid-1960s onwards.

As discussed in the chapters dealing with these later texts, Morgner tends to use 

the scientist as a template for men in general, largely because science has 

traditionally been a masculine domain, shaped and guided by the historical and 

cultural values associated with the ruling sex. Morgner's scientists are extremely 

driven and dedicated to their careers, qualities which, historically, have been 

highly valued in a man, but which have usually been seen as negative in a 

woman. As became clear from the discussion of Lutz and Morolf, for example, 

the success of the male scientist, and by extension of 'career men' in general, is 

predicated on the assumption that he will be free of any responsibilities at home. 

Women have no choice but to struggle under the dual and conflicting pressures 

of work and domestic responsibilities, while men have managed, with the aid of 

established patriarchal structures, to escape this double-bind. Throughout her
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narratives, Morgner is highly critical of the male (scientist) and pokes fun at the 

seriousness with which scientists approach their work. A good example of this 

satire is Professor Janda in Trobadora Beatriz who dreams of developing artificial 

intelligence. As he says:

Es liegt offen auf der Hand, daR die Schaffung einer neuen Generation 
problemlosender beziehungsweise schopferisch tàtiger Automaton, 
sogenannter Kreativitatsautomaten, solch weitreichende Umwalzungen in 
der Daseinsweise der Menschen hervorrufen würde, dafi> die 
Wissenschaft ihre Dimensionen heute noch nicht voll zu erkennen vermag 
[...]. (TB, 412-13)

As Lewis explains, the idea of developing artificial intelligence was 

particularly popular during the 1950s and 1960s, not only in the GDR, but also in 

the West. Here, Morgner is clearly mocking the quasi-religious belief of scientists 

like Janda in the endless possibilities offered by science. Morgner's satire 

naturally contains a serious point. According to Lewis, Morgner challenges the 

role of science as humanity's best friend, presenting scientific fantasies and 

inventions as women's worst enemies.^ She warns against the fanaticism with 

which so many men approach science, and indeed other careers, which makes it 

Impossible for them to have any space or time in their lives for anything else. 

Their lives are founded on empirical certainties and they are incapable of 

experiencing, or comprehending, anything that lies outside the realm of scientific 

Investigation.

For most of her life, Morgner nevertheless refused to abandon hope in men and 

saw them as important potential constituents of the utopian society she worked 

towards creating in her books. She believed that the process of 'Menschwerdung'

 ̂Lewis, p. 110.
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is possible through an exchange of experiences, knowledge and possibilities, not 

only between the sexes, but also between different generations and different 

social groups. Consequently, as far as Morgner is concerned, female humanism 

does not imply giving women superior status over men. Instead, Morgner 

advocates a dual process: firstly, men must be freed from their constricting 

historical roles which have obscured from them their own feelings and made 

them incapable of leading emotionally authentic lives and hence of fully 

understanding the opposite sex. An example of one male character who has 

been freed from these constricting historical roles is Uwe Parnitzke. As a 

feminised male, he comes close to identifying with women, but as a 

consequence has to suffer prejudices similar to those inflicted on women. As has 

been discussed, however, breaking out of his traditional male role also makes 

him more vulnerable in his role as a man and in his relationships with women. 

His insecurity is such that he is incapable of having a lasting relationship with a 

woman. The second part of Morgner’s dual process involves freeing women from 

their oppressive traditional role as the ’weaker sex'. Many female characters in 

Morgner's work strive towards this self-liberation, and many also succeed, 

notably Valeska and Laura.

In Morgner's view, the current gender situation, in which male dominance is 

maintained and guaranteed by science and technology and which assigns to 

women a subordinate role can only lead to the destruction of humanity as we 

know it. As has been shown, Morgner regards the destructive power of (nuclear) 

technology, and man's pursuit of ever more powerful weapons as the core 

components of this will to destruction. The process of 'Menschwerdung' offers the 

only way of toppling the twin pillars of domination and subordination. Stawstrom 

underlines the importance of this dual process to Morgner when she states:
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Der Eintritt der Frauen als ebenbürtige Partner in die Historié, die 
traditioneil von Mânnern gelenkt wurde, soil jedoch nicht nur 
Mitverantwortung der Frauen bedeuten, sondern auch umgekehrt den 
Mânnern das Recht auf natürliche Emotionalitat und Schwache 
einraumen, das traditionsgemàfS nur den Frauen zuerkannt wurde.^

Despite her initial enthusiasm for socialism, Morgner came to the realisation 

towards the end of her life that this ideal situation, or utopia, could not be 

achieved by following the tenets of the GDR's version of socialism. In Morgner's 

eyes this was principally because, like the majority of earlier socio-political 

systems, socialism in the GDR was based on male dominance over women, 

despite its careful assertions to the contrary, notably the commitment to gender 

equality expressed in the GDR's constitution. In one of her last interviews, in 

1990, Morgner stressed this point:

[...] die DDR-Frauen waren bisher gewohnt, ihre Belange der groReren 
Sache unterzuordnen. Emanzipation der Frauen: Nebenwiderspruch hat 
man lange gesagt. Und ich glaubte ja auch früher, wenn der Sozialismus 
aufgebaut wird, ist die Frauenfrage ein sekundâres Problem und erledigt 
sich irgendwie von selbst. Aber wir haben die Erfahrung machen mussen, 
daR jedenfalls ein stalinistischer Sozialismus das Frauenproblem weder 
losen kann noch will, weil es eine Mannergesellschaft Ist."̂

It is important to note her use of the term 'stalinistischer Sozialismus' here: 

Morgner believed that GDR socialism remained Stalinist, in essence, to the end 

partly because it was undeniably a 'Mannergesellschaft' in the worst sense. As 

has been shown, though, she never rejected socialism per se and clung to the 

principles of utopian socialism until her death.

® Stawstrom, p. 153.
 ̂ Alice Schwarzer, 'Die Frauen sind die Halfte der Menschheit', Emma, 2/1990.
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Morgner's consistent efforts throughout her life to redress the balance between 

the sexes by creating strong and independent women, have led many critics to 

hail her as the GDR's feminist par excellence. As we have seen, however, 

Morgner dismisses such an epithet and, while acknowledging that feminism, in 

particular Western feminism and the women's movement have had an influence 

on her thinking and writing, she makes it clear that she wrote her narratives as a 

Communist, or utopian socialist, not primarily as a 'feminist'.

Morgner viewed feminist theories, especially those theories based on an 

assumed essential difference between men and women, notably the theories of 

the French feminists and feminist separatists, as misplaced and restricting. 

Instead, Morgner's brand of 'feminism' is based on what she termed the 'dritte 

Ordnung', which is neither patriarchal nor matriarchal, but rather 'menschlich' (TB, 

27). Morgner desperately wanted to believe in this 'Ordnung', but as this thesis 

has demonstrated, she became increasingly doubtful that this 'human' order of 

things could ever be realised, given men's inability to change. Consequently, the 

majority of her male characters are unable to meet their female counterparts 

halfway.

Morgner views the fantastic as a useful tool not only to help women cope with 

their professional and domestic lives, but also as a tool which may make it 

possible for men simultaneously to unlock their emotions and 'kreative Potenzen' 

and gain a better understanding of women and the struggles they face. However, 

Morgner realises that men are incapable of embracing the fantastic and therefore 

consistently excludes them from the fantastic worlds inhabited by her female 

characters. Even when she reached a point where she could enable a handful of
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male characters to witness and embrace fantastic events, these characters 

ultimately fail to bridge the gap successfully between reality and the fantastic.

An examination of Morgner's male characters has permitted a more nuanced and 

precise understanding of the nature of her disillusionment with society than that 

emerging from studies of her female characters alone. Morgner's insistence that 

she is not a feminist served as the starting point for this thesis and the 

subsequent argument has demonstrated that she did not write exclusively for and 

about women. Unequivocal statements, such as 'Die Bezeichnung 

"Frauenliteratur" 1st unsinnig -  andernfalls müRte beinahe alle Literatur, die 

bisher geschrieben wurde [...] als "Mannerliteratur" bezeichnet werden', and 

'Wenn meine Bûcher nur fur Frauen verstandlich waren, waren sie keine Literatur 

und folglich auch für Frauen ungenieRbar'  ̂ have underpinned the thesis. 

Statements like these are repeated often in interviews and substantiate 

Morgner's intention: 'mit ihren Büchern Frauen und Manner zu erreichen, in den 

Kopfen beider Geschlechter Denk-Prozesse in Gang zu setzen'.®

The analysis of her narratives, however, has cast doubt on whether Morgner 

actually managed to achieve her goal. Although there cannot be any doubt that 

she succeeded in getting her female characters, and the women who read her 

books, to think about their situation and to reflect on the way they lead their lives, 

the discussion of the male characters in her work has shown that this is not 

generally the case with the men. Given her disillusionment with GDR society, 

Morgner was unable to convince herself, and her readers, that men are capable

® Cited by Dorothea Schmitz-Koster in her article 'Hexen, Weltfahrer und die Schone Melusine. 
Annâherung an Irmtraud Morgner', published in Irmtraud Morgners hexische Weltfahrt: Eine 
Zeitmontage (Berlin: Elefanten Press, 1991), ed. by Kristine von Soden, p.11.

® Ibid.
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of looking at the world in the same way as women do. Although there are 

instances where she manages to create one or two male characters who display 

some potential for change, her overriding belief that relationships between men 

and women are doomed compels her to create characters with self-destructive 

tendencies, negating any good intentions she may have had with them. Unlike 

the female characters, the inability of the male characters to cope with life 

renders them incapable of apprehending, or acting upon the fantastic. This 

inability has been demonstrated time and again in the discussion of the various 

male protagonists, emphasising Morgner's ultimate pessimism and her conviction 

that it is impossible to change humanity through the mediation of men.
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